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Notice to readers 
This index for 1984 is intended to guide the reader to the bulletin(s) and to the specific point(s) in the 
bulletin(s) which dealt with a given item. For instance, reference 1/1.3.1 refers to point 1.3.1 in the January 
Bulletin. 
Each item included is given in condensed form and is classified by keyword. 
Where an item includes a reference to an instrument adopted by a Community institution or body (opinion, 
decision, regulation, etc.), this is indicated at the end of the entry. A code letter preceding the reference 
indicates the relevant institution or body : 
P Parliament 
S Economic and Social Committee 
C Commission 
L Council 
A ECSC Consultative Committee 
Example: the Commission communication 'Technological change and social adjustment', which is referred 
to in point 1.3.1 in the January Bulletin, is listed under 'Social policy'; the corresponding entry is 
followed by 'communication C' (C being the code for the Commission) and the reference 1/1.3.1. 
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List of acronyms and abbreviations 
ACP African, Caribbean and Pacific lEA International Energy Agency (OECD) 
countries party to the Lome ILO International Labour Organization (UN) Convention 
Asean Association of South East Asian IMF International Monetary Fund (UN) 
Nations (Brunei Darussalam, IMO International Maritime Organization 
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, (UN) 
Singapore and Thailand) JET Joint European Torus 
CCT Common Customs Tariff (EEC) JRC Joint Research Centre 
CMEA Council for Mutual Economic MCA Monetary compensatory amount(s) Assistance (Comecon) 
Cod est Committee for European Development NAFO North Atlantic Fisheries Organization 
of Science and Technology NCI New Community instrument 
COST European cooperation in the field of NEAFC North-East Atlantic Fisheries 
scientific and technical research Convention 
CREST Scientific and Technical Research NGO Non-governmental organization 
Committee OCT Overseas countries and territories CSCE Conference on Security and 
Cooperation in Europe OECD Organization for Economic 
EAGGF European Agricultural Guidance and Cooperation and Development 
Guarantee Fund SADCC Southern African Development 
ECA European Cooperation Association Coordination Conference 
ECE Economic Commission for Europe Sedoc Systeme europeen de diffusion des 
offres et des demandes d'emploi 
ECU European currency unit enregistrees en compensation 
EDF European Development Fund internationale (European international 
EFTA European Free Trade Association vacancy clearing system) 
EIB European Investment Bank SELA Latin American Economic System 
EMS European Monetary System Stabex System for the stabilization of ACP 
ERDF European Regional Development Fund and OCT export earnings (Lome 
Euronet European information network 
Convention) 
Sysmin Special financing facility for ACP and EVCA European Venture Capital Association OCT mining products 
FADN Farm accountancy data network (EEC) TAC Total allowable catch 
FAO Food and Agriculture Organization Unctad United Nations Conference on Trade (UN) 
and Development 
FAST Forecasting and assessment in the 
field of science and technology UNEP United Nations Environment 
GATT General Agreement on Tariffs and Programme 
Trade (UN) Unido United Nations Industrial Development 
GNP Gross national product Organization 
I AEA International Atomic Energy Agency UNRWA United Nations Relief and Works 
(UN) Agency 
IBRD International Bank for Reconstruction VAT Value-added tax 
and Development (World Bank) (UN) WHO World Health Organization (UN) 
IDA International Development Association WIPO World Intellectual Property (UN) Organization (UN) 
IV 
Abuse of dominant positions 
- Abuse of a dominant position on the British motor 
vehicle market decision C 7/2.1.59 
- Suspension of proceedings against IBM for abuse 
of a dominant position opinionS decision C 7/1.1.1; 
10/2.1.44 
ACP 
- Accession of Mozambique to the Third Lome 
Convention 1211.5.1 
- Accession of St Christopher and Nevis to the 
Second Lome Convention 212.2.49; 3/2.2.51 
- Agreement with the ACP States on guara~teed 
prices for cane or sugar (1983-84) regulation L 
1/2.2.38 
- Agreement with the ACP States on guaranteed 
prices for cane or sugar (1984-85) regulation L 
10/2.2.48 
- Annual meeting of the representatives of the ACP 
and Community social and economic sectors under 
the auspices of the Joint Committee regulation L 
decision C 9/2.2.40 
- Ceilings and Community surveillanc~ f~r ~rt<~:in 
categories of agricultural products ongmatmg 1n t_he 
ACP States (1983) regulation C opmion S regulatiOn 
L 10/2.1.39 
- Community plan of action in support of the 
developing countries' food strategies consideration 
L opinionS regulation L 6/2.2.49; 11/2.2.42 
- Community tariff quotas for agricultural products 
originating in ACP States regulations C decisions C 
deCISIOn C 1 0/2.1.38 
- EIB loans to ACP States under the 2nd Lome 
Convention regulation L decision C 3/2.4.47; 
5/2.4.42; 6/2.4.27; 10/2.4.58; 11/2.4.37 
- Emergency aid for disaster victims in Madagascar 
decision C opinion P 4/2.2.40 
- Emergency food aid for Madagascar decision C 
opinion P 4/2.2.36 
- Emergency plan to combat famine in Africa opinion 
S regulation L 212.2.40; decisions C opinion S 
regulatwn L 3/2.2.42; 4/2.2.36; 6/2.2.5~; 9/2.2.31; 
opmion S regulation L 1 0/2.2.41 ; dec1s1ons C 
opimon S regulation L 1 0/2.2.44; re~o_lution L . . 
opimon S regulation L 11/1.2.1; dec1s1ons C? opmwn 
S regulation L 11/2.2.43; opinionS regulation L 
11/2.2.51; resolution P opinionS regulation L 
11 /2.4.15; opinion S regulation L 1211.2. 7; 
12/2.2.42; 12/2.2.43; 12/2.2.44; resolution P 
opinion S regulation L 12/2.2.45 . 
- Financing of projects in ACP States under Sysm1n 
(mining cooperation) opimon S statement C 
9/2.2.34; 10/2.2.49 
- Fisheries agreement with Equatorial Guinea s1gning 
6/2.1.120; 7/2.1.157 
-Fisheries agreement with Guinea-Bissau 7/2.1.156 
- Fisheries agreement with Madagascar 
(negotiations) proposal C 6/2.1.121; agreement L 
9/2.1.1 04; initiallmg 1212.1.185 
- Fisheries agreement with Mauritania (draft) 
1/2.1.95 
A 
-Fisheries agreement with Sao Tome and Principe 
opinion P regulation L 2/2.1.136 
-Fisheries agreement with Senegal (extension) 
1 /2.1.93; opinion P 4/2.1.112 
- Fisheries agreement with Seychell~s initialling 
1/2.1.94; decision L 3/2.1.151; opm1on P 5/2.1.153 
- Improved access to landlocked East African 
countries resolution P statement C 1/2.2.43 
- Meeting of the ACP-EEC Committee of 
Ambassadors regulation L decision C 3/2.2.52 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee regulation L 
decision C 212.2.48; 9/2.2.39; resolution P 
regulation L decision C 1212.2.54; 1212.4.13 
- New protocol annexed to the fisheries agreement 
between the Community and Senegal opinion S 
regulation L 1 /2.1.93 
- Official visit to the Commission by a ministerial 
delegation from Liberia regulation L decision C 
3/2.2.53 
- Official visit to the Commission by the Prime 
Minister of Guinea regulation L decision C 6/2.2.66 
- Participation by ACP States and other developing 
countries in international trade events opm1on S 
regulation L 2/2.2.43; 3/2.2.44; 5/2.2.54; 6/2.2.60; 
9/2.2.33 
- Reallocation of sugar quotas under the sugar . . 
protocol regulations L decision C 3/2.2.52; dec1s1on 
C regulations L decision C 11 /2.2.46 
- Renewal of the ACP-EEC Convention signing draft 
resolution L decision C 1211 .5.1 
- Renewal of the ACP-EEC Convention - completion 
of negotiations draft resolution L decision C 
11/1.1.1 
- Renewal of the ACP-EEC Convention - ministerial 
negotiating conferences draft resolution L decision 
c 212.2.32; 5/2.2.39; 6/2.2.42; 10/2.2.34 
- Renewal of the ACP-EEC Convention -
negotiations draft resolution L decision C 1/2.2.29; 
7/2.2.37; 9/2.2.27; 10/2.2.35; resolution P draft 
resolution L decision C 10/2.2.36 
- Setting up of the Indian Ocean Commission 
decision L decision C 1 /2.2.42 
- Stabex transfers to the ACP States for 1983 
consideration L decision C 10/2.2.47; 1212.2.50 
- The European Community and Africa 
communication C opinion P statement C 5/2.2.34 
ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly 
- Annual meeting of the representatives of the ACP 
and Community social and economic sectors under 
the auspices of the Joint Committee regulation L 
decision C 9/2.2.40 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee regulation L 
dec1s1on C 212.2.48; 9/2.2.39; resolution P 
regulation L decision C 12/2.2.54; 12/2.4.13 
Aerospace industry 
- Future of the Community aerospace industry 
resolution P regulations C 1 /2.1.19 
Afgh 
Afghanistan 
- Detention of the journalist J. Abouchar in 
Afghanistan resolutions P resolution P statement C 
10/2.4.8 
- Situation in Afghanistan resolution P decision ECSC 
decision C 2/2.4.15 
-Statement by the Ten on Afghanistan resolution P 
statement C 5/2.4.1; 12/2.4.2 
Africa 
- (See also: ACP) regulation L decision C 
- Emergency plan to combat famine in Africa opinion 
S regulation L 212.2.40; decisions C opinion S 
regulation L 3/2.2.42; 4/2.2.36; 6/2.2.55; 9/2.2.31; 
opinion S regulation L 1 0/2.2.41 ; decisions C 
opinion S regulation L 1 0/2.2.44; resolution L 
opinion S regulation L 11 /1.2.1 ; decisions C opinion 
S regulation L 11/2.2.43; opinionS regulation L 
11/2.2.51; resolution P opinionS regulation L 
11 /2.4.15; opinion S regulation L 12/1.2. 7; 
12/2.2.42; 12/2.2.43; 12/2.2.44; resolution P 
opimon S regulation L 12/2.2.45 
-Implementation of the Convention on International 
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and 
Flora by African countries signing decision C 
6/2.1.80 
- International Conference on aid for refugees in 
Africa decisions C decision C 7/2.2.36 
- Recognition of the independence of Eritrea 
resolution P opinion A decision C 4/2.4.11 
- The European Community and Africa 
communication C opinion P statement C 5/2.2.34 
Agreements 
-(See: Bonn Agreement, Cartagena -,Distribution 
agreements, Exclusive purchasing-, Fisheries-, 
GATI, Restrictive business-, Specialization-, 
Trade-, Unlawful -) 84/2.0.1 
Agri-monetary measures 
- Alteration of monetary compensatory amounts 
applicable in the Federal Republic of Germany and 
the Netherlands opinion S regulation L 12/2.1.140 
- Calculation of monetary compensatory amounts for 
pigmeat regulation C opinion S 12/2.1 .140 
- Continuation of the use of the ECU for the common 
agricultural policy proposal C opinion A decision C 
1 0/2.1.88; regulation L opinion A decision C 
12/2.1.140; opinion P opinion A decision C 
12/2.1.141 ; opinion S opinion A decision C 
12/2.4.26 
- Dismantling of monetary compensatory amounts 
proposal C resolution P statement C 1 /1.1.16; 
consideration L resolution P statement C 2/2.1.96; 
opinion S resolution P statement C 2/2.4.30; 
regulation L resolution P statement C 3/1.2.3; 
opinion P resolution P statement C 3/2.1.120 
-Repeal of "equity" Regulation decision C 4/2.1.92 
- Transitional measures in readiness for revaluation 
of the representative rate of German mark 
regulation C regulation L statement C 9/2.1. 77 
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Agricultural incomes 
- Agricultural prices for 1984-85 and related 
measures proposals C regulations C regulation L 
1/1.1.1; consideration L regulations C regulation L 
2/2.1.96; opinion S regulations C regulation L 
2/2.1.97; opinion P opinion S regulations L 3/1.2.1 ; 
resolution P opinion S regulations L 5/2.1 .135 
-Direct aid to small milk producers (1984 to 1986) 
regulation L opinion P 3/1.2.4; regulations L opinion 
P 5/2.1.125; proposal C opinion P 10/2.1.1 00; 
regulation L opinion P 11/2.1 .1 00 
- Dismantling of monetary compensatory amounts -
compensation for German farmers (20th VAT 
Directive) resolution P statement C 6/1.1.9; 
decision L resolution P statement C 6/2.1.88; 
proposal C resolution P statement C 7/2.1.83; 
opinion S resolution P statement C 9/2.1 .40 
- Extension of socio-structural measures 
(modernization, cessation of farming, training) in 
agriculture directive L decisions L decision C 
2/2.1.116; proposal C opinion A decision C 
6/2.1.1 00; opinion P decisions L decision C 
9/2.1 .87; directive L decisions L decision C 
10/2.1.103 
- Report on the Agricultural Situation in 1983 annual 
report C decision ECSC decision C 1 /2.1 . 70 
- Review of the policy on agricultural structures 
consideration L regulation L decision C 1 /2.1.67; 
opinion S regulation L decision C 2/2.1.117; opinion 
P regulation L decision C 4/2.1.1 02; consideration L 
regulation L decision C 5/2.1 .122; regulation L 
decision C 6/2.1.1 00 
- Survey of agricultural holdings and incomes in 
1982-83 opinion S statement C 11/2.1.90 
- Survey of the structure of agricultural holdings 
( 1985 and 1987) proposal C opinion S statement C 
2/2.1.98; opinion P opinion S statement C 
3/2.1.121 ; decision L opinion S statement C 
5/2.1.123 
Agricultural prices 
- Agricultural prices for 1984-85 and related 
measures proposals C regulations C regulation L 
1 /1.1.1 ; consideration L regulations C regulation L 
2/2.1.96; opinion S regulations C regulation L 
2/2.1.97; opinion P opinion S regulations L 3/1.2.1; 
resolution P opinion S regulations L 5/2.1 .135 
- Financial impact of agricultural price decisions 
proposal C statement C 1/1.1.17; 3/1.2.8; 7/2.3.2 
- Guarantee thresholds for agricultural prices 
regulations L decision ECSC decision C 3/1.2.5 
- Report on the Agricultural Situation in 1983 annual 
report C decision ECSC decision C 1 /2.1 . 70 
- Situation of the Agricultural Markets in 1983 
(economic aspects of theCAP) report C decision 
ECSC decision C 1/2.1.73 
-Transitional period for Portuguese and Spanish 
agriculture communications C regulation L decision 
C3/2.2.2 
Agricultural products 
- Exchange of letters between the United States and 
the Community on wine (labelling and oenological 
processes) resolution P statement C 6/2.2.25 
- Exports of table wines of Community origin to the 
United States opinion S statement C 1 /2.2.21 ; 
2/2.2.19; statement C opinion S statement C 
3/2.2.19; opinion S statement C 4/2.2.15; 10/2.2.17 
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Agricultural products (Continued) 
- Inclusion of Greenland among the beneficiaries of 
generalized preferences in 1985 proposal C 
proposal C statement C 11/2.2.36; proposal C 
statement C 1212.2.37 
- Recommendations by the GATT Committee on 
Trade and Agriculture opinion A decision C 
11/2.2.54 
- Scheme of generalized preferences applicable in 
1985 proposals C opinion S decision C 7/2.2.38; 
opinionS opinionS decision C 10/2.4.45; opinion P 
agreement L decision C 11/2.2.36; regulations L 
decision ECSC decision C 1212.2.37 
- Session of the ECE's Committee on Agricultural 
Problems decision ECSC decision C 3/2.2.55 
Agricultural research 
-Programme (1984-86) of research and training in 
biomolecular engineering (second phase) draft 
recommendation L regulations L 1 0/2.1.132 
-Programme of research and training (1982-84) in 
biomolecular engineering (1983 report) draft 
recommendation L regulations L 4/2.1.127 
- Programmes of joint and coordinated agricultural 
research (1984-88)- implementation decision C 
opinion CREST regulations L 3/2.1.188; 1212.1.165 
Agricultural structure 
- Abandonment premiums in respect of certain 
vineyards proposals C regulations C regulation L 
9/2.1.80 
- Acceleration of agricultural development in certain 
less-favoured regions of western Ireland regulation 
L amendment of proposal C 6/2.1.99 
- Common measure for forestry in certain 
Mediterranean zones of the Community (extension) 
proposal C regulation L 11/2.1 .1 07 
- Common measure to improve agricultural 
structures in certain regions of Greece agreement L 
opinion P 212.1.118; regulation L opinion P 
3/2.1 .133; proposals C opinion P 5/2.1 .137 
- Common measures to improve the conditions under 
which agricultural products are processed and 
marketed regulation L regulation L 6/2.1 .99 
- Common measures to improve the conditions under 
which agricultural products are processed and 
marketed (estimated cost) regulation L 11/2.1.115 
- Community list of the less-favoured agricultural 
areas in the Member States directives L opinion P 
statement C 212.1.119; opinion P statement C 
1212.1.163 
- Contribution by the Community to infrastructure 
projects in Portugal as part of pre-accession aid 
decisions C decision C 6/2.2.6 
- Establishment of a Community viticultural land 
register resolution P opinion S statement C 
5/2.1.135 
- Estimated EAGGF Guidance Section expenditure 
( 1985-1989) regulation L decision C 11/2.1 .115 
- Extension of socio-structural measures 
(modernization, cessation of farming, training) in 
agriculture directive L decisions L decision C 
212.1.116; proposal C opinion A decision C 
6/2.1.1 00; opinion P decisions L decision C 
9/2.1.87; directive L decisions L decision C 
10/2.1.103 
Air 
- Review of the policy on agricultural structures 
consideration L regulation L decision C 1/2.1.67; 
opinion S regulation L decision C 212.1.117; opinion 
P regulation L decision C 4/2.1.1 02; consideration L 
regulation L decision C 5/2.1.122; regulation L 
decision C 6/2.1.1 00 
- Specific pre-accession aid for structural 
improvements in agriculture and fisheries in 
Portugal opinion P 212.2.3; 3/2.2.4; proposal C 
opinion P 6/2.2.5; opinion P opinion P 11/2.2.3; 
regulation L opinion P 1212.2.2 
- Survey of agricultural holdings and incomes in 
1982-83 opinion S statement C 11/2.1.90 
- Survey of the structure of agricultural holdings 
(1985 and 1987) proposal C opinionS statement C 
212.1.98; opinion P opinion S statement C 
3/2.1 .121 ; decision L opinion S statement C 
5/2.1.123 
- Suspension of national aids to investment in dairy 
farming regulation L opinion S decision C 212.1.116 
Agricultural/forestry tractors 
- Roll-over protection for drivers of wheeled 
agricultural or forestry tractors proposal C 
amendment of proposal C decision C 11/2.1.10 
Agriculture 
-(See also: Common agricultural policy, 
Mediterranean agriculture, State aid to agriculture) 
regulation L decision C 
Aid 
-(See: ECSC redeployment-, Exceptional-, Food-, 
Pre-accession -, Regional-, State-, State aid to .. ) 
84/2.0.2 
Air pollution 
- Air pollution by industrial plants agreement L 
opinion S regulation L 3/2.1.1 04; direct1ve L opinion 
S regulation L 6/2.1. 76 
- Air pollution by large combustion plants resolution P 
opinion S regulation L 5/2.1.1 09; opinion P opinion 
S regulation L 11/2.1.87; consideration L opinion S 
regulation L 1212.1.126 
-Air pollution caused by lead, including lead in petrol 
opinion S regulation L 3/2.1.1 05; proposal C opimon 
S regulation L 5/1.2.1 ; consideration L opinion S 
regulation L 6/2.1.78; communication C opinion S 
regulation L 9/2.1.67; opmion S opinion S regulation 
L 11/2.4.27; opinion S regulation L 1211.2.3; 
consideration L opinion S regulation L 1212.1.122; 
opinion P opinion S regulation L 1212.1 .124 
- Air pollution caused by motor vehicle exhaust 
emissions proposal C opinion S regulation L 
5/1 .2.3; consideration L opinion S regulation L 
6/2.1. 78; proposal C opinion S regulation L 
10/2.1. 77; consideration L opimon S regulation L 
12/2.1.123; opinion P opinion S regulation L 
12/2.1.124 
- Air quality standards for nitrogen dioxide opinion P 
opinionS regulation L 5/2.1.109; consideration L 
opinion S regulation L 6/2.1. 77; opinion P opinion S 
regulation L 11/2.1.87; agreement L opinion S 
regulation L 1212.1 .125 
- Combating acid rain pollution resolution P opinion P 
statement C 1/2.1.63; opinion P statement C 
6/2.1.79 
Air 
Air pollution (Continued) 
- Global Framework Convention on the Protection of 
the Ozone Layer (negotiations) decisions C 
deCISIOn C 1 0/2.1. 78 
- Pollution caused by gases given off by waste 
incineration plants resolution P opinion S regulation 
L 9/2.1.69 
- Preparatory measures for the protection of forests 
against fire and acid rain amendment of proposal C 
deCISIOn C 12/2.1 .162 
- Protection of forests against fire and acid rain 
opmion P amendment of proposal C decision C 
5/2.1.138; opinton S amendment of proposal C 
decision C 7/2.1.112; consideration L amendment 
of proposal C decision C 7/2.1 .113 
- Protocol to the ECE Geneva Convention on long-
range transboundary air pollution relating to 
financing communication C signing dec1s10n C 
1 /2.1.62; s1gnmg decision C 5/2.1.1 08; decision L 
·signing decision C 9/2.1.68; signing dec1s1on C 
12/2.1.127 
- Protocol to the ECE Geneva Convention on long-
range transboundary air pollution relating to the 
reduction of sulphur emissions proposal C 
decisions C decision C 12/2.1.127 
- 1984-85 R&D programme in the field of 
environment (2nd phase) (revision) opinton S 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 1 /2.1.115; 
decision L amendment of proposal C regulations L 
2/2.1.162 
Air transport 
- Airport charges in the Community resolution P 
opinton S decision C 3/2.1 .172 
- Airport planning in the Community resolution P 
regulation L 5/2.1.171 
- Application of the competition rules to air transport 
amendment of proposal C regulations C 2/2.1.149 
- Protocol amending the Eurocontrol Convention 
resolution P amendment of proposal C decision C 
10/2.1.128 
- Safety of air transport in Europe resolution P 
decision ECSC decision C 4/2.1.119 
-Towards a common air transport policy 
memorandum C regulatiOn L decision C 2/2.1.149; 
consideration L regulation L decisiOn C 5/2.1 .170; 
12/2.1.208 
Aircraft 
- Application of international standards on aircraft 
noise by the United States communication C 
regulations C 4/2.1.83 
- Sectoral agreement on guidelines for export credits 
for aircraft consideration L 12/2.2.9 
Alcohol 
- Countervailing charge on ethyl alcohol of 
agricultural origin produced in France regulation C 
resolution P dec1sion C 9/2.1.79 
- Establishment of a common organization of the 
market in ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin dec1s1on 
L decision C 2/2.1.101 
- Infringement proceedings against France in respect 
of the alcohol monopoly notice opinion S 
regulations L 2/2.1.57 
Alcoholic beverages 
-Labelling of foodstuffs (alcoholic beverages) 
opinion P opinton S statement C 3/2.1.112 
-Taxation of wine and alcoholic beverages 
resolutions P resolution P decision C 4/2.1 .57 
Alternative energy sources 
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- Financial support for demonstration and pilot 
industrial projects relating to coal liquefaction and 
gasification communication C decision ECSC 
decision C 2/2.1.155; agreement L decision ECSC 
decision C 3/2.1.182; regulation L decision ECSC 
decision C 7/2.1.176; decisions C decision ECSC 
decision C 11 /2.1.146; commumcat10n C decision 
ECSC decision C 12/2.1.214 
- Financial support for demonstration projects 
relating to the exploitation of alternative energy 
sources and to energy saving communication C 
decision ECSC decision C 2/2.1.155; agreement L 
decision ECSC decision C 3/2.1.182; decision 
ECSC decision C 5/2.1.185; regulation L decision 
ECSC decision C 7/2.1.176; decisions C decision 
ECSC decision C 11/2.1.147; communication C 
decision ECSC decision C 12/2.1.214 
Andean Pact 
- Framework agreement on economic cooperation 
between the Community and the Andean Pact 
countries opinion P consideration L 4/2.2.27; 
regulation L consideration L 612.2.36 
- Information seminars on the Community's GSP 
decision ECSC decision C 7/2.2.42 
Animal feed 
- Aid for concentrated milk used as animal feed 
opinion S regulation L 2/2.1.100; opinion P 
regulation L 3/2.1 .122 
- Aid for skimmed milk and skimmed-milk powder 
used as animal feed regulations C regulation L 
4/2.1.100; 11/2.1.102 
- Aid for skimmed-milk powder used as animal feed 
proposal C regulation L 5/2.1.127; regulation L 
regulation L 7/2.1 .136; regulation C regulation L 
12/2.1.155 
- Application to sorghum of intervention price for feed 
grains (amendment of basic Regulation) opinion P 
regulations C 2/2.1.99; regulation L regulations C 
7/2.1.119 
- Composition and marketing of straight and 
compound feedingstuffs proposal C decisions C 
decision C 1 0/2.1.1 09 
- European cooperation in research on the use of 
plant residues (COST project) decision L decision L 
decision C 2/2.1 .158 
- Intervention buying of skimmed-milk powder 
(amendment of basic Regulation) opinion P 
regulation L 3/2.1.122; opinion S amendment of 
proposal C 3/2.1.124; regulation C amendment of 
proposal C 4/2.1.99 
- Restriction of imports of certain cereal substitutes 
for animal feed (GATT negotiations) opinion P 
statement C 1 /2.1.68; 3/2.1.115; 6/2.2.26 
- Timetable for harmonization measures concerning 
animal and plant health resolution L opmion S 




- Umiting of laboratory animal experiments resolution 
P opmion P statement C 5/2.1 .113 
Anti-dumping duties 
- Protection against dumped or subsidized imports 
from non-Community countries resoluticn P 
statement C 1/2.2.4; 212.2.7; 3/2.2.8; 5/2.2.6; 
7/2.2.6; 9/2.2.7; 11/2.2.9; 1212.2.7 
Anti-subsidy procedures 
- Protection against dumped or subsidized imports 
from non-Community countries resolution P 
statement C 112.2.4; 2/2.2.7; 3/2.2.8; 5/2.2.6; 
7/2.2.6; 9/2.2.7; 10/2.2.7; 11/2.2.9 
Arab Funds 
- Go-financing of development projects by the 
Communityand the Arab Group of Funds resolution 
P decision C 1 0/2.2.60 
Asbestos 
- Protection of workers exposed to asbestos 
amendment of proposal C decision C 10/2.1.65 
ASEAN 
- Community attendance at the annual meeting of 
ASEAN Foreign Ministers in Djakarta opinion S 
regulation L 7/2.2.23 
- Consultations under textile arrangements with the 
ASEAN countries dec1sions C decision C 5/2.2.1 0; 
10/2.2.13 
- Emergency aid for disaster victims in the Philippines 
opmion P 9/2.2.32 
- Emergency aid for displaced persons in Thailand 
opmion P 6/2.2.57 
- Emergency food aid for the Philippines decision C 
opinion P 10/2.2.44 
- Extension of ihe EEC-ASEAN cooperation 
agreement following the accession of Brunei to the 
ASEAN proposal C statement C 9/2.2.24; 11/2.2.29 
- Financial and technical assistance from the 
Community to non-associated developing countries 
opinion P 2/2.2.46; 6/2.2.64; 7/2.2.50; 10/2.2.51; 
1212.2.52 
- Meeting of the EEC-ASEAN Joint Cooperation 
Committee regulation L decision C 12/2.2.29 
- Official visit to South-East Asia by the President of 
the Commission regulation L decision C 5/2.2.28 
-Trade mission to certain ASEAN countries 
regulation L statement C 12/2.2.30 
-Trade promotion seminars arranged by the 
ASEAN-EEC Business Council opinion P 4/2.2.25 
Asia 
- Consultations under textile arrangements with 
Asian countries decisions C dec1s1on C 9/2.2.13 
- Consultations under textile arrangements with 
Asian countries (Hong Kong, Korea, Macao) 
deCISIOnS C deCISiOn C 6/2.2.15; 11/2.2.16 
- EEC-Pakistan commercial and economic 
cooperation agreement (negotiations) 2/2.2.30; 
10/2.2.28 
- Emergency food aid for Kampuchea opinion P 
11/2.2.43 
Aust 
- Financial and technical assistance from the 
Community to non-associated developing countries 
opinion P 4/2.2.41; 6/2.2.64; 11/2.2.48; 12/2.2.52 
- High-level consultations between the Community 
and Korea on economic and trade relations 
decisions C decision C 5/2.2.31; 7/2.2.24 
- Information seminars on the Community's GSP 
decision ECSC decision C 4/2.2.33 
- Meeting of the EEC-Pakistan Joint Commission 
regulation L decision C 1 0/2.2.29 
- Meeting of the Joint Commission under the EEC-
Bangladesh Commercial Cooperation Agreement 
regulation L decision C 7/2.2.26 
- Meeting of the Joint Commission under the EEC-Sri 
Lanka Commercial Cooperation Agreement 
regulation L decision C 5/2.2.27 
- Meeting of the Joint Commission under the new 
EEC-India Agreement regulation L decision C 
5/2.2.26 
- Official visit to South Korea by the President of the 
Commission regulation L decision C 5/2.2.30 
- Participation by ACP States and other developing 
countries in international trade events opinion S 
regulation L 6/2.2.60 
- Promotion of industrial cooperation between the 
Community and India opinion A decision C 
11/2.2.30 
Australia 
- EEC-Australia ministerial consultations decisions C 
decision C 3/2.2.25 
Austria 
- Agreement with Austria concerning the extension of 
Euronet 212.1.33 
- Negotiations between the Community and Austria 
concerning land transport opinion S regulation L 
10/2.1.129 
- Official visit to the Commission by the Austrian 
Vice-Chancellor regulation L decision C 212.2.21 
Balance of payments 
- Community loans to support Member States' 
payments balances proposal C opinion S statement 
C 5/2.1.3; agreement L opinion S statement C 
6/2.1.2 
Banking 
-Agreements in the banking sector concerning 
uniform Eurocheques decision C regulation L 
12/2.1.58 
- Annual accounts of banks and other financial 
institutions amendment of proposal C decisions C 
decision C 3/2.1 .54 
- Freedom of establishment in the field of mortgage 
credit proposal C opinion P statement C 12/2.1.75 
-Taking up and pursuit of the business of credit 
institutions proposal C regulation L 5/2.1.64; opinion 
P regulation L 12/2.1.76 
Banking legislation 
- Annual accounts of banks and other financial 
institutions amendment of proposal C decisions C 
decision C 3/2.1.54 
-Taking up and pursuit of the business of credit 
institutions proposal C regulation L 5/2.1.64; opimon 
P regulation L 12/2.1.76 
Barcelona Convention 
- Protocol to the Barcelona Convention concerning 
Mediterranean specially protected areas decision L 
amendment of proposal C dec1s1on C 3/2.1 .97 
Beef and veal 
-Calf-birth premium (1983-84) regulation C 
regulations C regulatwn L 5/2.1.133 
- Estimates of imports of beef/veal and young bovine 
animals for fattening regulations C 2/2.1 .111 
- Situation of the beef/veal market decision ECSC 
deciswn C 7/2.1.128 
- Slaughter premium for adult bovine animals in the 
United Kingdom (1984/85) regulation C regulations 
C regulation L 5/2.1.133 
- Support of the beef/veal market regulations C 
dec1s1on ECSC decision C 7/2.1.134; 9/2.1.86 
Belgium 
- Assistance from the ERDF to finance regional 
development studies decisions C decisions C 
dec1sion C 7/2.1.107 
- Grant for studies in preparation for integrated 
reg1onal development operations decisions C 
dec1s1ons C deciswn C 12/2.1 .116 
- Measures taken by Member States in support of the 
coalmdustry in 1983 assent L deciswns C 
statement C 9/2.1.113 
- Specific measure to assist reg1ons affected by 
restructuring in the steel industry decisions C 
opimon P 10/2.1.70 
B 
Biomass 
- (See: Alternative energy sources) regulation L 
decision C 
Biomolecular engineering 
-Programme (1984-86) of research and training in 
biomolecular engineering (second phase) draft 
recommendation L regulations L 1 0/2. 1.132 
-Programme of research and training (1982-84) in 
biomolecular engineering ( 1983 report) draft 
recommendation L regulations L 4/2.1.127 
Biotechnology 
- Biotechnology applications: the Community's role 
conclusions L regulations C 2/2.1 .30 
- Community research action programme in the field 
of biotechnology (1985-89) proposal C opinionS 
regulations L 4/2.1.25; opinion CREST opinion S 
regulations L 5/2.1 .192; consideration L opinion S 
regulations L 6/2.1.136; opinion CREST opinion S 
regulations L 6/2.1.143; opinion S opmion S 
regulations L 11 /2.1.23; agreement L opinion S 
regulations L 12/1.7.2; opimon P opinionS 
regulations L 12/2.1 .34 
- Marketing of medicinal products derived from 
biotechnology and other high-technology medicinal 
products proposal C regulation L statement C 
10/2.1.16 
Bonn Agreement 
- Agreement on the protection of the North Sea from 
pollution by oil and other dangerous substances 
proposal C consideration L 1 /2.1.58; opinion P 
consideration L 4/2.1.81; dec1s1on L consideration L 
6/2.1.74 
Borrowings 
-(See: Community·, ECSC ·,Euratom·, NCI ·) 
84/2.0.11 
1981 budget 
- Discharge for the Commission in respect of the 
implementation of the 1981 budget and the EDF 
resolution P resolution P statement C 2/2.3.5 
1982 budget 
- Postponement of the discharge to the Commission 
for implementation of the 1982 budget resolution P 
regulation L 4/2.4.1 0; regulation L 7/2.3.13 
- Refusal of a discharge to the Commission for 
implementation of the 1982 budget resolution P 
opmwn A dec1sion C 11/2.4.12 
1983 budget 
- Revenue and expenditure account and balance 
sheet for 1983 decisions C decision C 5/2.3.8 
- Revenue and expenditure account and balance 
sheet for 1983 • annual report of the Court of 
Auditors decisions C decision C 11/2.4.23 
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1984 budget 
- Adoption by Parliament of supplementary and 
amending budget No 1 /1984 resolution P 
regulations C 1 0/1.1 .1 
- Budgetary compensation for the United Kingdom 
for 1983 consideration L amendment of proposal C 
decision C 212.3.3; amendment of proposal C 
decision C 3/1.1.1; resolution P decision C 3/2.3.3; 
regulations L amendment of proposal C decision C 
6/2.3.4; resolution P decisions C decision C 
7/2.3.11 ; opinion P decisions C decision C 1 0/2.3.5 
- Draft supplementary and amending budget No 
1/1984 opinion S 9/2.3.2; 1 0/1.1.3; 1 0/1.1.5; 
10/1.1.6 
- Financial impact of agricultural price decisions 
proposal C statement C 1/1.1.17; 3/1.2.8; 7/2.3.2 
- Financing budgetary requirements for 1984 
proposal C decision L decision C 4/1 .1 .1 ; decision L 
decision C 6/1.1.9; consideration L decision L 
decision C 6/2.3.1; opmion Court of Auditors 
decision L decision C 6/2.4.1 0; amendment of 
proposal C decision L decision C 7/2.3.3; decision L 
decision C 9/2.3.2; statement C decision L decision 
C 1 0/1.1.4; opinion P decision L decision C 
10/2.3.4; withdrawal of proposal C decision L 
decision C 1 0/2.3.4 
- Financing of part of the 1984 budget by repayable 
advances from the Member States opinion S 
statement C 10/1.1.3 
- Preliminary draft supplementary and amending 
budget No 1/1984 opinionS 7/2.3.2; 7/2.3.6 
1985 budget 
- Appropriations allocated to the structural Funds 
(1985 budget) decision L decision C 5/1.1.5; 
5/2.3.2; 1 0/2.3.2; 11/2.3.1; 11/2.3.3 
-Appropriations for EAGGF expenditure (1985 
budget) decision L decision C 5/1.1.3; 7/2.3.6; 
1 0/2.3.2; 11/2.3.1; 11/2.3.3 
- Appropriations for Integrated Mediterranean 
Programmes (IMP) decisiOn L decision C 5/2.3.2; 
11/2.3.3 
- Budgetary compensation for the United Kingdom 
for 1984 decisions C decision C 5/2.3.3; 6/2.3.5; 
11/2.3.1 ; 11 /2.3.3 
- Correction of budgetary imbalances decision L 
decision C 5/1.1.6; 5/2.3.3 
- Draft budget for 1985 opinion S 1 0/2.3.2; 11/2.3.1; 
11 /2.3.3; resolution P opinion S 11 /2.4.13; opinion 
s 1211.4.2 
- Financing expenditure prior to adoption of the 1985 
budget opinionS statement C 1211.4.7 
- Financing requirements for 1985 decision L 
decision C 5/1.1. 7; 5/2.3.4; proposal C decision L 
decision C 7/2.3.4; decision L decision C 9/2.3.2; 
statement C decision L decision C 1 0/1.1.4; 
statement L decision L decision C 10/2.3.2; opinion 
P decision L decision C 1 0/2.3.4; resolution P 
decision L decision C 11 /2.3.2 
- Guidelines for preparation of the 1985 draft budget 
resolution P opinion S regulation L 4/2.3.3 
- Maximum rate of increase for non-compulsory 
expenditure in 1985 opinionS dec1sion C 4/2.3.2; 
5/2.3.2 
- Rate of increase for non-compulsory expenditure in 
1985 opinion S decisiOn C 5/1.1.4; 1 0/2.3.2; 
11/2.3.1; 11/2.3.3 
Budg 
- Rejection by Parliament of draft budget for 1985 
opinion S 1211.4.1; resolution P opinion S 1211.4.4 
- Request under Article 175 (failure to act) to the 
Council to act on the Community budget opinion P 
statement C 9/2.3.1 
- 1985 preliminary draft budget regulations C 5/2.3.1 ; 
6/2.3.2; 7/2.3.6 
- 1985 preliminary draft budget: political introduction 
by the Commission regulations C 5/1.1.1 
Budgetary powers of the EP 
- Adoption by Parliament of supplementary and 
amending budget No 1 /1984 resolution P 
regulations C 1 0/1.1.1 
- Budgetary discipline communication C decision L 
decision C 211 .2.2; decision L decision C 3/1 .1.1 ; 
3/1.1.3; draft conclusions L resolution P statement 
C 11 /2.3.4; conclusions L resolution P statement C 
1211.3.1 
-Budgetary discipline (non-compulsory expenditure) 
resolution P statement C 211.2.2; 3/1.1.1; 3/1.1.3; 
6/1.1.2 
- Budgetary discipline: cooperation between 
Parliament, the Commission and the Council 
conclusions L resolution P statement C 1211 .3.1 
- Discharge for the Commission in respect of the 
implementation of the 1981 budget and the EDF 
resolution P resolution P statement C 212.3.5 
- Guidelines for preparation of the 1985 draft budget 
resolution P opinion S regulation L 4/2.3.3 
- Maximum rate of increase for non-compulsory 
expenditure in 1985 opmion S decision C 4/2.3.2; 
5/2.3.2 
- Postponement of the discharge to the Commission 
for implementation of the 1982 budget resolution P 
regulation L 4/2.4.1 0; regulation L 7/2.3.13 
- Rate of increase for non-compulsory expenditure in 
1985 opmion S decision C 5/1.1.4; 1 0/2.3.2; 
11 /2.3.1 ; 11 /2.3.3 
- Refusal of a discharge to the Commission for 
implementation of the 1982 budget resolution P 
opinion A decision C 11/2.4.12 
- Rejection by Parliament of draft budget for 1985 
opinion S 1211.4.1 ; resolution P opinion S 1211 .4.4 
Budgets 
-(See also: Community budget, ECSC operating-) 
84/2.0.3 
Budgets of Member States 
- Annual report on the economic situation in the 
Community and guidelines for the Member States 
in 1985 communication C opinion A decision C 
1 0/2.1.2; opinion S opinion A decision C 11 /2.4.26; 
decision L opinion A decision C 1212.1 .3 
- Community measures to combat international tax 
evasion and avoidance proposal C regulation L 
11/2.1.50 
- Meetings of the Economic Policy Committee (full 
and "medium-term" composition) decision ECSC 
decision C 5/2.1.2; 9/2.1.3 
- Reviving investment : national tax and financial 
measures resolution P opinion A decision C 212.1 .3 
- Social security policy - points for consideration 
resolution P proposals C regulation L 5/2.1 .85 
Busi 
Business Cooperation Centre 
- BCC seminar in Spain decision ECSC decision C 
10/2.1.18 
- Progress report on the Business Cooperation 
Centre opinion A decision C 4/2.1 .17 
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Canada 
- Agreement with Canada on the enrichment, 
reprocessing, and storage of nuclear materials 
(amendments) 3/2.2.23; 11/2.2.23 
- Arrangement with Canada on a scientific 
observation programme in the NAFO zone 
regulations C 6/2.1.119; regulation L regulations C 
7/2.1.155; opinion P regulations C 1 0/2.1.118; 
regulation L regulations C 11/2.1.122 
- Consultations with Canada on its import quota for 
leather footwear deciswns C decision C 11/2.2.22 
- Cooperation agreement between the EEC and 
Canada in the field of medical research signing 
12/2.2.16 
- EEC-Canada Business Cooperation Conference 
decisions C decision C 11/2.2.20 
- Framework agreement on fisheries with Canada 
(application until 1987) consideration L 1/2.1.90 
- Quadrilateral relations between the United States, 
Japan, Canada and the Community regulation L 
decision C 2/2.2.16; 6/2.2.20 
- Six-monthly high-level EEC-Canada consultations 
decisions C decision C 6/2.2.27; 11/2.2.21 
-Talks concerning economic and industrial 
cooperation between the Community and Canada 
regulation L decision C 12/2.2.15 
- Work under the Euratom-Canada cooperation 
agreement relating to radioactive waste storage 
regulation L decision C 9/2.1.121 
Caribbean 
- (See also: ACP) regulation L deciswn C 
- Convention for the Protection and Development of 
the Marine Environment of the Wider Caribbean 
Region opmion P sigmng decision C 3/2.1.98; 
opinion S signing decision C 7/2.1.111 
- Emergency food aid to Haiti opinion P 2/2.2.40 
- Protocol on Cooperation in Combating Oil Spills in 
the Wider Caribbean Region opinion P amendment 
of proposal C decision C 3/2.1.98; opinion S 
amendment of proposal C decision C 7/2.1.111 
-Support from the Ten for the Contadora Group's 
peace initiative in Central America regulations C 
2/2.4.6; 3/2.4.3; 6/2.2.37; 9/1.3.2 
Cartagena Agreement 
- Framework agreement on economic cooperation 
between the Community and the Andean Pact 
countries opinion P consideration L 4/2.2.27; 
regulation L consideration L 6/2.2.36 
Catch quotas 
- Allocation to Member States of catch quotas in 
Canadian waters regulation L regulation L decision 
C 1/2.1.91; proposal C regulation L decision C 
12/2.1.187 
- Allocation to Member States of catch quotas in the 
waters of Norway and the Faroe Islands regulations 
L regulation L decision C 12/2.1.183; 12/2.1.184 
c 
- Distribution of catch quotas allocated to Member 
States in Greenland waters proposal C regulation L 
decision C 11 /2.1.121 ; regulation L regulation L 
decision C 12/2.1 .182 
- Distribution of catch quotas allocated to Member 
States in Swedish waters proposal C regulation L 
decision C 11 /2.1.120; regulation L regulation L 
decision C 12/2.1 .186 
- Distribution of catch quotas allocated to Member 
States in the NAFO regulatory area regulation L 
regulation L decision C 1 /2.1.96; 12/2.1.188 
- Exhaustion of certain catch quotas allocated to 
Member States regulations C opinion S statement 
c 2/2.1.129; 3/2.1.143; 4/2.1.108; 5/2.1.149; 
6/2.1.114; 7/2.1.149; 7/2.1.150; 9/2.1.100; 
10/2.1.113; 11/2.1.117; 12/2.1.178; 12/2.1.179 
-Fixing of Total Allowable Catches (TACs 1984) and 
distribution between Member States (1984 quotas) 
regulation L opmion S statement C 1 /2.1.85; 
3/2.1.142; 5/2.1.146; proposal C opinion S 
statement C 5/2.1.147; regulation L opinion S 
statement C 7/2.1.145; 7/2.1.146; 9/2.1.98; 
11/2.1.116; 12/2.1.173 
- Fixing of Total Allowable Catches (T ACs 1985) and 
distribution betweenMember States (1985 quotas) 
proposal C opinion S statement C 1 0/2.1.112; 
regulation L opinion S statement C 12/2.1 .17 4 
- North Sea herring quotas regulation L decision C 
1/2.1.86; 5/2.1.145 
- North Sea herring quotas allocated to Norway 
proposal C regulation L decision C 2/2.1.135; 
regulation L regulation L decision C 3/2.1.147 
Central America 
- Community-GRUCA meeting (Central American 
countries) regulation L decision C 5/2.2.32 
- Conclusions of the Dublin European Council on the 
situation in Central America decisions C decision C 
12/1.2.13 
- Economic cooperation agreement between the 
Community and the countries of Central America 
(draft) 12/2.2.34 
- Emergency aid for victims of the events in El 
Salvador, Nicaragua and Guatemala opinion P 
6/2.2.56 
- Emergency food aid for Nicaragua opinion P 
2/2.2.40; 6/2.2.55 
- Financial and technical assistance from the 
Community to non-associated developing countries 
opinion P 2/2.2.46; 10/2.2.51; 12/2.2.52 
- Information seminars on the Community's GSP 
dec1sion ECSC decision C 12/2.2.38 
- Political situation in Nicaragua resolution P decision 
ECSC decision C 3/2.4.18 
- San Jose Ministerial Conference decisions C 
decision C 9/1.3.1 
-San Jose Ministerial Conference (follow-up) 
decisions C decision C 12/2.2.34 
- Situation in Central America decision ECSC 
decision C 11/2.4.4 
Cere 
Central America (Continued) 
- Strengthening of economic cooperation between 
the Community and the countries of Central 
America opinion A decision C 9/1.3.3 
- Visit to the Commission by a ministerial delegation 
from Costa Rica regulation L dec1sion C 1 /2.2.27 
- Visit to the Commission by the President of the 
Republic of Costa Rica regulation L decision C 
6/2.2.37 
- Visit to the Commission by the President of the 
Republic of El Salvador regulation L decision C 
7/2.2.27 
Cereals and rice 
- Application to sorghum of intervention price for feed 
grains (amendment of basic Regulation) opinion P 
regulations C 2/2.1.99; regulation L regulations C 
7/2.1.119 
- Guarantee thresholds for cereals (amendment of 
basic Regulation) opmion P decision ECSC 
decision C 2/2.1.99; opinion S decision ECSC 
. decision C 2/2.1.1 00; regulation L decision ECSC 
decision C 3/1.2.5 
- Production refunds for starch and starch products 
proposal C regulation L decision C 11/2.1 .96 
- Restriction of imports of certain cereal substitutes 
for animal feed (GATT negotiations) opinion P 
statement C 1/2.1.68; 3/2.1.115; 6/2.2.26 
- Situation of the cereals market decision ECSC 
decision C 7/2.1.123; 10/2.1.91; 10/2.1.92 
Chemical pollution 
-Catastrophe caused by the release of toxic gases in 
Bhopal, lndra consideration L opinion S 12/2.1.128; 
resolutions P opinion S 12/2.1.129 
- Convention for the Protection of the Rhine against 
Chemrcal Pollution (application) signing decision C 
1/2.1.59 
- Discharges of hexachlorocyclohexane in the 
aquatic environment opinion S opm10n A decision C 
1/2.1.57; opmion P opinion A decision C 4/2.1.81; 
agreement L opinion A dec1s1on C 6/2.1. 73; 
directive L opmion A decision C 1 0/2.1 . 75 
- Global Framework Convention on the Protection of 
the Ozone Layer (negotiations) dec1s1ons C 
decision C 1 0/2.1 . 78 
- Major accident hazards of certain industrial 
activities (Seveso Directive) draft resolution L 
decision C 2/2.1 .89 
- Recommendation by the International Commission 
for the Protection of the Rhine on cadmium 
discharges opinion A decision C 2/2.1.87; proposal 
C opinion A decisiOn C 12/2.1.121 
- Waste from the titanium dioxide industry report C 
resolution P statement C 3/2.1.1 02; opinion P 
resolution P statement C 4/2.1.81; amendment of 
proposal C resolution P statement C 6/2.1.75; 
consideration L resolution P statement C 12/2.1 .120 
- Work of the International Commission for the 
Protection of the Rhine against Pollution regulation 
L dec1sion C 2/2.1.87 
- Work on the use of chemicals in agriculture 
regulation L decision C 10/2.1.79 
Chemical products 
- Control of chemical products which might be used 
for military purposes decisions C decision C 5/2.4.2 
- Work on the use of chemicals in agriculture 
regulation L decision C 1 0/2.1. 79 
Chemicals Industry 
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- Biotechnology applications: the Community's role 
conclusions L regulations C 2/2.1.30 
- Community research action programme in the field 
of biotechnology (1985-89) proposal C opinionS 
regulations L 4/2.1 .25; opinion CREST opinion S 
regulations L 5/2.1 .192; consideration L opinion S 
regulations L 6/2.1.136; opinion CREST opinion S 
regulations L 6/2.1.143; opinion S opinion S 
regulations L 11/2.1.23; agreement L opinion S 
regulations L 12/1.7.2; opinion P opinionS 
regulations L 12/2.1.34 
- Fines for market-sharing and price-fixing imposed 
on the main Community producers of hydrogen 
peroxide decision C regulation L 11/2.1.36 
- Situation of the petrochemicals industry resolution P 
decision ECSC decision C 2/2.1.31 
China 
- Agreement with China on trade in textile products 
(1984-1988) consideration L 1/2.2.12; initialling 
consideration L 3/2.2.13; consideration L 6/2.2.14; 
9/2.2.12 
- Common rules applicable to imports of certain 
textile products originating in China regulation L 
regulations L decision C 1/2.2.12; proposal C 
regulation L decision C 6/2.2.14 
- Economic and commercial relations between the 
Community and China resolution P opinion A 
decision C 4/2.2.28; opinion A decision C 4/2.2.29 
- Financial and technical assistance from the 
Community to non-associated developing countries 
decision C opinion P 3/2.2.49; opinion P 10/2.2.51; 
11/2.2.48; 12/2.2.52 
- First EEC-China ministerial meeting opinion S 
regulation L 4/2.4.2 
- High-level consultations between the Commission 
and the Chinese Government decisions C decision 
c 10/2.2.30 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee set up under the 
EEC-China trade agreement regulation L decision 
c 12/2.2.35 
- New commercial and economic cooperation 
agreement between the Community and China 
(negotiations) agreement L opinion S regulation L 
7/2.2.30; initialling opinion S regulation L 9/2.2.26; 
proposal C opinion S regulation L 12/2.2.35 
- Official visit to the Commission by the Prime 
Minister of the People's Republic of China 
regulation L decision C 6/1.7.1 
-Statement by the Ten on the future of Hong Kong 
resolution P statement C 9/2.4.3 
- Visit to the Commission by the Chinese Deputy 
Minister for Foreign Trade and Economic Relations 
regulation L decision C 12/2.2.35 
"Clean" technology 
- System of financial support for action by the 
Community on the environment agreement L 
opimon S decision C 3/2.1.95; regulation L opinion 
S decision C 6/2.1. 72 
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eo-responsibility levy 
- Additional levy on quantities of milk and milk 
products exceeding an annual reference quantity 
(deadline for payment) regulation L decision C 
9/2.1.83; regulations C regulation L decision C 
1 0/2.1.90; 11/2.1.95 
- Additional levy on quantities of milk and milk 
products in excess of an annual reference quantity 
opimon P regulation L decision C 3/2.1.122; opinion 
S amendment of proposal C decision C 3/2.1.124; 
regulations C regulation L decision C 5/2.1.125; 
resolution P regulation L decision C 9/2.4.9 
- Implementation of milk quota system in Member 
States regulation L statement C 9/2.1.83; resolution 
P regulation L statement C 9/2.4.9; regulation L 
statement C 11/2.1 .95 
- Special levy on milk from intensive producers 
opmion P amendment of proposal C decision C 
3/2.1.123; opinion S amendment of proposal C 
decision C 3/2.1.124 
- Use of the eo-responsibility levy in the milk sector 
(1985/86) communication C regulation L decision C 
11/2.1.103 
- Utilization of eo-responsibility levy funds in the milk 
sector (1984-85) regulation L regulation L decision 
c 212.1.107 
Coal 
- Energy pricing (oil, natural gas, coal, electricity) 
report C opinion S statement C 9/2.1.111 ; 
consideration L opinion S statement C 11/2.1.139 
- Extension of the production aid arrangements for 
coking coal and coke for the steel industry assent L 
decision C decision C 3/2.1.179 
- Financial support for demonstration and pilot 
industrial projects relating to coal liquefaction and 
gasification communication C decision ECSC 
decision C 212.1.155; agreement L decision ECSC 
decision C 3/2.1.182; regulation L decision ECSC 
decision C 7/2.1.176; dec1s1ons C decision ECSC 
decision C 11/2.1.146; communication C decision 
ECSC decision C 1212.1.214 
- Investments promoting the use of coal and coking 
coal in industry, public buildings and for district 
heating resolution P opmion P statement C 
4/2.1.120 
- Measures taken by Member States in support of the 
coal industry in 1983 memorandum C regulation L 
statement C 3/2.1.180; assent L dec1s1ons C 
statement C 9/2.1 .113 
- Social aspects of restructuring in the coal and steel 
industries resolution A regulations C 9/2.4.27 
- Transfers to the ECSC budget to finance social 
measures in support of restructuring in the coal 
industry (1984) opinion P consideration L decision 
C 3/2.1.175; agreement L consideration L decision 
C 5/2.3.11; decision L resolution P decision C 
7/2.1.173; opinion A resolution P decision C 
9/2.4.27; consideration L decision C 1212.1.88 
-Transfers to the ECSC budget to finance social 
measures in support of restructuring in the coal 
industry (1985) consideration L decision C 7/2.3.14 
Coal industry 
- Measures taken by Member States in support of the 
coal industry in 1983 memorandum C regulation L 
statement C 3/2.1.180; assent L decisions C 
statement C 9/2.1.113 
Comm 
Cocoa 
- Extension of 1980 International Cocoa Agreement 
opinion A decision C 7/2.2.44 
- Fourth International Cocoa Agreement 
(negotiations) regulation L decision C 212.2.35; 
212.2.36; 3/2.2.39; 3/2.2.52; 5/2.2.46; 7/2.2.43; 
11/2.2.37; 1212.2.40 
- Meeting of the International Cocoa Council decision 
ECSC decision C 212.2.34; 3/2.2.39; 7/2.2.43 
Cod est 
- Codest meetings regulation L decision C 212.1.165; 
4/2.1.133; 7/2.1.180; 10/2.1.139 
Coffee 
- Meeting of the International Coffee Council decision 
ECSC decision C 10/2.2.40 
- Meetings of the International Coffee Organization's 
Executive Board decision ECSC decision C 
212.2.38; 6/2.2.47 
Commercial agents 
- Harmonization of laws relating to self-employed 
commercial agents consideration L proposal C 
statement C 10/2.1.17 
Commercial cooperation 
- Community-GRUCA meeting (Central American 
countries) regulation L decision C 5/2.2.32 
- Economic and commercial relations between the 
Community and China resolution P opinion A 
decision C 4/2.2.28; opinion A decision C 4/2.2.29 
- EEC-Canada Business Cooperation Conference 
decisions C decision C 11/2.2.20 
- Meeting of the EEC-ASEAN Joint Cooperation 
Committee regulation L decision C 1212.2.29 
- Meeting of the EEC-Brazil Joint Committee set up 
under the Framework Cooperation Agreement 
regulation L decision C 1/2.2.26 
- Meeting of the EEC-Mexico Joint Committee on 
cooperation regulation L decision C 1212.2.31 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee set up under the 
EEC-China trade agreement regulation L decision 
c 12/2.2.35 
- Participation by ACP States and other developing 
countries in international trade events opm1on S 
regulation L 212.2.43; 3/2.2.44; 5/2.2.54; 6/2.2.60; 
9/2.2.33 
-Trade mission to certain ASEAN countries 
regulation L statement C 1212.2.30 
- Trade promotion for developing countries 
conclusions L opinion A decision C 6/2.2.59 
- Trade promotion seminars arranged by the 
ASEAN-EEC Business Council opinion P 4/2.2.25 
Commercial policy 
- (See also: Community surveillance of imports, 
Dumping, Export credits, Import arrangements, 
Multifibre Arrangement (MFA), Safeguard 
measures, Steel arrangements, Textile 
arrangements, Trade agreements regulation L 
decisiOn C 
Comm 
Commercial policy (Continued) 
- Community exports of special steels to the United 
States (counter-measures by the Community) 
proposal C opinion S statement C 1 /2.2.16; 
regulation L opinion S statement C 2/2.2.12; 
proposal C opinionS statement C 3/2.2.18; 
regulation L opinion S statement C 5/2.2.13 
- Community exports of steel pipes and tubes to the 
United States opinion S statement C 11 /2.2.19; 
12/2.2.14; resolution P opinion S statement C 
12/2.4.13 
-Community steel exports to the United States (1982 
voluntary restraint agreement) opinion S statement 
C 1/2.2.17; 2/2.2.13; statement C opinionS 
statement C 6/2.2.21 ; opinion S statement C 
6/2.2.22; 7/2.2.15; statement L opinion S statement 
C 7/2.2.16; opinion S statement C 9/2.2.15; 
statement C opinion S statement C 9/2.2.16 
- Compliance with principle of Community preference 
for agricultural products draft resolution L decision 
c 3/1.2.7 
- Extension of the OECD arrangement on guidelines 
for officially-supported export credits decision L 
opinion A decision C 10/2.2.9 
- GATT consultations concerning certain provisions 
of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 adopted by the 
United States decisions C decision C 1 0/2.2.17 
- Management of bilateral textile agreements (1983-
87) under the MFA opinion S statement C 1 0/2.2.12 
- Moderation of Japanese exports of certain sensitive 
industrial products opinion S regulation L 12/2.2.17 
- OECD Understanding on Export Credits for Ships 
(application) decision L regulations C 1/2.2.5 
- Protection against dumped or subsidized imports 
from non-Community countries resolution P 
statement C 1/2.2.4; 2/2.2.7; 3/2.2.8; 5/2.2.6; 
proposal C resolutiOn P statement C 5/2.2.7; 
resolution P statement C 7/2.2.6; regulation L 
resolution P statement C 7/2.2.7; resolution P 
statement C 9/2.2.7; 10/2.2.7; 11/2.2.9; 12/2.2.7 
- Protection against dumped or subsidized imports of 
ECSC products from non-Community countries 
dec1s1on C resolution P statement C 7/2.2.8 
- Protectionist trends in the United States statement L 
resolution P decision C 2/2.2.17 
- Quadrilateral relations between the United States, 
Japan, Canada and the Community regulation L 
decision C 2/2.2.16; 6/2.2.20 
-Renewal (1984) of arrangements between the 
Community and non-member countries supplying 
steel draft resolution L decision C 2/2.2.9; 3/2.2.1 0; 
4/2.2.8; 6/2.2.12 
- Renewal (1985) of arrangements between the 
Community and non-member countries supplying 
steel draft resolution L decision C 11 /2.2.14; 
12/2.2.10 
- Renewal of external measures under the crisis plan 
for steel in 1984 opinion A decision C 1 /1.2.4; 
1 /2.2.6; 3/2.2.1 0; 4/2.2.8; 6/2.2.12 
- Renewal of external measures under the crisis plan 
for steel in 1985 communication C opinion A 
decision C 9/2.2.8; consideration L opinion A 
decision C 10/2.2.1 0; resolution P opm1on A 
decision C 10/2.2.11; opinion A decision C 
11/2.2.14 
- Renewal of the understanding with Japan on steel 
products opinion A decision C 2/2.2.1 0; 3/2.2.11; 
6/2.2.12 
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- Reversal of protectionist trends : the Community's 
contribution draft resolution L decision C 2/2.2.57; 
10/2.2.5; 11/2.2.6; 11/2.2.52 
- Sectoral agreement on guidelines for export credits 
for aircraft consideration L 12/2.2.9 
- Situation regarding the free trade agreements with 
the EFTA countries regulations C 4/1.2.1; 
consideration L regulations C 7/2.2.20 
- Strengthening of cooperation between export 
promotion bodies in the Member States opinion A 
decision C 6/2.2.8 
-Strengthening of the common commercial policy, 
particularly as regards trade protection agreement 
L opinion A decision C 4/2.2.3; regulation L opinion 
A decision C 9/2.2.5 
- Study on the regional impact of the Community's 
commercial policy opinion S statement C 2/2.1.81 
- Talks between a US Ministerial delegation and the 
Commission in Brussels opinion S statement C 
12/2.2.13 
-Tariff cuts agreed at the Tokyo Round regulation L 
1 0/2.1.34; conclusions L regulation L 1 0/2.2.5; 
regulation L 11 /2.1 .28; proposal C decision L 
11/2.2.6 
- The Community's external trade and international 
monetary instability resolution P resolution P 
decision C 3/2.4.22 
Commission programme 
- Commission programme for 1984 draft 
recommendation L regulations L 2/1.5.1 
-End of the Commission's term of office: report for 
1980-84 opinion S statement C 12/2.4.11 
Committee on Commerce and Distribution 
- Meeting of the Committee on Commerce and 
Distribution regulation L decision C 1 0/2.1 .19 
Committees 
- (See also: Consumers Consultative Committee, 
Economic and Social-, Economic policy-, ECSC 
Consultative-, Education-, European Social Fund-
,Monetary-, Regional Policy-, Transport-, 
Standing -) 84/2.0.4 
Commodities 
- Administrative agreement on sugar 
recommendation C 1 0/2.2.39; decision L 12/2.2.39 
- Extension of 1980 International Cocoa Agreement 
opinion A decision C 7/2.2.44 
- Fourth International Cocoa Agreement 
(negotiations) regulation L decision C 2/2.2.35; 
2/2.2.36; 3/2.2.39; 3/2.2.52; 5/2.2.46; 7/2.2.43; 
11 /2.2.37; 12/2.2.40 
- International Agreement on Jute and Jute Products 
under the Integrated Programme for Commodities 
(entry into force) consideration L 1/2.2.30; 5/2.2.47; 
proposal C consideration L 11 /2.2.38 
- International Agreement on Tropical Timber signing 
consideration L 6/2.2.45; entry into force 
consideration L 9/2.2.29 
-Meeting of the FAO Intergovernmental Group on 
Hard Fibres regulation L decision C 12/2.2.41 
- Meeting of the International Cocoa Council decision 
ECSC decision C 2/2.2.34; 3/2.2.39; 7/2.2.43 
- Meeting of the International Coffee Council decision 
ECSC decision C 10/2.2.40 
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Commodities (Continued) 
- Meeting of the International Natural Rubber Council 
decision ECSC decision C 11 /2.2.40 
- Meeting of the International Wheat Council 
regulation L decision C 6/2.2.46 
- Meeting of the Tin Council under the Sixth 
International Tin Agreement decision ECSC 
decision C 3/2.2.40 
- Meetings of the International Coffee Organization's 
Executive Board decision ECSC decision C 
2/2.2.38; 6/2.2.47 
- New International Sugar Agreement (breakdown of 
negotiating conference) opinionS regulation L 
6/2.2.48 
- Protocols extending the 1971 International Wheat 
Agreement (conclusion) proposal C amendment of 
proposal C decision C 2/2.2.39; decision L 
amendment of proposal C decision C 5/2.2.48 
- World wheat market situation decision ECSC 
decision C 1 0/2.2.38 
Common agricuHural policy 
-(See also: Agricultural .. , Agriculture, Agrimonetary 
measures, Common organization of the markets, 
EAGGF .. , Plant health legislation, Veterinary 
legislation) regulation L decision C 
- Agricultural prices for 1984-85 and related 
measures proposals C regulations C regulation L 
1 /1 .1 .1 ; consideration L regulations C regulation L 
2/2.1.96; opinion S regulations C regulation L 
2/2.1.97; opinion P opinion S regulations L 3/1.2.1; 
resolution P opinion S regulations L 5/2.1 .135 
-Appropriations for EAGGF expenditure (1985 
budget) decision L decision C 5/1.1.3; 7/2.3.6; 
1 0/2.3.2; 11/2.3.1; 11/2.3.3 
-Budgetary discipline (agricultural expenditure) 
resolution P statement C 2/1.2.2; 3/1.1.1; 6/1.1.2 
- Common agricultural policy - proposals for 
rationalization consideration L proposal C regulation 
L 2/2.1.96; proposal C regulation L 3/1.1.1; 
regulations L proposal C regulation L 3/1.2.1 
- Common agricultural policy - rationalization 
proposals (wine) communication C proposal C 
regulation L 7/2.1.130; proposals C proposal C 
regulation L 9/2.1.80; consideration L proposal C 
regulation L 1 0/2.1.89; 11 /2.1.92; opinion S 
proposal C regulation L 11/2.4.28; agreement L 
proposal C regulation L 12/1.2.15; amendment of 
proposal C proposal C regulation L 12/2.1 .142 
- Compliance with principle of Community preference 
for agricultural products draft resolution L decision 
c 3/1.2.7 
- Continuation of the use of the ECU for the common 
agricultural policy proposal C opinion A decision C 
1 0/2.1.88; regulation L opinion A decision C 
12/2.1.140; opinion P opinion A decision C 
12/2.1.141 ; opinion S opinion A decision C 
12/2.4.26 
- Council meetings decision ECSC decision C 
1 /2.1.67; 2/2.1.95; 3/2.1.113; 5/2.1.122; 6/2.1.87; 
7/2.1.116; 9/2.1.75; 10/2.1.87; 11/2.1.89; 
12/2.1.139 
- Dismantling of monetary compensatory amounts 
proposal C resolution P statement C 1 /1 .1.16; 
consideration L resolution P statement C 2/2.1.96; 
opinion S resolution P statement C 2/2.4.30; 
regulation L resolution P statement C 3/1.2.3; 
opinion P resolution P statement C 3/2.1 .120 
Comm 
- Financial impact of agricultural price decisions 
proposal C statement C 1 /1.1.17; 3/1.2.8; 7/2.3.2 
- Guarantee thresholds for agricultural prices 
regulations L decision ECSC decision C 3/1.2.5 
- Informal meeting of Agriculture Ministers regulation 
L decision C 6/2.1.89; 9/2.1.81 
- Report on the Agricultural Situation in 1983 annual 
report C decision ECSC decision C 1 /2.1. 70 
- Review of the policy on agricultural structures 
consideration L regulation L decision C 1 /2.1.67; 
opinion S regulation L decision C 2/2.1.117; opinion 
P regulation L decision C 4/2.1.1 02; consideration L 
regulation L decision C 5/2.1.122; regulation L 
decision C 6/2.1 .1 00 
-Situation of the Agricultural Markets in 1983 
(economic aspects of theCAP) report C decision 
ECSC decision C 1/2.1.73 
- Situation of the agricultural markets in 1984 
decision ECSC decision C 7/2.1.118 
- Situation of the cereals market decision ECSC 
decision C 10/2.1.91 
- Situation of the Community and world markets for 
sugar report C decision ECSC deciston C 
5/2.1.131; 11/2.1.98 
- Situation of the pigmeat market decision ECSC 
decision C 1 0/2.1.93 
- Situation of the tobacco market decision ECSC 
decision C 12/2.1 .152 
- Transitional period for Portuguese and Spanish 
agriculture communications C regulation L deciston 
c 3/2.2.2 
Common Customs Tariff 
-Annual updating of the Common Customs Tariff for 
1985 regulation L statement C 1 0/2.1.34; regulation 
L regulation L statement C 11 /2.1 .28 
- Community system of customs duty exemptions 
regulation C regulation L decision C 6/2.1.31; 
proposal C regulation L decision C 11 /2.1.35; 
opinion S regulation L decision C 12/2.1.43; 
12/2.4.26 
- Customs arrangements for goods from non-
member countries processed under customs 
control prior to release for free circulation regulation 
C regulation L decision C 12/2.1.39 
- International Convention on the Harmonized 
Commodity Description and Coding System 
(conclusion) proposal C signing decision C 
4/2.1.31; opinion P signing decision C 10/2.1.35 
- Powers of the Customs Nomenclature Committee 
opinion S decisions C decision C 2/2.1.39; 
regulation L decisions C decision C 7/2.1.46 
-Tariff classification for certain goods in order to 
ensure the uniform application of the CCT 
nomenclature regulations C resolution P dectsion C 
1/2.1.30; 5/2.1.39; 7/2.1.46; 7/2.1.47; 11/2.1.29; 
12/2.1.44 
-Tariff cuts agreed at the Tokyo Round regulation L 
10/2.1.34 
Common fisheries policy 
-(See also: Fisheries .. , Fishing .. , External fishery 
arrangements, Internal--, Structure of the fisheries 
sector, Catch quotas) regulation L dectsion C 
- Council meeting decision ECSC decision C 
1 /2.1.84; 5/2.1.144; 9/2.1.97; 12/2.1.172 
Corn m 
Common fisheries policy (Continued) 
- EP's right to be consulted on implementation of the 
common fisheries policy resolution P resolution P 
statement C 3/2.1.141 
- Fixing of Total Allowable Catches (T ACs 1984) and 
distribution between Member States (1984 quotas) 
regulation L opinion S statement C 1/2.1.85; 
3/2.1.142; 5/2.1.146; proposal C opimon S 
statement C 5/2.1.147; regulation L opinion S 
statement C 7/2.1.145; 7/2.1.146; 9/2.1.98; 
11/2.1.116; 1212.1.173 
-Fixing of Total Allowable Catches (TACs 1985) and 
distribution betweenMember States (1985 quotas) 
proposal C opinion S statement C 1 0/2.1.112; 
regulatiOn L opinionS statement C 1212.1.174 
- Framework agreement on fisheries with Canada 
(application until 1987) consideratiOn L 1/2.1.90 
- North Sea herring quotas regulation L dec1sion C 
1/2.1.86; 5/2.1.145 
- Reintroduction of certain technical measures for the 
conservation of resources regulation L regulation L 
decision C 5/2.1.148; 7/2.1.147; 9/2.1.99; proposal 
C regulat1on L decision C 1212.1.175; regulations C 
regulation L decisiOn C 1212.1.176; 1212.1.177 
Common organization of the markets 
-(See also: Beef .. , Cereals .. , Flax .. , Floriculture, 
Fruit .. , Hops, Milk .. , Oils and fats, Pigmeat, 
Poultrymeat .. , Processed fruit .. , Sheepmeat .. , 
Sugar, Tobacco, Wine) regulation L decis1on C 
- Aid arrangements for preserved cherries 
(amendment of basic Regulation) opinionS 
regulat1on L decision C 212.1.1 00; opinion P 
regulation L decision C 3/2.1 .125 
- Aid for dried grapes and dried figs (amendment of 
basic Regulation) opinion P regulation L decision C 
1/2.1. 73; regulation L regulation L decision C 
3/2.1.125 
- Aid for public storage of pigmeat (amendment of 
basic Regulation) opimon P opinion P 2/2.1.99 
-Amendment of the basic Regulation on the common 
organization of the market in fishery products 
proposal C consideration L statement C 9/2.1.1 06; 
opinion P consideration L statement C 11/2.1.127; 
opm1on P opinion S regulation L 1212.1 .192 
- Changes to the common organization of the market 
in fruit and vegetables regulation L regulation L 
statement C 5/2.1.124 
- Common agricultural policy - rationalization 
proposals (wine) communication C proposal C 
regulation L 7/2.1.130; proposals C proposal C 
regulation L 9/2.1.80; consideration L proposal C 
regulation L 1 0/2.1.89; 11/2.1.92; opinion S 
proposal C regulation L 11/2.4.28; agreement L 
proposal C regulation L 1211.2.15; amendment of 
proposal C proposal C regulation L 1212.1.142 
- Conditions justifying compulsory distillation of table 
wine (amendment of basic Regulation) proposal C 
resolution P statement C 9/2.1.82; consideration L 
resolution P statement C 11/2.1.92; amendment of 
proposal C resolution P statement C 1212.1.142 
- Control of intervention expenditure in the wine 
sector proposals C draft resolution L statement C 
9/2.1.80 
- Control of production of quality wines psr proposal 
C draft resolution L statement C 9/2.1.80; 
amendment of proposal C draft resolution L 
statement C 1212.1.142; 1212.1.143 
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- Control of wine production (structural measures) 
proposals C draft resolution L statement C 9/2.1.80 
- Establishment of a common organization of the 
market in ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin decis1on 
L decision C 212.1 .1 01 
- Guarantee thresholds for cereals (amendment of 
basic Regulation) opimon P decision ECSC 
decision C 212.1.99; opinion S decision ECSC 
decision C 212.1.1 00; regulation L decision ECSC 
decision C 3/1.2.5 
- Guarantee thresholds for oilseeds (amendment of 
basic Regulation) opinion P decision ECSC 
decision C 212.1.99; opinion S decision ECSC 
decision C 2/2.1.1 00; regulation L decision ECSC 
decision C 3/1.2.5 
- Intervention buying of skimmed-milk powder 
(amendment of basic Regulation) opinion P 
regulation L 3/2.1.122; opinion S amendment of 
proposal C 3/2.1.124 
- Intervention measures concerning wine 
(amendment of basic Regulation) opinion S draft 
resolution L statement C 212.1.1 00; opinion P 
regulation L statement C 4/2.1.94 
- Processing into juice of fruit withdrawn from the 
market (amendment of basic Regulation) opinion P 
regulation L decision C 3/2.1 .125 
- Production aid for olive oil (amendment of basic 
Regulation on oils and fats) regulation L opinion P 
7/2.1.122 
- Production refunds for starch and starch products 
proposal C regulation L decision C 11/2.1.96 
- Quality standards for fruit and vegetables 
(amendment of basic Regulation) opinion P opinion 
S regulation L 2/2.1.99 
- Recognition of producers' organizations in the 
fishing industry regulation C opinion A decision C 
7/2.1.161 
- Situation of the agricultural markets in 1984 
decision ECSC decision C 7/2.1.118 
- Situation of the cereals market decision ECSC 
decisiOn C 10/2.1.91 
- Situation of the Community and world markets for 
sugar report C dec1s1on ECSC decision C 
5/2.1.131; 11/2.1.98 
- Situation of the pigmeat market decision ECSC 
decision C 10/2.1.93 
- Situation of the tobacco market decision ECSC 
dec1sion C 1212.1.152 
- Situation of the wine market and operation of the 
market organization decision ECSC decisiOn C 
6/2.1.89 
- State aids for producers' organizations in the fishing 
industry regulatiOn C opinion P 3/2.1.152 
Community borrowings 
- Community loans to support Member States' 
payments balances proposal C opinion S statement 
C 5/2.1.3; agreement L opinion S statement C 
6/2.1.2 
- Report on Community borrowing and lending 
activities report C opinion A decision C 7/2.1 . 7 
Community budget 
- Amendment of the Financial Regulation applicable 
to the general budget of the European 
Communities amendment of proposal C opinion S 
regulation L 3/2.3.2 
.. 
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Community budget (Continued) 
- Budgetary discipline communication C decision L 
decision C 2/1 .2.2; decision L decision C 3/1 .1.1 ; 
3/1.1.3; draft conclusions L resolution P statement 
C 11 /2.3.4; conclusions L resolution P statement C 
12/1.3.1 
-Budgetary discipline (agricultural expenditure) 
resolution P statement C 2/1 .2.2; 3/1 .1.1 ; 6/1 .1 .2 
-Budgetary discipline (non-compulsory expenditure) 
resolution P statement C 2/1.2.2; 3/1.1.1; 3/1.1.3; 
6/1.1.2 
- Budgetary discipline - statement by the President of 
the Commission resolution P statement C 3/1 .1 .3 
- Budgetary discipline: cooperation between 
Parliament, the Commission and the Council 
conclusions L resolution P statement C 12/1 .3.1 
- Correction of budgetary imbalances decision L 
decision C 3/2.3.3; consideration L decision L 
decision C 4/2.4.4; decision L decision C 5/1.1.6; 
5/2.3.3; 6/1.1.9; 10/2.3.3 
- Council meetings dectsion ECSC decision C 
7/2.3.5; 7/2.3.6; 9/2.3.2 
- Financing expenditure prior to adoption of the 1985 
budget opinion S statement C 12/1.4.7 
- Financing of part of the 1984 budget by repayable 
advances from the Member States opinion S 
statement C 10/1.1.3 
- Future financing of the Community (agreement at 
the Fontainebleau European Council) opinion S 
statement C 6/1.1.9; resolution P opinion S 
statement C 7/2.4.16 
- Future financing of the Community (draft decision 
on own resources) amendment of proposal C 
opinion S statement C 2/1.2.3; opinion S statement 
C 3/1.1.1 ; 5/1.1. 7; resolutton P opinion S statement 
C 5/2.3.9; opinion S statement C 6/2.3.3; 
amendment of proposal C opinion S statement C 
7/2.3.9; consideration L opinionS statement C 
7/2.3.1 0; opinion S opinion S statement C 9/2.4.19; 
opinion P opinion S statement C 1 0/2.3.3; 10/2.4.10 
- Future financing of the Community (statement on 
own resources by the President of the Commission) 
opinion S statement C 3/1 .1 .3 
- Measures to be taken in the event of irregularities in 
the collection of own resources proposal C 
decisions C statement C 2/2.3.2 
- Mechanism for the correction of budgetary 
imbalances opinion S regulation L 3/1.1.1 ; 6/2.3.5 
- Multiannual financial forecasts resolutton P 
regulation L decision C 5/2.3.9 
- Operation and financing of the committees assisting 
the Commission report C opinion S statement C 
2/2.3.6; resolution P opinion S statement C 4/2.3.6 
- Replacement of Member States' financial 
contributions by the Communities' own resources 
opinion P opinion A decision C 5/2.3.1 0; 
amendment of proposal C opinion A decision C 
7/2.3.12 
- Replacement of Member States' financial 
contributions by the Communities' own resources -
implementation opinion Court of Auditors opinion A 
decision C 3/2.4.30 
- Request under Article 175 (failure to act) to the 
Council to act on the Community budget opinion P 
statement C 9/2.3.1 
- Three-year financial forecasts 1985-86-87 
regulation L decision C 5/2.3.5 
Comm 
Community institutions 
- Allocation of responsibilities to Members of the new 
Commission regulation L decision C 12/1 .1.2 
- Appointment and swearing in of the new 
Commission resolution P opinion S regulation L 
12/2.4.8 
- Appointment of Members of the Commission from 5 
January 1985 to 6 January 1989 opinion S 
regulation L 12/1.1 .1 
- Appointment of the President of the Commission 
opinion S regulation L 12/1 .1.1 
- Appointment of women to the new Commission 
resolution P opinion S regulation L 1 0/2.4.3 
- Consultation of Parliament on the appointment of 
the new Commission resolutton P decisions C 
decision C 9/2.4.6 
- End of the Commission's term of office : report for 
1980-84 opinion S statement C 12/2.4.11 
- Informal meeting of Members of the new 
Commission regulation L decision C 12/1.1.2 
Community Institutions and bodies 
- (See also: Court of Auditors, Court of Justice, 
Economic and Social Committee, ECSC 
Consultative Committee, EIB, European 
Parliament, Institutional developments) regulation L 
decision C 
Community loans 
- Community loans to support Member States' 
payments balances proposal C opinion S statement 
C 5/2.1.3; agreement L opinion S statement C 
6/2.1.2 
- Report on Community borrowing and lending 
activities report C opinion A decision C 7/2.1 . 7 
Community surveillance of imports 
- Ceilings and Community surveillance for certain 
categories of agricultural products originating in the 
ACP States (1983) regulation C opinion S regulation 
L 10/2.1.39 
- Ceilings and Community surveillance for imports of 
iron and steel products originating in Yugoslavia 
decision C opmion S regulation L 11 /2.1 .34 
- Ceilings and Community surveillance for imports of 
textile products originating in Cyprus regulation L 
opinion S regulation L 11 /2.1.34 
- Ceilings and Community surveillance for imports of 
textile products originating in Malta regulation L 
opmion S regulation L 11 /2.1 .34 
- Community monitoring of imports of certain steel 
products from non-member countries 
recommendation C opinion S decision C 1 /2.2.1 0; 
4/2.2.11 
- Retrospective Community surveillance of imports of 
certain steel products originating in non-member 
countries decision C opinion S decision C 1/2.2.11 
- Retrospective control of imports of footwear into the 
Community regulation C decisions C decision C 
12/2.2.7 
Community tariff quotas 
- Community tariff quotas for agricultural products 
originating in ACP States regulations C decisions C 
decision C 1 0/2.1.38 
Comm 
Community tariff quotas (Continued) 
- Community tariff quotas for agricultural products 
originating in preferential Mediterranean countries 
regulatwns L decisions C decision C 3/2.1 .41 ; 
4/2.1.32; 5/2.1.41; 9/2.1.27; 11 /2.1.32; 12/2.1.46 
- Community tariff quotas for cattle of mountain and 
Alpine breeds intended for stockfarming regulations 
L decisions C decision C 6/2.1.33 
- Community tariff quotas for certain fishery products 
regulations L decisions C decision C 2/2.1.40; 
12/2.1.46 
- Community tariff quotas for certain industrial 
products regulations L decisions C decision C 
5/2.1.41; 6/2.1.33; 7/2.1.48; 11 /2.1.32; 12/2.1.46 
- Community tariff quotas for certain textile products 
regulations L decisions C decision C 6/2.1.33; 
7/2.1.48; 11/2.1.32 
- Community tariff quotas for certain wines 
originating in preferential Mediterranean countries 
regulations L decisions C decision C 5/2.1 .41 ; 
9/2.1.27; 11/2.1.32 
- Community tariff quotas for newsprint regulations L 
decisions C decision C 7/2.1.48; 1 0/2.1.37; 
12/2.1.46 
- Community tariff quotas for petroleum products 
refined in Spain regulations L decisions C decision 
c 11/2.1.32 
- Community tariff quotas for preserved sardines 
from Morocco and Tunisia regulations L decisions 
C decision C 11 /2.1.32; 12/2.1.46 
- Community tariff quotas for rum, arrack and tafia 
originating in ACP States and OCT regulations L 
decisions C decision C 6/2.1.33 
- Management of the generalized system of 
preferences and allocation of tariff quotas proposal 
C statement C 7/2.2.41 
Community trade mark 
- Establishment of a Community trade mark 
amendment of proposal C opinion S statement C 
7/2.1.21; consideration L opinion S statement C 
10/2.1.7 
Community transit 
-Cooperation with Yugoslavia on road and rail transit 
through Yugoslavia decision L decis1on C 3/2.1.174 
- Introduction of a heavy-goods-vehicle tax and a 
motorway tax in Switzerland statement C proposal 
C statement C 2/2.1.150; proposal C statement C 
12/2.2.19 
- Introduction of the declaration form for use in intra-
Community trade (single document) consideration L 
regulation L statement C 3/2.1.6; regulation L 
statement C 6/1.1.9; resolution P regulation L 
statement C 9/2.1. 7; consideration L regulatiOn L 
statement C 1 0/2.1.33; agreement L regulatiOn L 
statement C 12/1.6.1 
- Negotiations between the Community and Austria 
concerning land transport opinion S regulation L 
10/2.1.129 
- Simplification of formalities for intra-Community 
trade (single document) consideration L decision 
ECSC decision C 3/2.1.6; agreement L decision 
ECSC decision C 1 0/2.1.33; 12/1.6.1 
Company law 
- Annual accounts of certain types of companies 
proposal C decisions C decision C 7/2.1.20; 
agreement L decisions C decision C 10/2.1. 7; 
directive L deciswns C decision C 11 /2.1 .12 
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- Directive (tenth) on cross-border mergers of public 
limited companies proposal C decision L decision C 
12/2.1.21 
- Eighth Directive on the qualifications of persons 
authorized to carry out statutory audits of annual 
accounts agreement L decision L decision C 
3/2.1.17; directive L decision L decision C 4/2.1.15 
Competition policy 
-(See also: State aid to the .. , National monopolies of 
a commercial character) regulation L decision C 
- Annual report on competition policy ( 1983) opinion 
A decision C 4/2.1.34; opinion S opinion A decision 
C 10/2.4.40; resolution P opinion A decision C 
12/2.1.49 
- Application of the competition rules to air transport 
amendment of proposal C regulations C 2/2.1.149 
- Application of the competition rules to sea transport 
opinion P regulations C 5/2.1.43; 5/2.1.172 
- Control of mergers amendment of proposal C 
decisions C decision C 2/2.1 .42 
- Fines for market-sharing and price-fixing imposed 
on the main Community producers of hydrogen 
peroxide decision C regulation L 11 /2.1 .36 
- New rules on block exemption for exclusive 
distribution agreements opinion S regulation L 
4/2.1.45 
- New rules on block exemption for exclusive 
purchasing agreements opinion S regulation L 
4/2.1.45 
- New rules on block exemption for patent licensing 
agreements regulation C opinion S regulation L 
7/2.1.50; opinionS opinion S regulation L 712.4.48 
- New rules on block exemption for R&D cooperation 
agreements draft regulation C opinion S regulation 
L 1 /2.1.32; opinion S opinion S regulation L 
5/2.1.44; regulation C opinion S regulation L 
12/2.1.51 
- Protection of the confidentiality of legal papers in 
the application of competition rules proposal C 
decisions L decision C 1 0/2.1 .43 
- Public authorities' holdings in company capital 
position C opinion S regulation L 9/2.1.30; 9/3.5.1 
- Rules on exemption for certain specialization 
agreements regulation L decision C 3/2.1.42; draft 
regulation C regulation L decision C 7/2.1.51; 
regulation C regulation L decision C 12/2.1.52 
- Rules on exemption for the exclusive distribution of 
motor vehicles opinion P regulation L decision C 
5/2.1.42; regulation C regulation L decision C 
12/2.1.50 
- Suspension of proceedings against IBM for abuse 
of a dominant position opinion S decision C 7/1.1.1 
Competition policy as applied to 
undertakings 
- (See: Abuse of dominant positions, Distribution 
agreements, Exclusive purchasing agreements, 
Joint ventures, Mergers, Restrictive business 
agreements, Specialization agreements, Unlawful 




- New rules on block exemption for exclusive 
distribution agreements opinion S regulation L 
4/2.1.45 
- New rules on block exemption for exclusive 
purchasing agreements opinion S regulation L 
4/2.1.45 
- New rules on block exemption for patent licensing 
agreements regulation C opinion S regulation L 
7/2.1 .50; opinion S opinion S regulation L 7/2.4.48 
- New rules on block exemption for R&D cooperation 
agreements draft regulation C opinion S regulation 
L 1/2.1.32; opinionS opinionS regulation L 
5/2.1.44; regulation C opinion S regulation L 
12/2.1.51 
- Protection of the confidentiality of legal papers in 
the application of competition rules proposal C 
decisions L decision C 10/2.1.43 
- Rules on exemption for the exclusive distribution of 
motor vehicles opinion P regulation L decision C 
5/2.1.42; regulation C regulation L decision C 
12/2.1.50 
- Suspension of proceedings against IBM for abuse 
of a dominant position opinion S decision C 7/1 .1.1 ; 
10/2.1.44 
Conciliation procedure 
- Improving and extending the conciliation procedure 
between the three institutions regulation L 3/2.4.1 0; 
consideration L regulation L 612.4.3; regulation L 
11/2.4.10 
- Revision of the Regulation setting up the ERDF 
(conciliation meeting) regulation L decision C 
6/1.3.1 
Conference in connection with the Decade 
for Women 
- Participation of the Community in the UN 
Conference to mark the end of the Decade for 
Women resolution P opinion S regulation L 4/2.1.66 
- Preparatory work for the UN Conference to mark 
the end of the Decade for Women regulation L 
decision C 3/2.2.54 
Conference on Security and Cooperation In 
Europe 
- Conclusions of the Dublin European Council on 
East-West relations decisions C decision C 
12/1.2.9 
-Declaration by the Ten on East-West relations 
resolution P statement C 3/2.4.2 
-Follow-up to the Madrid Conference (cooperation in 
the Mediterranean) opinton S decision C 10/2.2.59 
- Follow-up to the Madrid Conference (meeting in 
Athens) opinion S decision C 3/2.4.4 
- Follow-up to the Madrid Conference (meeting on 
the settlement of disputes) opinionS decision C 
5/2.4.4 
Conferences 
-(See also: Stockholm-, United Nations-, World-) 
84/2.0.5 
Cons 
Conservation of fishery resources 
- Agreement between the EEC, Denmark and the 
Faroe Islands for the conservation of salmon in the 
North Atlantic proposal C consideration L 7/2.1.158; 
opinion P consideration L 9/2.1.1 03; regulation L 
consideration L 1 0/2.1.115 
- Annual meeting of the North Atlantic Salmon 
Conservati~n Organization regulation L decision C 
5/2.1.158 
- International Convention for the Conservation of 
Atlantic Salmon signing decision C 7/2.1 .158 
-International Convention for the Conservation of 
Atlantic Tunas signing decision C 7/2.1.160 
- Meeting of the International Commission for the 
Conservation of Atlantic Tunas regulation L 
decision C 11/2.1.124 
- National fishery conservation measures decisions C 
statement C 4/2.1.1 09; 7/2.1.153 
- National fishery conservation measures more 
stringent than Community rules decisions C 
statement C 1 /2.1.88; 2/2.1.131; 3/2.1.145; 
5/2.1.151; 6/2.1.116; 7/2.1.152 
- Opening meeting of the North Atlantic Salmon 
Conservation Organization regulation L decision C 
1/2.1.97 
Consumer credit 
- Approximation of Member States' laws on 
consumer credit amendment of proposal C opinion 
A decision C 6/2.1 .86 
Consumer protection 
- Approximation of Member States' laws on 
consumer credit amendment of proposal C opinion 
A decision C 6/2.1 .86 
- Approximation of Member States' laws on cosmetic 
products directives C opinion A decision C 
7/2.1.115 
- Approximation of Member States' laws on 
misleading and unfair advertising consideration L 
opinion A decision C 3/2.1.111 ; agreement L 
opinton A decision C 6/1.4.2; directive L opinion A 
decision C 9/2.1. 7 4 
- Codes of conduct for dealings between producers 
and consumers opinion S resolution P decision C 
5/2.4.30 
- Community information system on accidents 
involving consumer products proposal C opmion S 
decision C 12/2.1 .137 
- Community programme for a consumer protection 
and information policy consideration L opinion S 
regulations L 3/2.1 .111 
- Community programme for a consumer protection 
and information policy (results) communication C 
opinion S regulations L 2/2.1.93; consideration L 
opinion S regulations L 6/2.1.84; 12/2.1.135 
- Community system for the exchange of information 
on dangers arising from the use of consumer 
products opinion S decision C 1 /2.1.65; decision L 
opinion S decision C 3/2.1.111 
- Consumer redress memorandum C regulation L 
12/2.1.136 
- Consumer safety in relation to certain products 
decision ECSC decision C 5/2.1 .119 
- Contracts negotiated away from business premises 
consideration L decisions C decision C 3/2.1 .111 
- Council meeting on consumer protection decision 
ECSC decision C 3/2.1.111; 6/2.1.84 
Cons 
Consumer protection (Continued) 
- Exploitation and marketing of natural mineral 
waters entry into force opinion S statement C 
7/2.1.18; opinionS statement C 9/2.1.15; 10/2.1.15 
-Labelling of foodstuffs (alcoholic beverages) 
opinion P opinion S statement C 3/2.1.112 
- Liability for defective products consideration L draft 
resolution L decision C 3/2.1 .111 ; 1 0/2.1. 7 
- List of dangerous substances opinion P statement C 
12/2.1.130 
- Making-up by volume of certain prepackaged 
liquids opinion S amendment of proposal C decision 
C 1/2. 1.13; opinion P amendment of proposal C 
decision C 3/2.1.15; directive L amendment of 
proposal C decision C 12/2. 1.13 
- Manufacture, storage, transport and distribution of 
quick-frozen foodstuffs proposal C opinion S 
statement C 9/2.1.14 
- Marketing standards for eggs regulation L opinion S 
regulation L 6/2.1.87; opinion S regulation L 
7/2.1.133 
- Meetings of the Consumers Consultative 
Committee regulation L decision C 5/2.1 .120; 
10/2.1.86; 12/2.1.138 
- Price labelling of foodstuffs proposal C proposal C 
statement C 1 /2.1.66; opinion S proposal C 
statement C 10/2.4.43 
:.. Price labelling of non-food products opinion S 
proposal C statement C 10/2.4.43 
- Protection of children against toxic household 
products resolution P decisions L decision C 
1/2.1.64 
- Unfair terms in contracts concluded with consumers 
communication C resolution P decision C 2/2.1.94 
- Use of certain dangerous substances and 
preparations (6th amendment) proposal C proposal 
C statement C 10/2.1.83 
- Use of hormonal substances in stockfarming 
proposal C regulation L decision C 6/1.6.1 ; opinion 
S regulation L decision C 12/2.4.25 
Consumers' Consultative Committee 
- Meetings of the Consumers Consultative 
Committee regulation L decision C 5/2.1.120; 
1 0/2.1.86; 12/2.1.138 
Controlled thermonuclear fusion 
-Continuation of activities in connection with JET 
and NET opinion S regulation L 5/2.1.195 
- Inauguration of the JET project at Culham proposal 
C statement C 4/1 .4.1 
- International conference on plasma physics and 
controlled nuclear fusion research decisions C 
decision C 9/2.1 .120 
-Research and training programme (1985-89) in the 
field of controlled thermonuclear fusion proposal C 
opinion CREST regulations L 5/2.1.195; opinion S 
opinion CREST regulations L 11 /2.1 .152; 
agreement L opinion CREST regulations L 12/1.7.2 
- Setting up of a tritium-handling laboratory at the 
JRC, lspra proposal C regulations L decision C 




-(See: Barcelona-, Customs-. Fisheries-. Geneva-
, Lome -.London-. Oslo-. Paris-. Rome-. 
Torremolinos -.United Nations-) 84/2.0.7 
Convergence of economic policies 
- Annual report on the economic situation in the 
Community and guidelines for the Member States 
in 1985 communication C opinion A decision C 
10/2.1 .2; opinion S opinion A decision C 11 /2.4.26; 
decision L opinion A decision C 12/2.1 .3 
- Community medium-term economic development 
measures communication C opinion P 6/2.1 .4 
- Quarterly examination of the economic situation of 
the Community opinion S statement C 3/2.1.1 ; 
opinion P opinion S statement C 5/2.1 .1 ; opinion S 
statement C 6/2.1.3; 7/2.1.2; 12/2.1.3 
- Report on five years of monetary cooperation in 
Europe communication C regulations C 3/1.3.1; 
consideration L regulations C 3/1 .3. 7 
- Reviving investment : national tax and financial 
measures resolution P opinion A decision C 2/2.1.3 
- Reviving investment : national tax measures 
opinion A decision C 9/2.1.38 
- State of convergence of economic policies 
resolution P opinion S statement C 3/2.4.22 
- Strengthening the EMS communication C draft 
resolution L decision C 11 /2.1 .4; consideration L 
opinion A decision C 12/2.1.4 
Cooperation 
- (See: Commercial -. Development -, Financial and 
technical-, Industrial-. Mining-, Political-, 
Regional-. Scientific and technical-) 84/2.0.8 
Copyright 
- Action against audio-visual piracy proposal C 
opinion P statement C 5/2.1.94; resolution L opinion 
P statement C 6/2.1.62; 7/2.1.1 05; opinion P 
statement C 11 /2.1. 73 
- Copyright and related rights resolution P statement 
c 5/2.1.93; 6/2.1.61 
Cosmetic products 
- Approximation of Member States' laws on cosmetic 
products directives C opinion A decision C 
7/2.1.115 
COST 
- European cooperation in research on interference 
between radiocommunication systems decision L 
decision C 6/2.1.141 
- European cooperation in research on the effects of 
processing and distribution on the quality and 
nutritive value of food (COST project) decision L 
decision C 1/2.1.1 08; opinion P decision L decision 
C 4/2.1.125; decision L decision L decision C 
5/2.1.191 
- European cooperation in research on the use of 
plant residues (COST project) decision L decision L 
decision C 212.1.158; signing decision L decision C 
4/2.1.123 
- European cooperation in the field of environmental 
research (COST projects) decision L decision C 




- European cooperation in the field of 
telecommunications research (COST projects) 
decision L dec1s1on C 3/2.1.186; 4/2.1.124 
Cotton 
- Community cotton production and world market 
prices decision ECSC dec1s1on C 10/2.1.95 
Council of Europe 
-Annual discussions between the Commission's 
Secretary-General and the Council of Europe 
Ministers' deputies resolution P statement C 
6/2.2.74 
- Conference of the Research Ministers of the 
member countries of the Council of Europe 
deciSIOnS C deCISIOn C 9/2.1 .117 
- European Agreement on 'au pair' placement 
recommendation C consideration L 12/2.1.103 
- Meeting of the Committee of Ministers of the 
Council of Europe decision ECSC decision C 
5/2.2.67; 11/2.2.57 
- Session of the Parliamentary Assembly of the 
Council of Europe decision ECSC decision C 
5/2.2.67; 10/2.2.58 
Council programme 
- Programme of the French Presidency for the 1st 
half of 1984 draft recommendation L regulations L 
1/2.4.8; statement L draft recommendation L 
regulations L 1/3.4.1 
- Programme of the Irish Presidency for the 2nd half 
of 1984 draft recommendatiOn L regulations L 
7/2.4.8; statement L draft recommendation L 
regulations L 7/3.4.1 
Councils 
-(See also: European Council, World Food·) 
84/2.0.6 
Countervailing duties 
- Meetings of the GATT Committee on Subsidies and 
Contervailing Measures regulation L decision C 
5/2.2.63 
Court of Auditors 
- Aid to skimmed milk for use as feed (special report 
of the Court of Auditors) opinion P 12/2.4.22 
- Community financing for innovation in small and 
medium-sized businesses opinion Court of Auditors 
opimon S statement C 4/2.4.33 
- Coordination of Community aid for non-member 
countries (Court of Auditors report) decision L 
decision C 7/2.4.38 
- ECSC financial report (borrowing and lending 
activities in 1983) opinion Court of Auditors opinion 
A decision C 7/2.3.18 
- Election of the President of the Court of Auditors 
proposal C statement C 10/2.4.35 
- Replacement of Member States' financial 
contributions by the Communities' own resources • 
implementation opinion Court of Auditors opm1on A 
decision C 3/2.4.30 
- Report of the Court of Auditors on the scrutiny by 
Member States of EAGGF Guarantee Section 
transactions opinion A decision C 10/2.4.36 
Cris 
- Revenue and expenditure account and balance 
sheet for 1983 • annual report of the Court of 
Auditors decisions C decision C 11/2.4.23 
Court of Justice 
- Analysis of judgments delivered regulation L 
1/2.4.17; 4/2.4.17; 7/2.4.24; 10/2.4.20 
- Appointment of a judge to the Court of Justice 
resolution P statement C 12/2.4.19 
- Appointment of First Advocate-General resolution P 
statement C 10/2.4.32 
- Composition of the Court of Justice decisions C 
decision C 10/2.4.31 
- New cases referred to the Court in 1984 opinion A 
decision C 1/2.4.37; 2/2.4.25; 3/2.4.28; 4/2.4.31; 
5/2.4.20; 6/2.4.8; 7/2.4.36; 9/2.4.13; 1 0/2.4.33; 
11/2.4.21; 12/2.4.20 
Craft industries 
-European Year of Small and Medium-Sized 
Enterprises and Craft Industry regulation L 5/2.1 .18 
Credit insurance 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an export aid 
scheme in France (exchange guarantee) opening 
opmion S regulations L 3/2.1.46; final decision C 
opinion S regulations L 612.1 .37 
- Reciprocal obligations of export credit insurance 
organizations of the Member States in the case of 
joint guarantees directive L opinion S regulation L 
11/2.2.12 
CREST 
- Dissolution of CREST subcommittees resolution P 
statement C 12/2.1.217 
-Meetings of the Scientific and Technical Research 
Committee regulation L decision C 2/2.1.157; 
3/2.1.184; 12/2.1.217 
-Programme (1984-88) for the development of the 
specialized information market opinion CREST 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 2/2.1.157 
- Programme of assistance for the development of 
indigenous scientific and technical research 
capacities in developing countries (1984-87) 
opinion CREST draft recommendation L regulations 
L 1/2.1.113 
- Report on the public financing of R&D in the 
Member States opinion A decision C 3/2.1 .184 
- Restructuring the Community R&D committees 
decision L draft resolution L decision C 6/2.1.138 
Criminal law 
-Application within the Community of the "non bis in 
idem" principle resolution P regulations C 3/2.1.19 
Crisis plan for steel 
- Abatement rates for steel production for the first 
quarter of 1985 decision C opinion S decision C 
11/2.1.14 
- Abatement rates for steel production for the fourth 
quarter of 1984 decision C opinion S decision C 
9/2.1.18; 10/2.1.24 
- Abatement rates for steel production for the second 
quarter of 1984 decision C opinion S decision C 
2/2.1.18; opinion S decision C 5/2.1.22 
Cult 
Crisis plan for steel (Continued) 
- Abatement rates for steel production for the third 
quarter of 1984 decision C opinion S decision C 
5/2.1.23; 7/2.1.30 
- Abatement rates for steel production for the 1st 
quarter of 1984 decision C opinion S decision C 
1/2.1.15 
- Alteration of the steel aids code (deadline for 
granting operating aid) communication C 
consideration L statement C 11 /2.1.43; 
consideration L consideration L statement C 
12/2.1.67; opmwn A consideration L statement C 
12/2.4.31 
- Basic import prices for certain steel products 
communication C opimon S regulations L 2/2.2.11 
- Community monitoring of imports of certain steel 
products from non-member countries 
recommendatiOn C opinion S decision C 1/2.2.1 0; 
4/2.2.11 
- Continuing state of "manifest crisis" in the steel 
industry opinion S regulation L 1 /1 .2.2 
- Extension of the monitoring and production quota 
system for certain iron and steel products assent L 
decision C dec1s1on C 1/1.2.1; commumcat1on C 
assent L decision C 1 /1.2.3; opinion A opinion A 
decision C 1/2.4.46; amendment of decis1on C 
opinion A decision C 7/2.1.28 
- Higher production quotas for the Irish steel industry 
assent L opinion A decision C 7/2.1.29 
- Member States' aid schemes and restructuring 
programmes for the steel industry opinion CREST 
regulations L 1/1.2.4; decisions C opinion CREST 
regulations L 2/2.1.21; 3/2.1.24; 4/2.1.21; 4/2.1.22; 
opinion CREST regulations L 5/2.1.25; 5/2.1.26; 
opmion A opinion CREST regulations L 512.4.34; 
decisions C opinion CREST regulations L 6/2.1.22; 
6/2.1.23 
- Minimum prices for certain iron and steel products 
and a guarantee on verification system amendment 
of decision C opmion S regulations L 11 /2.1 .17 
- Minimum prices for certain steel products decisions 
C opinion S regulations L 2/2.1. 19; opinion S 
regulations L 7/2.1.31; decisions C opinion S 
regulations L 9/2.1.19 
- Monitoring and production quota system 
(classification of coated sheet) assent L opinion A 
deciswn C 12/2.1.29 
- Monitoring and production quota system for certain 
steel products (quota supplements) communication 
C decision C decision C 1 0/2.1.23; 11/2.1.15 
- Production capacity for hot-rolled products and its 
rate of utilization decision ECSC decision C 
6/2.1.13; 11/2.1.19 
- Production certificate and accompanying document 
for deliveries of certain iron and steel products draft 
dec1sion C opinion A decision C 3/2.1.23; opinion A 
decision C decision C 3/2.4.40; assent L dec1s1on C 
decision C 4/2.1.20; dec1s1on C decision C dec1s1on 
C 5/2.1.24; draft decision C opinion S 7/2.1.32; 
assent L opinion A decision C 12/2.1.27 
- Publication of price lists and conditions of sale for 
special steels draft dec1s1on C regulation L dec1s1on 
C 6/2.1.20; opinion A regulat1on L decision C 
9/2.1.20 
- Publication of price lists and conditions of sale for 
steel products recommendation C regulation L 
decision C 6/2.1.21 
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-Renewal (1984) of arrangements between the 
Community and non-member countries supplying 
steel draft resolution L decision C 2/2.2.9; 3/2.2.10; 
6/2.2.12 
- Renewal (1985) of arrangements between the 
Community and non-member countries supplying 
steel draft resolution L decision C 11 /2.2.14; 
12/2.2.10 
- Renewal of external measures under the crisis plan 
for steel in 1984 opinion A decision C 1/1.2.4; 
1/2.2.6; 3/2.2.10; 4/2.2.8; 6/2.2.12 
- Renewal of external measures under the crisis plan 
for steel in 1985 communication C opinion A 
decision C 9/2.2.8; consideration L opinion A 
decision C 1 0/2.2.1 0; resolution P opinion A 
decision C 1 0/2.2.11 ; opinion A decision C 
11/2.2.14 
- Stability of traditional trade flows on the Community 
steel market decision ECSC decision C 1 /1.2.3; 
opinion A dec1s1on ECSC decision C 1/2.4.46 
- Steel production capacity and its rate of utilization 
decision ECSC decision C 7/2.1.26 
- Strengthening of the crisis measures for steel in 
1984 opinion A decision C 1 /1.2.4 
Cultural heritage 
- Measures in favour of minority languages and 
cultures regulation L statement C 1/2.1.42; 5/2.1.73 
- Protection of the Community's architectural and 
archaeological heritage opinion S decision C 
4/2.1.73 
- Venice declaration on the European cultural identity 
resolution P statement C 3/2.1.86; 3/3.4.1 
Cultural workers 
- Increased use of the European ~ocial Fund by 
cultural workers opinion A decision C 11/2.1.74; 
resolution L opinion A decision C 12/2.1.1 07 
Culture 
- Action against audio-visual piracy proposal C 
opinion P statement C 5/2.1.94; resolution L opinion 
P statement C 6/2.1.62; 7/2.1.105; opinion P 
statement C 11 /2.1 . 73 
- Copyright and related rights resolution P statement 
c 5/2.1.93; 6/2.1.61 
- Council meeting and meeting within the Council of 
Ministers responsible for Cultural Affairs regulation 
L decision C 5/2.1.93; 6/2.1.61; 11/2.1. 73; 
12/2.1.107 
- Distribution of films resolution L decision C deciswn 
C7/2.1.105 
- European cooperation on specific cultural projects 
decision L decision C 11 /2.1. 75 
- Follow-up to the Madrid Conference (cooperation in 
the Mediterranean) opimon S decision C 10/2.2.59 
- Foundation of a Euro-Arab university in Spain 
resolut1on P opinion S statement C 3/2.1 .87 
- Increased use of the European Social Fund by 
cultural workers opinion A decision C 11/2.1.74; 
resolution L opinion A decision C 12/2.1 .1 07 
- Measures in favour of minority languages and 
cultures regulation L statement C 1/2.1.42; 5/2.1.73 
- Plan to set up a Europe/Latin America Institute 
opimon CREST regulations L 1 0/2.1.68 
-Preparations for European Music Year (1985) 
regulation L 11 /2.1 . 77 
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Culture (Continued) 
- Programme of the ad hoc Committee on a People's 
Europe draft recommendation L regulations L 
12/2.4.5 
- Promoting European cooperation in the audio-
visual media opinion A decision C 5/2.1.93; 
resolution L opinion A decision C 6/2.1.62; 
7/2.1.105 
- Protection of the Community's architectural and 
archaeological heritage opinion S decision C 
4/2.1.73 
- Rational distribution of films throughout the 
audiovisual media resolution L decision L decision 
c 6/2.1.62 
- Setting-up of the University Institute for Euro-
African Studies in Lecce, Italy resolution P dectsion 
L decision C 3/2.1.87 
- Solemn Declaration on European Union - cultural 
aspects consideration L resolution P statement C 
6/2.1.63 
- Strengthening of cultural relations between Europe 
and Latin America opinion A decision C 10/2.1.68 
- Support for the film and television programme 
industry decision ECSC decision C 11/2.1.76 
- Venice declaration on the European cultural identity 
resolution P statement C 3/2.1.86; 3/3.4.1 
- Vocational training and social security protection of 
cultural workers opinion S statement C 5/2.1.93; 
6/2.1.61 
Customs arrangements 
- Arrangements for the temporary importation of 
means of transport opmion P regulation C decision 
C 3/2.1.39; opinion S regulatton C decision C 
7/2.1.45 
- Conditions for granting outward processing relief 
and operation of the arrangements opinion P 
decistons C decision C 1/2.1 .28 
- Customs arrangements applicable to compensating 
products resulting from inward processing 
operations directive C regulatton L decision C 
6/2.1.29 
- Customs arrangements for goods from non-
member countries processed under customs 
control prior to release for free circulation regulation 
C regulation L decision C 12/2.1.39 
- Standard exchange arrangements for goods 
exported for repair opinion S regulation L decision 
c 1/2.1.29 
Customs conventions 
- Establishment of links between customs transit 
procedures proposal C opinton S statement C 
7/2.1.42 
- International Convention on the Harmonization of 
Frontier Controls of Goods opmion P signing 
decision C 1/2.1.26; signing signing decision C 
2/2.1.35; regulation L signing decision C 4/2.1.28 
Customs duties 
- Customs arrangements applicable to compensating 
products resulting from inward processing 
operations directive C regulation L decision C 
6/2.1.29 
Cust 
- Customs arrangements for goods from non-
member countries processed under customs 
control prior to release for free circulation regulation 
C regulation L decision C 12/2.1.39 
-Tariff cuts agreed at the Tokyo Round regulation L 
1 0/2.1.34; conclusions L regulation L 1 0/2.2.5; 
regulation L 11/2.1.28; proposal C decision L 
11/2.2.6 
Customs legislation 
- Action against customs fraud relating to 
international container transport recommendation C 
opinion P statement C 5/2.1.37 
- Arrangements for movement within the Community 
of personal goods sent for temporary use regulation 
C decision C 3/2.1.6; regulation L regulation C 
decision C 6/2.1.9; regulation C regulation C 
decision C 7/2.1.43 
- Arrangements for the temporary importation of 
means of transport opinion P regulation C decision 
C 3/2.1.39; opinion S regulatton C decision C 
7/2.1.45 
- Community system of customs duty exemptions 
regulation C regulation L decision C 6/2.1.31; 
proposal C regulation L decision C 11/2.1.35; 
opinion S regulation L decision C 12/2.1.43; 
12/2.4.26 
- Customs arrangements applicable to goods 
returned to the customs territory of the Community 
proposal C resolution P deciston C 3/2.1.37; opinion 
P resolution P decision C 5/2.1.38; opmion S 
resolution P decision C 9/2.1 .25 
- Definition of the customs territory of the Community 
regulation L resolution P statement C 7/2.1.44 
-Harmonization of provisions laid down by law, 
regulation or administrative action relating to 
customs debt proposal C proposal C statement C 
9/2.1.24; opinion S proposal C statement C 
12/2.1.41 
- Harmonization of provisions relating to customs 
debt opinion P proposal C statement C 4/2.1 .30; 
amendment of proposal C proposal C statement C 
6/2.1.30 
- Information provided by the customs authorities of 
Member States concerning the classification of 
goods in the customs nomenclature opinion P draft 
resolution L decision C 1/2.1.27; amendment of 
proposal C draft resolution L decision C 2/2.1 .36 
- Measures to discourage the release for free 
circulation of counterfeit goods proposal C 
regulation L statement C 12/2.1 .39 
- Regulation on temporary importation of goods with 
relief from import duties regulation C regulation C 
decision C 6/2.1 .28 
- Repayment or remission of import or export duties 
proposal C opinion A decision C 12/2.1.42 
- Security to be given to ensure payment of a 
customs debt opinion P opinion S statement C 
2/2.1.37; amendment of proposal C opinion S 
statement C 4/2.1 .29 
- Terms of payment of duties resulting from a 




- Information provided by the customs authorities of 
Member States concerning the classification of 
goods in the customs nomenclature opinion P draft 
resolutiOn L decision C 1 /2.1.27; amendment of 
proposal C draft resolution L decision C 2/2.1.36 
- International Convention on the Harmonized 
Commodity Description and Coding System 
(conclusion) proposal C signing decision C 
4/2.1.31; opinion P signing decision C 10/2.1.35 
Customs union 
-(See also: Common Customs Tariff, Community 
tariff quotas, Duty-free arrangements, Simplification 
of customs formalities) regulation L decision C 
- Community system of customs duty exemptions 
regulation C regulation L decision C 6/2.1.31; 
proposal C regulation L decision C 11 /2.1.35; 
opinionS regulation L decision C 12/2.1.43; 
12/2.4.26 
- Completion of the customs union and strengthening 
the Community's internal market resolution P 
regulation L 4/2.1 .8 
- Conclusion of negotiations with Spain on the 
Customs Union (industrial products, motor 
vehicles) decisions C decision C 12/2.2.4 
- Customs arrangements for goods from non-
member countries processed under customs 
control prior to release for free circulation regulation 
C regulation L decision C 12/2.1 .39 
- Definition of the customs territory of the Community 
regulation L resolut1on P statement C 7/2.1.44 
- Strengthening of the internal market statement C 
opmion A decision C 2/2.1.8; consideration L 
opimon A decision C 3/2.1.6; communication C 
opimon A decision C 5/2.1. 7 
Cyprus 
- EEC-Cyprus Financial Protocol (second) opmion P 
amendment of proposal C decision C 2/2.2.24; 
regulation L amendment of proposal C decision C 
3/2.2.29 
- Meeting at ministerial level of the EEC-Cyprus 
Association Council decision ECSC decision C 
12/2.2.23 
-Statement by the Ten on the proclamation of a 
'Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus' resolution P 
statement C 3/2.4.3 
-Trade arrangements between the Community and 
Cyprus in 1984 regulation L regulation L decision C 
6/2.2.31 
- Trade arrangements between the Community and 
Cyprus in 1985 regulation L regulation L decision C 
12/2.2.24 
- Transition to the 2nd stage of the EEC-Cyprus 
Agreement opinion S regulation L 1 /2.2.23; 2/2.2.23 
- Visit to the Commission by the President of the 
Republic of Cyprus regulation L decision C 1 /2.2.23 
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Dangerous substances 
- Agreement on the protection of the North Sea from 
pollution by oil and other dangerous substances 
proposal C consideration L 1 /2.1.58; opinion P 
consideration L 4/2.1.81; decision L consideration L 
6/2.1.74 
- Classification, packaging and labelling of 
dangerous substances (6th amendment) directive 
C resolution P dectsion C 4/2.1 .85 
- Classification, packaging, and labelling of pesticides 
directive C resolution P decision C 4/2.1 .84 
- Discharges of hexachlorocyclohexane in the 
aquatic environment opinion S opinion A decision C 
1/2.1.57; opinion P opinion A decision C 4/2.1.81; 
agreement L opinion A decision C 6/2.1. 73; 
directive L opinion A decision C 1 0/2. 1. 75 
- List of dangerous substances opinion P statement C 
1212.1.130 
- Use of certain dangerous substances and 
preparations (6th amendment) proposal C proposal 
C statement C 10/2.1.83 
Data processing 
- Commission procurement procedure for information 
technology equipment, services and software 
resolution P proposal C regulation L 5/2.1 .27 
- Community interinstitutional information system 
(INSIS) proposal C opinion S decision C 7/2.1.37; 
opinion P opinion S decision C 1212.1.32; opimon S 
opmion S decision C 1212.1.33 
- Computerization of customs administrative 
procedures draft resolution L proposal C statement 
C 3/2.1.6; resolution L proposal C statement C 
5/2.1.6 
- Coordinated development of computerized 
administrative procedures communication C 
resolution P statement C 11 /2.1 .27 
- European strategic programme for research and 
development in information technologies 
(programme for 1984) decision L amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 211.3.1; amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 3/2.1.26; 5/2.1.28; 
7/2.1.35 
- European strategic programme for research and 
development in information technologies 
(programme for 1985) amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 1 0/2.1.27; agreement L amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 1212.1 .216 
-First phase (1984-88) of the European strategic 
programme for research and development in 
information technologies (Esprit) decision L opinion 
S regulation L 211.3.1 ; resolution P opinion S 
regulation L 2/2.1.27; opinion S regulation L 
3/2.1.25 
- lnterinstitutional computerized telecommunications 
networks for the processing of data relating to 
agricultural markets regulation L decision C 
3/2.1.28; opinion P regulation L decision C 5/2.1.27; 
amendment of proposal C regulation L decision C 
7/2.1.38; regulation L deciston C 11/2.1.27 
D 
- Introduction of new information technology in 
education proposal C statement C 3/2.1. 72; 
7/2.1.96 
- Introduction of new technologies in banking (social 
consequences) proposal C statement C 11/2.1.53 
- Multiannual programme (1979-83) in the field of 
data processing (extension) agreement L 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 212.1.28; 
opmion S amendment of proposal C regulations L 
212.1.29; opinion P amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 3/2.1.27; deciston L amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 4/2.1.24; agreement L 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 1 0/2.1.29; 
decision L amendment of proposal C regulations L 
11/2.1.21 
- State aids for technological innovation in small and 
medium-sized businesses opinion P 11 /2.1.40 
Denmark 
- Agreement on fisheries between the Community 
and Greenland and Protocol on relevant conditions 
regulation L 211.4.5 
- Agreement on fisheries between the Community 
and Greenland and Protocol on relevant conditions 
(provisional application) proposal C consideration L 
12/2.4.6 
- Community financial contribution towards the cost 
of inspection and surveillance in the maritime 
waters of Ireland decision C opinion S regulation L 
1212.1.195 
- EIB loans for industrial investment projects in 
Denmark regulation L decision C 4/2.4.38 
- EIB loans in the energy sector in Denmark 
regulation L decision C 5/2.4.39 
- EIB loans to Denmark for infrastructure projects in 
Greenland regulation L deciston C 7/2.4.55 
- Future status of Greenland proposals C agreement 
L decision C 211 .4.1 ; opinion P agreement L 
decision C 5/2.4.8 
- Global loans under the NCI for investment projects 
in small and medium-sized businesses in Denmark 
regulation L decision C 4/2.4.38; 1212.4.38 
- NCI loans in the energy sector in Denmark 
regulation L decision C 5/2.4.39 
Dental practitioners 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on the Training 
of Dental Practitioners regulation L decision C 
11/2.1.8 
Developing countries 
- Campaign against rural depopulation in the Third 
World resolution P opinion P statement C 4/2.2.32 
- Go-financing of development projects by the 
Communityand the Arab Group of Funds resolution 
P decision C 10/2.2.60 
- Community measures as part of a strategy aimed at 
self-sufficiency in food opinion P opimon P 4/2.2.35; 
regulation L opinion P 6/2.2.54; resolution P opinion 
p 10/2.4.7 
Deve 
Developing countries (Continued) 
- Community plan of action in support of the 
developing countries' food strategies consideration 
L opinion S regulation L 612.2.49; 11/2.2.42 
- Financial and technical assistance from the 
Community to non-associated developing countries 
(guidelines for 1985) communication C opmion P 
9/2.2.37 
- Financial and technical assistance from the 
Community to the non-associated developing 
countries report C opm1on P 912.2.36 
- Inclusion of environmental issues in Community 
development policy communicatiOn C regulations C 
regulation L 10/2.2.33; resolution L regulations C 
regulation L 11/2.2.34 
- Inclusion of Greenland among the beneficiaries of 
generalized preferences in 1985 proposal C 
proposal C statement C 11/2.2.36; proposal C 
statement C 12/2.2.37 
- Information seminars on the Community's GSP 
dec1sion ECSC decision C 4/2.2.33; 7/2.2.42; 
12/2.2.38 
- Programme of assistance for the development of 
indigenous scientific and technical research 
capacities in developing countries ( 1984-87) 
opinion CREST draft recommendation L regulations 
L 1 /2.1.113; amendment of proposal C draft 
recommendation L regulations L 3/2.1.193; 
resolution P draft recommendation L regulations L 
12/2.1.226 
- Scheme of generalized preferences applicable in 
1985 proposals C opinion S decision C 7/2.2.38; 
opinion S opimon S decision C 1 0/2.4.45; opinion P 
agreement L decision C 11/2.2.36; regulations L 
decision ECSC decision C 12/2.2.37 
-Tariff cuts agreed at the Tokyo Round conclus1ons 
L regulation L 1 0/2.2.5; regulat1on L 11 /2.1.28; 
proposal C decision L 11/2.2.6 
Development cooperation 
- Annual General Assembly of Non-Governmental 
Organizations regulations C 4/2.2.42 
- eo-financing of projects in the developing countries 
by the Community and NGOs resolution P decision 
c 2/2.2.47; 3/2.2.50; 4/2.2.43; 5/2.2.57; 6/2.2.65; 
7/2.2.51; 9/2.2.38; 1 0/2.2.53; 11/2.2.49; 12/2.2.53 
- Cooperation with developing countries on 
environmental issues resolution L decision L 
decision C 6/2.1.71; 10/2.1.73 
- Meeting of the World Bank/IMF Development 
Committee regulation L decision C 4/2.1.3 
-Meetings of the GATT Committee on Trade and 
Development regulation L decision C 1 0/2.2.55 
- Meetings of the World Bank regional development 
advisory groups regulation L decision C 2/2.2.59 
- Relations with NGOs report C regulations C 
5/2.2.56 
- Replenishment of the lOA's resources opimon A 
decision C 1 /2.2.46; 1 /2.2.47; 4/2.1.3 
- Social security for volunteer development workers 
draft recommendation L amendment of proposal C 
decision C 12/2.1 .1 00 
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Development policy 
- (See also: Commercial cooperation, Exceptional 
aid, Financial and technical cooperation, Food aid, 
Generalized preferences, Industrial cooperation, 
Lome .. , Mining cooperation, North-South .. ) 
regulation L decision C 
- Community measures as part of a strategy aimed at 
self-sufficiency in food opmion P opinion P 4/2.2.35; 
regulation L opmion P 612.2.54; resolution P opinion 
p 10/2.4.7 
- Community plan of action in support of the 
developing countries' food strategies consideration 
L opinionS regulation L 612.2.49; 11/2.2.42 
- Coordination of development aid between the 
Commission and the Member States deciswn L 
decision C 6/2.2.41 
- Food aid for development opm1on S regulation L 
5/2.2.49 
- Food aid policy and management (implementation 
for 1984) proposal C proposals C regulation L 
1/2.2.32; opinion P proposals C regulation L 
4/2.2.34; regulation L proposals C regulation L 
5/2.2.49 
- Food aid policy and management (implementation 
for 1985) proposal C proposals C regulation L 
9/2.2.30 
- Inclusion of environmental issues in Community 
development policy communication C regulations C 
regulation L 1 0/2.2.33; resolution L regulations C 
regulation L 11/2.2.34 
- Meeting of the Council on Development 
Cooperation decision ECSC decision C 6/2.2.41; 
11/2.2.33 
- Renewal of the ACP-EEC Convention s1gning draft 
resolution L decision C 12/1 .5.1 
- Renewal of the ACP-EEC Convention - completion 
of negotiations draft resolution L deciswn C 
11/1.1.1 
- Renewal of the ACP-EEC Convention - ministerial 
negotiating conferences draft resolution L decision 
c 2/2.2.32; 5/2.2.39; 6/2.2.42; 10/2.2.34 
- Renewal of the ACP-EEC Convention -
negotiations draft resolution L decision C 1/2.2.29; 
7/2.2.37; 9/2.2.27; 1 0/2.2.35; resolution P draft 
resolution L decision C 10/2.2.36 
- Scheme of generalized preferences applicable in 
1985 proposals C opinionS decision C 7/2.2.38; 
opinionS opinionS decision C 10/2.4.45; opimon P 
agreement L decision C 11/2.2.36; regulations L 
decision ECSC decision C 12/2.2.37 
- Special programme to combat hunger in the world 
progress report C amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 11/2.2.41; amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 12/2.2.46 
- The European Community and Africa 
commumcation C opimon P statement C 5/2.2.34 
-Trade promotion for developing countries 
conclusions L opinion A decision C 6/2.2.59 
Direct taxes 
- Income tax applied to non-resident employed 
persons proposal C statement C 11/2.1.49 
-Income taxation and equal treatment for men and 
women memorandum C proposal C statement C 
12/2.1.97 
- Reviving investment : national tax measures 
opinion A decision C 9/2.1.41 
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Direct taxes (Continued) 
-Tax harmonization relating to the carryover of 
losses of undertakings proposal C proposal C 
statement C 9/2.1.41 
Distribution agreements 
- Application of guarantee for new vehicles repaired 
abroad regulations C 5/2.1 .49 
- Exclusive distribution in the furniture trade opinion S 
decision C 1/2.1.33 
- Fine imposed on an agricultural machinery 
manufacturer for banning the export of its products 
decision C regulation L 12/2.1.59 
- Fines in respect of an exclusive distribution 
agreement relating to toys decision C regulation L 
5/2.1.48 
- IBM personal computer distribution system opinion 
S decision C 4/2.1.47 
- New rules on block exemption for exclusive 
distribution agreements opimon S regulation L 
4/2.1.45 
- Rules on exemption for the exclusive distribution of 
motor vehicles opinion P regulation L decision C 
5/2.1.42; regulation C regulation L decision C 
12/2.1.50 
- Selective distribution agreement relating to 
plumbing fittings decision C 12/2.1.60 
- Selective distribution system for Alfa Romeo 
vehicles opinion S decision C 11/2.1.38 
- Selective distribution system for Fiat vehicles 
opinion S decision C 5/2.1.49 
Distributive trades 
- Harmonization of laws relating to self-employed 
commercial agents consideration L proposal C 
statement C 10/2.1.17 
- Meeting of the Committee on Commerce and 
Distribution regulation L decision C 10/2.1.19 
Doctors 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Medical 
Training regulation L decision C 3/2.1.13 
- Meeting of the Committee of Senior Officials on 
Public Health regulation L decision C 12/2.1 .11 
- Specific training in general medical practice 
proposal C opinion S statement C 12/2.1.1 0 
Driving licences 
- Introduction of a Community driving licence 
proposal C statement C 4/2.1.117; 6/2.1.130 
Dumping 
- Anti-dumping proceedings in respect of imports of 
certain products originating in non-member 
countries opinion S regulations L 4/2.2.6; 5/2.2.6 
- Protection against dumped or subsidized imports 
from non-Community countries resolution P 
statement C 1/2.2.4; 2/2.2.7; 3/2.2.8; 5/2.2.6; 
proposal C resolution P statement C 5/2.2.7; 
resolution P statement C 7/2.2.6; regulation L 
resolution P statement C 7/2.2.7; resolution P 
statement C 9/2.2.7; 10/2.2.7; 11/2.2.9; 12/2.2.7 
- Protection against dumped or subsidized imports of 
ECSC products from non-Community countries 
decision C resolution P statement C 7/2.2.8 
Duty 
Duties 
-(See: Anti-dumping-, Countervailing -,Customs-, 
Import and export-) 84/2.0.10 
Duty-free arrangements 
- Community system of customs duty exemptions 
regulation C regulation L decision C 6/2.1.31; 
proposal C regulation L decision C 11 /2.1.35; 
opinion S regulation L decision C 12/2.1.43; 
12/2.4.26 
EAGGF Guarantee Section 
- Aid to skimmed milk for use as feed (special report 
of the Court of Auditors) opmion P 1212.4.22 
- Breakdown of EAGGF Guarantee Section 
expenditure (intervention and refunds) regulation L 
decision C 9/2.1.94 
- Clearance of accounts relating to expenditure 
financed by the EAGGF Guarantee Section 
resolution P regulations C 4/2.1.107 
- Clearance of accounts relating to expenditure 
financed by the EAGGF Guarantee Section (1978 
and 1979) decisions C regulations C 212.1.126 
- Control of intervention expenditure in the wine 
sector proposals C draft resolutton L statement C 
9/2.1.80 
- Financial impact of agricultural price decisions 
proposal C statement C 1/1.1.17; 3/1.2.8; 7/2.3.2 
-Financial report on the activities of the EAGGF 
(1983) opinion A decision C 9/2.1.93 
- Financing costs of buying-in operations by the 
Member States report C opinion S statement C 
3/2.1.139 
- Financing of intervention measures from the 
EAGGF Guarantee Section opinion S statement C 
"11/2.1.113 
- Report of the Court of Auditors on the scrutiny by 
Member States of EAGGF Guarantee Section 
transactions opinion A decision C 10/2.4.36 
-Situation of the beef/Veal market decision ECSC 
dectston C 7/2.1 .128 
-Sugar production levies (balance for 1984) 
regulation C decision L decision C 9/2.1.96 
EAGGF Guidance Section 
- Appropriations allocated to the structural Funds 
(1985 budget) decision L decisiOn C 5/1.1.5; 
5/2.3.2; 1 0/2.3.2; 11/2.3.1; 11/2.3.3 
- Common measure for forestry in certain 
Mediterranean zones of the Community (extension) 
proposal C regulatton L 11/2.1 .1 07 
- Common measures to improve the conditions under 
which agricultural products are processed and 
marketed regulation L regulation L 6/2.1.99 
- Common measures to improve the conditions under 
which agricultural products are processed and 
marketed (estimated cost) regulation L 11/2.1 .115 
-Control of wine production (structural measures) 
proposals C draft resolution L statement C 9/2.1 .80 
- EAGGF aid for collective projects relating to the 
restructuring of vineyards decisions C decisions C 
deciston C 7/2.1 .143 
- EAGGF aid under a common measure for forestry 
in certain Mediterranean areas of the Community 
decisions C decisions C decision C 7/2.1 .143 
- EAGGF aid under a common measure for 
restructuring and developing the fishing industry 
and for developing aquaculture regulation C 
declstons C decision C 212.1.139; decisions C 
decisions C decision C 6/2.1.123; 11/2.1.130 
E 
- EAGGF aid under a common measure to improve 
infrastructure in certain less-favoured farming areas 
of the Federal Republic of Germany decisions C 
decisions C decision C 7/2.1.143 
- EAGGF aid under a common measure to improve 
infrastructure in certain rural areas of Italy and 
France decisions C decisions C decision C 
7/2.1.143 
- EAGGF aid under common measures to improve 
the conditions under which agricultural products are 
processed and marketed decisions C decisions C 
decision C 7/2.1.142 
- EAGGF aid under the common measure for 
improving processing and marketing conditions for 
fishery products decisions C dectsions C decision C 
6/2.1.124; 1212.1.194 
- Estimated EAGGF Guidance Section expenditure 
(1985-1989) regulation L decision C 11/2.1.115 
- Extension of socio-structural measures 
(modernization, cessation of farming, training) in 
agriculture directive L decisions L decision C 
10/2.1.103 
- Financial report on the activities of the EAGGF 
(1983) opinion A decision C 9/2.1.93 
- Measures to adjust fishing capacity opinion P 
2/2.1.140; 5/2.1.160; 7/2.1.163; 11/2.1.128 
- Payments to Member States in respect of 
expenditure incurred in 1981-82 and advances for 
1983 regulation L decision C 3/2.1.140 
- Review of the policy on agricultural structures 
consideration L regulation L decision C 1 /2.1.67; 
opinion S regulation L decision C 212.1.117; opinion 
P regulation L decision C 4/2.1.1 02; consideration L 
regulation L decision C 5/2.1.122; regulation L 
decision C 6/2.1 .1 00 
East-West relations 
- Activities of Eastern countries' secret services in 
Community territory resolutton P opimon P 3/2.4.18 
- Conclusions of the Dublin European Council on 
East-West relations decisions C decision C 
1211.2.9 
-Declaration by the Ten on East-West relations 
resolution P statement C 3/2.4.2 
- Disarmament negotiations resolution P opinion S 
regulatiOn L 1212.4.14 
- Follow-up to the Madrid Conference (meeting in 
Athens) opinion S decision C 3/2.4.4 
- Follow-up to the Madrid Conference (meeting on 
the settlement of disputes) opinion S decision C 
5/2.4.4 
- Work of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs meeting in 
political cooperation regulation L decision C 212.4.5 
ECE 
- Annual session of the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Europe (ECE) decision ECSC 
decision C 4/2.2.45 
- ECE resolution on the facilitation of road transport 
proposal C regulation L decision C 1 0/2.1 .124 
- ECE's overall economic perspective up to the year 
2000 opinionS regulation L 212.2.51 
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ECE (Continued) 
- International Convention on the Harmonization of 
Frontier Controls of Goods opinion P signing 
decision C 1/2.1.26; signing signing decision C 
2/2.1.35; regulation L signing decision C 4/2.1.28 
- Meeting of the Committee on the Development of 
Trade (ECE) regulation L decision C 12/2.2.56 
- Protocol to the ECE Geneva Convention on long-
range transboundary air pollution relating to 
financing communication C signing decision C 
1/2.1.62; signing decision C 5/2.1.1 08; decision L 
signing decision C 9/2.1.68; signing decision C 
12/2.1.127 
- Protocol to the ECE Geneva Convention on long-
range transboundary air pollution relating to the 
reduction of sulphur emissions proposal C 
decisions C decision C 12/2.1.127 
- Session of the ECE's Committee on Agricultural 
Problems decision ECSC decision C 3/2.2.55 
Economic affairs 
- (See also: Convergence of economic policies) 
regulation L decision C 
Economic and commercial law 
- Convention of Accession of the Hellenic Republic to 
the Rome Convention on the Law applicable to 
Contractual Obligations decisions C decision C 
4/2.1.16 
- Establishment of a Community trade mark 
amendment of proposal C opinion S statement C 
7/2.1.21; consideration L opinion S statement C 
10/2.1.7 
- Harmonization of laws relating to self-employed 
commercial agents consideration L proposal C 
statement C 10/2.1.17 
- Liability for defective products consideration L draft 
resolution L decision C 10/2.1.7 
- UK copyright design law resolution P opinion P 
statement C 5/2.1.17 
Economic and monetary policy 
- (See also: Community borrowings, ECU, European 
Monetary System, Monetarry Committee, NCI 
loans) regulation L decision C 
• - Annual report on the economic situation in the 
Community and guidelines for the Member States 
in 1985 communication C opinion A decision C 
1 0/2.1.2; opinion S opinion A decision C 11/2.4.26; 
decision L opinion A decision C 12/2.1 .3 
- Community medium-term economic development 
measures communication C opinion P 6/2.1.4 
- Conference of OECD Ministers of Economic and 
Financial Affairs decisions C decision C 2/2.2.56 
- Consolidation and development of the EMS 
resolution P regulations C 2/2.1.4 
- Council meeting decision ECSC decision C 2/2.1.1 ; 
6/2.1.2; 7/2.1.1; 10/2.1.1; 11/2.1.1; 12/2.1.2 
- European monetary situation and development"of 
the EMS resolutions P decision ECSC decision C 
10/2.4.5 
- Extension of the medium-term financial assistance 
mechanism proposal C opinion A decision C 
11/2.1.5; decision L opinion A decision C 12/2.1.5 
- Plan for European economic recovery resolution P 
opinion S regulation L 3/2.4.20; 10/2.1.3 
Econ 
- Quarterly examination of the economic situation of 
the Community opinion S statement C 3/2.1 .1 ; 
opinion P opinion S statement C 5/2.1 .1 ; opinion S 
statement C 6/2.1.3; 7/2.1.2; 12/2.1.3 
- Renewed progress towards financial integration in 
the Community resolution P opinion A decision C 
2/2.1.5 
- Report on five years of monetary cooperation in 
Europe communication C regulations C 3/1.3.1 ; 
consideration L regulations C 3/1 .3. 7 
- Reviving investment : national tax and financial 
measures resolution P opinion A decision C 2/2.1.3 
- State of convergence of economic policies 
resolution P opinion S statement C 3/2.4.22 
- Strengthening the EMS communication C draft 
resolution L decision C 11/2.1.4; consideration L 
opinion A decision C 12/2.1.4 
- The Community's economic prospects resolution P 
opinion S regulation L 3/2.4.22 
- The Community's external trade and international 
monetary instability resolution P resolution P 
decision C 3/2.4.22 
Economic and monetary union 
- Renewed progress towards financial integration in 
the Community resolution P opinion A decision C 
2/2.1.5 
Economic and Social Committee 
- Election of the Bureau proposal C statement C 
10/2.4.39 
- Plenary session of the Economic and Social 
Committee decision ECSC decision C 1/2.4.40; 
2/2.4.27; 3/2.4.31; 5/2.4.23; 7/2.4.39; 9/2.4.15; 
10/2.4.37; 11/2.4.24; 12/2.4.23 
Economic and social situation 
- Annual report on the economic situation in the 
Community and guidelines for the Member States 
in 1985 communication C opinion A decision C 
1 0/2.1.2; opinion S opinion A decision C 11/2.4.26; 
decision L opinion A decision C 12/2.1 .3 
- Economic and social situation in the Community 
(Dublin European Council) decision ECSC decision 
c 12/1.2.2 
- E~nomic and social situation in the Community 
(f1rst half of 1984) opinion S decision ECSC 
decision C 7/2.1.3; 9/2.4.16 
- Plan for European economic recovery resolution P 
opinion S regulation L 3/2.4.20; 10/2.1.3 
- Quarterly examination of the economic situation of 
the Community opinion S statement C 3/2.1.1 ; 
opinion P opinion S statement C 5/2.1.1 ; opinion S 
statement C 6/2.1.3; 7/2.1.2; 12/2.1.3 
- Report on the development of the social situation in 
the Community in 1983 report C opinion S 
statement C 4/2.1.58 
- Second periodic report on the social and economic 
situation in the regions of the Community report C 
opinion A decision C 3/2.1.89; opinion A decision C 
4/2.1.75 
Economic Policy Committee 
- Meeting of the Economic Policy Committee 
("medium-term" composition) decision ECSC 
decision C 7/2.1.4 
ECO 
Economic Policy Committee (Continued) 
- Meeting of the Economic Policy Committee (full 
composition) decision ECSC decision C 7/2.1.4; 
10/2.1.4; 11/2.1.3 
- Meetings of the Economic Policy Committee (full 
and "medium-term" composition) decision ECSC 
decision C 5/2.1.2; 9/2.1.3 
ECOSOC 
- Annual session of the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Europe (ECE) decision ECSC 
decision C 4/2.2.45 
- ECE's overall economic perspective up to the year 
2000 opinionS regulation L 2/2.2.51 
- Meeting of the Committee on the Development of 
Trade (ECE) regulation L decision C 12/2.2.56 
- Session of the ECE's Committee on Agricultural 
Problems decision ECSC dectsion C 3/2.2.55 
ECSC borrowings 
- Bond issues and private placings under the ECSC 
opinion S statement C 1/2.3.1 ; 3/2.3.4; 4/2.3. 7; 
5/2.3.12; 6/2.3.6; 7/2.3.19; 9/2.3.5; 1 0/2.3.7; 
11 /2.3.6; 12/2.3.4 
- ECSC financial report (borrowing and lending 
activities in 1983) opinion Court of Auditors opinion 
A decision C 7/2.3.18 
ECSC Consultative Committee 
- Application by the Member States of the 
Community rules for aids to the steel industry 
regulations C 3/2.4.39 
- Community solid fuels market opmion A draft 
resolution L statement C 9/2.4.26 
- Forward programme for steel for the first quarter of 
1985 opinion A amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 12/2.4.29 
- Forward programme for steel for the fourth quarter 
of 1984 opinion A amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 9/2.1.17 
- Forward programme for steel for the second quarter 
of 1984 opinion A amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 3/2.4.38 
- Forward programme for steel for the third quarter of 
1984 opinion A amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 6/2.4.14 
- Meeting of the ECSC Consultative Committee 
decision ECSC decision C 1/2.4.45; 3/2.4.37; 
5/2.4.32; 6/2.4.11; 9/2.4.23; 1 0/2.4.47; 12/2.4.27 
- Participation of representatives of industry and the 
workers in the preparation of ECSC social research 
programmes resolution A opinion S regulation L 
3/2.4.41 
- Social aspects of restructuring in the coal and steel 
industries resolution A regulations C 9/2.4.27 
-Steel market decision ECSC decision C 10/2.4.49 
- Transfers to the ECSC budget to finance social 
measures in support of restructuring in the coal 
industry (1984) opinion A resolution P decision C 
9/2.4.27 
ECSC conversion loans 
- ECSC conversion loan in the Federal Republic of 
Germany regulation L decision C 2/2.3.1 0; 3/2.3.8; 
5/2.3.15; 6/2.3.10; 7/2.3.23; 10/2.3.10; 11/2.3.9; 
12/2.3.8 
- ECSC conversion loans in Belgium regulation L 
decision C 2/2.3.1 0; 3/2.3.8 
- ECSC conversion loans in Denmark regulation L 
decision C 4/2.3.11 
- ECSC conversion loans in France regulation L 
decision C 10/2.3.10 
- ECSC conversion loans in Italy regulation L 
decision C 4/2.3.11; 7/2.3.23; 12/2.3.8 
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- ECSC conversion loans in the United Kingdom 
regulation L decision C 4/2.3.11; 7/2.3.23; 12/2.3.8 
ECSC housing loans 
- ECSC housing loans regulation L decision C 
1 /2.3.2; 2/2.3.9; 3/2.3. 7; 4/2.3.1 0; 5/2.3.14; 6/2.3.9; 
7/2.3.22; 9/2.3.8; 10/2.3.11; 11/2.3.10; 12/2.3.7 
- Housing aid programme for workers in the ECSC 
industries (1984-88) draft decision C amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 12/2.1.90 
ECSC industrial loans 
- ECSC industrial loans in 1984 opinion A decision C 
3/2.3.6; 4/2.3.9; 6/2.3.8; 7/2.3.21; 9/2.3.7; 10/2.3.9; 
11 /2.3.8; 12/2.3.6 
-Investments in the rational use of energy 
consideration L opinion P statement C 5/2.1 .184 
ECSC levy 
- Fixing of the ECSC levy rate for 1985 opinion S 
statement C 7/2.3.14 
ECSC loans 
- ECSC financial report (borrowing and lending 
activities in 1983) opinion Court of Auditors opinion 
A decision C 7/2.3.18 
ECSC operating budget 
- ECSC operating budget for 1985 opinion S 
7/2.3.14; 12/2.3.3 
- Fixing of the ECSC levy rate for 1985 opinion S 
statement C 7/2.3.14 
-Transfers to the ECSC budget to finance social 
measures in support of restructuring in the coal 
industry (1984) opinion P consideration L deciston 
C 3/2.1.175; agreement L constderation L decision 
C 5/2.3.11; decision L resolution P decision C 
7/2.1.173; opinion A resolution P decision C 
9/2.4.27; consideration L decision C 12/2.1.88 
- Transfers to the ECSC budget to finance social 
measures in support of restructuring in the coal 
industry (1985) consideration L decision C 7/2.3.14 
-Transfers to the ECSC budget to finance social 
measures in support of restructuring in the steel 
industry (1984) consideration L decision C 1/1.2.5; 
agreement L consideration L deciston C 7/2.3.15; 
opinion A consideration L decision C 9/2.4.27; 
decision L consideration L decision C 10/2.3.6; 
consideration L decision C 12/2.1.88 
- Transfers to the ECSC budget to finance social 
measures in support of restructuring in the steel 
industry ( 1985) consideration L decision C 7/2.3.14 
ECSC redeployment aid 
- Redeployment of ECSC industry workers decisions 





- Participation of representatives of industry and the 
workers in the preparation of ECSC social research 
programmes resolution A opinion S regulation L 
3/2.4.41 
- Pilot and demonstration projects in the steel 
industry assent L opinion A decision C 4/2.1.126; 
10/2.1.133 
-Programme on the "Effects on the health of workers 
of physical and other occupational factors at the 
workplace" decisions C opinion A decision C 
6/2.1.145; 10/2.1.138 
- Research programme on ergonomics in the coal 
and steel industries (fifth) memorandum C draft 
recommendatiOn L regulations L 1212.1.223; 
opimon A draft recommendation L regulations L 
12/2.4.27 
- Research projects covered by the second 
programme on safety in mines opinion CREST 
regulations L 1212.1 .222 
- Research projects forming part of the fifth 
programme on industrial hygiene in mines 
decisions C opinion CREST regulations L 
1 0/2.1.138; 12/2.1.222 
- Research projects under the Ergonomics IV 
programme decision C opinion CREST regulations 
L 3/2.1.194; 1212.1.222 
-Technical research programme on coal 
memorandum C draft recommendation L 
regulations L 3/2.1.191; opinion A draft 
recommendation L regulations L 3/2.4.40; decisions 
C draft recommendation L regulations L 9/2.1.119 
-Technical research projects for steel memorandum 
C opinion CREST regulations L 6/2.1.142 
ECU 
- Continuation of the use of the ECU for the common 
agricultural policy proposal C opinion A decision C 
1 0/2.1.88; regulation L opinion A decision C 
12/2.1 .140; opinion P opinion A decision C 
12/2.1 .141 ; opinion S opinion A decision C 
1212.4.26 
- ECU-denom!nated public issue on the American 
market p1oposa/ C statement C 11/2.3.11 
- ECU-denominated public issues under the NCI 
proposal C statement C 3/2.3.9; 11 /2.3.11 
- European monetary situation and development of 
the EMS resolutions P decision ECSC decision C 
10/2.4.5 
- Inclusion of the drachma in the ECU proposal C 
statement C 9/2.1.4 
- Renewed progress towards financial integration in 
the Community resolution P opinion A decision C 
212.1.5 
- Revised composition of the ECU proposal C 
regulation L decision C 9/2.1.4 
- Strengthening the EMS communication C draft 
resolution L decision C 11 /2.1.4; consideration L 
opinion A decision C 1212.1.4 
- Suggestion for the minting of a European coin, the 
ECU opinion CREST regulations L 6/2.1 .5 
EDF 
- Coordination of Community aid for non-member 
countries (Court of Auditors report) decision L 
decision C 7/2.4.38 
Educ 
- Financing from the 4th and 5th EDF opmion S 
statement C 212.2.45; 3/2.2.47; 4/2.2.39; 5/2.2.55; 
6/2.2.61; 7/2.2.49; 9/2.2.35; 10/2.2.50; 11/2.2.47; 
12/2.2.51 
Education 
- Academic recognition of diplomas and periods of 
study resolution P opinion A decision C 3/2.1.69 
-Annual meeting of the European Teachers' Trade 
Union Committee regulation L decision C 11 /2.1 .55 
- Community action in the context of International 
Youth Year regulation L 1/2.1.43 
- Cooperation between Member States in the field of 
educational innovation decision L dec1sion C 
5/2.1.74 
- Cooperation between Member States in the field of 
higher education resolution P decision L decision C 
3/2.1.69 
- Development of foreign language teaching 
conclusions L resolution P statement C 6/2.1.53; 
resolution P statement C 9/2.1.48 
- Education of migrant workers' children report C 
decision ECSC decision C 212.1.69 
- Establishment of a European library in Florence 
resolution P decision L decision C 3/2.1.69 
- ETUC colloquium on education, training a[ld 
employment resolution P decision C 5/2.1. 76 
- Freedom of education in the Community resolution 
P opimon P statement C 3/2.1.69 
- Grants to higher education establishments in the 
context of joint study programmes opimon P 
7/2.1.97; 1212.1.92 
- Introduction of new information technology in 
education proposal C statement C 3/2.1. 72; 
7/2.1.96 
- Introduction of new technologies in banking (social 
consequences) proposal C statement C 11/2.1.53 
- Measures in favour of minority languages and 
cultures regulation L statement C 1/2.1.42; 5/2.1.73 
- Measures to combat illiteracy conclusions L opinion 
P statement C 6/2.1.52 
- Meeting in the context of the programme to facilitate 
the transition from school to working life regulation 
L decision C 212.1. 70; 10/2.1.58 
- Meeting of the Council and the Ministers for 
Education regulation L decision C 6/2.1.41 
- Meeting of the EP Committee of Inquiry into the 
Situation of Women in Europe regulation L decision 
c 212.1.75 
- Meeting of the OECD's Education Committee 
regulation L decision C 11 /2.2.56 
- Meetings of the Education Committee regulation L 
decision C 212.1.67; 3/2.1.68; 1212.1.91 
- Pilot schemes relating to the education of migrant 
workers' children report C opinion S statement C 
4/2.1.62; conclusions L opinion S statement C 
6/2.1.54 
- Reports produced by the EP Committee of Inquiry 
into the Situation of Women in Europe resolution P 
opinion A decision C 1/2.1.45; 1/2.4.7; opinion A 
decision C 10/2.1.61 
-Technological change and social adjustment 
communication C decision C decision C 1 /1.3.1 ; 
decision C decision C 5/2.1.69; conclusions L 
decision C decision C 6/2.1.47; decision C decision 




-Television programmes for schools on the 
European elections opinion CREST regulations L 
2/2.1.68 
-Television programmes for schools on the transition 
to working life opinion CREST regulations L 
11/2.1.56 
Education Committee 
- Meetings of the Education Committee regulation L 
decision C 2/2.1.67; 3/2.1.68; 12/2.1.91 
EFTA 
- . regulation L decision C 
EFT A countries 
- Agreement with Austria concerning the extension of 
Euronet 2/2.1.33 
- Agreement with Norway concerning the extension 
of Euronet 12/2.1 .36 
- Cooperation between the Community and Austria 
on environmental issues decision L decision C 
11/2.1.88 
-First EEC-EFT A ministerial meeting opinionS 
regulation L 4/1.2.1 
-Fisheries agreement with Finland (entry into force) 
1/2.1.92 
- High-level consultations between the Commission 
and Norway decisions C decision C 6/2.2.29 
- High-level consultations between the Commission 
and Sweden decisions C decision C 6/2.2.29 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee set up under the 
1967 EEC-Switzerland Clock and Watch 
Agreement regulation L decision C 10/2.2.22 
- Meetings of the Joint Committees set up under the 
EEC-EFT A and ECSC-EFTA agreements 
regulation L decision C 6/2.2.28; 7/2.2.21; 
11 /2.2.25; 12/2.2.19; 12/2.2.20; 12/2.2.21 
- Negotiations between the Community and Austria 
concerning land transport opinion S regulation L 
10/2.1.129 
- Official visit to Switzerland by a Commission Vice-
President regulation L decision C 5/2.2.22 
- Official visit to the Commission by the Austrian 
Vice-Chancellor regulation L decision C 2/2.2.21 
- Situation regarding the free trade agreements with 
the EFT A countries regulations C 4/1.2.1; 
consideration L regulations C 7/2.2.20 
- Strengthening of cooperation with the EFT A 
countries opinion A decision C 10/2.2.23 
- Strengthening of EEC-EFT A economic and trade 
relations opinion S opmion A decision C 3/2.2.26; 
resolution P opm1on A decision C 4/2.2.21; opinion 
A decision C 9/2.2.19 
- Strengtheniog of EEC-EFT A economic and trade 
relations Ooint statement) opinion A decision C 
4/1 .2.1 ; 11 /2.2.24 
- Visit to Austria by a Commission Vice-President 
regulation L decision C 5/2.2.19 
- Visit to Norway by the Member of the Commission 
with responsibility for agriculture regulation L 
decis1on C 10/2.2.21 
- Visit to the Commission by the Finnish Minister of 
Trade regulat1on L dec1s1on C 5/2.2.20; 10/2.2.21 
Egypt 
- EIB loan to Egypt under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 2/2.4.37; 3/2.4.46 
- Meeting of the EEC-Egypt Cooperation Council 
decision ECSC decision C 4/2.2.23 
- Official visit to Egypt by the President of the 
Commission regulation L decision C 3/2.2.33 
EIB 
-Annual meeting of.the EIB Board of Governors 
decision ECSC decision C 6/2.4.16 
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- Annual total of loans granted by the EIB in the 
Community in 1983 opinionS regulation L 1/2.4.47 
- Appointment of the new President of the EIB 
opinion S regulation L 6/2.4.15 
- Go-financing of development projects by the 
Communityand the Arab Group of Funds resolution 
P decision C 10/2.2.60 
- Report on Community borrowing and lending 
activities report C opinion A decision C 7/2.1. 7 
EIB loans 
- Investments in the rational use of energy 
consideration L opinion P statement C 5/2.1.184 
EIB loans in the Community 
- Annual total of loans granted by the EIB in the 
Community in 1983 opinionS regulation L 1/2.4.47 
- EIB loan for transport infrastructure projects of 
Community interest in Luxembourg regulation L 
decision C 6/2.4.21 
- EIB loans for afforestation and associated 
investment in Ireland regulation L decision C 
4/2.4.36 
- EIB loans for building a nuclear power station in 
France regulation L decision C 12/2.4.34 
- EIB loans for building a nuclear power station in 
Germany regulation L decision C 4/2.4.37; 
11/2.4.35 
- EIB loans for economic development of the 
Mezzogiorno, Italy regulation L decision C 2/2.4.33; 
3/2.4.43; 4/2.4.35; 6/2.4.18; 1 0/2.4.52; 11/2.4.32 
- EIB loans for energy investment projects in the 4' 
United Kingdom (Scotland) regulation L decision C 
7/2.4.50; 10/2.4.53 
- EIB loans for industrial and tourist investment 
projects in Greece regulation L decision C 4/2.4.39; 
5/2.4.38; 12/2.4.36 
- EIB loans for industrial and tourist investment 
projects in the United Kingdom regulation L 
decision C 2/2.4.34; 4/2.4.40; 5/2.4.40; 10/2.4.53 
- EIB loans for industrial investment by small and and 
medium-sized businesses in Ireland regulation L 
decision C 7/2.4.54; 12/2.4.37 
- EIB loans for industrial investment in Ireland 
(vocational training) regulation L decision C 
2/2.4.35 
- EIB loans for industrial investment projects by small 
and medium-sized businesses in France regulation 
L decision C 5/2.4.37; 9/2.4.29; 12/2.4.34 
- EIB loans for industrial investment projects in 
Denmark regulation L decision C 4/2.4.38 
- EIB loans for infrastructure projects in France 
regulation L decision C 1 0/2.4.54 
- EIB loans for infrastructure projects in Greece 
regulation L decision C 5/2.4.38; 6/2.4.20; 7/2.4.53; 
9/2.4.30; 11/2.4.34 
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EIB loans In the Community (Continued) 
- EIB loans for infrastructure projects in Ireland 
regulation L decision C 12/2.4.37 
- EIB loans for infrastructure projects in Italy 
regulation L decision C 3/2.4.41; 312.4.43; 4/2.4.35; 
6/2.4.18; 7/2.4.51; 1 0/2.4.52; 11/2.4.32; 12/2.4.33 
- EIB loans for infrastructure projects in the United 
Kingdom regulation L decision C 2/2.4.34; 3/2.4.45; 
4/2.4.40; 5/2.4.40; 7/2.4.50; 1 0/2.4.53; 12/2.4.35 
- EIB loans for investments in industry and tourism in 
Italy regulation L decision C 2/2.4.33; 3/2.4.43; 
4/2.4.35; 6/2.4.18; 7/2.4.51; 1 0/2.4.52; 11 /2.4.32; 
12/2.4.33 
- EIB loans for road infrastructure projects in France 
regulation L decision C 3/2.4.44; 7/2.4.52; 
11 /2.4.33; 12/2.4.34 
- EIB loans for the "Caisse d'Aide a I'Equipement des 
Collectivites Locales" in France regulation L 
decision C 7/2.4.52; 10/2.4.54; 11/2.4.33 
- EIB loans in the energy sector in Denmark 
regulation L decision C 5/2.4.39 
- EIB loans in the energy sector in France regulation 
L decision C 7/2.4.52 
- EIB loans in the energy sector in Greece regulation 
L decision C 5/2.4.38 
- EIB loans in the energy sector in Italy regulation L 
deCISIOn C 2/2.4.33; 3/2.4.43; 4/2.4.35; 6/2.4.18; 
7/2.4.51; 10/2.4.52; 11/2.4.32; 12/2.4.33 
- EIB loans in the energy sector in the United 
Kingdom regulation L decision C 7/2.4.50; 
10/2.4.53 
- EIB loans to Denmark for infrastructure projects in 
Greenland regulation L decision C 7/2.4.55 
- Global loans under the NCI for investment projects 
in small and medium-sized businesses in Denmark 
regulation L decision C 4/2.4.38; 12/2.4.38 
- Global loans under the NCI for investment projects 
in small and medium-sized businesses in France 
regulation L decision C 5/2.4.37; 6/2.4.19; 9/2.4.29; 
9/2.4.29; 1 0/2.4.54; 12/2.4.34 
- Global loans under the NCI for investment projects 
in small and medium-sized businesses in Italy 
regulation L decision C 2/2.4.33; 3/2.4.43; 4/2.4.35; 
7/2.4.51; 12/2.4.33 
- Global loans under the NCI for investment projects 
in small and medium-sized businesses in the 
United Kingdom regulation L decision C 2/2.4.34 
- NCI loan for telecommunications in Greece 
regulation L decision C 6/2.4.20 
- NCIIoan for the building of telecommunications 
satellites in France regulation L decision C 
11/2.3.12 
- NCI loans for afforestation and associated 
investment in Ireland regulation L decision C 
12/2.4.37 
- NCI loans for infrastructure projects in Ireland 
regulation L decision C 2/2.4.35; 12/2.4.37 
- NCI loans for infrastructure projects in the United 
Kingdom regulation L decision C 12/2.4.35 
- NCI loans for laying submarine power lines to link 
the British and French power grids regulation L 
decision C 2/2.4.34 
- NCI loans in the energy sector in Denmark 
regulatiOn L decision C 5/2.4.39 
- NCI loans in the energy sector in Greece regulation 
L decisiOn C 11 /2.3.12; 12/2.4.36 
Elec 
- NCI loans in the energy sector in Italy regulation L 
decision C 3/2.4.43; 4/2.4.35; 6/2.4.18; 1 0/2.4.52; 
11/2.3.12 
EIB loans outside the Community 
- Annual total of loans granted by the EIB in the 
Community in 1983 opinionS regulation L 1/2.4.47 
- EIB loan to Egypt under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 2/2.4.37; 3/2.4.46 
- EIB loan to Israel under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 5/2.4.41 
- EIB loan to Jordan under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 6/2.4.26; 10/2.4.57 
- EIB loan to Syria under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 6/2.4.24; 12/2.4.41 
- EIB loan to the Government of Aruba (special aid 
for OCT) regulation L decision C 7/2.4.57 
- EIB loan to Tunisia under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 6/2.4.25 
- EIB loan to Yugoslavia under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 2/2.2.25; 2/2.4.36; 
10/2.4.55 
- EIB loans to ACP States under the 2nd Lome 
Convention regulation L decision C 3/2.4.47; 
5/2.4.42; 6/2.4.27; 1 0/2.4.58; 11/2.4.37 
- EIB loans to Morocco under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 7/2.4.56; 10/2.4.56 
- EIB loans to Portugal (pre-accession aid) regulation 
L decision C 4/2.4.41; 6/2.4.23; 12/2.4.39 
- EIB loans to Spain as part of pre-accession 
financial cooperation regulation L decision C 
6/2.4.22; 11/2.4.36; 12/2.4.40 
- Extension of EIB loans as part of pre-accession aid 
to Portugal communication C opinion A decision C 
5/2.2.1 ; opinion A decision C 6/2.2.2; decision L 
opinion A decision C 9/2.2.2 
- Extension of financial cooperation between the 
Community and Spain communication C opinion A 
decision C 5/2.2.1; opinion A decision C 6/2.2.2; 
decision L opinion A decision C 9/2.2.2 
Electronics 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist the electronics industry in Italy termination 
opinionS regulations L 1/2.1.35 
- Community action in the field of microelectronic 
technology report C opinion P 1 0/2.1 .28 
- European strategic programme for research and 
development in information technologies 
(programme for 1984) decision L amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 2/1 .3.1 ; amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 3/2.1.26; 5/2.1.28; 
7/2.1.35 
- European strategic programme for research and 
development in information technologies 
(programme for 1985) amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 1 0/2.1.27; agreement L amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 12/2.1 .216 
- First phase (1984-88) of the European strategic 
programme for research and development in 
information technologies (Esprit) decision L opinion 
S regulation L 2/1.3.1 ; resolution P opinion S 
regulation L 2/2.1.27; opinion S regulation L 
3/2.1.25 
-Full-text transmission via satellite (Apollo) opinion 
CREST regulations L 5/2.1.34; 7/2.1.40 
- IBM personal computer distribution system opinion 
S decision C 4/2.1.4 7 
Empl 
Electronics (Continued) 
- Plan of action in the field of information and 
documentation (1981-83) opinionS regulation L 
1/2.1.24 
- Programme of aid for the microelectronics industry 
(MISP) in the United Kingdom draft 
recommendation L regulations L 2/2.1.54 
-Suspension of proceedings against IBM for abuse 
of a dominant position opinion S decision C 7/1.1.1 
-Vocational training measures relating to new 
information technologies (implementation) 
decisions C statement C 3/2.1. 72 
Employment 
- (See also: Employment of women, Free movement 
of workers, Migrant workers, Reorganization of 
working time, Unemployment, Working conditions, 
Youth employment) regulation L decision C 
- Action against long-term unemployment 
communication C draft resolution L statement C 
9/2.1.43; draft resolution L statement C 1 0/2.1.52; 
opinion P draft resolution L statement C 1 0/2.1 .53; 
opinion S draft resolution L statement C 11 /2.1.52; 
resolution L draft resolution L statement C 12/2.1 .82 
- Commission representation at the Conference on 
Employment organized by the European Trade 
Union Confederation opinion S regulation L 
4/2.4.16 
- Community medium-term social action programme 
conclusions L opinion S regulations L 6/2.1.43; 
opinion S regulations L 11 /2.1 .68 
- Conference of OECD Ministers of labour and 
Social Affairs decisions C decision C 2/2.2.55 
- Continuing training and the labour market opinion S 
statement C 3/2.1.74 
- Council meetings on labour and social affairs 
decision ECSC decision C 6/2.1.42; 12/2.1.81 
- Employment situation in the Community steel 
industry decision ECSC decision C 7/2.1.25 
- ETUC colloquium on education, training and 
employment resolution P decision C 5/2.1. 76 
- International cooperation in research projects 
relating to technology, growth and employment 
decision L decision C 3/2.1.185; 5/2.1.190; 
6/2.1.139 
- Introduction of new technologies in banking (social 
consequences) proposal C statement C 11/2.1.53 
- local employment initiatives report C proposal C 
statement C 3/2.1.61; opinion P proposal C 
statement C 3/2.1.62; opinion S proposal C 
statement C 5/2.1. 70; 5/2.4.27; resolution L 
proposal C statement C 6/2.1.45 
- Meeting of Directors-General for Employment and 
Directors of Employment Services regulation L 
decision C 3/2.1.64; 11/2.1.51 
- Meeting of the Management Board of the European 
Centre for the Development of Vocational Training 
(CEDEFOP) regulation L decision C 3/2.1. 73; 
7/2.1.98; 9/2.1.49; 11/2.1.59 
- Meetings of the Standing Committee on 
Employment regulation L decision C 5/2.1.69; 
10/2.1.52 
- Organization of a labour force survey regulation L 
opinion S regulation L 1 /2.1.38; proposal C opinion 
S regulation L 6/2.1.46; regulation L opimon S 
regulation L 12/2.1.84 
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- Priority regions for ESF assistance communication 
C regulation L decision C 7/2.1.89; opinion S 
regulation L decision C 12/2.1 .85 
- Protection of the rights of temporary workers 
amendment of proposal C decisions L decision C 
4/2.1.59 
- Reduction and reorganization of working time 
consideration L regulations L decision C 6/2.1.42 
- Reflection on social policy regulations L decision C 
5/2.1.68 
- Report on the development of the social situation in 
the Community in 1983 report C opinion S 
statement C 4/2.1.58 
- Reviving investment : national tax and financial 
measures resolution P opinion A decision C 2/2.1 .3 
- Session of the International labour Conference 
(preparation) decision ECSC decision C 6/2.2.67; 
10/2.1.65 
- Special measures of Community interest in the field 
of employment in the United Kingdom amendment 
of proposal C decisions C statement C 2/2.1.66; 
decisions C statement C 3/2.1.65; regulation L 
decisions C statement C 6/2.1.49; decision C 
decisions C statement C 1 0/2.1.55 
-Technological change and social adjustment 
communication C decision C decision C 1 /1.3.1 ; 
decision C decision C 5/2.1.69; conclusions L 
decision C decision C 6/2.1.47; decision C decision 
C 6/2.1.48; opinion S decision C decision C 
9/2.4.22 
Employment of women 
- Action programme for the promotion of equal 
opportunities for women ( 1982-85) report C opinion 
S regulations L 1 /2.1.44; communication C draft 
recommendation L regulations L 4/2.1 .65; opinion P 
opinion S regulations L 1 0/2.1.62; opinion S opinion 
S regulations L 11/2.4.29; recommendation L 
opinion S regulations L 12/2.1.96 
- ESF assistance for unemployed persons, women, 
handicapped persons and migrant workers 
decisions C decision C 7/2.1.91; 9/2.1.47; 
12/2.1.86 
- Informal meeting of Ministers of Employment 
concerning women's employment regulation L 
decision C 3/2.1. 77 
- Local employment initiatives opinion P proposal C 
statement C 3/2.1.62; opinion S proposal C 
statement C 5/2.1.70; 5/2.4.27; resolution L 
proposal C statement C 6/2.1 .45 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Equal 
Opportunities for Women and Men regulation L 
decisiOn C 4/2.1.67; 10/2.1.61 
- Meetings and conferences on the promotion of 
equal opportunities for women regulation L decision 
c 11/2.1.65 
- Reports produced by the EP Committee of Inquiry 
into the Situation of Women in Europe resolution P 
opinion A decision C 1/2.4.7 
- Unemployment among women in the Community 
draft resolution L resolution P decision C 2/2.1.63; 
draft resolution L decision C decision C 2/2.1. 73; 
opinion S resolution P decision C 5/2.1. 70; opinion 
P resolution P dec1sion C 5/2.1.82; opinion S 
decision C decision C 5/2.4.28; resolution L 
decision C decision C 6/2.1.57; resolution P 
decision C decision C 9/2.1.44 
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Energy 
- (See also: Alternative energy sources, Coal, 
Natural gas, Nuclear energy, Oil and gas, Solar 
energy, Solid fuels) regulation L decision C 
Energy objectives for 1990 
- Community's Illustrative Nuclear Programme 
(PINC) (3rd) communication C amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 11 /2.1.144 
- Member States' energy policies and analysis of 
progress in structural changes communications C 
proposals C regulation L 2/2.1.152; consideration L 
proposals C regulation L 5/2.1.175; conclusions L 
proposals C regulation L 11 /2.1.137 
- Proposals for a balanced solid fuels policy opinion P 
opinion A decision C 3/2.1 .177 
- Study of energy market prospects to the year 2000 
opinion S statement C 12/2.1.211 
Energy policy 
- (See also: EIB loans in the Community) regulation L 
decision C 
- Community financial support for the solid-fuel-
producing industries opinion P decision ECSC 
decision C 3/2.1.177; consideration L decision 
ECSC decision C 5/2.1.177; amendment of 
proposal C decision ECSC decision C 9/2.1.112; 
opinion S decision ECSC decision C 11 /2. 1. 140 
- Community solid fuels market report C draft 
resolution L statement C 3/2.1.178; 7/2.1.172; 
opinion A draft resolution L statement C 9/2.4.26; 
draft resolution L statement C 1 0/2.4.48 
- Community's Illustrative Nuclear Programme 
(PINC) (3rd) communication C amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 11 /2.1.144 
- Council meetings of Energy Ministers decision 
ECSC decision C 5/2.1.174; 11/2.1.136 
- Effects of the introduction of an energy tax 
resolution P decisions C decision C 4/2.1 .122 
- Energy and energy research : Five-year action 
programme and its funding opinion P opmion S 
statement C 1 /2.1.1 04 
- Energy pricing (oil, natural gas, coal, electricity) 
report C opmion S statement C 9/2.1.111 ; 
consideration L opinion S statement C 11 /2.1 .139 
- Financial support for demonstration and pilot 
industrial projects relating to coal liquefaction and 
gasification agreement L decision ECSC decision C 
3/2.1.182; regulation L decision ECSC decision C 
7/2.1.176 
- Financial support for demonstration projects 
relating to the exploitation of alternative energy 
sources and to energy saving agreement L decision 
ECSC decision C 3/2.1.182; decision ECSC 
decision C 5/2.1.185; regulation L decision ECSC 
dec1sion C 7/2. 1. 176 
- Investments in the rational use of energy 
consideration L opinion P statement C 5/2.1 .184 
- Investments promoting the use of coal and coking 
coal in industry, public buildings and for district 
heating resolution P opinion P statement C 
4/2.1.120 
- Member States' energy policies and analysis of 
progress in structural changes communications C 
proposals C regulation L 2/2.1.152; consideration L 
proposals C regulation L 5/2.1.175; conclusions L 
proposals C regulation L 11 /2.1.137 
En er 
- Member States' energy-saving programmes report 
C opinion CREST regulations L 2/2.1.153; 
consideration L opinion CREST regulations L 
5/2.1.176; agreement L opinion CREST regulations 
L 11/2.1.138 
- Natural gas in the Community's energy strategy 
resolution P regulation L decision C 3/2.1.181 
- Proposals for a balanced solid fuels policy opinion P 
opinion A decision C 3/2.1.177 
- Publication by the Commission of "Energy in 
Europe" proposal C statement C 12/2.1.215 
- Role of natural gas in the Community's overall 
energy balance communication C opinion S 
decision C 10/2.1.131 
- Study of energy market prospects to the year 2000 
opinion S statement C 12/2.1.211 
- The Energy Situation in the Community : Situation 
1983 - Outlook 1984 report C decisions C decision 
c 2/2.1.154 
Energy prices 
- Energy pricing (oil, natural gas, coal, electricity) 
report C opinion S statement C 9/2.1 .111 ; 
consideration L opinion S statement C 11 /2.1 .139 
Energy research 
- Continuation of activities in connection with JET 
and NET opinion S regulation L 5/2.1.195 
- Cooperation agreement between certain Member 
States concerning fast breeder reactors 1/2.1.111 
- Development of a desulphurization process for 
combustion gases regulation L statement C 
11/2.1.151 
- Energy and energy research : Five-year action 
programme and its funding opinion P opinion S 
statement C 1 /2.1.1 04 
- Inauguration of the JET project at Culham proposal 
C statement C 4/1.4.1 
-Indirect-action programme (1985-89) on the 
management and storage of radioactive waste 
opinion CREST regulations L 2/2.1.160; proposal C 
opinion CREST regulations L 4/2.1.129; opinion S 
opinion CREST regulations L 1 0/2.1.136; 
agreement L opinion CREST regulations L 12/1 . 7.2 
- International conference on plasma physics and 
controlled nuclear fusion research decisions C 
decision C 9/2.1 .120 
- JRC activities under the hydrogen research 
programme regulation L decision C 11/2.1.151 
- Multiannual research and training programmes 
(1984-87) of the Joint Research Centre opinion P 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 5/2.1.188; 
draft recommendation L regulations L 5/2.1.196; 
decision L draft recommendation L regulations L 
6/2.1.137 
-Programme (1984-88) for the decommissioning of 
nuclear installations decision L opinion CREST 
regulations L 1 /2.1 .11 0 
-Programme (1984-88) on the decommissioning of 
nuclear installations (implementation) opinion 
CREST regulations L 3/2.1.192; 7/2.1.179 
- Proposals for a balanced solid fuels policy opmion P 
opinion A decision C 3/2.1.177 
En er 
Energy research (Continued) 
- R&D programme (1985-89) in the field of 
optimization of production and utilization oil and gas 
proposal C draft recommendation L regulations L 
5/2.1.197; opinion CREST draft recommendation L 
regulatwns L 6/2.1.144; opimon S draft 
recommendation L regulations L 11/2.1.152 
- R&D programme in the field of non-nuclear energy 
(1983-87) draft recommendation L regulations L 
5/2.1 .197; consideration L draft recommendation L 
regulations L 6/2.1.136; agreement L draft 
recommendation L regulattons L 1211.7.2 
-Research and training programme (1985-89) in the 
field of controlled thermonuclear fusion proposal C 
opinion CREST regulations L 5/2.1.195; opinion S 
optnton CREST regulations L 1112.1.152; 
agreement L opinion CREST regulations L 1211.7.2 
- Setting up of a tritium-handling laboratory at the 
JRC, lspra proposal C regulations L decision C 
5/2.1.196; opinion S regulations L decision C 
11/2.1.152 
- Work under the Euratom-Canada cooperation 
agreement relating to radioactive waste storage 
regulation L dectsion C 9/2.1.121 
-Work under the research action programme on the 
development of nuclear fission energy regulation L 
decision C 4/2.1.129; 7/2.1.178 
-Work under the 2nd R&D programme (1979-83) on 
energy (results) regulatwn L decision C 2/2.1.161 
Energy saving 
- Energy and energy research : Five-year action 
programme and its funding opinion P opinion S 
statement C 1/2.1.104 
- Financial support for demonstration projects 
relating to the exploitation of alternative energy 
sources and to energy saving com{Tlunication C 
deciston ECSC decision C 212.1.155; agreement L 
decision ECSC decision C 3/2.1.182; dectsion 
ECSC decision C 5/2.1.185; regulation L deciston 
ECSC decision C 7/2.1.176; decisions C decision 
ECSC decision C 11/2.1.147; communication C 
deciswn ECSC decision C 1212.1.214 
- Fuel rationing for commercial transport between 
Member States opinion P opmwn A deciston C 
2/2.1.148; opinion S opinion A decision C 
3/2.1 .171 ; amendment of proposal C opinion A 
decision C 6/2.1 .132 
- Investments in the rational use of energy 
constderation L opinion P statement C 5/2.1.184 
- Member States' energy-saving programmes report 
C opinion CREST regulations L 2/2.1.153; 
consideration L opinion CREST regulations L 
5/2.1.176; agreement L opinion CREST regulations 
L 11/2.1.138 
- Rational use of energy in the building industry 
communication C regulation L decision C 
11/2.1.144 
- Special measures of Community interest relating to 
energy strategy in the Federal Republic of 
Germany and the United Kingdom amendment of 
proposal C dectstons C statement C 212.1.151 ; 
decisions C statement C 3/2.1.176; regulation L 
decisions C statement C 6/2.1.134; decisions C 
decisions C statement C 10/2.1.130 
- Work under the 2nd R&D programme (1979-83) on 
energy (results) regulation L decision C 212.1.161 
Energy supplies 
- Amendment of provisions relating to supplies of 
nuclear materials (Chapter VI of the Euratom 
Treaty) opinion P regulation L statement C 
5/2.1.183; amendment of proposal C regulation L 
statement C 11 /1.3.1 
- Community's Illustrative Nuclear Programme 
(PINC) (3rd) communication C amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 11 /2.1.144 
Enlargement of the Community 
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- Accession of Portugal and Spain proposal C 
statement C 212.2.1; 6/1.1.9; opinion S proposal C 
statement C 7/2.2.4; resolution P proposal C 
statement C 9/2.2.1 ; proposal C statement C 
10/1.2.1; 1211.2.16; 1211.2.17 
- Appropriations for Integrated Mediterranean 
Programmes (IMP) decision L decision C 5/2.3.2; 
11/2.3.3 
- Common agricultural policy - rationalization 
proposals (wine) agreement L proposal C regulation 
L 1211.2.15 
- Contribution by the Community to infrastructure 
projects in Portugal as part of pre-accession aid 
decisions C decision C 6/2.2.6 
- Deputy-level meeting of the negotiations on the 
accession of Portugal decision ECSC decision C 
212.2.2; 4/2.2.1 
- Deputy-level meetings of the negotiations for 
Spain's accession decision ECSC decision C 
1/2.2.2; 3/2.2.5; 5/2.2.4 
- Extension of EIB loans as part of pre-accession aid 
to Portugal communication C opinion A deciston C 
5/2.2.1; opinion A decision C 6/2.2.2; decision L 
opinion A decision C 9/2.2.2 
- Extension of financial cooperation between the 
Community and Spain communication C opimon A 
decision C 5/2.2.1 ; opinion A decision C 6/2.2.2; 
decision L opinion A decision C 9/2.2.2 
- Future financing of the Community (agreement at 
the Fontainebleau European Council) opinion S 
statement C 6/1.1.9; resolution P opinion S 
statement C 7/2.4.16 
- Future financing of the Community (draft decision 
on own resources) amendment of proposal C 
opinion S statement C 211.2.3; opinion S statement 
C 3/1.1.1; 5/1.1. 7; 6/2.3.3; amendment of proposal 
C opinion S statement C 7/2.3.9; consideration L 
opinionS statement C 7/2.3.10; opinionS opinionS 
statement C 9/2.4.19; opinion P opinion S 
statement C 1 0/2.3.3; 1 0/2.4.1 0 
- Integrated Mediterranean Programmes (IMP) 
opinion CREST regulations L 1/2.1 .51 ; opinion P 
opinion CREST regulations L 3/2.1.90; opinion 
CREST regulations L 4/2.4.5; opinion S opinion 
CREST regulations L 5/2.4.25; amendment of 
proposal C opinion CREST regulations L 9/2.1.58; 
opinion S opinion CREST regulations L 1212.1.1 09; 
1212.4.24 
- Integrated Mediterranean Programmes (IMP) (pilot 
projects and preparatory studies) decisions C 
opinion CREST regulations L 1212.1.108 
- Mediterranean policy for the enlarged Community 
report C proposals C regulation L 3/2.2.28; 
consideration L proposal C regulation L 4/2.2.22 
'~ 
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Enlargement of the Community (Continued) 
- Ministerial-level meeting of the negotiations on the 
accession of Portugal decision ECSC decision C 
1/2.2.1; 3/2.2.3; 5/2.2.2; 6/2.2.4; 7/2.2.1; 9/2.2.3; 
10/2.2.2; 12/2.2.1 
- Ministerial-level meetings of the negotiations for 
Spain's accession decision ECSC decision C 
2/2.2.4; 4/2.2.2; 6/2.2.7; 7/2.2.3; 9/2.2.4; 10/2.2.3; 
12/2.2.4 
- Negotiations with Portugal and Spain on fisheries 
resolutions P opinion S regulation L 3/2.2.6; 
11/2.2.3 
- Specific measure to assist certain Mediterranean 
regions in the context of Community enlargement 
regulation L opinion P 1 /2.1.54; decision C opinion 
p 12/2.1.114 
- Specific pre-accession aid for structural 
improvements in agriculture and fisheries in 
Portugal opinion P 2/2.2.3; 3/2.2.4; proposal C 
opinion P 6!2.2.5; opinion P opinion P 11/2.2.3; 
regulation L opinion P 12/2.2.2 
- Statement by the Greek Prime Minister at the 
Dublin European Council resolution P statement C 
12/1.2.16 
- Statement by the President of the European 
Council in Dublin resolution P statement C 
12/1.2.17 
-Transitional period for Portuguese and Spanish 
agriculture communications C regulation L decision 
c 3/2.2.2 
Environment 
-(See also: Protection of .. ) regulation L decision C 
Environmental action programme 
, - System of financial support for action by the 
Community on the environment agreement L 
opinion S decision C 3/2.1.95; regulation L opinion 
S decision C 6/2.1 . 72 
Environmental research 
- European cooperation in the field of environmental 
research (COST projects) decision L decision C 
9/2.1.115; decisiOn L decision L decision C 
12/2.1.218 
- Multiannual research and training programmes 
~ (1984-87) of the Joint Research Centre opimon P 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 5/2.1.188; 
decision L draft recommendation L regulations L 
6/2.1.137 
- Research into the effects of acid rain on the 
environment regulation L decision C 2/2.1.162 
- Work under the R&D programme ( 1981-85) on 
environmental protection regulation L decision C 
11/2.1.153 
-1984-85 R&D programme in the field of 
environment (2nd phase) (revision) opinionS 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 1 /2.1.115; 
decision L amendment of proposal C regulations L 
2/2.1.162 
ERD 
Equal rights for men and women 
- Action programme for the promotion of equal 
opportunities for women (1982-85) report C opinion 
S regulations L 1 /2.1.44; communication C draft 
recommendation L regulations L 4/2.1.65; opinion P 
opinion S regulations L 1 0/2.1.62; opinion S opinion 
S regulations L 11 /2.4.29; recommendation L 
opinion S regulations L 12/2.1.96 
- Alignment of social security systems in the Member 
States opinion S opinion A decision C 1 0/2.4.42 
- Discrimination in the matter of passing on 
nationality resolution P proposal C statement C 
1/2.1.46 
- Equal treatment for women in self-employed 
occupations, including agriculture draft directive 
proposal C statement C 3/2.1. 76; opinion P 
proposal C statement C 5/2.1.81; opinion S 
proposal C statement C 1 0/2.1.63 
- Equal treatment of widows and widowers as 
regards social security resolution P proposal C 
statement C 3/2.1. 79 
- Income taxation and equal treatment for men and 
women memorandum C proposal C statement C 
12/2.1.97 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Equal 
Opportunities for Women and Men regulation L 
decision C 4/2.1.67; 10/2.1.61 
- Meeting of the EP Committee of Inquiry into the 
Situation of Women in Europe regulation L decision 
c 2/2.1.75 
- Meetings and conferences on the promotion of 
equal opportunities for women regulation L decision 
c 11/2.1.65 
-Occupational social security schemes (equal 
treatment for men and women) opinion P regulation 
L decision C 3/2.1.79 
- Parental leave and leave for family reasons opimon 
P decisions C decision C 3/2.1. 79; opinion S 
decisions C decision C 5/2.1.83; 5/2.4.26; 
amendment of proposal C dec1s1ons C decision C 
11/2.1.62 
- Participation of the Community in the UN 
Conference to mark the end of the Decade for 
Women resolution P opinion S regulation L 4/2.1.66 
- Preparatory work for the UN Conference to mark 
the end of the Decade for Women regulation L 
decision C 3/2.2.54 
- Principle of equal treatment for men and women in 
matters of social security (implementation) report C 
regulations C regulation L 1/2.1.44 
- Reports produced by the EP Committee of Inquiry 
into the Situation of Women in Europe resolution P 
opinion A decision C 1 /2.1.45; 1 /2.4. 7; opinion A 
decision C 10/2.1.61 
ERDF 
-Annual ERDF report (1982) opimon S opinion A 
decision C 5/2.1.99 
-Annual ERDF Report (1983) opinion A decision C 
9/2.1.61 
- Appropriations allocated to the structural Funds 
(1985 budget) dec1s1on L decision C 5/1.1.5; 
5/2.3.2; 1 0/2.3.2; 11/2.3.1; 11/2.3.3 
Eura 
ERDF (Continued) 
-Assistance from the ERDF to finance regional 
development studies decisions C decisions C 
decision C 1 /2.1.52; 5/2.1.98; decisions C decision 
C 6/1.3.1 0; decisions C decisions C dectsion C 
6/2.1.69; 7/2.1.1 07; 9/2.1.62; 1 0/2.1.69; 11/2.1.81; 
12/2.1.11 0; 12/2.1.111 
- ERDF grants for investment projects in industry, 
crafts and services decisions C decision C 6/1.3.8 
- Financing of Community and national regional 
development programmes opmion S statement C 
5/2.1.1 00; 6/1.3.6 
-Granting of ERDF assistance- quota section (1st 
allocation for 1984) opinionS regulatiOn L 4/2.1.77; 
5/2.1.101 
- Granting of ERDF assistance - quota section (2nd 
allocation for 1984) opinionS regulation L 6/2.1.68; 
9/2.1.63 
- Granting of ERDF assistance - quota section (3rd 
allocation for 1984) opinionS regulation L 
11 /2.1 .80; 12/2.1 .112 
- Replacement of national quotas for ERDF 
assistance by indicative ranges opinion A decision 
c 5/2.1.1 00; 6/1.3.4 
- Revision of the regulation setting up the ERDF 
opinion S regulation L dectstOn C 3/2.1.92; 3/2.4.35; 
opmion P regulation L decision C 4/2.1. 76; 
agreement L regulatiOn L decision C 5/2.1.1 00; 
regulatton L regulatiOn L decision C 6/1 .3.1 
- Revision of the Regulation setting up the ERDF 
(conciliation meeting) regulation L deciston C 
6/1.3.1 
- Specific Community regional development 
measures (non-quota section of the ERDF) (1982-
87) regulations L opinion P 1/2.1.54; dectsions C 
opmion P5/2.1.102; 9/2.1.64; 10/2.1.70; 12/2.1.114 
- Specific measure to assist certain Mediterranean 
regions in the context of Community enlargement 
regulation L opinion P 1 /2.1.54; deCision C opinion 
p 12/2.1.114 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the shipbuilding industry regulation 
L opmion P 1 /2.1.54; decision C opinion P 
12/2.1.114 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the steel industry regulation L 
opinion P 1 /2.1.16; dectsions C opinion P 5/2.1.1 02; 
9/2.1.64; 10/2.1.70; 12/2.1.114 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the textile industry regulation L 
opinion P 1 /2.1.54; decisions C opinion P 
12/2.1.114 
- Strengthening of the regions' indigenous 
development potential opmion A decision C 6/1 .3. 7 
Euratom 
- Agreement with Canada on the enrichment, 
reprocessing, and storage of nuclear materials 
(amendments) 3/2.2.23; 11/2.2.23 
- Amendment of provisions relating to supplies of 
nuclear materials (Chapter VI of the Euratom 
Treaty) opmton P regulation L statement C 
5/2.1 .183; amendment of proposal C regulatiOn L 
statement C 11 /1 .3.1 
- Basic safety standards for the health protection of 
the general public and workers against the dangers 
of ionizing radiation (application in the Netherlands) 
opmion C optnton S regulation L 5/2.1.91 
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- Basic safety standards for the health protection of 
workers and the general public against the dangers 
of ionizing radiation opinion P opinion S regulation L 
4/2.1. 71 ; directive L opinion S regulation L 9/2.1.55 
- Basic safety standards for the health protection of 
workers and the general public against the dangers 
of ionizing radiation (application in Greece) opinion 
C opinion S regulation L 1/2.1.50 
- Cooperation agreement between Euratom and 
Switzerland on research into high-level radioactive 
waste management signing 6/2.2.30 
- Exports of nuclear materials outside the Community 
opinion S statement C 11 /1 .3.4; proposal C opinion 
S statement C 12/2.1.213 
- Intra-Community transfers of nuclear materials and 
imports from outside the Community consideration 
L decision C 11/1.3.3; proposal C consideration L 
decision C 12/2.1.213 
- Radiation protection research programme ( 1985-
89) opmion P opinion CREST regulations L 
1 /2.1.116; agreement L opinion CREST regulations 
L 12/1.7.2 
- The Community's role in the field of nuclear safety 
opinion P opinion S decision C 3/2.1.85; 3/2.1.183 
- United States-Euratom cooperation in the field of 
research into radioactive waste decision L decision 
c 9/2.1.116 
- Work under the Euratom-Canada cooperation 
agreement relating to radioactive waste storage 
regulation L decision C 9/2.1.121 
- Work under the 1980-84 radiation protection 
research programme regulation L decision C 
3/2.1.195; 5/2.1.200; 5/2.1.201; 11 /2.1.154; 
12/2.1.106 
Euratom borrowings 
- Bond issues and private placings under Euratom 
opinionS statement C 3/2.3.10; 6/2.3.11; 7/2.3.24; 
9/2.3.9; 10/2.3.14 
- Ceiling on loans to be contracted by the 
Commission on behalf of Euratom proposal C 
opinion S regulatiOn L 12/1 .3.9 
Euronet 
- Agreement with Austria concerning the extension of 
Euronet 2/2.1.33 
- Agreement with Norway concerning the extension 
of Euronet 1212.1 .36 
European Council 
- Accession of Portugal and Spain proposal C 
statement C 6/1.1.9; 12/1.2.16; 12/1.2.17 
-Air pollution caused by lead, including lead in petrol 
opinton S regulation L 12/1 .2.3 
- Annual report on European Union opinion A 
decision C 12/1.2.6 
- Brussels European Council (March) regulation L 
decision C 3/1.1 .1 ; resolutions P regulation L 
decision C 3/1.1.3 
- Budgetary compensation for the United Kingdom 
for 1983 amendment of proposal C decision C 
3/1.1 .1 ; regulations L amendment of proposal C 
decision C 6/2.3.4 
- Budgetary compensation for the United Kingdom 
for 1984 dectsions C decision C 6/2.3.5 
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European Council (Continued) 
- Budgetary discipline communication C decision L 
decision C 2/1.2.2; decision L decision C 3/1.1.1; 
3/1.1.3; draft conclusions L resolution P statement 
C 11/2.3.4; conclusions L resolution P statement C 
12/1.3.1 
- Budgetary discipline (agricultural expenditure) 
resolution P statement C 2/1.2.2; 3/1.1.1; 6/1.1.2 
- Budgetary discipline (non-compulsory expenditure) 
resolution P statement C 2/1.2.2; 3/1.1.1; 3/1.1.3; 
6/1.1.2 
- Budgetary discipline - statement by the President of 
the Commission resolution P statement C 3/1.1 .3 
- Budgetary discipline: cooperation between 
Parliament, the Commission and the Council 
conclusions L resolution P statement C 12/1.3.1 
- Common agricultural policy - proposals for 
rationalization proposal C regulation L 3/1.1 .1 ; 
regulations L proposal C regulation L 3/1.2.1 
- Conclusions of the Dublin European Council on 
political cooperation decisions C decision C 
12/1.2.8 
- Correction of budgetary imbalances decision L 
decision C 6/1 .1 .9 
- Creation of an ad hoc Committee on Institutional 
Affairs decision L decision C 6/1.1.8; 7/2.4.4; 
7/2.4.5; resolution P decision L decision C 7/2.4.6; 
7/2.4.16 
- Dismantling of monetary compensatory amounts -
compensation for German farmers (20th VAT 
Directive) resolution P statement C 6/1 .1.9 
- Dublin European Council (December) regulation L 
decision C 12/1 .2.1 
- Dublin European Council : speeches and debate in 
Parliament regulattons C 12/2.4.10 
- Economic and social situation in the Community 
(Dublin European Council) decision ECSC decision 
c 12/1.2.2 
- Emergency plan to combat famine in Africa opinion 
S regulation L 12/1.2.7 
- Financing budgetary requirements for 1984 
decision L decision C 6/1.1.9 
- Fontainebleau European Council (June) regulation 
L decision C 6/1 .1 .1 ; resolution P regulation L 
decision C 7/2.4.3 
- Future financing of the Community (agreement at 
the Fontainebleau European Council) opinion S 
statement C 6/1.1.9; resolution P opinion S 
statement C 7/2.4.16 
- Future financing of the Community (draft decision 
on own resources) amendment of proposal C 
opinton S statement C 2/1.2.3; opinion S statement 
c 3/1.1.1; 6/2.3.3 
- Future financing of the Community (statement on 
own resources by the President of the Commission) 
opinion S statement C 3/1.1.3 
- Implementation of the Fontainebleau conclusions 
on "A People's Europe" communication C 
regulation L statement C 9/1 .1 .1 
- Interim report by the ad hoc Committee on 
Institutional Affairs opmion A decision C 11/3.5.1 ; 
12/1.2.4; 1212.4.4; resolution P opinion A deciston 
c 1212.4.4 
-Interim report of the ad hoc Committee on "A 
People's Europe" opinion A decision C 11/2.4.8; 
12/1.2.5 
Euro 
- Introduction of the declaration form for use in intra-
Community trade (single document) regulation L 
statement C 6/1.1.9 
- Mechanism for the correction of budgetary 
imbalances opinion S regulation L 3/1.1.1 ; 6/2.3.5 
- Preparations for the Brussels European Council 
regulation L decision C 1/2.4.3; 211.2.1; 212.4.9 
-Setting up of an ad hoc Committee on a People's 
Europe decision L decision C 6/1.1.9; 6/2.1.7; 
9/2.4.5 
- Speech to Parliament by the President of the 
European Council (May 1984) resolution P 
statement C 5/3.4.1 
- Statement by the Greek Prime Minister at the 
Dublin European Council resolution P statement C 
1211.2.16 
- Statement by the President of the European 
Council in Dublin resolution P statement C 
1211.2.17 
European Monetary System 
- Consolidation and development of the EMS 
resolution P regulations C 212.1 .4 
- Continuation of the use of the ECU for the common 
agricultural policy proposal C opinion A decision C 
1 0/2.1.88; regulation L opinion A decision C 
1212.1.140; opinion P opinion A decision C 
1212.1.141 ; opinion S opinion A decision C 
1212.4.26 
- European monetary situation and development of 
the EMS resolutions P decision ECSC decision C 
10/2.4.5 
- Extension of the medium-term financial assistance 
mechanism proposal C opinion A decision C 
11/2.1.5; decision L opinion A decision C 1212.1.5 
- Inclusion of the drachma in the ECU proposal C 
statement C 9/2.1 .4 
- Renewed progress towards financial integration in 
the Community resolution P opinion A decision C 
2/2.1.5 
- Report on five years of monetary cooperation in 
Europe communication C regulations C 3/1.3.1; 
consideration L regulations C 3/1.3.7 
- Revised composition of the ECU proposal C 
regulation L decision C 9/2.1.4 
- Strengthening the EMS communication C draft 
resolution L decision C 11/2.1.4; consideration L 
opinion A decision C 1212.1 .4 
- Suggestion for the minting of a European coin, the 
ECU opinion CREST regulations L 6/2.1.5 
-The Community's external trade and international 
monetary instability resolution P resolution P 
decision C 3/2.4.22 
European Parliament 
- Consultation of Parliament on the appointment of 
the new Commission resolution P decisions C 
decision C 9/2.4.6 
- Debate in the European Parliament on transport 
policy resolution P statement C 3/2.4.15 
- Draft Treaty establishing the European Union 
opinion CREST regulations L 211 .1.1 ; resolution P 
opinion CREST regulations L 211 .1 .2 
- Dublin European Council : speeches and debate in 
Parliament regulations C 1212.4.1 0 
- Election of President and Vice-Presidents of the 
European Parliament proposal C statement C 
7/2.4.8 
Euro 
European Parliament (Continued) 
- First directly elected Parliament regulations C 
5/2.4.11 
- First part-session of the second directly elected 
European Parliament opinion S regulation L 7/1.2.1 
- Improving and extending the conciliation procedure 
between the three institutions regulation L 3/2.4.1 O; 
consideration L regulation L 6/2.4.3; regulation L 
11/2.4.10 
- Meeting of the EP Committee of Inquiry into the 
Situation of Women in Europe regulation L decision 
c 212.1.75 
- Meeting of the European Parliament-Spanish 
Cortes Joint Committee regulation L decision C 
11/2.2.5 
- Part-sessions of Parliament in Strasbourg decision 
ECSC decision C 3/2.4.14; 4/2.4.6; 5/2.4.1 0; 
7/2.4.8; 9/2.4.7; 10/2.4.4; 10/2.4.9; 11/2.4.11; 
1212.4.9 
- Reports produced by the EP Committee of Inquiry 
into the Situation of Women in Europe resolution P 
opinion A decision C 1/2.1.45; 1/2.4. 7; opinion A 
decisiOn C 10/2.1.61 
- Responsibilities of Parliament on the adaptation of 
directives to technical progress resolution P 
decisions C deciswn C 5/2.4.9 
- Second direct election of Members of the European 
Parliament decision L decision C 6/1.2.1 
- Second direct election of Members of the European 
Parliament (Eurobarometer survey) decision L 
decis1on C 5/3.5.1 
- Solemn Declaration on European Union : follow-up 
resolution P statement C 3/2.4.11; 3/2.4.12 
- Speech to Parliament by the President of the 
European Council (May 1984) resolution P 
statement C 5/3.4.1 
- Strengthening the powers of the European 
Parliament opinion A decision C 3/2.4.11 
- Television programmes for schools on the 
European elections opmion CREST regulations L 
212.1.68 
- Work by Parliament on political cooperation 
resolutions P regulation L decision C 1/2.4.2; 
212.4. 7; 3/2.4.4; 4/2.4.3; 5/2.4.5; 7/2.4.2; 10/2.4.1; 
12/2.4.3 
European passport 
- Easing of frontier controls and formalities applying 
to nationals of Member States proposal C opinion S 
statement C 1212.1.9 
- Implementation of the Fontainebleau conclusions 
on "A People's Europe" communication C 
regulation L statement C 9/1 .1 .1 
-Interim report of the ad hoc Committee on "A 
People's Europe" opinion A decision C 11/2.4.8; 
12/1.2.5 
- Introduction of a uniform passport in the Member 
States opinion S statement C 6/3.5.1 
- Meeting of the ad hoc Committee on a People's 
Europe regulation L decision C 11/2.4.8; 12/2.4.5 
- Programme of the ad hoc Committee on a People's 
Europe draft recommendation L regulations L 
1212.4.5 
- Setting up of an ad hoc Committee on a People's 
Europe decision L decision C 6/1.1.9; 6/2.1.7; 
9/2.4.5 
- Strengthening of the internal market statement C 
opm1on A dec1sion C 2/2.1 .8 
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- Strengthening of the internal market by the easing 
of checks on persons at the Community's internal 
frontiers resolution L opinion A decision C 6/1.5.1 ; 
statement C opinion A decision C 6/1.5.3; opinion A 
decision C 1212.1.9 
European policy 
- Appointment of the President of the Commission 
(as from 1985) opinionS regulation L 712.4.7 
- Future status of Greenland proposals C agreement 
L decision C 211 .4.1 ; opinion P agreement L 
decision C 5/2.4.8 
- Integration of Greece into the Community system : 
follow-up to the Greek Memorandum decisions C 
statement C 3/2.1. 71 ; regulations L opinion P 
statement C 3/2.4.7; statement L opinion P 
statement C 4/2.4.5; opinion P statement C 5/2.4.6; 
proposals C opinion P statement C 5/2.4.7; decision 
C decisions C statement C 10/2.4.2; regulation L 
decisions C statement C 1212.4.7 
-Interim report of the ad hoc Committee on "A 
People's Europe" opinion A decision C 11/2.4.8; 
1211.2.5 
- Meeting of the ad hoc Committee on a People's 
Europe regulation L decision C 11/2.4.8; 1212.4.5 
- Meeting of the European Parliament-Spanish 
Cortes Joint Committee regulation L decision C 
11/2.2.5 
- Second direct election of Members of the European 
Parliament decision L decision C 6/1 .2.1 
- Second direct election of Members of the European 
Parliament (Eurobarometer survey) decision L 
decision C 5/3.5.1 
- Setting up of an ad hoc Committee on a People's 
Europe decision L decision C 6/1.1.9; 6/2.1. 7; 
9/2.4.5 
- Solemn Declaration on European Union - cultural 
aspects consideration L resolution P statement C 
6/2.1.63 
- Solemn Declaration on European Union : follow-up 
resolution P statement C 3/2.4.11; 3/2.4.12 
European Social Fund 
- Action against long-term unemployment 
communication C draft resolution L statement C 
9/2.1.43; draft resolution L statement C 1 0/2.1.52; 
opinion P draft resolution L statement C 1 0/2.1 .53; 
opinion S draft resolution L statement C 11/2.1.52; 
resolution L draft resolution L statement C 1212.1.82 
- Action against youth unemployment resolutions P 
draft resolution L statement C 1212.1.83 
- Appropriations allocated to the structural Funds 
{1985 budget) decision L decision C 5/1.1.5; 
5/2.3.2; 1 0/2.3.2; 11/2.3.1; 11/2.3.3 
- ESF assistance for aid for recruitment and job 
creation decision C deciswns C decision C 7/2.1.92 
- ESF assistance for training in the new technologies 
decisions C decision C 1212.1.86 
- ESF assistance for unemployed persons, women, 
handicapped persons and migrant workers 
deciswns C deciswn C 7/2.1.91; 9/2.1.47; 
1212.1.86 
- ESF assistance to promote youth employment 
decisions C decision C 7/2.1.91; 9/2.1.47; 
1212.1.86 
-Guidelines for the management of the ESF (1985-
87) resolution P opinion S regulation L 3/2.1.66; 
communication C opinion S regulation L 4/2.1.60 
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European Social Fund (Continued) 
- Increased use of the European Social Fund by 
cultural workers opinion A decision C 11/2.1.74; 
resolution L opinion A decision C 1212.1 .1 07 
- National reports on the activities of the ESF in 
Member States in 1981 opinion A decision C 
3/2.1.67 
- Plenary meetings of the ESF Committee decision 
ECSC decision C 6/2.1.50 
- Priority regions for ESF assistance commumcat1on 
C regulation L decision C 7/2.1.89; opimon S 
regulation L dec1s1on C 1212.1 .85 
- Promotion of employment for young people -
spec1al measures resolution L opinion A decision C 
1/2.1.40; resolution P opmion A decis1on C 9/2.1.44 
- Report on the activities of the ESF in 1983 opinion 
A decision C 7/2.1.90 
European Social Fund Committee 
- Plenary meetings of the ESF Committee decision 
ECSC decision C 6/2.1.50 
- Rules of procedure for the ESF Committee draft 
resolution L decision C 6/2.1 .50; opinion C draft 
resolutiOn L decision C 9/2.1.46; draft resolution L 
decision C 11/2.1.54 
European Union 
- Annual report on European Union opinion A 
decision C 1211.2.6 
- Creation of an ad hoc Committee on Institutional 
Affairs decision L decis1on C 6/1.1.8; 7/2.4.4; 
7/2.4.5; resolution P decision L decision C 7/2.4.6; 
7/2.4.16 
- Draft Treaty establishing the European Union 
opmion CREST regulations L 211.1.1 ; resolution P 
opimon CREST regulations L 211.1.2 
- Establishment of a European library in Florence 
resolution P decision L decision C 3/2.1.69 
- Interim report by the ad hoc Committee on 
Institutional Affairs opinion A decision C 11/3.5.1 ; 
12/1.2.4; 1212.4.4; resolution P opinion A decision 
c 12/2.4.4 
- Meetings of the ad hoc Committee on Institutional 
Affairs regulation L decision C 9/2.4.4; 11/2.4.7 
- Solemn Declaration on European Union - cultural 
aspects consideratiOn L resolution P statement C 
6/2.1.63 
- Solemn Declaration on European Union : follow-up 
resolution P statement C 3/2.4.11; 3/2.4.12 
- Strengthening the powers of the European 
Parliament opinion A decision C 3/2.4.11 
Exceptional aid 
- Aid for natural disaster regions in the Community 
resolutions P opimon P 1/2.1.55; opimon P 212.1.85; 
2/2.1.86; decisions C opinion P 5/2.1.1 03; 
resolutions P opinion P 5/2.1.1 04; decisions C 
opinion P 1 0/2.1. 71 ; resolutions P opinion P 
10/2.1.72; decisions C opinion P 11/2.1.84 
- Coordination of Community aid for non-member 
countries (Court of Auditors report) decision L 
dec1sion C 7/2.4.38 
- Emergency aid for disaster victims in Colombia 
opimon P 1212.2.49 
- Emergency aid for disaster victims in Kampuchea 
opinion P 10/2.2.45 
Expo 
- Emergency aid for disaster victims in Madagascar 
decision C opinion P 4/2.2.40 
- Emergency aid for disaster victims in Mozambique 
opinion P 1/2.2.34; 212.2.41; 3/2.2.43 
- Emergency aid for disaster victims in the Philippines 
opinion P 9/2.2.32 
- Emergency aid for displaced persons in Angola 
opinion P 6/2.2.58 
- Emergency aid for displaced persons in Thailand 
opinion P 6/2.2.57 
- Emergency aid for victims of the drought in Morocco 
opinion P 7/2.2.48 
- Emergency aid for victims of the events in El 
Salvador, Nicaragua and Guatemala opinion P 
6/2.2.56; resolution P opinion P 10/2.2.46 
- Emergency plan to combat famine in Africa opinion 
S regulation L 212.2.40; decisions C opinion S 
regulation L 3/2.2.42; 4/2.2.36; 9/2.2.31; opinion S 
regulation L 1 0/2.2.41 ; resolution L opm1on S 
regulation L 11/1.2.1; opinion S regulation L 
11/2.2.51; 1211.2.7; 1212.2.42; 1212.2.43; 1212.2.44; 
resolution P opinionS regulation L 1212.2.45 
Excise duties 
- Derogation for Ireland in respect of tax 
arrangements applicable to certain goods in 
passenger travel (extension) opinion P resolution P 
statement C 4/2.1.55; opinion S resolution P 
statement C 7/2.1.88; amendment of proposal C 
resolution P statement C 11/2.1.48 
- Duty-free admission of fuel contained in the tanks of 
commercial motor vehicles proposal C opinion S 
statement C 3/2.1.58; opinion P opinion S 
statement C 5/2.1.67; opinion S opinion S 
statement C 7/2.1.87 
- Extension of the second stage of harmonization of 
the structure of excise duties on cigarettes opinion 
S opinion A decision C 1/2.1.37; opinion P opinion 
A decision C 3/2.1.60; directive L opinion A 
decision C 4/2.1 .56 
-Tax-free allowances granted to travellers within the 
Community (at airports and on board ships and 
planes) opinion S opinion S statement C 1/2.1.36; 
amendment of proposal C opinion S statement C 
2/2.1.62 
- Taxation of wine and alcoholic beverages 
resolutions P resolution P decision C 4/2.1 .57 
Exclusive purchasing agreements 
- New rules on block exemption for exclusive 
purchasing agreements opinion S regulation L 
4/2.1.45 
Export arrangements 
- Export arrangements for certain types of non-
ferrous metal waste regulation L regulation C 
decision C 1212.2.12 
Export credits 
- Export credit subsidies resolution P opinion S 
decision C 3/2.2.9 
- Extension of the OECD arrangement on guidelines 
for officially-supported export credits decision L 
opinion A decision C 10/2.2.9 
- OECD Understanding on Export Credits for Ships 
(application) decision L regulations C 1/2.2.5 
Exte 
Export credits (Continued) 
- Reciprocal obligations of export credit insurance 
organizations of the Member States in the case of 
joint guarantees directive L opinion S regulation L 
11/2.2.12 
- Sectoral agreement on guidelines for export credits 
for aircraft consideration L 12/2.2.9 
-Terms governing export credits for nuclear power 
stations decision L decisions C decisiOn C 7/2.2.9 
External fishery arrangements 
- Agreement between the Community, Sweden and 
Norway on management of joint fish stocks in the 
Skaggerak and Kattegat (negotiations) 
consideration L 10/2.1.117 
- Allocation to Member States of catch quotas in 
Canadian waters regulation L regulat1on L decision 
C 1/2.1.91; proposal C regulation L decision C 
12/2.1.187 
- Allocation to Member States of catch quotas in the 
waters of Norway and the Faroe Islands regulations 
L regulation L decision C 12/2.1.183; 12/2.1.184 
- Arrangements applicable to Norwegian vessels in 
the Community's fishing zone regulation L 
regulation L decision C 12/2.1 .184 
- Arrangements applicable to Swedish vessels in the 
Community's fishing zone regulation L regulation L 
decisiOn C 2/2.1.134; proposal C regulation L 
decision C 11 /2.1.120; regulation L regulation L 
decision C 12/2. 1. 186 
- Distribution of catch quotas allocated to Member 
States in Greenland waters proposal C regulation L 
decision C 11 /2.1 .121 ; regulation L regulation L 
decision C 12/2.1 .182 
- Distribution of catch quotas allocated to Member 
States in Swedish waters proposal C regulation L 
decision C 11 /2.1.120; regulation L regulation L 
decision C 12/2.1.186 
- Distribution of catch quotas allocated to Member 
States in the NAFO regulatory area regulation L 
regulation L decision C 1 /2.1.96; 12/2.1.188 
- Fishing arrangements applicable to Spanish 
vessels operating within the Community fishing 
zone proposal C regulation L decision C 2/2.1.133; 
regulations L regulation L decision C 3/2.1.148; 
proposal C regulation L decision C 12/2.1.181 
- Fishing arrangements applicable to the vessels of 
certain non-member countries fishing off the coast 
of French Guiana proposal C regulation C decision 
C 3/2.1.150; regulation L regulation C decision C 
5/2.1.152; 12/2.1.180 
- Fishing arrangements applicable to vessels from 
the Faroe Islands operating within the Community 
fishing zone regulation L regulation L decision C 
12/2.1.183 
- North Sea herring quotas allocated to Norway 
proposal C regulation L decision C 2/2.1.135; 
regulation L regulation L decision C 3/2.1.147 
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FAO 
-Meeting of the FAO Intergovernmental Group on 
Hard Fibres regulation L decision C 1212.2.41 
-Meeting of the FAO's Intergovernmental Group on 
Jute and Kenaf regulation L decision C 11/2.2.39 
- Sess1on of the FAO Council dec1sion ECSC 
decis1on C 11/2.2.51 
- World Conference on Fisheries Management and 
Development decisions C decision C 7/2.1.159 
Financial and technical cooperation 
-(See also: EDF, EIB loans outside the Community) 
regulatiOn L dec1s1on C 
- eo-financing of development projects by the 
Communityand the Arab Group of Funds resolution 
P dec1sion C 10/2.2.60 
- Extension of the EEC-ASEAN cooperation 
agreement following the accession of Brunei to the 
ASEAN proposal C statement C 9/2.2.24; 11/2.2.29 
- Financial and techmcal assistance from the 
Community to non-associated developing countries 
opinion P 2/2.2.46; 212.2.46; decis1on C opinion P 
3/2.2.49; opimon P 4/2.2.41; 6/2.2.64; 7/2.2.50; 
10/2.2.51; 10/2.2.52; 11/2.2.48; 1212.2.52 
- Financial and technical assistance from the 
Community to non-associated developing countries 
(gwdelines for 1985) commumcation C opiniOn P 
9/2.2.37 
- Financial and techmcal assistance from the 
Community to the non-associated developing 
countries report C opiniOn P 9/2.2.36 
- Improvement of cooperation between Latin America 
and the Community commumcat1on C regulation L 
4/1.3.1 
-Technical cooperation activities under the 
agreements with the Maghreb and Mashreq 
countnes opiniOn P 6/2.2.62 
-Technical cooperation between the Gulf 
Cooperation Council Secretariatand the 
Commission dec1s1on L decisiOn C 4/2.2.24; 
11 /2.2.27; 12/2.2.27 
Financial institutions 
-(See: Banking, Credit insurance, Insurance, Stock 
exchanges) regulat1on L dec1sion C 
Financial market 
- Renewed progress towards financial integration in 
the Commumty resolutiOn P opimon A decision C 
2/2.1.5 
Financial Regulation 
- Amendment of the Financial Regulation applicable 
to the general budget of the European 
CommunitieS amendment of proposal C opimon S 
regulation L 3/2.3.2 
- Financing expenditure prior to adoption of the 1985 
budget opiniOnS statement C 12/1.4.7 
Finland 
- . regulat1on L dec1s1on C 
F 
Fisheries 
-(See also: Common fisheries policy, Conservation 
of fishery resources) regulation L decision C 
Fisheries agreements 
-Agreement between the Community, Sweden and 
Norway on management of joint fish stocks in the 
Skaggerak and Kattegat (negotiations) 
consideration L 1 0/2.1 .117 
- Agreement between the EEC, Denmark and the 
Faroe Islands for the conservation of salmon in the 
North Atlantic proposal C consideratiOn L 7/2.1.158; 
opinion P consideration L 9/2.1.1 03; regulation L 
consideratiOn L 1 0/2.1 .115 
- Agreement on fisheries between the Community 
and Greenland and Protocol on relevant conditions 
regulatiOn L 211.4.5 
- Agreement on fisheries between the Community 
and Greenland and Protocol on relevant conditions 
(provisional application) proposal C consideration L 
1212.4.6 
- Arrangement with Canada on a scientific 
observation programme in the NAFO zone 
regulations C 6/2.1.119; regulat1on L regulations C 
7/2.1.155; opinion P regulations C 1 0/2.1.118; 
regulation L regulatwns C 11 /2.1 .122 
- Fisheries agreement with Equatorial Guinea signing 
6/2.1.120; 7/2.1.157 
-Fisheries agreement with Finland (entry into force) 
1/2.1.92 
- Fisheries agreement with Guinea-Bissau 7/2.1.156 
- Fisheries agreement with Madagascar 
(negotiations) proposal C 6/2.1.121; agreement L 
9/2.1.1 04; initialling 1212.1.185 
- Fisheries agreement with Mauritania (draft) 
1/2.1.95 
-Fisheries agreement with Sao Tome and Pnncipe 
opinion P regulat1on L 212.1.136 
-Fisheries agreement with Senegal (extension) 
1 /2.1.93; opinion P 4/2.1.112 
- Fisheries agreement with Seychelles Initialling 
1 /2.1.94; dec1s1on L 3/2.1.151; opinion P 5/2.1.153 
- Framework agreement on fisheries with Canada 
(application until1987) cons1derallon L 1/2.1.90 
- Framework agreement on fisheries with the United 
States initialling cons1derat10n L 6/2.1.118; proposal 
C cons1derat10n L 7/2.1.154; opinion P regulat1on L 
9/2.1.102 
-Framework agreement on fishenes with the United 
States (negotiations) regulation L 3/2.1.149; 
5/2.1.156 
- New protocol annexed to the fishenes agreement 
between the Community and Senegal opinion S 
regulation L 1/2.1 .93 
Fisheries conventions 
- Annual meeting of the International Baltic Sea 
Fishery Commission regulat1on L dec1s1on C 
9/2.1.105 
- Annual meeting of the North Atlantic Salmon 
Conservation Organization regulat1on L dec1sion C 
5/2.1.158 
Fish 
Fisheries conventions (Continued) 
- International Convention for the Conservation of 
Atlantic Salmon signing decision C 7/2.1.158 
- International Convention for the Conservation of 
Atlantic Tunas signing decision C 7/2.1.160 
- Meeting of the Fishery Committee for the Eastern 
Central Atlantic regulation L decision C 1 0/2.1 .119 
- Meeting of the International Commission for the 
Conservation of Atlantic Tunas regulation L 
decision C 11 /2.1 .124 
- Meeting of the International Commission for the 
South-East Atlantic Fisheries regulation L decision 
c 12/2.1.189 
- Meeting of the North-East Atlantic Fisheries 
Commission regulation L decision C 11/2.1.123 
- Meetings of bodies concerned with the Convention 
on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living 
Resources regulation L decision C 9/2.1 .1 05 
- Meetings of International Baltic Sea Fishery 
Commission and NAFO regulation L dec1s10n C 
9/2.1.105 
- Opening meeting of the North Atlantic Salmon 
Conservation Organization regulation L decision C 
1/2.1.97 
Fishery products 
- Amendment of the basic Regulation on the common 
orgamzat1on of the market in fishery products 
proposal C consideration L statement C 9/2.1.1 06; 
op1mon P consideration L statement C 11 /2.1.127; 
opmion P opinion S regulation L 12/2.1 .192 
- Community tariff quotas for certain fishery products 
regulatiOns L decisiOns C decision C 2/2.1.40; 
12/2.1.46 
- Conversion factors for frozen squid regulation C 
resolution P decision C 12/2.1 .119 
- EAGGF aid under the common measure for 
improving processing and marketiAg conditions for 
fishery products decisions C dec1s1ons C decisiOn C 
6/2.1.124; 12/2.1.194 
- Greek programme for improving the conditions 
under which fishery products are processed 
dec1sion C draft recommendation L regulations L 
11/2.1.129 
- Guide prices for fishery products in 1985 regulation 
L opinion S regulations L 12/2.1.190 
- Producer price for tuna for canning regulation L 
opm10n S regulations L 12/2.1.190 
- Protective measures applicable to imports of frozen 
sqUid from Poland regulation C regulation L 
statement C 10/2.1.120 
- Recognition of producers' organizations in the 
fishing Industry regulation C opm10n A decis1on C 
7/2.1.161 
- Reference prices for carp 1n 1984/85 regulation C 
opinion S regulations L 7/2.1.162 
- Reference prices for fishery products 1n 1985 
regulatiOn C opinion S regulations L 12/2.1.190 
-Situation of the herring market (1975-83) report C 
decision ECSC dec1sion C 5/2.1.159; 11/2.1.125 
- Special carryover premium for Mediterranean 
sardines and anchovies regulation L regulations C 
regulatiOn L 12/2.1.191 
- Standard values of fishery products withdrawn from 
the market regulation C regulatiOn L dec1sion C 
12/2.1.190 
- State aids for producers' organizations in the fishing 
industry regulatiOn C opinion P 3/2.1.152 
- Withdrawal prices for fishery products in 1985 
regulation C opinion S regulations L 12/2.1 .190 
Fishing zones 
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-Agreement between the Community, Sweden and 
Norway on management of joint fish stocks in the 
Skaggerak and Kattegat (negotiations) 
consideration L 1 0/2.1.117 
- Allocation to Member States of catch quotas in 
Canadian waters regulation L regulation L decision 
C 1/2.1.91; proposal C regulation L decision C 
12/2.1.187 
- Allocation to Member States of catch quotas in the 
waters of Norway and the Faroe Islands regulations 
L regulation L decision C 12/2.1.183; 12/2.1.184 
- Arrangement with Canada on a scientific 
observation programme in the NAFO zone 
regulations C 6/2.1.119; regulation L regulations C 
7/2.1.155; opinion P regulations C 10/2.1.118; 
regulation L regulations C 11/2.1.122 
- Community financial contribution towards the cost 
of inspection and surveillance in the maritime 
waters of Ireland decision C opmion S regulat1on L 
12/2.1.195 
- Distribution of catch quotas allocated to Member 
States in Greenland waters proposal C regulation L 
dec1sion C 11 /2.1 .121 ; regulation L regulation L 
decision C 12/2.1 .182 
- Distribution of catch quotas allocated to Member 
States in Swedish waters proposal C regulation L 
decision C 11 /2.1 .120; regulation L regulation L 
decision C 12/2.1.186 
- Distribution of catch quotas allocated to Member 
States in the NAFO regulatory area regulation L 
regulat1on L decision C 1 /2.1 .96; 12/2.1 .188 
- National measures on access to fishing zones 
(inshore fishing) decisions C statement C 4/2.1.110 
- Right of access to fishing grounds and 
management of fishery resources in the 
Mediterranean resolution P resolutiOn P statement 
c 3/2.1.146 
Flax and hemp 
- Flax production dec1sion ECSC decisiOn C 
10/2.1.96 
- Restrictions on imports of and production aids for 
certain varieties of hemp (health protection) 
regulation L decisions C statement C 10/2.1.97 
Florence Institute 
- Meeting of the High Council of the European 
University Institute in Florence regulation L dec1s1on 
c 5/2.1.77 
Floriculture 
- Market management and import arrangements for 
cut flowers report C proposal C statement C 
2/2.1.115; opmion P opinion S statement C 
3/2.1.131 
Food aid 
-(See also: FAO, World Food Council, World 
hunger) regulation L decision C 
- Allocations from the emergency reserve under the 
World Food Programme decisions C regulation L 
12/2.2.48 
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Food aid (Continued) 
- Community food aid programmes for 1984 
decisions C opinion CREST regulations L 5/2.2.51; 
7/2.2.46; 1 0/2.2.43; 12/2.2.47 
- Community measures as part of a strategy aimed at 
self-sufficiency in food opinion P opinion P 4/2.2.35; 
regulation L opinion P 6/2.2.54; resolution P opinion 
p 10/2.4.7 
- Community plan of action in support of the 
developing countries' food strategies consideration 
L opinionS regulation L 6/2.2.49; 11/2.2.42 
- Coordination of Community aid for non-member 
countries (Court of Auditors report) decision L 
decision C 7/2.4.38 
- EEC-UNWRA Convention on food aid for 
Palestinian refugees ( 1984-86) opinion P decision L 
decision C 6/2.2.51; signing decision L decision C 
7/2.2.45 
- Emergency food aid for Angola opinion P 6/2.2.55 
- Emergency food aid for Kampuchea opimon P 
11/2.2.43 
- Emergency food aid for Lebanon opimon P 
11/2.2.43 
- Emergency food aid for Madagascar decision C 
opm1on P 4/2.2.36 
- Emergency food aid for Mozambique and 
Zimbabwe opinion P 3/2.2.42 
- Emergency food aid for Nicaragua opimon P 
2/2.2.40; 6/2.2.55 
- Emergency food aid for refugees from Mozambique 
in Zimbabwe opinion P 3/2.2.42 
- Emergency food aid for the Philippines decision C 
opmion P 10/2.2.44 
- Emergency food aid for Tunisia opmion P 2/2.2.40 
- Emergency food aid to Ha"iti opm1on P 2/2.2.40 
- Emergency plan to combat famine in Africa opinion 
S regulat1on L 2/2.2.40; decisions C opinion S 
regulation L 3/2.2.42; 4/2.2.36; 6/2.2.55; 7/2.2.47; 
9/2.2.31; opinion S regulat1on L 10/2.2.41; 
decisions C opinion S regulation L 1 0/2.2.44; 
resolut1on L opinion S regulation L 11 /1.2.1 ; 
decisions C opm10n S regulation L 11/2.2.43; 
opimon S regulation L 11/2.2.51; resolution P 
opinion S regulation L 11 /2.4.15; opinion S 
regulation L 12/1.2. 7; 12/2.2.42; 12/2.2.43; 
12/2.2.44; resolution P opinion S regulation L 
12/2.2.45 
- Food aid for development opinion S regulation L 
5/2.2.49 
- Food aid policy and management (implementation 
for 1984) proposal C proposals C regulation L 
1 /2.2.32; opinion P proposals C regulation L 
4/2.2.34; regulation L proposals C regulation L 
5/2.2.49 
- Food aid policy and management (implementation 
for 1985) proposal C proposals C regulation L 
9/2.2.30 
- Food aid policy and management (Malta allocation) 
proposals C regulation L 6/2.2.53 
- Protocols extending the 1971 International Wheat 
Agreement (conclusion) proposal C amendment of 
proposal C decisiOn C 2/2.2.39; dec1s1on L 
amendment of proposal C dec1s1on C 5/2.2.48 
- Special programme to combat hunger in the world 
progress report C amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 11/2.2.41 ; amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 12/2.2.46 
Food 
Food security 
- Allocations from the emergency reserve under the 
World Food Programme decisions C regulation L 
12/2.2.48 
- Ministerial meeting of the World Food Council 
decision ECSC decision C 5/2.2.60; 6/2.2.39 
- Regional campaigns on specific themes to 
safeguard the agricultural potential of the 
developing countries consideration L opinion P 
6/2.2.50 
Foodstuffs 
- Chemically modified starches intended for human 
consumption proposal C regulation L 12/2.1.16 
- Cocoa and chocolate products proposal C opinion S 
regulations L 1 /2.1 .1 0; opinion S opinion S 
regulations L 5/2.1.15 
- Coffee extracts and chicory extracts proposal C 
opinion S statement C 3/2.1.16; opinion S opinion S 
statement C 7/2.1.19 
- Community methods of food analysis proposal C 
opinion S regulation L 2/2.1.15; opinion S opimon S 
regulation L 12/2.1.19 
- Community system for the exchange of information 
on dangers arising from the use ·of consumer 
products opinion S decision C 1 /2.1.65; decision L 
opinion S decision C 3/2.1 .111 
- Emulsifiers, stabilizers, thickeners and gelling 
agents for use in foodstuffs proposal C opm10n P 
1/2.1.11; directive L opinion P 12/2.1.15 
- European cooperation in research on the effects of 
processing and distribution on the quality and 
nutritive value of food (COST project) decisiOn L 
decision C 1/2.1.1 08; opinion P decision L dec1s1on 
C 4/2.1.125; dec1sion L decision L decision C 
5/2.1.191 
- Exploitation and marketing of natural mineral 
waters entry mto force opinion S statement C 
7/2.1.18; opmion S statement C 9/2.1.15; 10/2.1.15 
- Extraction solvents used in the production of 
foodstuffs opinion S dec1s1on ECSC decision C 
5/2.1.15; opmion P decision ECSC dec1s1on C 
12/2.1.18 
- Infant formulae and follow-up milks proposal C 
regulation L decision C 12/2.1.17 
- Labelling of foodstuffs (alcoholic beverages) 
opmion P opmion S statement C 3/2.1 .112 
- Making-up by volume of certain prepackaged 
liquids opinion S amendment of proposal C dec1sion 
C 1 /2.1.13; opinion P amendment of proposal C 
decis1on C 3/2.1.15; directive L amendment of 
proposal C decision C 12/2.1 .13 
- Manufacture, storage, transport and distribution of 
quick-frozen foodstuffs proposal C op1mon S 
statement C 9/2.1 .14 
- Plastic materials intended to come into contact with 
foodstuffs proposal C opm10n S regulation L 
4/2.1.13; opimon S opinion S regulation L 
11/2.1.11; opmion S regulation L 12/2.1.20 
- Preservatives authorized for use in foodstuffs 
dlfective L opinion P 2/2.1.14; 4/2.1.12; directive C 
opinion P 5/2.1.14; dlfect!Ve L opmion P 9/2.1.13 
- Price labelling of foodstuffs proposal C proposal C 
statement C 1 /2.1.66; opimon S proposal C 
statement C 10/2.4.43 
Foot 
Foodstuffs (Continued) 
- Procedure govern1ng action by the Standing 
Comm1ttee for Foodstuffs proposal C opiniOn S 
regulations L 6/2.1.12; d1rect1ve L opiniOn S 
regulations L 12/2.1 .14 
- Ranges of nom1nal quantities and nommal 
capac1t1es perm1tted for certam prepackaged 
products proposal C opiniOn S statement C 
1/2.1 .12; opiniOn S op1mon S statement C 5/2.1.15 
Footwear industry 
- Reduction of 1mports of footwear of Community 
ongin 1nto the United States regulatwns L dec1s1on 
c 4/2.2.16; 6/2.2.24 
- Retrospective control of 1mports of footwear mto the 
Community regulatiOn C dec1s1ons C dec1s1on C 
12/2.2.7 
Forests 
- (See: Protection of forests) regulat1on L dec1s1on C 
Forward programme for steel 
- F01ward programme for steel for the first quarter of 
1985 amendment of proposal C regulations L 
12/2.1.25; opiniOn A amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 12/2.4.29 
- Forward programme for steel for the fourth quarter 
.of 1984 opiniOn A amendment of proposal C 
regulaflons L 9/2.1.17 
- Forward programme for steel for the second quarter 
of 1984 amendment of proposal C regulations L 
3/2.1.22; opiniOn A amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 3/2.4.38; amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 5/2.1.19 
- Forward programme for steel for the third quarter of 
1984 amendment of proposal C regulatwns L 
5/2.1.20; 6/2.1.14; opiniOn A amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 6/2.4.14 
France 
- Aid for natural disaster regions in the Community 
resolutions P opiniOn P 10/2.1.72 
- Appropriations for Integrated Mediterranean 
Programmes (IMP) decis1on L dec1s1on C 5/2.3.2; 
11/2.3.3 
- Countervaihng charge on ethyl alcohol of 
agncultural origin produced in France regulat1on C 
resolut1on P dec1sion C 9/2.1. 79 
- Court proceedings against France for granting fuel 
subsidies to fishermen opiniOn S dec1s1on C 
3/2.1.155 
- Currency restrictions applied to French citizens 
resolut1on P draft resolution L decision C 2/2.1.13; 
4/2.1.4; 10/2.4.5 
- EIB loans for building a nuclear power station in 
France regulat1on L dec1s1on C 12/2.4.34 
- EIB loans for industrial Investment projects by small 
and med1um-sized businesses in France regulat1on 
L dec1s1on C 5/2.4.37; 9/2.4.29; 12/2.4.34 
- EIB loans for infrastructure projects in France 
regulation L decision C 10/2.4.54 
- EIB loans for road infrastructure projects in France 
regulation L decision C 3/2.4.44; 7/2.4.52; 
11/2.4.33; 12/2.4.34 
- EIB loans for the "Caisse d'A1de a I'Equipement des 
Collectivites Locales" in France regulation L 
decision C 7/2.4.52; 10/2.4.54; 11/2.4.33 
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- EIB loans in the energy sector 1n France regulatwn 
L dec1s1on C 7/2.4.52 
- Franco-German agreement on gradual abolition of 
border checks cons1deratwn L 7/3.5.1 
- Global loans under the NCI for investment proJects 
1n small and medium-sized busmesses in France 
regulation L dec1s1on C 5/2.4.37; 6/2.4.19; 9/2.4.29; 
9/2.4.29; 10/2.4.54; 12/2.4.34 
- Grant for studies in preparation for Integrated 
reg1onal development operations dec1s1ons C 
deCISIOnS C deCISIOn C 1 /2.1.53; 3/2.1.93; 
12/2.1.116 
- lnfnngement proceedings against France in respect 
of the alcohol monopoly not1ce opiniOn S 
regulations L 2/2.1.57; opening opiniOn S 
regula flans L 11/2.1.112 
- Integrated Mediterranean Programmes (IMP) 
opiniOn CREST regulatwns L 1/2.1.51; opiniOn P 
opiniOn CREST regulations L 3/2.1.90; opiniOn 
CREST regulations L 4/2.4.5; opiniOnS opimon 
CREST regulat1ons L 5/2.4.25; amendment of 
proposal C opiniOn CREST regulations L 9/2.1.58; 
op1mon S opiniOn CREST regulat1ons L 12/2.1.1 09; 
12/2.4.24 
- Integrated Mediterranean Programmes (IMP) (pilot 
projects and preparatory studies) decisions C 
opiniOn CREST regulations L 12/2.1.108 
- Measures taken by Member States 1n support of the 
coal1ndustry in 1983 assent L dec1s1ons C 
statement C 9/2.1.113 
- Nationalization of certain undertakings 1n France 
resolut1on P opiniOn S regulatiOn L 3/2.1.53 
- NCI loan for the building of telecommumcat1ons 
satellites in France regulat1on L dec1s1on C 
11/2.3.12 
- NCI loans for laying submarine power lines to link 
the British and French power grids regulat1on L 
deCISIOn C 2/2.4.34 
- Programme of the French Presidency for the 1st 
half of 1984 draft recommendatiOn L regulations L 
1 /2.4.8; statement L draft recommendation L 
regulations L 1/3.4.1 
- Protective measures applied by certain Member 
States in connection with the free movement of 
capital decisions L regulat1on L statement C 
12/2.1.6 
- Restructuring plan for the Lorraine steel industry 
resolut1on P opinion S regulat1on L 412.1 .23 
Free movement of capital 
- Currency restrictions applied to French citizens 
resolut1on P draft resolut1on L decision C 2/2.1.13; 
4/2.1.4; 10/2.4.5 
- Protective measures applied by certain Member 
States in connection with the free movement of 
cap1tal decisions L regulation L statement C 
12/2.1.6 
- Renewed progress towards financial integration in 
the Community resolution P opiniOn A dec1s1on C 
2/2.1.5 
- Strengthening of the internal market communication 
C opimon A decision C 5/2.1.7 
Free movement of goods 
- Completion of the customs union and strengthening 
the Community's internal market resolut1on P 
regulation L 4/2.1 .8 
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Free movement of goods (Continued) 
- Computerization of customs administrative 
procedures draft resolution L proposal C statement 
C 3/2.1.6; resolution L proposal C statement C 
5/2.1.6; proposal C statement C 11/2.1.27 
- Coordinated development of computerized 
administrative procedures commumcation C 
resolutiOn P statement C 11/2.1.27 
- Deferral of payment of VAT on imports originating in 
Member States (14th VAT Directive) draft 
resolution L decision C 6/2.1.38; resolution P draft 
resolution L decis1on C 9/2.1 .39 
- Disrup~ion of goods traffic at some frontier crossing 
po1nts 1n the Alps statement C opinion S 2/2.1.8; 
op1n1on S 2/2.1.9; resolution P opinion S 2/2.1.1 0; 
opinion S 3/2.1.6 
- Elimination of double taxation (VAT) in intra-
Community trade in goods (16th VAT Directive) 
proposal C proposal C statement C 7/2.1.82 
- Establishment of a Community trade mark 
amendment of proposal C op~nion S statement C 
7/2.1.21; consideration L opinion S statement C 
10/2.1.7 
- Facilitation of formalities and inspections in respect 
of the carriage of goods between Member States 
op~nion S statement C 3/2.1.6 
- Formalities and checks in intra-Community trade in 
goods - analysis and proposed solutions 
communication C opinion S statement C 3/2.1.8 
- lnterinstitutional computerized telecommunications 
ne~orks for the processing of data relating to 
agncultural markets regulation L decision C 
11/2.1.27 
- Introduction of the declaration form for use in intra-
Community trade (single document) consideration L 
regulation L statement C 3/2.1.6; regulation L 
statement C 6/1.1.9; resolution P regulatiOn L 
statement C 9/2.1.7; consideration L regulat1on L 
statement C 1 0/2.1.33; agreement L regulation L 
statement C 12/1.6.1 
- Limitation of imports into Greece of certain products 
originating in or coming from other Member States 
decisions C opinion P statement C 1 /2.1. 7; 
10/2.1.11 ; 11/2.1.9 
- Procedure for the provision of information in the 
field of technical standards and regulations 
(application) opinion S regulations L 4/2.1.10 
- Product standardization: a new approach 
conclusions L opimon S regulation L 7/2.1.12; 
op1n10n S regulation L 12/2.1.8 
- Simplification of formalities for intra-Community 
trade (single document) consideration L dec1s1on 
ECSC decision C 3/2.1.6; agreement L decisiOn 
ECSC decision C 1 0/2.1.33; 12/1.6.1 
- Strengthening of the Internal market statement C 
op1mon A deCISion C 2/2.1.8; consideration L 
op1n1on A dec1sion C 3/2.1.6; commumcation C 
op1n1on A decision C 5/2.1. 7 
Free movement of persons 
- Currency restrictions applied to French citizens 
resolution P draft resolution L dec1s1on C 2/2.1.13; 
4/2.1.4; 10/2.4.5 
- Easin~ of frontier controls and formalities applying 
to nat1onals of Member States proposal C opinion S 
statement C 12/2.1.9 
Free 
- Exemption from VAT on the temporary importation 
of goods (17th VAT Directive) proposal C opimon S 
statement C 7/2.1.84; opinion S op~nion S 
statement C 11 /2.1.47; opimon P opinion S 
statement C 12/2.1.79 
- Franco-German agreement on gradual abolition of 
border checks consideration L 7/2.1.13; 7/3.5.1 
- Implementation of the Fontainebleau conclusions 
on "A People's Europe" commumcation C 
regulation L statement C 9/1.1 .1 
-Interim report of the ad hoc Committee on "A 
People's Europe" opinion A decision C 11 /2.4.8; 
12/1.2.5 
- Introduction of a uniform passport in the Member 
States opinion S statement C 6/3.5.1 
-Meeting of the ~d hoc Committee on a People's 
Europe regulatiOn L decision C 11 /2.4.8; 12/2.4.5 
- Programme of the ad hoc Committee on a People's 
Europe draft recommendation L regulations L 
12/2.4.5 
- Setting up of an ad hoc Committee on a People's 
Europe dec1s1on L dec1sion C 6/1.1.9· 6/2.1. 7· 
9/2.4.5 ' ' 
- Strengthening of the internal market statement c 
opinion A decision C 2/2.1.8; communication c 
op~nion A decis1on C 5/2.1. 7 
- Strengthening of the internal market by the easing 
of c~ecks on persons at the Community's internal 
frontiers resolution L opinion A decision C 6/1.5.1; 
statement C opinion A decision C 6/1.5.3; op~nion A 
decision C 12/2.1.9 
Free movement of workers 
- Community policy on vocational training opinion P 
proposal C regulation L 2/2.1. 72; amendment of 
proposal C proposal C regulation L 7/2.1.99 
- Coordination of policies on migrant workers opimon 
S decision L decision C 10/2.4.41 
- Exchanges of placement service staff between the 
Member States draft recommendation L regulations 
L 3/2.1.64 
- International Day for the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination resolution P op~nion P statement C 
2/2.1.65 
- M.eeting of Directors-General for Employment and 
Directors of Employment Services regulation L 
decisiOn C 3/2.1.64; 11/2.1.51 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on the Free 
Movement of Workers regulation L decision C 
5/2.1.71 
Freedom of establishment 
- Freedom of establishment in the field of mortgage 
credit proposal C opimon P statement C 1212.1 . 75 
- Implementation of the Fontainebleau conclusions 
on "A People's Europe" commumcation C 
regulation L statement C 9/1.1.1 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Medical 
Training regulation L decision C 3/2.1.13 
- Meeting of the ~dvisory Com~ittee on the Training 
of Dental Pract1t1oners regulat1on L decision C 
11/2.1.8 
- Meeting of the Committee of Senior Officials on 
Public Health regulation L dec1s1on C 7/2.1.14; 
12/2.1.11 
- Programme of the ad hoc Committee on a People's 
Europe draft recommendation L regulations L 
12/2.4.5 
Free 
Freedom of establishment (Continued) 
- Right of establishment of pharmacy graduates in 
the Community amendment of proposal C 
resolution P statement C 1 /2.1.4; consideration L 
resolution P statement C 1 0/2.1 . 7 
- Specific training in general medical practice 
proposal C opinion S statement C 12/2.1.1 0 
Freedom to provide services 
- Access to the business of direct insurance other 
than life insurance (tourist assistance) agreement L 
regulation L 10/2.1.49; directive L regulation L 
12/2.1.74 
- Right of establishment of pharmacy graduates in 
the Community amendment of proposal C 
resolution P statement C 1 /2.1.4; consideration L 
resolution P statement C 1 0/2.1. 7 
Fruit and vegetables 
- Changes to the common organization of the market 
in fruit and vegetables regulation L regulation L 
statement C 5/2.1.124 
- Intervention measures applicable to fruit and 
vegetables report C draft resolution L statement C 
1/2.1.77; regulations C draft resolution L statement 
c 12/2.1.150 
- Quality standards for fruit and vegetables 
(amendment of basic Regulation) opm1on P opinion 
S regulation L 2/2.1.99 
- Reference prices for certain types of citrus fruit in 
1984/85 regulatiOns C opinion S regulations L 
11/2.1.105 
- Reference prices for certain types of fruit and 
vegetables in 1984/85 opinion S regulations L 
5/2.1.124; regulations C opinion S regulations L 
11/2.1.105; opinionS regulations L 12/2.1.151 
- Special measures to assist citrus fruit processing in 
the Community opimon S decisions C statement C 
2/2.1.1 00; opinion P regulation L statement C 
3/2.1.125; regulation C dec1s1ons C statement C 
12/2.1.156 
Funds 
-(See: Arab ·, EAGGF, EDF, ERDF, European 
Social·, IMF) 84/2.0.12 
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GATT 
-Annual session of the GATT Contracting Parties 
decision ECSC decision C 11 /2.2.52 
- Consultations with Canada on its import quota for 
leather footwear decisions C decision C 11 /2.2.22 
-Exports of intervention butter (GATT meeting) 
opinion S statement C 1 0/2.1.99; 11/2.1.99 
-GATT consultations concerning certain provisions 
of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 adopted by the 
United States decisions C decision C 10/2.2.17 
- Government Procurement Code - renegotiation 
resolution P decision C 4/2.2.50; 6/2.2. 70 
-Management of bilateral tex1ile agreements (1983-
87) under the MFA opinionS statement C 10/2.2.12 
-Meeting of the GATT Group on Quantitative 
Restrictions and Other Non-tariff Measures 
regulation L decision C 3/2.2.57; 5/2.2.64; 6/2.2.69; 
9/2.2.44; 10/2.2.54 
-Meeting of the GATT International Dairy Products 
Council regulation L decision C 11 /2.2.55 
- Meeting of the GATT Working Group on Problems 
of Trade in Certain Natural Resource Products 
regulation L decision C 6/2.2. 71 
-Meetings of GATT Council decision ECSC decision 
c 2/2.2.52; 3/2.2.56; 5/2.2.62 
-Meetings of the GATT Committee on Government 
Procurement regulation L decision C 2/2.2.53; 
4/2.2.50; 6/2.2. 70; 9/2.2.45; 11/2.2.53 
- Meetings of the GATT Committee on Subsidies and 
Contervailing Measures regulation L decision C 
5/2.2.63 
-Meetings of the GATT Committee on Trade and 
Development regulation L decision C 10/2.2.55 
-Meetings of the GATT Tex1iles Committee 
regulation L decision C 1 /2.2.49; 9/2.2.11; 
10/2.2.12 
- Protectionist trends in the United States statement L 
resolution P decision C 2/2.2.17 
- Recommendations by the GATT Committee on 
Trade and Agriculture opinion A decision C 
11/2.2.54 
- Reduction of imports of tex1ile products into the 
United States regulations L decision C 1 /2.2.19 
- Restriction of imports of certain cereal substitutes 
for animal feed (GATT negotiations) opimon P 
statement C 1 /2.1.68; 3/2.1.115; 6/2.2.26 
- Reversal of protectionist trends : the Community's 
contribution draft resolution L decision C 2/2.2.57; 
1 0/2.2.5; 11 /2.2.6; 11/2.2.52 
-Tariff cuts agreed at the Tokyo Round regulation L 
1 0/2.1.34; conclusions L regulation L 1 0/2.2.5; 
regulation L 11 /2.1.28; proposal C decision L 
11/2.2.6 
-Trade in counterfeit goods resolution P decision C 
11/2.2.52 
Generalized preferences 
- Inclusion of Greenland among the beneficiaries of 
generalized preferences in 1985 proposal C 
proposal C statement C 11 /2.2.36; proposal C 
statement C 12/2.2.37 
G 
- Information seminars on the Community's GSP 
decision ECSC decision C 4/2.2.33; 7/2.2.42; 
12/2.2.38 
- Management of the generalized system of 
preferences and allocation of tariff quotas proposal 
C statement C 7/2.2.41 
- Meeting of the UNCT AD Special Committee on 
Preferences regulation L decision C 5/2.2.44 
- Scheme of generalized preferences applicable in 
1985 proposals C opinionS decision C 7/2.2.38; 
opinion S opinion S decision C 1 0/2.4.45; opinion P 
agreement L decision C 11 /2.2.36; regulations L 
decision ECSC decision C 12/2.2.37 
Geneva Convention 
- Protocol to the ECE Geneva Convention on long-
range transboundary air pollution relating to 
financing communication C signing decision C 
1 /2.1.62; signing decision C 5/2.1.1 08; decision L 
signing decision C 9/2.1.68; signing decision C 
12/2.1.127 
- Protocol to the ECE Geneva Convention on long-
range transboundary air pollution relating to the 
reduction of sulphur emissions proposal C 
decisions C decision C 12/2.1.127 
Germany (Federal Republic of) 
- Dismantling of monetary compensatory amounts -
compensation for German farmers (20th VAT 
Directive) resolution P statement C 6/1.1.9; 
decision L resolution P statement C 6/2.1.88; 
proposal C resolution P statement C 7/2.1.83; 
opinion S resolution P statement C 9/2.1 .40 
- EIB loans for building a nuclear power station in 
Germany regulation L decision C 4/2.4.37; 
11/2.4.35 
- Franco-German agreement on gradual abolition of 
border checks consideration L 7/3.5.1 
- Grant for studies in preparation for integrated 
regional development operations decisions C 
decisions C decision C 7/2.1 .1 08 
- Health inspection requirements relating to intra-
Community trade in fresh meat and animals of the 
bovine and porcine species decisions L regulation L 
statement C 1 /2.1. 79; decisions C regulation L 
statement C 3/2.1.134; 6/2.1.1 02; 6/2.1.103 
- Measures taken by Member States in support of the 
coal industry in 1983 assent L decisions C 
statement C 9/2.1 .113 
- Special measures of Community interest relating to 
energy strategy in the Federal Republic of 
Germany and the United Kingdom amendment of 
proposal C decisions C statement C 2/2.1 .151 ; 
decisions C statement C 3/2.1.176; regulation L 
decisions C statement C 6/2.1.134; decisions C 
decisions C statement C 1 0/2.1.130 
- Special measures of Community interest relating to 
transport infrastructure amendment of proposal C 
regulation L statement C 2/2.1.144; regulatton L 
statement C 3/2.1.160; regulation L regulation L 
statement C 6/2.1.126; decisions C regulation L 
statement C 1 0/2.1.125 
Good 
Germany (Fedetal Republic of) (Continued) 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the steel industry decisions C 
opinion P 5/2.1.102; 12/2.1.114 
Goods transport 
- Access to the occupation of inland waterway carrier 
opinion P regulation L 5/2.1.169; opinion S 
amendment of proposal C 7/2.1.170 
- Collection of information concerning the carriage of 
goods by road between the Community and 
Eastern Europe report C resolution P decision C 
7/2.1.168 
- Common rules for certain types of carriage of goods 
by road between Member States proposal C draft 
resolution L decision C 12/2.1.203 
- Community quota for the carriage of goods by road 
(adjustment method) agreement L decisions C 
decision C 5/2.1.168; regulation L decisions C 
decision C 12/2.1 .204 
- Community quota for the carriage of goods by road 
(single document) proposal C decisions C decision 
C 3/2.1.169; opinion S decisions C decision C 
7/2.1.169 
- Disruption of goods traffic at some frontier crossing 
points in the Alps statement C opinion S 2/2.1.8; 
resolution P opinionS 2/2.1.10; opinionS 3/2.1.6 
- Establishment of links between customs transit 
procedures proposal C opinion S statement C 
7/2.1.42 
- Facilitation of formalities and inspections in respect 
of the carriage of goods between Member States 
opinion S statement C 3/2.1.6 
- Fixing of rates for the carriage of goods by road 
between Member States proposal C opmion S 
statement C 12/2.1.203 
- International railway cooperation opinion P decision 
L decision C 3/2.1 .167; agreement L decision L 
decision C 5/2.1 .164 
- Obstacles to the free movement of goods vehicles 
in the Community resolution P opmion S statement 
c 1/2.1.99 
- Organization of the markets for the carriage of 
goods imported or exported by sea proposal C 
opinion S regulation L 12/2.1 .203 
- Recommendation to railway undertakings on 
international rail cooperation opinion S opinion A 
decision C 2/2.1.146; recommendation L opinion A 
decision C 12/2.1.206 
- Road vehicle weights and dimensions : drive axle 
weights report C proposal C regulation L 9/2.1.1 08; 
proposal C regulation L 11/2.1 .133; 12/2.1 .200 
- Standardization of rules relating to authorizations 
for the carriage of goods by road between Member 
States proposal C regulation L decision C 
3/2.1.169; opmion S regulation L decision C 
7/2.1.169 
- Strengthening cooperation between railway 
undertakings on commercial management opinion 
P opinion A decision C 3/2.1.161 
- System for observing the markets for road, rail and 
inland waterway transport between the Member 
States report C opinion S decision C 1 0/2.1 .127 
- Use of hired vehicles for the carriage of goods by 
road amendment of proposal C regulation L 
decision C 4/2.1.118; directive L regulation L 
decisiOn C 12/2.1.205 
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- Weights and dimensions of commercial road freight 
vehicles proposal C regulation L 5/2.1.167; 
consideration L proposal C regulation L 11 /2.1.133; 
directive L proposal C regulation L 12/2.1.200 
Greece 
- Aid for natural disaster regions in the Community 
decisions C opinion P 1 0/2.1. 71 ; 11 /2.1.84 
- Appropriations for Integrated Mediterranean 
Programmes (IMP) decision L decision C 512.3.2; 
11/2.3.3 
- Basic safety standards for the health protection of 
workers and the general public against the dangers 
of ionizing radiation (application in Greece) opinion 
C opinion S regulation L 1 /2.1 .50 
- Common measure to improve agricultural 
structures in certain regions of Greece agreement L 
opinion P 2/2.1.118; regulation L opinion P 
3/2.1.133; proposals C opinion P 5/2.1.137 
- Community list of the less-favoured agricultural 
areas in the Member States opinion P statement C 
12/2.1.163 
- Convention of Accession of the Hellenic Republic to 
the Rome Convention on the Law applicable to 
Contractual Obligations decisions C decision C 
4/2.1.16 
- Development of transport infrastructure in Greece 
resolution P resolution P statement C 3/2.1 .159 
- EIB loans for industrial and tourist investment 
projects in Greece regulation L decision C 4/2.4.39; 
5/2.4.38; 12/2.4.36 
- EIB loans for infrastructure projects in Greece 
regulation L decision C 5/2.4.38; 6/2.4.20; 7/2.4.53; 
9/2.4.30; 11/2.4.34 
- EIB loans in the energy sector in Greece regulation 
L decision C 5/2.4.38 
- Establishment in Greece of a permanent site for the 
Olympic Games resolution P opinion S statement C 
5/2.4.16 
- Financial support for transport infrastructure 
projects in Greece (1984) dec1sion ECSC decision 
c 12/2.1.199 
- Grant for studies in preparation for integrated 
regional development operations decisions C 
decisions C decision C 2/2.1 .83 
- Inclusion of the drachma in the ECU proposal C 
statement C 9/2.1.4 
- Integrated Mediterranean Programmes (IMP) 
opinion CREST regulations L 1/2.1 .51 ; opinion P 
opinion CREST regulations L 3/2.1.90; opinion 
CREST regulations L 412.4.5; opinion S opinion 
CREST regulations L 512.4.25; amendment of 
proposal C opinion CREST regulations L 9/2.1.58; 
opimon S opinion CREST regulations L 12/2.1.1 09; 
12/2.4.24 
- Integrated Mediterranean Programmes (IMP) (pilot 
projects and preparatory studies) decisions C 
opinion CREST regulations L 1212.1 .1 08 
- Integration of Greece into the Community system : 
follow-up to the Greek Memorandum decisions C 
statement C 3/2.1. 71 ; regulations L opinion P 
statement C 3/2.4.7; statement L opimon P 
statement C 4/2.4.5; opinion P statement C 5/2.4.6; 
proposals C opinion P statement C 5/2.4. 7; decision 
C decisions C statement C 1 0/2.4.2; regulation L 
decisions C statement C 12/2.4.7 
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Greece (Continued) 
- Limitation of imports into Greece of certain products 
originating in or coming from other Member States 
decisions C opinion P statement C 1/2.1.7; 
10/2.1.11; 11/2.1.9 
- NCIIoan for telecommunications in Greece 
regulation L decision C 6/2.4.20 
- NCIIoans in the energy sector in Greece regulation 
L decision C 11 /2.3.12; 12/2.4.36 
- Special financial support for Greece (rehabilitation 
or vocational training measures) regulation L 
decision ECSC decision C 3/2.1. 71; decision C 
decision ECSC decision C 1 0/2.1.56; 12/2.1.87 
- Specific measure to assist certain Mediterranean 
regions in the context of Community enlargement 
dec1s1on C opinion P 12/2.1 .114 
Greenland 
- Agreement on fisheries between the Community 
and Greenland and Protocol on relevant conditions 
regulation L 2/1.4.5 
- Agreement on fisheries between the Community 
and Greenland and Protocol on relevant conditions 
(provisional application) prQposal C consideration L 
12/2.4.6 
- Distribution of catch quotas allocated to Member 
States in Greenland waters proposal C regulation L 
decision C 11/2.1.121; regulation L regulation L 
decision C 12/2.1 .182 
- Future status of Greenland proposals C agreement 
L decis1on C 2/1.4.1; opinion P agreement L 
decision C 5/2.4.8 
- Inclusion of Greenland among the beneficiaries of 
generalized preferences in 1985 proposal C 
proposal C statement C 11 /2.2.36; proposal C 
statement C 12/2.2.37 
-Trade arrangements between the Community and 
Greenland (interim measures) proposal C 
regulation L decision C 12/2.4.6 
Gulf States 
-Cooperation agreement with Yemen initialling 
5/2.2.25; 9/2.2.23; signing 10/2.2.27; opinion P 
12/2.2.28 
- Security in the Straits of Hormuz resolution P 
decision ECSC decision C 3/2.4.18 
-Technical cooperation between the Gulf 
Cooperation Council Secretariatand the 
Commission decision L decision C 4/2.2.24; 
11/2.2.27; 12/2.2.27 
- Visit to Kuwait and Saudi Arabia by a Commission 
delegation (OAPEC meeting) regulation L 
statement C 12/2.2.27 
Gulf 
Handicapped persons 
- ESF assistance for unemployed persons, women, 
handicapped persons and migrant workers 
decisions C dec1sion C 7/2.1.91; 9/2.1.47; 
12/2.1.86 
- Social integration of handicapped persons opinion P 
statement C 2/2.1.76; 3/2.1.80; 3/2.1.81; 
conclusiOns L opinion P statement C 6/2.1.58; 
opinion P statement C 11 /2.1.66; 12/2.1.99 
-Special financial support for Greece (rehabilitation 
or vocational training measures) regulation L 
decision ECSC decision C 3/2.1. 71 ; dec1s1on C 
decision ECSC dec1sion C 1 0/2.1.56; 12/2.1.87 
Health at the workplace 
- Community cooperation on labour inspection 
decision L decision C 3/2.1 .83 
- Community rules on occupational medicine opinion 
S draft resolution L decision C 9/2.4.17 
-Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Safety, 
Hygiene and Health Protection at Work regulation L 
decision C 6/2.1.60 
- Meetings and seminars on occupational medicine 
and working conditions regulation L decision C 
5/2.1.90 
- Progress report of the Advisory Committee on 
Safety, Hygiene and Health Protection at Work 
opinion A decision C 7/2.1.103; 9/2.1.52; 11/2.1.70 
- Protection of workers by the prohibition of certain 
activities or the use of certain substances at the 
workplace proposal C amendment of proposal C 
decision C 9/2.1.51 
- Protection of workers exposed to asbestos 
amendment of proposal C decision C 10/2.1.65 
- Protection of workers from noise at work opinion P 
amendment of proposal C decision C 3/2.1.84; 
amendment of proposal C amendment of proposal 
C dec1s1on C 7/2.1.1 02; cons1derat1on L 
amendment of proposal C decision C 12/2.1 .81 
- Second programme of action of the European 
Communities on safety and health at work (1983-
88) opinion P opinion S regulations L 1 /2.1.49; 
resolution L opinion S regulations L 2/2.1. 79 
- Session of the International Labour Conference 
(preparation) dec1sion ECSC decis1on C 10/2.1.65 
- Work of the Mines Safety and Health Commission 
regulation L decision C 10/2.1.66 
Health inspection 
- Health requirements for the import of meat products 
from non-member states proposal C decisions C 
decision C 1 0/2.1 .1 06 
- Intra-Community trade in fresh meat - financing of 
health controls proposal C proposal C statement C 
6/2.1.1 04; opinion S proposal C statement C 
9/2.4.22 
- Intra-Community trade in fresh meat -
microbiological controls report C proposal c 
statement C 9/2.1.88; opinion resolution P 
statement C 11/2.1.108 
H 
- Intra-Community trade in fresh meat and live 
animals - rules on foot-and-mouth disease proposal 
C resolution P statement C 6/2.1.1 03; directives L 
resolution P statement C 12/2.1.167 
- lntra~Com~unity trade in fresh meat, meat products 
and hve ammals - rules on swine fever proposals C 
proposal C statement C 10/2.1.1 05; opinion P 
proposal C statement C 12/2.1.167 
- Intra-Community trade in fresh meat, poultrymeat 
and meat products - monitoring of workers' health 
proposal C proposal C statement C 6/2.1.1 07; 
opimon S proposal C statement C 12/2.4.26 
- Intra-Community trade in fresh poultrymeat -
financing of health controls proposal C proposal C 
statement C 6/2.1 .1 05 
- Intra-Community trade in fresh poultrymeat - health 
control methods communication C proposal C 
statement C 6/2.1 .1 05 
- Intra-Community trade in fresh poultrymeat - health 
problems directive L proposal C statement C 
12/2.1.167 
-Trichinae inspection of pigmeat imported from non-
member countries directive C opinion A decision C 
6/2.1.108 
Health protection 
- Basic safety standards for the health protection of 
th~ g~~eral p~bl~c and w<?rk~rs against the dangers 
of 10n1z1ng rad1at1on (apphcat1on in the Netherlands) 
opinion C opinion S regulation L 5/2.1.91 
- Basic safety standards for the health protection of 
w~rk~r~ and the general public against the dangers 
of IOniZing radiation opinion P opinion S regulation L 
4/2.1. 71; directive L opinion S regulation L 9/2.1.55 
- Basic safety standards for the health protection of 
workers and the general public against the dangers 
of ionizing radiation (application in Greece) opinion 
C opinion S regulation L 1 /2.1 .50 
- Community action programme on toxicology draft 
resolution L opinion S regulations L 5/2.1.86; 
opinion S regulations L 11 /2.1.68 
-Radiation protection research programme (1985-
89) opinion P opinion CREST regulations L 
1 /2.1.116; agreement L opinion CREST regulations 
L 12/1.7.2 
-The Community's role in the field of nuclear safety 
opmion P opinion S decision C 3/2.1.85; 3/2.1.183 
- Work under the 1980-84 radiation protection 
research programme regulation L decision C 
3/2.1.195; 5/2.1.200; 5/2.1.201; 11 /2.1.154; 
12/2.1.106 
Helsinki Final Act 
- Conclusions of the Dublin European Council on 
East-West relations decisions C decision C 
12/1.2.9 
Hong Kong 
-Statement by the Ten on the future of Hong Kong 
resolution P statement C 9/2.4.3 
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Hops 
- Aid to hop producers for 1983 harvest regulation L 
opinion P 712.1 .129 
Hormones 
- Use of hormonal substances in stockfarming 
proposal C regulation L decision C 6/1.6.1 ; opinion 
S regulation L decision C 12/2.4.25 
Human rights 
- Activities of organizations claiming to be religious 
bodies resolution P opinion P 5/2.4.16 
- Amnesty for political prisoners in Uruguay 
resolution P regulation L 3/2.4.18 
- Conclusions of the Dublin European Council on the 
situation in Central America decisions C decision C 
12/1.2.13 
- Detention of the journalist J. Abouchar in 
Afghanistan resolutions P resolution P statement C 
10/2.4.8 
- External policy and respect for human rights in the 
USSR resolution P proposals C regulation L 
2/2.4.15 
- International Day for the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination resolution P opinion P statement C 
2/2.1.65 
- Murder of Father Popieluzsko in Poland resolution 
P regulations C 11/2.4.16 
- Situation of missing persons in Argentina resolution 
P decision ECSC decision C 5/2.4.16 
-Statement by the Ten on Afghanistan resolution P 
statement C 5/2.4.1; 12/2.4.2 
-Statement by the Ten on South Africa resolution P 
statement C 9/2.4. 1 
-Statement by the Ten on the repression in Chile 
resolution P statement C 4/2.4.1; 11/2.4.1 
-Support from the Ten for the Contadora Group's 
peace initiative in Central America regulations C 
2/2.4.6; 3/2.4.3; 6/2.2.37; 9/1.3.2 
- Violation of human rights in Chile resolution P 
regulation L decision C 4/2.4.11; 5/2.4.16; 
11/2.4.16 
- Violation of human rights in Iran resoluttons P 
regulation L decision C 2/2.4.15 
- Violation of human rights in Malta resolution P 
regulation L decision C 10/2.4.8 
- Violation of human rights in the Soviet Union 
resolutiOns P regulation L decision C 3/2.4.18; 
10/2.4.8 
- Violation of human rights in the Soviet Union 
(Sakharov) resolution P regulation L decision C 
5/2.4.16; 7/2.4.17 
-Violation of human rights in Turkey resolutions P 
regulation L decision C 5/2.4.16; 10/2.4.8 
Hum a 
IBRD 
-Annual meetings of the IMF and the World Bank 
regulations C 9/2.1.1 
- Meeting of the World Bank!IMF Development 
Committee regulation L decision C 4/2.1 .3 
- Meetings of the World Bank regional development 
advisory groups regulation L decision C 2/2.2.59 
- Replenishment of the lOA's resources opinion A 
decision C 1/2.2.46; 1/2.2.47; 4/2.1.3 
- Visit to the Commission by Vice-President of the 
World Bank regulation L decision C 1/2.2.46 
ILO 
- Session of the International Labour Conference 
(preparation) decision ECSC decision C 6/2.2.67; 
10/2.1.65 
IMF 
-Annual meetings of the IMF and the World Bank 
regulations C 9/2.1.1 
- Meeting of the Interim Committee of the IMF Board 
of Governors regulation L decision C 4/2.1.2; 
9/2.1.2 
- Meeting of the World Bank!IMF Development 
·committee regulatton L deciston C 4/2.1 .3 
- Meetings of the World Bank regional development 
advisory groups regulation L decision C 2/2.2.59 
Import and export duties 
- Arrangements for the temporary importation of 
means of transport opinion P regulation C decision 
C 3/2.1.39; opinion S regulation C decision C 
7/2.1.45 
- Conditions for granting outward processing relief 
and operation of the arrangements opinion P 
decisions C decision C 1/2.1 .28 
- Customs arrangements applicable to goods 
returned to the customs territory of the Community 
proposal C resolution P decision C 3/2.1.37; opinion 
P resolution P decision C 5/2.1.38; opinion S 
resolution P decision C 9/2.1.25 
- Regulation on temporary importation of goods with 
relief from import duties regulation C regulation C 
dectston C 6/2.1 .28 
- Repayment or remission of import or export duties 
proposal C opinion A decision C 12/2.1 .42 
-Terms of payment of duties resulting from a 
customs debt proposal C decisions C decision C 
12/2.1.40 
Import arrangements 
- Arrangements applicable to imports of sheepmeat 
and goatmeat originating in certain non-member 
countries in 1985 regulation L regulations L decision 
c 12/2.1.147 
- Basic import prices for certain steel products 
communication C opmion S regulations L 2/2.2.11 
- Common import arrangements for certain textile 
products originating in non-member countries 
which have concluded arrangements with the 
Community regulation L decision C 1/2.2.14 
I 
- Common import arrangements for certain textile 
products originating in Yugoslavia regulation L 
regulation L decision C 1/2.2.13 
- Common rules applicable to imports of certain 
textile products originating in China regulation L 
regulations L decision C 1/2.2.12; proposal C 
regulation L decision C 6/2.2.14 
- Countervailing charges applicable to wine imports 
resolution P decision C 3/2.1.127 
- Import arrangements applicable to certain cheeses 
from Australia and New Zealand proposal C 
regulation C decision C 1 0/2.1 .1 01 
- Import measures applicable to preserved cultivated 
mushrooms report C decisions C statement C 
2/2.1.114 
- Imports of New Zealand butter into the United 
Kingdom between 1984 and1988 agreement L 
proposal C statement C 6/2.1.87; regulation L 
proposal C statement C 7/2.1.121 
- Imports of New Zealand butter into the United 
Kingdom in 1984 regulation L proposal C statement 
C 2/2.1.1 06; proposal C statement C 3/2.1.126; 
regulation L proposal C statement C 5/2.1 .126 
- Market management and import arrangements for 
cut flowers report C proposal C statement C 
2/2.1.115; opinion P opinion S statement C 
3/2.1.131 
- Measures to discourage the release for free 
circulation of counterfeit goods proposal C 
regulation L statement C 12/2.1.39 
- Restrictions on imports of and production aids for 
certain varieties of hemp (health protection) 
regulation L decisions C statement C 1 0/2.1.97 
- Special import levy on New Zealand butter 
agreement L amendment of proposal C decision C 
3/2.1.126 
- Voluntary restraint agreements (sheepmeat and 
goatmeat) with non- member countries - renewal in 
1984 regulation L 5/2.1.134; 12/2.1.146 
Import restrictions 
- Limitation of imports into Greece of certain products 
originating in or coming from other Member States 
decisions C opinion P statement C 1/2.1.7; 
1 0/2.1.11 ; 11/2.1 .9 
-Meeting of the GATT Group on Quantitative 
Restrictions and Other Non-tariff Measures 
regulation L decision C 3/2.2.57; 5/2.2.64; 6/2.2.69; 
9/2.2.44; 10/2.2.54 
- National protective measures against the 
introduction of organisms harmful to plants or plant 
products decisions C decisions C statement C 
2/2.1.122; 2/2.1.123 
- Protection against the introduction of organisms 
harmful to plants (Community arrangements) 
proposals C decisions L decision C 6/2.1.1 09 
-Recommendations by the GATT Committee on 
Trade and Agriculture opinion A decision C 
11/2.2.54 
- Reversal of protectionist trends : the Community's 
contribution draft resolution L decision C 2/2.2.57; 
10/2.2.5; 11/2.2.6; 11/2.2.52 
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India 
- Catastrophe caused by the release of toxic gases in 
Bhopal, India consideration L opinion S 1212.1.128; 
resolutions P opinion S 1212.1.129 
- Meeting of the Joint Commission under the new 
EEC-India Agreement regulation L decision C 
5/2.2.26 
- Promotion of industrial cooperation between the 
Community and India opinion A decision C 
11/2.2.30 
Indirect taxes 
- Changes to certain provisions of the common 
system of VAT (19th VAT Directive) proposal C 
regulation L statement C 1212.1 . 78 
- Deferral of payment of VAT on imports originating in 
Member States (14th VAT Directive) draft 
resolution L decision C 6/2.1.38; resolution P draft 
resolution L decision C 9/2.1 .39 
- Derogation for Ireland in respect of tax 
arrangements applicable to certain goods in 
passenger travel (extension) opinion P resolution P 
statement C 4/2.1.55; opinion S resolution P 
statement C 7/2.1.88; amendment of proposal C 
resolution P statement C 11/2.1.48 
- Duty-free admission of fuel contained in the tanks of 
commercial motor vehicles proposal C opinion S 
statement C 3/2.1.58; opinion P opinion S 
statement C 5/2.1.67; opinion S opinion S 
statement C 7/2.1.87 
-Elimination of double taxation (VAT) in intra-
Community trade in goods (16th VAT Directive) 
proposal C proposal C statement C 7/2.1.82 
- Exemption from VAT on the final importation of 
certain goods proposal C opinion S statement C 
3/2.1.58; opinion P opinion S statement C 5/2.1.67; 
opinion S opinion S statement C 7/2.1.87 
-Exemption from VAT on the temporary importation 
of goods (17th VAT Directive) proposal C opinionS 
statement C 7/2.1.84; opinion S opinionS 
statement C 11/2.1.47; opmion P opinion S 
statement C 1212.1 . 79 
- Indirect taxes on the raising of capital (capital duty) 
proposal C proposal C statement C 9/2. 1.38 
- Removal of derogations to the common system of 
VAT (18th VAT Directive) proposal C opinionS 
decision C 1212.1.77 
- Reviving investment : national tax measures 
opinion A decision C 9/2.1.38 
- Simplification of the collection of VAT on 
transactions relating to the construction and 
maintenance of a port at Emdem communication C 
decision ECSC decision C 7/2.1.85; decision ECSC 
decision C 1 0/2.1.50 
-Tax-free allowances in international travel opinionS 
opinion S statement C 7/2.1 .88 
-Types of business expenditure on which the VAT 
charged is not deductible (12th VAT Directive) 
amendment of proposal C resolution P statement C 
212.1.60; opinion S resolution P statement C 
5/2.1.66 
Industrial cooperation 
- Africa's Industrial Development Decade resolution 
P statement C 7/2.2.33 
- Improvement of cooperation between Latin America 
and the Community communication C regulation L 
4/1.3.1 
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- Promotion of industrial cooperation between the 
Community and India opinion A decision C 
11/2.2.30 
- Strengthening EEC-Japan industrial cooperation 
opinion A decision C 1212.2.18 
-Talks concerning economic and industrial 
cooperation between the Community and Canada 
regulation L decision C 1212.2.15 
Industrial innovation 
-Action plan for a Community policy on SMEs 
communication C opinion S regulation L 5/2.1.18; 
resolution P opinion S regulation L 5/2.1.18 
-Community borrowing under NCI Ill (second 
tranche) proposal C opinion S statement C 1/2.1.2; 
opinion P opinion S statement C 3/2.1.4; decision L 
proposal C statement C 7/2.1.5 
- Community financing for innovation in small and 
medium-sized businesses amendment of proposal 
C opinion S statement C 1/2.1.25; opinion Court of 
Auditors opinion S statement C 4/2.4.33; opinion S 
statement C 5/2.1.18; consideration L opinion S 
statement C 6/2.1.44 
- Creation of the European Association for the 
Transfer of Technology, Innovation and Industrial 
Information decision L decision C 5/2.1.31 
- Encouragement of European inventors resolution P 
opinion S statement C 3/2.1.36 
- Exploitation of the results of Community R&D 
programmes opinion A decision C 212.1.34; 
6/2.1.26; 9/2.1.23; 11/2.1.26 
- Meetings of the Consultative Committee on 
Innovation and Technology Transfer regulation L 
decision C 212.1.32; 5/2.1.30; 6/2.1.25; 9/2.1.22 
- New rules on block exemption for patent licensing 
agreements regulation C opinion S regulation L 
7/2.1.50; opinion S opinionS regulation L 712.4.48 
- Preparatory work for the establishment of a 
Community-wide infrastructure for technology 
transfer regulation L decision C 1/2.1.23 
- Royalty payments clause in licensing agreements 
(IGR) resolution P decision C 7/2.1.57 
- Royalty payments clause in licensing agreements 
(UARCO) resolution P decision C 11/2.1.39 
- Setting-up of a European Venture Capital 
Association decision L decision C 5/2.1.18; 
5/2.1.30; 5/2.1.35 
- Special aid schemes for industrial innovation in Italy 
opinion CREST regulations L 1212.1.61 
- State aids for technological innovation in small and 
medium-sized businesses opinion P 212.1.56; 
11/2.1.41 
- Symposia on the risk-capital financing of industrial 
innovation regulation L decision C 1 0/2.1 .32 
-Tasks of the European Association for the Transfer 
of Technology, Innovation and Industrial 
Information regulation L statement C 10/2.1.31 
- Technological change and social adjustment 
communication C decision C decision C 1/1 .3.1 ; 
decision C decision C 5/2.1.69; conclusions L 
decision C decision C 6/2.1.47; decision C decision 
C 6/2.1.48; opinion S decision C decision C 
9/2.4.22 
- Transnational plan (1983-85) for the development 
of infrastructures in support of technological 
innovation (implementation) opinion S regulation L 
1/2.1.22; 1/2.1.23; 212.1.32; 4/2.1.26; 5/2.1.18; 
5/2.1.30; 6/2.1.25; 9/2.1.22; 10/2.1.31; 1212.1.35 
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Industrial investment 
- Community financial support for the solid-fuel-
producing industries opinion P dec1s1on ECSC 
decision C 3/2.1.177; consideration L decision 
ECSC decision C 5/2.1.177; amendment of 
proposal C decision ECSC decision C 9/2.1.112; 
opinion S decision ECSC decision C 11/2.1.140 
- Community financing for innovation in small and 
medium-sized businesses amendment of proposal 
C opmion S statement C 1/2.1.25; opinion Court of 
Auditors opinion S statement C 4/2.4.33; opimon S 
statement C 5/2.1.18; consideration L opinion S 
statement C 6/2.1.44 
- Indirect taxes on the ra1sing of capital (capital duty) 
proposal C proposal C statement C 9/2.1 .38 
- Renewed progress towards financial integration in 
the Community resolut1on P opinion A decision C 
2/2.1.5 
- Reviving investment : national tax and financial 
measures resolution P opimon A decision C 2/2.1 .3 
- Reviving investment : national tax measures 
opinion A decision C 9/2.1.38; 9/2.1.41 
- Setting-up of a European Venture Capital 
Association decision L decision C 5/2.1.18; 
5/2.1 .30; 5/2.1.35 
- Symposia on the risk-capital financing of industrial 
innovation regulation L decision C 1 0/2.1 .32 
-Tax harmonization relating to the carryover of 
losses of undertakings proposal C proposal C 
statement C 9/2.1.41 
Industrial policy 
- Biotechnology applications: the Community's role 
conclusions L regulations C 2/2.1.30 
- Community action in the field of microelectronic 
technology report C opm1on P 10/2.1.28 
- Community action programme on forestry-based 
industries draft recommendation L regulations L 
3/2.1.32 
- Community research action programme in the field 
of biotechnology (1985-89) proposal C opinionS 
regulatiOns L 4/2.1.25; opinion CREST opimon S 
regulations L 5/2.1.192; consideration L opinion S 
regulations L 6/2.1.136; opmion CREST opinion S 
regulations L 6/2.1.143; opmion S opinion S 
regulations L 11/2.1.23; agreement L opinion S 
regulations L 12/1.7.2; opimon P opinionS 
regulations L 12/2.1 .34 
- Continuing state of "manifest crisis" in the steel 
industry opinion S regulation L 1/1.2.2 
- Council meeting decision ECSC decision C 
10/2.1.20 
- Council meeting on steel and industrial matters 
decision ECSC decision C 12/2.1.24 
- European strategic programme for research and 
development in information technologies 
(programme for 1984) decision L amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 211 .3.1 ; amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 3/2.1.26; 5/2.1.28; 
7/2.1.35 
- European strategic programme for research and 
development in information technologies 
(programme for 1985) amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 1 0/2.1.27; agreement L amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 12/2.1.216 
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- European telecommunications industry proposal C 
statement C 3/2.1.30; communication C proposal C 
statement C 5/1.4.1; consideration L proposal C 
statement C 12/2.1.31 
-European Year of Small and Medium-Sized 
Enterprises and Craft Industry regulation L 512. 1.18 
-First phase (1984-88) of the European strategic 
programme for research and development in 
information technologies (Esprit) decision L opimon 
S regulation L 2/1 .3.1 ; resolution P opinion S 
regulation L 2/2.1.27; opinion S regulation L 
3/2.1.25 
- Future of the Community aerospace industry 
resolution P regulations C 1/2.1.19 
-General Objectives for Steel (1986) communication 
C opinion S regulation L 2/2.1.16 
- Harmonization in the field of telecommunications 
recommendation L regulation L statement C 
10/1.3.1; 11/2.1.22 
- Meetings of the Advisory Committee on Community 
Policy regarding Forestry and Forestry-based 
Industries regulation L decision C 6/2.1.24; 
11/2.1.24 
- Opening up access to public telecommunications 
contracts recommendation L opinion S regulation L 
1 0/1 .3.2; 11/2.1.22 
- Situation in certain industrial sectors in the 
Community resolutions P decision ECSC decision 
c 3/2.1.21 
- State of the shipbuilding industry annual report C 
decisiOn ECSC decision C 10/2.1.26 
Industrial products 
- Approximation of laws relating to units of 
measurement directive L opinion A decision C 
12/2.1.12 
- Community exports of unwrought and refined 
copper to the United States opinion S statement C 
6/2.2.23 
- Community tariff quotas for certain industrial 
products regulations L decisions C decision C 
5/2.1.41; 6/2.1.33; 7/2.1.48; 11/2.1.32; 12/2.1.46 
- Conclusion of negotiations with Spain on the 
Customs Union (industrial products, motor 
vehicles) decisions C decision C 12/2.2.4 
- Harmonization of technical regulations relating to 
certain pressure vessels, gas appliances, lifting and 
mechanical-handling devices agreement L proposal 
C statement C 4/2.1.11 ; directives L proposal C 
statement C 9/2.1.9 
- Inclusion of Greenland among the beneficiaries of 
generalized preferences in 1985 proposal C 
proposal C statement C 11/2.2.36; proposal C 
statement C 12/2.2.37 
- Limitation of noise emissions from construction 
plant and equipment and lawn mowers agreement 
L opinion P statement C 4/2.1.82; directives L 
opinion P statement C 9/2.1 . 70 
- Management of the generalized system of 
preferences and allocation of tariff quotas proposal 
C statement C 7/2.2.41 
- Moderation of Japanese exports of certain sensitive 
industrial products opmion S regulation L 12/2.2.17 
- Product standardization: a new approach 
conclusions L opinion S regulation L 712.1 .12; 
opinion S regulation L 12/2.1.8 
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Industrial products (Continued) 
- Scheme of generalized preferences applicable in 
1985 proposals C opinionS decision C 7/2.2.38; 
opinionS opinionS decision C 10/2.4.45; opinion P 
agreement L decision C 11/2.2.36; regulations L 
decision ECSC decision C 12/2.2.37 
Industrial property 
- Cooperation agreement between two brewing 
groups decision C 7/2.1.56 
- Establishment of a Community trade mark 
amendment of proposal C opinion S statement C 
7/2.1.21; consideration L opinion S statement C 
10/2.1.7 
- Measures to discourage the release for free 
circulation of counterfeit goods proposal C 
regulation L statement C 12/2.1.39 
- New rules on block exemption for patent licensing 
agreements regulation C opinion S regulation L 
7/2.1.50 
- Royalty payments clause in licensing agreements 
(IGR) resolution P decision C 7/2.1.57 
- Royalty payments clause in licensing agreements 
(UARCO) resolution P decision C 11/2.1.39 
Industrial research and development 
- Activities under the R&D programme on applied 
metrology and reference materials ( 1983-87) 
regulation L decision C 12/2.1.221 
- Basic research in industrial technologies for Europe 
(1985-88) agreement L draft recommendation L 
regulations L 12/1.7.2 
- Biotechnology applications: the Community's role 
conclusions L regulations C 2/2.1.30 
- Community research action programme in the field 
of biotechnology (1985-89) proposal C opinion S 
regulations L 4/2.1.25; opinion CREST opinion S 
regulations L 5/2.1. 192; consideration L opinion S 
regulations L 6/2.1.136; opimon CREST opinion S 
regulations L 6/2.1.143; opinion S opinion S 
regulations L 11/2.1.23; agreement L opinion S 
regulations L 12/1.7.2; opinion P opinionS 
regulations L 12/2.1.34 
- Creation of the European Association for the 
Transfer of Technology, Innovation and Industrial 
Information decis1on L decision C 5/2.1.31 
- European strategic programme for research and 
development in information technologies 
(programme for 1984) decision L amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 211 .3.1 ; amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 3/2.1.26; 5/2.1.28; 
7/2.1.35 
- European strategic programme for research and 
development in information technologies 
(programme for 1985) amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 10/2.1 .27; agreement L amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 12/2.1 .216 
- European telecommunications industry proposal C 
statement C 3/2.1.30; communication C proposal C 
statement C 5/1.4.1; consideration L proposal C 
statement C 12/2.1 .31 
-First phase (1984-88) of the European strategic 
programme for research and development in 
information technologies (Esprit) decision L opinion 
S regulation L 2/1.3.1; resolution P opinion S 
regulat1on L 2/2.1.27; opimon S regulation L 
3/2.1.25 
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- Meetings of the Consultative Committee on 
Innovation and Technology Transfer regulation L 
decision C 2/2.1.32; 5/2.1.30; 6/2.1.25; 9/2.1.22 
- New rules on block exemption for R&D cooperation 
agreements draft regulation C opinion S regulation 
L 1/2.1.32; opinion S opinion S regulation L 
5/2.1.44; regulation C opinion S regulation L 
12/2.1.51 
- Pilot and demonstration projects in the steel 
industry assent L opmion A decision C 4/2.1.126; 
10/2.1.133 
- Preparatory work for the establishment of a 
Community-wide infrastructure for technology 
transfer regulation L decision C 1/2.1 .23 
- Priorities for Community research communication C 
regulations C regulation L 5/2.1.187; consideration 
L regulations C regulation L 6/2.1.136 
-Programme (1984-86) of research and training in 
biomolecular engineering (second phase) draft 
recommendation L regulations L 10/2.1.132 
- Setting up of the Industrial Research and 
Development Advisory Committee (lrdac) decision 
C decision L decision C 2/2.1.159; decision L 
decision C 12/2.1 .220 
- Tasks of the European Association for the Transfer 
of Technology, Innovation and Industrial 
Information regulation L statement C 10/2.1.31 
-Technical research programme on coal 
memorandum C draft recommendation L 
regulations L 3/2.1.191; opinion A draft 
recommendation L regulations L 312.4.40; decisions 
C draft recommendation L regulations L 9/2.1 .119 
-Technical research projects for steel memorandum 
C opinion CREST regulations L 6/2.1.142 
- Transnational plan (1983-85) for the development 
of infrastructures in support of technological 
innovation (implementation) opinion S regulation L 
1/2.1.22; 1/2.1.23; 2/2.1.32; 4/2.1.26; 5/2.1.18; 
5/2.1.30; 6/2.1.25; 9/2.1.22; 10/2.1.31; 12/2.1.35 
- Work under the Community R&D programme 
(1981-83) in the field of textiles and clothing 
regulation L decision C 3/2.1 .190 
Industrial restructuring 
- Agreement to reduce overcapacity in the synthetic 
fibre industry dec1sion C consideration L 7/2.1.54 
-Alteration of the steel aids code (deadline for 
granting operating aid) communication C 
consideration L statement C 11/2.1.43; 
consideration L consideration L statement C 
12/2.1.67; opinion A consideration L statement C 
12/2.4.31 
- Employment situation in the Community steel 
industry decision ECSC decision C 7/2.1.25 
- Extension of the monitoring and production quota 
system for certain iron and steel products assent L 
decision C decision C 1/1.2.1; communication C 
assent L decision C 1/1.2.3; opinion A opinion A 
decision C 1/2.4.46; amendment of decision C 
opinion A decision C 7/2.1 .28 
- Ferromanganese market decision ECSC decision C 
7/2.1.33 
- German programme for creating alternative jobs in 
the Bremen mining area opinion S regulations L 
3/2.1.48 
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Industrial restructuring (Continued) 
- Member States' aid schemes and restructuring 
programmes for the steel industry opinion CREST 
regulations L 1/1.2.4; decisions C opinion CREST 
regulations L 2/2.1.21; 3/2.1.24; 4/2.1.21; 4/2.1.22; 
opinion CREST regulations L 5/2.1.25; 5/2.1.26; 
opinion A opinion CREST regulations L 512.4.34; 
decisions C opinion CREST regulations L 6/2.1.22; 
6/2.1.23 
- Monitoring and production quota system 
(classification of coated sheet) assent L opinion A 
decision C 12/2.1 .29 
- Monitoring and production quota system for certain 
steel products (quota supplements) communication 
C decision C decision C 1 0/2.1.23; 11/2.1.15 
- New joint undertaking in the petrochemicals 
industry decision L decision C 5/2.1.47 
- Production capacity for hot-rolled products and its 
rate of utilization decision ECSC decision C 
6/2.1.13; 11/2.1.19 
- Restructuring (specialization) agreements in the 
petrochemicals industry decision C consideration L 
7/2.1.55 
- Restructuring plan for the Lorraine steel industry 
resolution P opinion S regulation L 4/2.1.23 
- Sectoral aid for industrial restructuring and 
conversion in Italy regulation L 5/2.1.62; 5/2.1.63 
- Social aspects of restructuring in the coal and steel 
industries resolution A regulations C 9/2.4.27 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the shipbuilding industry regulation 
L opinion P 1/2.1.54; decision C opinion P 
12/2.1.114 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the steel industry regulation L 
opinion P 1 /2.1.16; decisions C opinion P 5/2.1.1 02; 
9/2.1.64; 10/2.1. 70; 12/2.1.114 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the textile industry regulation L 
opmion P 1 /2.1.54; decisions C opinion P 
12/2.1.114 
- Stability of traditional trade flows on the Community 
steel market decision ECSC decision C 1/1.2.3; 
opmion A decision ECSC decision C 1/2.4.46 
- Steel production capacity and its rate of utilization 
decision ECSC decision C 7/2.1.26 
-Transfers to the ECSC budget to finance social 
measures in support of restructuring in the coal 
industry ( 1984) opinion P consideration L decision 
C 3/2.1.175; agreement L consideration L decision 
C 5/2.3.11 ; decision L resolution P decision C 
7/2.1.173; opimon A resolution P decision C 
9/2.4.27; consideration L decision C 12/2.1.88 
-Transfers to the ECSC budget to finance social 
measures in support of restructuring in the coal 
industry (1985) consideration L decision C 7/2.3.14 
-Transfers to the ECSC budget to finance social 
measures in support of restructuring in the steel 
industry (1984) consideration L decis1on C 1/1.2.5; 
agreement L consideration L decision C 7/2.3.15; 
opm1on A consideration L decision C 9/2.4.27; 
decisiOn L cons1derat10n L decision C 1 0/2.3.6; 
consideration L decision C 12/2.1.88 
-Transfers to the ECSC budget to finance social 
measures in support of restructuring in the steel 
industry (1985) consideration L decision C 7/2.3.14 
Industrialized countries 
- (See also: Australia, Canada, EFT A countries, 
Japan, United States) regulation L decision C 
- Declarations made at the London Economic 
Summit resolution P statement C 6/3.4.1 
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- EEC-Australia ministerial consultations decisions C 
decision C 3/2.2.25 
-First EEC-EFT A ministerial meeting opinionS 
regulation L 411 .2.1 
- Meeting of the London Economic Summit regulation 
L decision C 6/2.2.18 
- Preparation of the London Economic Summit 
regulation L decision C 6/2.2.19 
- Quadrilateral relations between the United States, 
Japan, Canada and the Community regulation L 
decision C 2/2.2.16; 6/2.2.20 
- Six-monthly high-level EEC-Canada consultations 
decisions C decision C 6/2.2.27; 11/2.2.21 
- Strengthening of EEC-EFT A economic and trade 
relations Ooint statement) opinion A decision C 
4/1.2.1 ; 11 /2.2.24 
-Twice-yearly high-level EEC-Japan consultations 
decisions C decision C 2/2.2.20; 10/2.2.19 
Industry 
-(See also: Chemicals-, Coal-, Electronics, 
Footwear-, Leather-, Motor-vehicle-, 
Petrochemicals-, Shipbuilding, Steel-, 
Telecommunications, Textile-) regulation L 
decision C 
Informal meetings of Ministers 
- Informal meeting of Agriculture Ministers regulation 
L decision C 6/2.1.89; 9/2.1.81 
- Informal meeting of Foreign Ministers regulation L 
decision C 5/2.4.3 
- Informal meeting of Health Ministers regulation L 
decision C 11 /2.1.68 
- Informal meeting of Ministers of Employment 
concerning women's employment regulation L 
decision C 3/2.1.77 
Information market 
- Commercialization of new information media 
resolution P resolution P decision C 3/2.1.29 
- Experiments in the field of electronic publishing and 
electronic document delivery (Docdel) opinion S 
statement C 1/2.1.24; 3/2.1.33; 5/2.1.34; 7/2.1.39; 
7/2.1.41 
-Full-text transmission via satellite (Apollo) opinion 
CREST regulations L 5/2.1.34; 7/2.1.40 
- Plan of action in the field of information and 
documentation (1981-83) opinionS regulation L 
1/2.1.24 
-Programme (1984-88) for the development of the 
specialized information market opinion CREST 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 212.1 .157; 
opinion P opinion CREST regulations L 3/2.1.33; 
opinion S amendment of proposal C regulations L 
3/2.1.35; amendment of proposal C opinion CREST 
regulations L 5/2.1.36; amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 7/2.1.39; decision L amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 11 /2.1.25; amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 12/2.1.37 
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Information technology 
- Community interinstitutional information system 
(INSIS) proposal C opinion S decision C 7/2.1.37; 
opinion P opinion S decision C 12/2.1.32; opinion S 
opinion S decision C 12/2.1.33 
- European strategic programme for research and 
development in information technologies 
(programme for 1984) decision L amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 211 .3.1 ; amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 3/2.1.26; 5/2.1.28; 
7/2.1.35 
- European strategic programme for research and 
development in information technologies 
(programme for 1985) amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 1 0/2.1.27; agreement L amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 12/2.1.216 
-First phase (1984-88) of the European strategic 
programme for research and development in 
information technologies (Esprit) decision L opinion 
S regulation L 2/1 .3.1 ; resolution P opinion S 
regulation L 2/2.1.27; opinion S regulation L 
3/2.1.25 
- Introduction of new information technology in 
education proposal C statement C 3/2.1. 72; 
7/2.1.96 
- Introduction of new technologies in banking (social 
consequences) proposal C statement C 11/2.1.53 
- Meeting of senior officials responsible for vocational 
training regulation L decision C 2/2.1 . 71 
- Multiannual programme (1979-83) in the field of 
data processing (extension) agreement L 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 2/2.1 .28; 
opinion S amendment of proposal C regulations L 
2/2.1.29; opinion P amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 3/2.1.27; decision L amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 4/2.1.24; agreement L 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 1 0/2.1.29; 
decision I. amendment of proposal C regulations L 
11/2.1.21 
- Plan of action in the field of information and 
documentation (1981-83) opinionS regulation L 
1/2.1.24 
-Programme (1984-88) for the development of the 
specialized information market opinion CREST 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 2/2.1.157; 
opinion P opinion CREST regulations L 3/2.1.33; 
opmion S amendment of proposal C regulations L 
3/2.1.35; amendment of proposal C opinion CREST 
regulations L 5/2.1.36; amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 7/2.1.39; decision L amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 11 /2.1.25; amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 12/2.1.37 
-Technological change and social adjustment 
communication C decision C decision C 1/1.3.1; 
decision C decision C 5/2.1.69; conclusions L 
decision C decision C 6/2.1.47; decision C decision 
C 6/2.1.48; opinion S decision C dec1s1on C 
9/2.4.22 
- Vocational training measures relating to new 
information technologies (implementation) 
decisions C statement C 3/2.1. 72 
Infringements 
- Infringement proceedings against France in respect 
of the alcohol monopoly notice opinion S 
regulations L 2/2.1.57; opening opinion S 
regulations L 11 /2.1 .112 
lnte 
Inland waterways 
- Measures to improve the situation in the inland 
waterways sector resolution P regulations C 
5/2.1.165 
Institutional developments 
- Creation of an ad hoc Committee on Institutional 
Affairs decision L decision C 6/1.1.8; 7/2.4.4; 
7/2.4.5; resolution P decision L decision C 7/2.4.6; 
7/2.4.16 
- Draft Treaty establishing the European Union 
opinion CREST regulations L 2/1.1 .1 ; resolution P 
opinion CREST regulations L 2/1.1 .2 
- Improving and extending the conciliation procedure 
between the three institutions regulation L 3/2.4.1 0; 
consideration L regulation L 612.4.3; regulation L 
11/2.4.10 
- Interim report by the ad hoc Committee on 
Institutional Affairs opinion A decision C 11/3.5.1; 
12/1.2.4; resolution P opinion A decision C 
12/2.4.4; opinion A decision C 12/2.4.4 
- Meetings of the ad hoc Committee on Institutional 
Affairs regulation L decision C 9/2.4.4; 11/2.4.7 
- Solemn Declaration on European Union : follow-up 
resolution P statement C 3/2.4.11; 3/2.4.12 
- Strengthening the powers of the European 
Parliament opinion A decision C 3/2.4.11 
Insurance 
- Access to the business of direct insurance other 
than life insurance (tourist assistance) agreement L 
regulation L 1 0/2.1.49; directive L regulation L 
12/2.1.74 
- Agreement with Switzerland concerning access to 
the business of direct insurance other than life 
insurance (conclusion) opinion P 4/2.1.52; 
communication C 9/2. 1.37 
- Agreements between insurance undertakings 
decisions C opinion S statement C 3/2.1.44; 
12/2.1.55 
Intellectual property 
- Copyright and related rights resolution P statement 
c 5/2.1.93; 6/2.1.61 
- Encouragement of European inventors resolution P 
opmion S statement C 3/2.1.36 
Interest rates 
- Extension of the OECD arrangement on guidelines 
for officially-supported export credits decision L 
opinion A decision C 10/2.2.9 
Interest subsidies 
- Extension of socio-structural measures 
(modernization, cessation of farming, training) in 
agriculture directive L decisions L decision C 
2/2.1.116; proposal C opimon A decision C 
6/2.1.1 00; opinion P decisions L decision C 
9/2.1.87; directive L decisions L decision C 
10/2.1.103 
lnte 
Internal fishery arrangements 
- Exhaustion of certain catch quotas allocated to 
Member States regulations C opinion S statement 
c 2/2.1.129; 3/2.1.143; 4/2.1.108; 5/2.1.149; 
6/2.1.114; 7/2.1.149; 7/2.1.150; 9/2.1.100; 
10/2.1.113; 11/2.1.117; 12/2.1.178; 12/2.1.179 
- Fixing of Total Allowable Catches (T ACs 1984) and 
distribution between Member States (1984 quotas) 
regulation L opinion S statement C 1 /2.1.85; 
3/2.1.142; 5/2.1.146; proposal C opinion S 
statement C 5/2.1.147; regulation L opinionS 
statement C 7/2.1.145; 7/2.1.146; 9/2.1.98; 
11/2.1.116; 12/2.1.173 
-Fixing of Total Allowable Catches (TAGs 1985) and 
distribution betweenMember States (1985 quotas) 
proposal C opinion S statement C 1 0/2.1.112; 
regulation L opinion S statement C 12/2.1.174 
- National fishery conservation measures decisions C 
statement C 4/2.1.1 09; 7/2.1 .153 
- National fishery conservation measures more 
stringent than Community rules decisions C 
statement C 1/2.1.88; 2/2.1.131; 3/2.1.145; 
5/2.1.151; 6/2.1.116; 7/2.1.152 
- National measures on access to fishing zones 
(inshore fishing) decisions C statement C 4/2.1.110 
- National technical measures relating to the 
protection of local stocks regulation L statement C 
1 /2.1.87; 2/2.1.130; 3/2.1.144; 5/2.1.150; 6/2.1.115; 
7/2.1.151; 9/2.1.101; 10/2.1.114; 11/2.1.119 
- North Sea herring quotas regulation L decision C 
1/2.1.86; 5/2.1.145 
- Reintroduction of certain technical measures for the 
conservation of resources regulation L regulation L 
decision C 5/2.1.148; 7/2.1.147; 9/2.1.99; proposal 
C regulation L decision C 12/2.1.175; regulations C 
regulation L decision C 12/2.1.176; 12/2.1.177 
Internal market 
-(See: Company law, Economic and commercial 
law, European passport, Free movement .. , 
Freedom .. , Industrial property, Intellectual 
property, People's Europe, Public contracts, 
Recognition of degrees, regulation L decision C 
Iran-Iraq 
- Conclusions of the Dublin European Council on the 
situation in the Middle East decisiOns C decision C 
12/1.2.8 
-Declaration by the Ten on the situation in the Near 
and Middle East resolution P statement C 3/2.4.3 
-Statement by the Ten on the conflict between Iran 
and Iraq resolution P statement C 2/2.4.2 
Ireland 
- Acceleration of agricultural development in certain 
less-favoured regions of western Ireland regulation 
L amendment of proposal C 6/2.1.99 
- Community financial contribution towards the cost 
of inspection and surveillance in the maritime 
waters of Ireland decision C opinion S regulation L 
12/2.1.195 
- Derogation for Ireland in respect of tax 
arrangements applicable to certain goods in 
passenger travel (extension) opm1on P resolution P 
statement C 4/2.1.55; opm1on S resolution P 
statement C 7/2.1.88; amendment of proposal C 
resolution P statement C 11/2.1.48 
- EIB loans for afforestation and associated 
investment in Ireland regulation L decision C 
4/2.4.36 
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- EIB loans for industrial investment by small and and 
medium-sized businesses in Ireland regulation L 
decision C 7/2.4.54; 12/2.4.37 
- EIB loans for industrial investment in Ireland 
(vocational training) regulation L decision C 
2/2.4.35 
- EIB loans for infrastructure projects in Ireland 
regulation L decision C 12/2.4.37 
- Fat content of whole milk imported into Ireland and 
the United Kingdom regulation L resolution P 
decision C 11/2.1.101 
- Higher production quotas for the Irish steel industry 
assent L opinion A decision C 7/2.1.29 
- NCI loans for afforestation and associated 
investment in Ireland regulation L decision C 
12/2.4.37 
- NCI loans for infrastructure projects in Ireland 
regulation L decision C 2/2.4.35; 12/2.4.37 
- Programme of the Irish Presidency for the 2nd half 
of 1984 draft recommendation L regulations L 
7/2.4.8; statement L draft recommendation L 
regulations L 7/3.4.1 
- Protective measures applied by certain Member 
States in connection with the free movement of 
capital decisions L regulation L statement C 
12/2.1.6 
Iron and steel products 
- Abatement rates for steel production for the first 
quarter of 1985 decision C opinion S decision C 
11/2.1.14 
- Abatement rates for steel production for the fourth 
quarter of 1984 decision C opinion S decision C 
9/2.1.18; 10/2.1.24 
- Abatement rates for steel production for the second 
quarter of 1984 decision C opinion S decision C 
2/2.1.18; opinion S decision C 5/2.1 .22 
- Abatement rates for steel production for the third 
quarter of 1984 decision C opinion S decision C 
5/2.1.23; 7/2.1.30 
- Abatement rates for steel production for the 1st 
quarter of 1984 decision C opinion S decision C 
1/2.1.15 
- Basic import prices for certain steel products 
communication C opinion S regulations L 2/2.2.11 
- Ceilings and Community surveillance for imports of 
iron and steel products originating in Yugoslavia 
decision C opinion S regulation L 11/2.1.34 
- Community monitoring of imports of certain steel 
products from non-member countries 
recommendation C opinion S decision C 1/2.2.1 0; 
4/2.2.11 
- Extension of the monitoring and production quota 
system for certain iron and steel products assenJ L 
decis1on C decision C 1 /1 .2.1 ; communication C 
assent L decision C 1 /1.2.3; opinion A opinion A 
decisiOn C 1/2.4.46; amendment of decision C 
opimon A decision C 7/2.1.28 
- Minimum prices for certain iron and steel products 
and a guarantee on verification system amendment 
of decision C opinion S regulations L 11 /2.1.17 
- Minimum prices for certain steel products decisions 
C opimon S regulations L 2/2.1 .19; opinion S 
regulations L 7/2.1.31; decisions C opmion S 
regulations L 9/2.1 .19 
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Iron and steel products (Continued) 
- Monitoring and production quota system 
(classification of coated sheet) assent L opinion A 
decision C 12/2.1.29 
- Monitoring and production quota system for certain 
steel products (quota supplements) communication 
C decision C decision C 1 0/2.1.23; 11/2.1.15 
- Production certificate and accompanying document 
for deliveries of certain iron and steel products draft 
decision C opinion A decision C 3/2.1.23; opinion A 
decision C decision C 3/2.4.40; assent L decision C 
decision C 4/2.1 .20; decision C decision C decision 
C 5/2.1.24; draft decision C opinion S 7/2.1.32; 
assent L opimon A decision C 12/2.1.27 
- Protection against dumped or subsidized imports of 
ECSC products from non-Community countries 
decision C resolution P statement C 7/2.2.8 
- Publication of price lists and conditions of sale for 
special steels draft decision C regulation L decision 
C 6/2.1.20; opinion A regulation L decision C 
9/2.1.20 
- Publication of price lists and conditions of sale for 
steel products recommendation C regulation L 
decision C 6/2.1.21 
- Retrospective Community surveillance of imports of 
certain steel products originating in non-member 
countries decision C opinion S decision C 1 /2.2.11 
Israel 
- Conclusions of the Dublin European Council on the 
situation in the Middle East decisions C decision C 
12/1.2.8 
-Declaration by the Ten on the situation in the Near 
and Middle East resolution P statement C 3/2.4.3 
- EIB loan to Israel under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 5/2.4.41 
- Meeting of the EEC-Israel Cooperation Council 
regulation L decision C 2/2.2.27 
Italy 
- Aid for natural disaster regions in the Community 
resolutions P opinion P 1 /2.1.55; opimon P 2/2.1.85; 
2/2.1.86; dec1s1ons C opinion P 5/2.1.1 03; 
resolutions P opimon P 5/2.1.1 04 
- Appropriations for Integrated Mediterranean 
Programmes (IMP) decision L dec1s1on C 5/2.3.2; 
11/2.3.3 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an aid scheme 
for plum growers in Campania termination opinion 
S regulations L 12/2.1.171 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of measures to 
assist the wine, fruit and vegetable and citrus fruit 
sectors in Sicily final decision C opinion S 
regulations L 5/2.1.142; termmat1on opm1on S 
regulations L 5/2.1.143 
- Assistance from the ERDF to finance regional 
development studies decisions C decisions C 
decision C 7/2.1 .1 07 
- EIB loans for economic development of the 
Mezzogiorno, Italy regulation L decision C 2/2.4.33; 
3/2.4.43; 4/2.4.35; 6/2.4.18; 1 0/2.4.52; 11/2.4.32 
- EIB loans for infrastructure projects in Italy 
regulation L decision C 3/2.4.41 ; 3/2.4.43; 4/2.4.35; 
6/2.4.18; 7/2.4.51; 1 0/2.4.52; 11/2.4.32; 12/2.4.33 
- EIB loans for investments in industry and tourism in 
Italy regulation L decision C 2/2.4.33; 3/2.4.43; 
4/2.4.35; 6/2.4.18; 7/2.4.51; 10/2.4.52; 11/2.4.32; 
12/2.4.33 
Ita I 
- EIB loans in the energy sector in Italy regulation L 
decision C 2/2.4.33; 3/2.4.43; 4/2.4.35; 6/2.4.18; 
7/2.4.51; 10/2.4.52; 11/2.4.32; 12/2.4.33 
- Exemption from VAT for measures to assist 
earthquake victims in Italy decision L opinion S 
statement C 2/2.1.59 
- Global loans under the NCI for investment projects 
in small and medium-sized businesses in Italy 
regulation L dec1s1on C 212.4.33; 3/2.4.43; 4/2.4.35; 
7/2.4.51; 12/2.4.33 
- Grant for studies in preparation for integrated 
regional development operations decisions C 
decisions C decision C 11/2.1.83; 12/2.1.116 
- Integrated Mediterranean Programmes (IMP) 
opinion CREST regulations L 1/2.1.51; opmion P 
opinion CREST regulations L 3/2.1.90; op1mon 
CREST regulations L 4/2.4.5; opinion S opinion 
CREST regulations L 5/2.4.25; amendment of 
proposal C opinion CREST regulations L 9/2.1.58; 
opinion S opinion CREST regulations L 12/2.1.1 09; 
12/2.4.24 
- Integrated Mediterranean Programmes (IMP) (pilot 
projects and preparatory studies) decisions C 
opinion CREST regulations L 12/2.1.108 
- NCI loans in the energy sector in Italy regulation L 
decision C 3/2.4.43; 4/2.4.35; 6/2.4.18; 1 0/2.4.52; 
11/2.3.12 
- Protective measures applied by certain Member 
States in connection with the free movement of 
capital decisions L regulation L statement C 
12/2.1.6 
Japan 
- First round-table talks between Japanese Ministers 
and the Commission opinion S regulation L 5/2.2.15 
- Moderation of Japanese exports of certain sensitive 
industrial products opinion S regulation L 12/2.2.17 
- Official visit to Japan by the President of the 
Commission regulation L decision C 5/2.2.14 
- Opening up of Japanese markets to Community 
exports opinton S regulation L 4/2.2.19 
- Quadrilateral relations between the United States, 
Japan, Canada and the Community regulation L 
decision C 2/2.2.16; 6/2.2.20 
- Renewal of the understanding with Japan on steel 
products opinion A decision C 2/2.2.1 0; 3/2.2.11; 
6/2.2.12 
- Strengthening EEC-Japan industrial cooperation 
opinion A decision C 12/2.2.18 
-Twice-yearly high-level EEC-Japan consultations 
dectswns C decision C 2/2.2.20; 10/2.2.19 
- Visit to Japan by a Commission Vice-President 
regulation L decision C 7/2.2.18; 12/2.2.17 
J.ET 
-Continuation of activities in connection with JET 
and NET opinion S regulation L 5/2.1.195 
- Inauguration of the JET project at Culham proposal 
C statement C 4/1.4.1 
- International conference on plasma physics and 
controlled nuclear fusion research dectsions C 
decision C 9/2.1 .120 
-Research and training programme (1985-89) in the 
field of controlled thermonuclear fusion proposal C 
opinion CREST regulations L 5/2.1.195; opinion S 
opinion CREST regulations L 11/2.1.152; 
agreement L opinion CREST regulations L 12/1.7.2 
Joint Research Centre 
- Creation of a JRC Board of Governors and 
Scientific Council decision L decision C 5/2.1.189 
- Development of a desulphurization process for 
combustion gases regulation L statement C 
11/2.1.151 
- Evaluation of the JRC "SAR 580" remote-sensing 
programme opinion S statement C 4/2.1 .134 
- Improvement of the decision-making process for 
JRC programmes regulation L 512. 1 .189 
- JRC activities under the hydrogen research 
programme regulation L decision C 11/2.1 .151 
- Multiannual research and training programmes 
(1984-87) of the Joint Research Centre opinion P 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 5/2.1.188; 
draft recommendation L regulations L 5/2.1.196; 
decision L draft recommendation L regulations L 
6/2.1.137 
- Setting up of a tritium-handling laboratory at the 
JRC, lspra proposal C regulations L deciston C 




- Agreement between steel undertakings for the joint 
purchasing of raw materials consideration L 
9/2.1.31 
- Joint formation of Societe europeenne de 
galvanisation decision L decision C 2/2.1 .43 
- New joint undertaking in the petrochemicals 
industry decision L decision C 5/2.1.47 
Jordan 
- EIB loan to Jordan under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 6/2.4.26; 1 0/2.4.57 
- First meeting of the EEC-Jordan Cooperation 
Council opinion S regulation L 1 0/2.2.26 
- Official visit to Jordan by the President of the 
Commission regulation L decision C 3/2.2.32 
- Visit to Jordan by a Commission delegation to 
discuss technical and energy cooperation 
regulation L statement C 12/2.2.27 
Jute 
- International Agreement on Jute and Jute Products 
under the Integrated Programme for Commodities 
(entry into force) consideration L 1/2.2.30; 5/2.2.47; 
proposal C consideration L 11/2.2.38 
- Meeting of the FAO's Intergovernmental Group on 
Jute and Kenaf regulation L decision C 11/2.2.39 
Latin America 
- Amnesty for political prisoners in Uruguay 
resolution P regulation L 3/2.4.18 
- Community R&D programme 'Science and 
Technology for Development' - 1983-86 (tropical 
medicine and agriculture - two projects for Mexico) 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 12/2.2.31 
- Community-GRUCA meeting (Central American 
countries) regulation L dectston C 5/2.2.32 
- Conclusions of the Dublin European Council on the 
situation in Central America decisions C decision C 
12/1.2.13 
- Economic cooperation agreement between the 
Community and the countries of Central America 
(draft) 12/2.2.34 
- Emergency aid for disaster victims in Colombia 
opinion P 12/2.2.49 
- Emergency aid for victims of the events in El 
Salvador, Nicaragua and Guatemala resolution P 
opinion P 10/2.2.46 
- Extradition of a Nazi criminal from Chile resolution P 
opinton S statement C 2/2.4.15; opinion S 
statement C 4/2.4.1 
- Financial and technical assistance from the 
Community to non-associated developing countries 
opinion P 7/2.2.50; 10/2.2.51; 1 0/2.2.52; 12/2.2.52 
- Framework agreement on economic cooperation 
between the Community and the Andean Pact 
countries opinion P consideratiOn L 412.2.27; 
regulation L consideration L 612.2.36 
- Improvement of cooperation between Latin America 
and the Community communication C regulation L 
4/1.3.1 
- Information seminars on the Community's GSP 
decision ECSC decision C 7/2.2.42; 12/2.2.38 
- Meeting of the EEC-Brazil Joint Committee set up 
under the Framework Cooperation Agreement 
regulation L decision C 1/2.2.26 
- Meeting of the EEC-Mexico Joint Committee on 
cooperation regulation L decision C 1212.2.31 
- Official visit to Venezuela, Colombia and Peru by 
the President of the Commission regulation L 
decision C 11/2.2.31 
- Participation by ACP States and other developing 
countries in international trade events opmion S 
regulation L 612.2.60 
- Plan to set up a Europe/Latin America Institute 
opinton CREST regulations L 7/2.2.29; 10/2.1.68 
- Political situation in Nicaragua resolutton P decision 
ECSC dectston C 3/2.4.18 
- Quite Declaration on the consequences for Latin 
America of the economic crisis and on the 
renegotiation of their debt resolutton P statement C 
2/2.2.31 
- San Jose Ministerial Conference decisions C 
decision C 9/1 .3.1 
- Situation of missing persons in Argentina resolutton 
P decision ECSC decision C 5/2.4.16 
-Statement by the Ten on EEC-Latin America 
relations resolution P statement C 3/2.4.3 
-Statement by the Ten on the repression in Chile 
resolution P statement C 4/2.4.1; 11/2.4.1 
L 
-Statement by the Ten on the situation in Bolivia 
resolution P statement C 11/2.4.5 
- Strengthening of cultural relations between Europe 
and Latin America opinion A decision C 1 0/2.1.68 
- Strengthening of economic cooperation between 
the Community and the countries of Central 
America opinion A decision C 9/1.3.3 
- Strengthening of relations between the Community 
and Latin America communication C opinion A 
decision C 4/2.2.26 
-Support from the Ten for the Contadora Group's 
peace initiative in Central America regulations C 
2/2.4.6; 3/2.4.3; 6/2.2.37; 9/1.3.2 
-Textile agreements with Latin American countries 
proposals C regulations C 3/2.2.15; regulations C 
4/2.2.13 
- Violation of human rights in Chile resolution P 
regulation L dectsion C 4/2.4.11; 5/2.4.16; 
11/2.4.16 
- Visit to the Commission by a ministerial delegation 
from Costa Rica regulation L decision C 1/2.2.27 
- Visit to the Commission by the Bolivian Foreign 
Minister regulation L decision C 7/2.2.28 
- Visit to the Commission by the President of the 
Republic of Costa Rica regulation L decision C 
6/2.2.37 
Law 
-(See also: Company-, Criminal-, Economic and 
commercial -) 84/2.0.9 
Law of the sea 
- Community participation in the work of the 
Preparatory Commission of the Sea-Bed Authority 
and the International Tribunal for the Law of the 
Sea opinion S regulation L 12/2.2.57 
- Meetings of the Preparatory Commission of the 
Sea-Bed Authority and the International Tribunal for 
the Law of the Sea regulation L decision C 4/2.2.48 
- United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 
(definition of the Community's competence) 
communication C signing deciston C 9/2.2.42 
- United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 
(signing by the Community) signing dectsion C 
12/2.2.57 
Leather industry 
- Crisis in the tanning industry resolution P decision L 
decision C 1/2.1 .21 
Lebanon 
- Conclusions of the Dublin European Council on the 
situation in the Middle East decisions C decision C 
12/1.2.8 
-Declaration by the Ten on the situation in the Near 
and Middle East resolution P statement C 3/2.4.3 
- Emergency food aid for Lebanon opinion P 
11/2.2.43 
- Situation in the Middle East (Lebanon, Iran-Iraq) 
resolutions P decision ECSC decision C 2/2.4.15; 
4/2.4.11; 5/2.4.16; 10/2.4.13 
Legi 
Lebanon(Conffnued) 
-Statement by the Ten on the situation in Lebanon 
resolution P statement C 2/2.4.1 
Legislation 
-(See: Banking-, Customs-, Plant health-, 
Veterinary-) 84/2.0.13 
Less-favoured agricultural areas 
- Acceleration of agricultural development in certain 
less-favoured regions of western Ireland regulation 
L amendment of proposal C 6/2.1.99 
- Common measure to improve agricultural 
structures in certain regions of Greece agreement L 
opinion P 2/2.1.118; regulation L opinion P 
3/2.1.133; proposals C opinion P 5/2.1.137 
- Community list of the less-favoured agricultural 
areas 1n the Member States directives L opinion P 
statement C 2/2.1 .119; opinion P statement C 
12/2.1.163 
- EAGGF aid under a common measure to improve 
infrastructure in certain less-favoured farming areas 
of the Federal Republic of Germany decisions C 
decisions C decision C 7/2.1.143 
- Review of the policy on agricultural structures 
consideration L regulation L decision C 1/2.1.67; 
opinion S regulation L decision C 2/2.1.117; opinion 
P regulation L decision C 4/2.1.1 02; consideration L 
regulation L decision C 5/2.1 .122; regulation L 
decision C 6/2.1 .1 00 
Living conditions 
- Evaluation of pilot schemes and studies to combat 
poverty opinion S statement C 6/2.1.55 
- Retirement schemes for agricultural workers 
resolution P regulation L decision C 1/2.1.47 
- Specific Community action to combat poverty 
(programme 1985-89) proposal C regulation L 
7/2.1.100; opinion P regulation L 10/2.1.60; 
communication C regulation L 11 /2.1.60; opinion S 
regulation L 11/2.1.61; decision L regulation L 
12/2.1.95 
Loans 
-(See: Community-, ECSC conversion -, ECSC 
housing-, ECSC industrial-, ECSC -, EIB -, NCI-) 
84/2.0.16 
Lome Convention 
-(See also: ACP, Commercial cooperation, EDF, 
EIB loans outside the Community, Mining 
cooperation, Regional cooperation, Sugar Protocol) 
regulation L decision C 
- Accession of Mozambique to the Third Lome 
Convention 12/1.5.1 
- Accession of St Christopher and Nevis to the 
Second Lome Convention 212.2.49; 3/2.2.51 
- Agreement with the ACP States on guaranteed 
prices for cane or sugar ( 1983-84) regulation L 
1/2.2.38 
- Agreement with the ACP States on guaranteed 
prices for cane or sugar (1984-85) regulation L 
10/2.2.48 
- EIB loans to ACP States under the 2nd Lome 
Convention regulation L decisiOn C 3/2.4.47; 
5/2.4.42; 6/2.4.27; 1 0/2.4.58; 11/2.4.37 
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- Financing of projects in ACP States under Sysmin 
(mining cooperation) opinion S statement C 
9/2.2.34; 10/2.2.49 
- Improved access to landlocked East African 
countries resolution P statement C 1/2.2.43 
- Meeting of the ACP-EEC Committee of 
Ambassadors regulation L decision C 3/2.2.52 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee regulation L 
decision C 2/2.2.48; 9/2.2.39; resolution P 
regulation L decision C 12/2.2.54; 12/2.4.13 
- Operation of Stabex in 1983 report C opinion S 
statement C 11 /2.2.45 
- Regular meeting of the ACP-EEC Council of 
Ministers decision ECSC decision C 5/2.2.58 
- Renewal of the ACP-EEC Convention signing draft 
resolution L decision C 12/1.5.1 
- Renewal of the ACP-EEC Convention - completion 
of negotiations draft resolution L decision C 
11/1.1.1 
- Renewal of the ACP-EEC Convention - ministerial 
negotiating conferences draft resolution L decision 
c 2/2.2.32; 5/2.2.39; 6/2.2.42; 10/2.2.34 
- Renewal of the ACP-EEC Convention -
negotiations draft resolution L decision C 1/2.2.29; 
7/2.2.37; 9/2.2.27; 10/2.2.35; resolution P draft 
resolution L decision C 1 0/2.2.36 
- Setting up of the Indian Ocean Commission 
decision L decision C 1/2.2.42 
- Settlement of applications for Stabex transfers in 
1982 opinion S regulation L 1 /2.2.36; 3/2.2.46 
- The European Community and Africa 
communication C opinion P statement C 5/2.2.34 
London Convention 
- Work under the London Convention on the 
Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of 
Wastes regulation L decision C 2/2.1 .88 
Luxembourg 
- EIB loan for transport infrastructure projects of 
Community interest in Luxembourg regulation L 
decision C 6/2.4.21 
M 
Machine-tools 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist flexible production systems in the United 
Kingdom opening opinion S regulations L 212.1.55; 
termination opinion S regulations L 7/2.1 .68 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an aid scheme 
for setting up a machine-tool factory in the United 
Kingdom opening opinion S regulations L 2/2.1.55 
- Situation in certain industrial sectors in the 
Community resolutions P decision ECSC decision 
c 3/2.1.21 
Maghreb countries 
- Consultations under textile arrangements with 
preferential Mediterranean countries (Tunisia, 
Morocco) decisions C decision C 1/2.2. 15; 
212.2.15; 6/2.2.17; 10/2.2.16 
- EIB loan to Tunisia under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 6/2.4.25 
- EIB loans to Morocco under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 7/2.4.56; 10/2.4.56 
- Emergency aid for victims of the drought in Morocco 
opinion P 7/2.2.48 
-Emergency food aid for Tunisia opinion P 212.2.40 
- Official visit to Tunisia by the Member of the 
Commission responsible for development 
cooperation regulation L decision C 3/2.2.31 
-Technical cooperation activities under the 
agreements with the Maghreb and Mashreq 
countries opinion P 6/2.2.62 
- Visit to Morocco by the Member of the Commission 
responsible for development cooperation regulation 
L decision C 5/2.2.24 
Malta 
- Food aid policy and management (Malta allocation) 
proposals C regulation L 6/2.2.53 
- Relations between the Community and Malta 
resolution P opinion A decision C 5/2.2.23 
-Trade arrangements between the Community and 
Malta in 1984 regulation L regulation L decision C 
6/2.2.32 
-Trade arrangements between the Community and 
Malta in 1985 regulation L regulation L decision C 
1212.2.25 
- Violation of human rights in Malta resolution P 
regulation L decision C 1 0/2.4.8 
Manufactured tobacco 
- Extension of the second stage of harmonization of 
the structure of excise duties on cigarettes opinion 
S opinion A decision C 1 /2.1.37; opinion P opinion 
A decision C 3/2.1.60; directive L opinion A 
decision C 4/2.1.56 
Marine pollution 
- Convention for the Protection and Development of 
the Marine Environment of the Wider Caribbean 
Region opinion P signing decision C 3/2.1.98; 
opinion S signmg decision C 7/2.1 .111 
- Dumping of radioactive waste at sea resolution P 
resolution P statement C 3/2.1.1 03 
- International Conference on the Protection of the 
North Sea (Bremen) resolutions P decisions C 
decision C 10/2.1.76; decisions C decision C 
11/2.1.86 
- Meeting of countries involved in the plan of action 
for the Mediterranean regulation L decision C 
10/2.1.81 
- Protocol to the Barcelona Convention concerning 
Mediterranean specially protected areas decision L 
amendment of proposal C decision C 3/2.1.97 
- Safety of shipping in the North Sea resolution P 
decision ECSC decision C 9/2.1.66 
- Special meeting of contracting parties to the 
Barcelona Convention regulation L decision C 
4/2.1.80 
- Waste from the titanium dioxide industry report C 
resolution P statement C 3/2.1.1 02; opinion P 
resolution P statement C 4/2.1.81; amendment of 
proposal C resolution P statement C 6/2.1. 75; 
consideration L resolution P statement C 1212.1.120 
- Work to date on the plan of action for the 
Mediterranean, and in particular the Blue Plan 
opinion S statement C 4/2.1 .80 
- Work under the London Convention on the 
Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of 
Wastes regulation L decision C 212.1 .88 
- Work under the Oslo Convention for the Prevention 
of Marine Pollution by Dumping regulation L 
decision C 1/2.1.61 
- Work under the Paris Convention for the Prevention 
of Marine Pollution from Land-based Sources 
regulation L decision C 1/2.1.60 
Markets 
-(See: Common organization of-, Financial-, 
Information-, Internal-, Transport-) 84/2.0.14 
Mashreq countries 
- EIB loan to Egypt under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 212.4.37; 3/2.4.46 
- EIB loan to Jordan under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 6/2.4.26; 10/2.4.57 
- EIB loan to Syria under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 6/2.4.24; 1212.4.41 
- First meeting of the EEC-Jordan Cooperation 
Council opinion S regulation L 10/2.2.26 
- Meeting of the EEC-Egypt Cooperation Council 
decision ECSC decision C 4/2.2.23 
- Official visit to Egypt by the President of the 
Commission regulation L decision C 3/2.2.33 
- Official visit to Jordan by the President of the 
Commission regulation L decision C 3/2.2.32 
-Technical cooperation activities under the 
agreements with the Maghreb and Mashreq 
countries opinion P 6/2.2.62 
- Visit to Jordan by a Commission delegation to 
discuss technical and energy cooperation 
regulation L statement C 1212.2.27 
Meat 
Meat 
-(See: Beef and veal, Pigmeat, Poultrymeat and 
eggs, Sheepmeat and goatmeat) regulation L 
decision C 
Medical research 
- Agreement between the Community and Sweden in 
the field of medical and public health research 
consideration L 11 /2.1 .149 
- Confidentiality of medical records report C 
deCISiOnS C deCISIOn C 12/2.1.1 04 
- Cooperation agreement between the EEC and 
Canada in the field of medical research s1gnmg 
12/2.2.16 
- Programme on th~ "Effects on the health of workers 
of physical and other occupational factors at the 
workplace" decisions C opimon A dec1s1on C 
6/2.1.145; 10/2.1.138 
- Research on irradiation and diseases of the thyroid 
gland regulation L decision C 12/2.1 .224 
- Research programme on AIDS resolution P draft 
recommendation L regulations L 1 /2.1 .117 
Mediterranean agriculture 
- Aid arrangements for preserved cherries 
(amendment of basic Regulation) opinion S 
regulat1on L decision C 2/2.1.1 00; opmion P 
regulation L dec1sion C 3/2.1.125 
-Aid for dned grapes and dried figs (amendment of 
basic Regulation) opinion P regulation L dec1s1on C 
1 /2.1. 73; regulation L regulat1on L decision C 
3/2.1.125 
- Aid for dried grapes and dried figs - implementing 
procedures in Greece opinion P regulation L 
decision C 1 /2.1. 73; regulation L regulat1on L 
decisiOn C 3/2.1 .125 
-Application to sorghum of intervention price for feed 
grains (amendment of basic Regulation) opmion P 
regulations C 2/2.1.99; regulatiOn L regulations C 
7/2.1.119 
- Common measure for forestry in certain 
Mediterranean zones of the Community (extension) 
proposal C regulation L 11/2.1.107 
- Integrated Mediterranean Programmes (IMP) 
opmion CREST regulations L 1/2.1.51; opimon P 
opmion CREST regulations L 3/2.1.90; opinion 
CREST regulations L 412.4.5; opinion S opinion 
CREST regulations L 512.4.25; amendment of 
proposal C opimon CREST regulations L 9/2.1.58; 
opmion S opimon CREST regulations L 12/2.1 .1 09; 
12/2.4.24 
- Integrated Mediterranean Programmes (IMP) (pilot 
projects and preparatory studies) decisions C 
opm1on CREST regulations L 12/2.1.108 
- Mediterranean policy for the enlarged Community 
report C proposals C regulation L 312.2.28; 
consideration L proposal C regulation L 412.2.22 
- Reference prices for certain types of citrus fruit in 
1984/85 regulations C opinion S regulations L 
11/2.1.105 
- Special measures for the disposal of stocks of dried 
grapes and figs (1981/82 crop) regulation L 
decisions C statement C 12/2.1.159 
- Specific measure to assist certain Mediterranean 
regions in the context of Community enlargement 
regulation L opinion P 1 /2.1.54; decis1on C opinion 
p 12/2.1.114 
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- Transitional period for Portuguese and Spanish 
agriculture communications C regulatiOn L decision 
c 3/2.2.2 
Mediterranean countries 
- Community tariff quotas for agricultural products 
originating in preferential Mediterranean countries 
regulations L decisions C dec1s1on C 3/2.1 .41 ; 
4/2.1.32; 5/2.1.41; 9/2.1.27; 11 /2.1.32; 12/2.1.46 
- Community tariff quotas for certain wines 
originating in preferential Mediterranean countries 
regulations L decisions C decision C 5/2.1.41; 
9/2.1.27; 11/2.1.32 
- Community tariff quotas for petroleum products 
refined in Spain regulations L decisions C decision 
c 11/2.1.32 
- Community tariff quotas for preserved sardines 
from Morocco and Tunisia regulations L decisions 
C decision C 11 /2.1.32; 12/2.1.46 
- Consultations under textile arrangements with 
preferential Mediterranean countries (Tunisia, 
Morocco) decisions C decision C 1 /2.2.15; 
2/2.2.15; 6/2.2.17; 10/2.2.16 
- Consultations within the framework of textile 
agreements with preferential countries in the 
Mediterranean area (Portugal and Spain) decisions 
C decision C 7/2.2.14; 9/2.2.14; 1 0/2.2.15; 
11/2.2.17 
- EEC-Cyprus Financial Protocol (second) opinion P 
amendment of proposal C decision C 2/2.2.24; 
regulation L amendment of proposal C decision C 
3/2.2.29 
- EIB loan to Egypt under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 2/2.4.37; 3/2.4.46 
- EIB loan to Israel under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 5/2.4.41 
- EIB loan to Tunisia under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 6/2.4.25 
- EIB loan to Yugoslavia under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 2/2.2.25; 2/2.4.36; 
10/2.4.55 
- EIB loans to Morocco under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 7/2.4.56; 10/2.4.56 
- EIB loans to Portugal (pre-accession aid) regulation 
L decision C 4/2.4.41; 6/2.4.23; 12/2.4.39 
- EIB loans to Spain as part of pre-accession 
financial cooperation regulation L decision C 
6/2.4.22; 11 /2.4.36; 12/2.4.40 
- Mediterranean policy for the enlarged Community 
report C proposals C regulation L 312.2.28; 
consideration L proposal C regulation L 412.2.22 
- Negotiation of a comprehensive arrangement on 
textiles with Turkey opmion S regulation L 5/2.2.12 
- Official visit to Egypt by the President of the 
Commission regulation L dec1sion C 3/2.2.33 
- Official visit to Portugal by the President of the 
Commission regulation L decision C 7/2.2.2 
- Partial arrangement on cotton yarn with Turkey 
(1984-85) initialling regulations C 3/2.2.16; 
regulations C 6/2.2.16; 11/2.2.18 
- Relations between the Community and Malta 
resolution P opmion A decision C 5/2.2.23 
-Renewal of EEC-Yugoslavia Financial Protocol 
draft resolution L dec1sion C 6/2.2.33; 1 0/2.2.24; 
12/2.2.26 
- Strengthening of cooperation between the 
Community and Yugoslavia opinion S op1mon A 
decision C 9/2.4.18 
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Mediterranean countries (Continued) 
-Talks between the President of the Commission 
and the Turkish Foreign Minister opinion S 
statement C 1 /2.2.22 
-Textile agreement with Malta (1984-85) signing 
regulations C 2/2.2.14 
- Textile arrangement with Spain ( 1984-85) initialling 
regulatiOns C 1/2.2.15 
-Trade arrangements between the Community and 
Cyprus in 1984 regulation L regulation L decision C 
6/2.2.31 
-Trade arrangements between the Community and 
Cyprus in 1985 regulation L regulation L decision C 
1212.2.24 
-Trade arrangements between the Community and 
Malta in 1984 regulation L regulatiOn L decision C 
6/2.2.32 
-Trade arrangements between the Community and 
Malta in 1985 regulation L regulation L decision C 
12/2.2.25 
- Visit to the Commission by the President of the 
Republic of Cyprus regulation L decision C 1/2.2.23 
Mediterranean Sea 
- Meeting of countries involved in the plan of action 
for the Mediterranean regulation L decision C 
10/2.1.81 
- Plan of action for the protection of the environment 
in the Mediterranean communication C opinion S 
regulation L 4/2.1 . 79 
- Protocol to the Barcelona Convention concerning 
Mediterranean specially protected areas decision L 
amendment of proposal C decision C 3/2.1.97 
- Right of access to fishing grounds and 
management of fishery resources in the 
Mediterranean resolution P resolution P statement 
c 3/2.1.146 
- Special meeting of contracting parties to the 
Barcelona Convention regulation L decision C 
4/2.1.80 
- Work to date on the plan of action for the 
Mediterranean, and in particular the Blue Plan 
opm1on S statement C 4/2.1.80 
Mercury 
- Discharges of mercury in the aquatic environment 
directive L opinion A decision C 3/2.1.101 
Mergers 
- Control of mergers amendment of proposal C 
decisions C decision C 2/2.1 .42 
- Merger between undertakings dealing in steel 
products decisiOns C decision C 3/2.1 .45 
- Merger in the forging industry decisions C decision 
c 5/2.1.51 
- Merger in the solid fuels industry decisions C 
decision C 5/2.1.50 
- Merger of steel undertakings m France decisiOn C 
decisions C decision C 7/2.1.60 
- Non-competition clauses in the sale of businesses 
(flat-glass industry) resolution P decision C 
1212.1.57 
Middle East 
- Conclusions of the Dublin European Council on the 
situation in the Middle East dec1sions C decision C 
12/1.2.8 
Milk 
-Declaration by the Ten on the situation in the Near 
and Middle East resolution P statement C 3/2.4.3 
- Security in the Straits of Hormuz resolution P 
decision ECSC decision C 3/2.4.18 
- Situation in the Middle East (Lebanon, Iran-Iraq) 
resolutions P decision ECSC decision C 212.4.15; 
4/2.4.11; 5/2.4.16; 10/2.4.13 
-Statement by the Ten on the conflict between Iran 
and Iraq resolution P statement C 212.4.2 
- Statement by the Ten on the situation in Lebanon 
resolution P statement C 212.4.1 
- Violation of human rights in Iran resolutions P 
regulation L decision C 212.4.15 
Migrant workers 
- Alignment of social security systems in the Member 
States opinion S opinion A decision C 1 0/2.4.42 
- Community policy on vocational training opinion P 
proposal C regulation L 212.1. 72; amendment of 
proposal C proposal C regulation L 7/2.1.99 
- Coordination of policies on migrant workers opm1on 
S decision L decision C 10/2.4.41 
- Education of migrant workers' children report C 
decision ECSC decision C 212.1.69 
- ESF assistance for unemployed persons, women, 
handicapped persons and migrant workers 
decisions C decision C 7/2.1.91; 9/2.1.47; 
12/2.1.86 
- Pilot schemes relating to the education of migrant 
workers' children report C opinion S statement C 
4/2.1.62; conclusions L opinion S statement C 
6/2.1.54 
Milk and milk products 
- Additional levy on quantities of milk and milk 
products exceeding an annual reference quantity 
(deadline for payment) regulation L decision C 
9/2.1.83; regulations C regulation L decision C 
1 0/2.1.90; 11/2.1.95 
- Additional levy on quantities of milk and milk 
products in excess of an annual reference quantity 
opmion P regulation L decision C 3/2.1.122; opm1on 
S amendment of proposal C decision C 3/2.1.124; 
regulations C regulation L decision C 5/2.1.125; 
resolution P regulatiOn L decision C 9/2.4.9 
- Aid for butter used in the food industry opinion S 
regulation L 2/2.1.1 00; opinion P regulation L 
3/2.1.122; regulation C regulation L 7/2.1.135 
- Aid for concentrated milk used as animal feed 
opimon S regulation L 212.1.1 00; opmion P 
regulation L 3/2.1 .122 
- Aid for skimmed milk and skimmed-milk powder 
used as animal feed regulations C regulation L 
4/2.1.100; 11/2.1.102 
- Aid for skimmed-milk powder used as animal feed 
proposal C regulation L 5/2.1.127; regulation L 
regulation L 7/2.1.136; regulation C regulation L 
12/2.1.155 
- Aid to skimmed milk for use as feed (special report 
of the Court of Auditors) opinion P 12/2.4.22 
-Aids for the direct consumption of butter (1984-85) 
opinion S regulation L 212.1.1 00; opimon P 
regulation L 3/2.1.122; regulation L regulation L 
10/2.1.99 
-Amounts of aid for special sales of butter, skimmed 
milk and skimmed-milk powder regulations C 
opimon S regulation L 4/2.1.97 
Mini 
Milk and milk products (Continued) 
- Common agricultural policy : proposals for 
rationalization (milk) consideration L proposal C 
regulation L 2/2.1.96; regulations L proposal C 
regulation L 3/1.2.4; resolution P proposal C 
regulation L 5/2.1 .135 
- Community contribution to school milk programme 
regulation C decisions C decision C 4/2.1 .97 
- Designations used for the marketing of milk and 
milk products proposal C resolution P statement C 
4/2.1.98; opinion S resolution P statement C 
9/2.4.21 
- Direct aid to small milk producers (1984 to 1986) 
regulatiOn L opinion P 3/1.2.4; regulations L opinion 
P 5/2.1.125; proposal C opinion P 10/2.1.1 00; 
regulat1on L opinion P 11 /2.1 .1 00 
- Disposal of intervention butter regulations C 
proposal C statement C 7/2.1.135; proposal C 
statement C 10/2.1.99 
-Exports of intervention butter (GATT meeting) 
opinion S statement C 1 0/2.1.99; 11/2.1.99 
- Fat content of standardized whole milk and semi-
skimmed milk opinion S resolution P decision C 
2/2.1.1 00; opinion P resolution P decision C 
3/2.1.122 
- Fat content of whole milk imported into Ireland and 
the Umted Kingdom regulation L resolution P 
.deCISIOn C 11/2.1.101 
- Guarantee thresholds for agricultural prices 
regulations L decisiOn ECSC decision C 3/1 .2.5 
- Implementation of milk quota system in Member 
States regulation L statement C 9/2.1.83; resolution 
P regulation L statement C 9/2.4.9; regulation L 
statement C 11/2.1.95 
- Import arrangements applicable to certain cheeses 
from Australia and New Zealand proposal C 
regulation C decision C 10/2.1.101 
- Imports of New Zealand butter into the United 
Kingdom between 1984 and1988 agreement L 
proposal C statement C 6/2.1.87; regulation L 
proposal C statement C 7/2.1.121 
- Imports of New Zealand butter into the United 
Kingdom in 1984 regulation L proposal C statement 
C 212.1.1 06; proposal C statement C 3/2.1.126; 
regulation L proposal C statement C 5/2.1 .126 
- Intervention buying of skimmed-milk powder 
(amendment of basic Regulation) opinion P 
regulation L 3/2.1.122; opm10n S amendment of 
proposal C 3/2.1.124; regulation C amendment of 
proposal C 4/2.1.99 
- Non-marketing premiums for milk and milk products 
opinion P regulation L decision C 3/2.1 .122 
- Publicity and promotional schemes to encourage 
consumption of milk andmilk products regulation C 
opinion P 7/2.1.137 
- Sale of butter at reduced price (Christmas butter) 
resolution P regulation L decision C 9/2.4.9; 
regulation L decisiOn C 10/1.1. 7; regulations C 
regulation L dec1s1on C 10/2.1.99 
- Special import levy on New Zealand butter 
agreement L amendment of proposal C dec1s1on C 
3/2.1.126 
- Special levy on milk from intensive producers 
opinion P amendment of proposal C decision C 
3/2.1.123; opm1on S amendment of proposal C 
decision C 3/2.1 .124 
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- Special sales of butter from public storage for 
export to certain non-member countries regulations 
C regulation L decision C 7/2.1.135; 10/2.1.99; 
regulation L decision C 11 /2.1.99; regulations C 
regulation L decision C 12/2.1.154 
- Suspension of national aids to investment in dairy 
farming regulation L opinion S decision C 2/2.1 .116 
- Use of the eo-responsibility levy in the milk sector 
(1985/86) communication C regulation L decision C 
11/2.1.103 
- Utilization of eo-responsibility levy funds in the milk 
sector (1984-85) regulation L regulation L decision 
c 2/2.1.107 
Mining cooperation 
- Financing of projects in ACP States under Sysmin 
(mining cooperation) opinion S statement C 
9/2.2.34; 10/2.2.49 
Monetary Committee 
- Meetings of the Monetary Committee decision 
ECSC decision C 2/2.1.6; 3/2.1.5; 4/2.1.5; 5/2.1.4; 
6/2.1.6; 7/2.1.8; 9/2.1.5; 1 0/2.1.6; 11/2.1.6 
Monetary compensatory amounts 
- Alteration of monetary compensatory amounts 
applicable in the Federal Republic of Germany and 
the Netherlands opinion S regulation L 12/2.1.140 
- Calculation of monetary compensatory amounts for 
pigmeat regulation C opinion S 12/2.1 .140 
- Dismantling of monetary compensatory amounts 
proposal C resolution P statement C 1 /1.1.16; 
consideration L resolution P statement C 2/2.1.96; 
opimon S resolution P statement C 2/2.4.30; 
regulation L resolution P statement C 3/1.2.3; 
opimon P resolution P statement C 3/2.1 .120 
- Repeal of "equity" Regulation decision C 4/2.1.92 
- Transitional measures in readiness for revaluation 
of the representative rate of German mark 
regulation C regulation L statement C 9/2.1 . n 
Morocco 
- (See: Maghreb countries) regulation L decision C 
Motor vehicles 
- Air pollution caused by motor vehicle exhaust 
emissions proposal C opinion S regulation L 
5/1 .2.3; consideration L opinion S regulation L 
6/2.1. 78; proposal C opinion S regulation L 
10/2.1. n; consideration L opinion S regulation L 
12/2.1.123; opinion P opinion S regulation L 
12/2.1.124 
- Application of guarantee for new vehicles repaired 
abroad regulations C 5/2.1 .49 
- Member States' legislation on the technical 
inspection of vehicles opinion P statement C 
3/2.1.164 
- Permissible sound level of motor cycles proposal C 
opinion S regulation L 9/2.1. 72 
- Selective distribution system for Alfa Romeo 
vehicles opinion S decision C 11/2.1.38 
- Selective distribution system for Fiat vehicles 
opinion S decision C 5/2.1 .49 
- Sound level and exhaust systems of motor vehicles 
opmion P opmion S regulation L 5/2.1.13; directive 
L opinion S regulation L 9/2.1. 71 
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Motor vehicles (Continued) 
- Sound level and exhaust systems of motor vehicles 
(adaptation to technical progress) directive C 
opinion S regulation L 7/2.1 .16 
Motor-vehicle Industry 
- Abuse of a dominant position on the British motor 
vehicle market decision C 7/2.1.59 
- Rules on exemption for the exclusive distribution of 
motor vehicles opinion P regulation L decision C 
5/2.1.42; regulation C regulation L decision C 
12/2.1.50 
- Situation in certain industrial sectors in the 
Community resolutions P decision ECSC decision 
c 3/2.1.21 
Multifibre Arrangement(MFA) 
- Management of bilateral textile agreements ( 1983-
87) under the MFA opinion S statement C 10/2.2.12 
-Meetings of the GATT Textiles Committee 
regulation L decision C 1 /2.2.49; 9/2.2.11 ; 
10/2.2.12 
Multimodal transport 
- EEC-Spain Agreement on the international 
combined road/rail carriage of goods proposal C 
consideration L 1/2.1.1 03; opinion S consideration L 
5/2.1.173; signing consideration L 12/2.1.209 
- Recommendation to railway and piggyback 
companies concerning the international transport 
company, lnterunit opinion P opinion A decision C 
3/2.1.163 
- Recommendation to railway undertakings 
concerning the fixing of railway tariffs for combined 
transport (container and piggyback) opinion P 
opinion A decision C 3/2.1 .170 
Multinational undertakings 
- Procedures for informing and consulting the 
employees of transnational or national 
undertakings of complex structure consideration L 
proposal C statement C 12/2.1.81 
Mult 
Namibia 
-Statement by the Ten on Southern Africa resolution 
P statement C 212.4.3 
Nationalization 
- Nationalization of certain undertakings in France 
resolution P opmion S regulation L 3/2.1.53 
Natural gas 
-Energy pricing (oil, natural gas, coal, electricity) 
report C opinion S statement C 9/2.1.111 ; 
consideration L opinion S statement C 11/2.1.139 
- Member States' energy policies (natural gas) 
proposals C regulation L 4/2.1.121 ; consideration L 
proposals C regulation L 5/2.1.181 
- Natural gas in the Community's energy strategy 
resolution P regulation L decision C 3/2.1.181 
- Role of natural gas in the Community's overall 
energy balance communication C opinton S 
decision C 1 0/2.1.131 
Natural rubber 
-Meeting of the International Natural Rubber Council 
decision ECSC decision C 11/2.2.40 
NCI borrowings 
- Bond issues and private placings opinion S 
statement C 1/2.3.3; 4/2.3.12; 5/2.3.16; 1 0/2.3.12; 
11/2.3.11 ; 12/2.3.1 0 
- Community borrowing under NCI Ill (second 
tranche) proposal C opm10n S statement C 1/2.1.2; 
opinion P opinion S statement C 3/2.1.4; decision L 
proposal C statement C 7/2.1.5 
- Community financing for innovation in small and 
medium-sized businesses amendment of proposal 
C opinion S statement C 1/2.1.25; opinion Court of 
Auditors opinion S statement C 4/2.4.33; 
consideration L opinton S statement C 6/2.1 .44 
- ECU-denominated public issue on the American 
market proposal C statement C 11/2.3.11 
- ECU-denominated public issues under the NCI 
proposal C statement C 3/2.3.9; 11/2.3.11 
- Utilization of tranches of NCI borrowings report C 
regulation L decision C 1/2.1.3; 7/2.1.6 
NCIIoans 
- Community financing for innovation in small and 
medium-sized businesses amendment of proposal 
C opimon S statement C 1/2.1.25; opinion Court of 
Auditors opinion S statement C 4/2.4.33; 
consideration L opinion S statement C 6/2.1.44 
- Global loans under the NCI for investment projects 
in small and medium-sized businesses in Denmark 
regulation L decision C 4/2.4.38; 12/2.4.38 
- Global loans under the NCI for Investment projects 
in small and medium-sized businesses in France 
regulation L decision C 5/2.4.37; 6/2.4.19; 9/2.4.29; 
9/2.4.29; 1 0/2.4.54; 1212.4.34 
N 
- Global loans under the NCI for investment projects 
in small and medium-sized businesses in Italy 
regulation L decision C 212.4.33; 3/2.4.43; 4/2.4.35; 
7/2.4.51 ; 1212.4.33 
- Global loans under the NCI for investment projects 
in small and medium-sized businesses in the 
United Kingdom regulation L decision C 212.4.34 
- NCI loan for telecommunications in Greece 
regulation L decision C 6/2.4.20 
- NCIIoan for the building of telecommunications 
satellites in France regulation L decision C 
11/2.3.12 
- NCI loans for afforestation and associated 
investment in Ireland regulation L decision C 
1212.4.37 
- NCI loans for infrastructure projects in Ireland 
regulation L decis1on C 212.4.35; 1212.4.37 
- NCI loans for infrastructure projects in the United 
Kingdom regulation L dec1s10n C 1212.4.35 
- NCI loans for laying submarine power lines to link 
the British and French power grids regulation L 
decision C 212.4.34 
- NCI loans in the energy sector in Denmark 
regulation L dec1s1on C 5/2.4.39 
- NCIIoans in the energy sector in Greece regulatiOn 
L decision C 11/2.3.12; 1212.4.36 
- NCIIoans in the energy sector in Italy regulation L 
decision C 3/2.4.43; 4/2.4.35; 6/2.4.18; 1 0/2.4.52; 
11/2.3.12 
Netherlands 
- Basic safety standards for the health protection of 
the general public and workers against the dangers 
of ionizing radiation (application in the Netherlands) 
opinion C opinion S regulation L 5/2.1.91 
- Health inspection requirements relating to intra-
Community trade in fresh meat and animals of the 
bovine and porcine species decisions C regulation 
L statement C 3/2.1.134 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the steel industry dec1s1ons C 
opinton P 9/2.1.64 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the textile industry dec1s1ons C 
opimon P 1212.1.114 
New Zealand 
- Imports of New Zealand butter into the United 
Kingdom between 1984 and1988 agreement L 
proposal C statement C 6/2.1.87; regulation L 
proposal C statement C 7/2.1.121 
- Imports of New Zealand butter into the United 
Kingdom in 1984 regulation L proposal C statement 
C 212.1.1 06; proposal C statement C 3/2.1.126; 
regulation L proposal C statement C 5/2.1.126 
- Special import levy on New Zealand butter 
agreement L amendment of proposal C decisiOn C 
3/2.1.126 
- Visits to the Commission by the New Zealand 
Minister of Foreign Affairs and Overseas Trade 
regulation L decision C 5/2.2.16; 9/2.2.21 
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Noise pollution 
- Application of international standards on aircraft 
noise by the United States communication C 
regulations C 4/2.1.83 
- Limitation of noise emissions from construction 
plant and equipment and lawn mowers agreement 
L opinion P statement C 4/2.1.82; directives L 
opinion P statement C 9/2.1. 70 
- Noise emissions by rail-mounted vehicles opm1on S 
proposal C statement C 5/2.1.110 
- Permissible sound level of motor cycles proposal C 
opmion S regulation L 9/2.1. 72 
- Protection of workers from noise at work 
amendment of proposal C amendment of proposal 
C dec1s1on C 7/2.1.1 02; consideration L 
amendment of proposal C decision C 12/2.1.81 
- Sound level and exhaust systems of motor vehicles 
op1mon P opinion S regulation L 5/2.1.13; directive 
L opinion S regulatwn L 9/2.1.71 
- Sound level and exhaust systems of motor vehicles 
(adaptation to technical progress) directive C 
opinion S regulation L 7/2.1.16 
Non-governmental organizations (NGO) 
- Annual General Assembly of Non-Governmental 
Orgamzations regulations C 4/2.2.42 
- eo-financing of projects in the developing countries 
by the Community and NGOs resolution P deciswn 
c 2/2.2.47; 3/2.2.50; 4/2.2.43; 5/2.2.57; 6/2.2.65; 
7/2.2.51; 9/2.2.38; 10/2.2.53; 11/2.2.49; 12/2.2.53 
- Relations with NGOs report C regulations C 
5/2.2.56 
North Sea 
- Agreement on the protection of the North Sea from 
pollution by oil and other dangerous substances 
proposal C consideration L 1 /2.1.58; opinion P 
consideration L 4/2.1.81; dec1sion L consideration L 
6/2.1.74 
- Emergency measures to combat pollution of the 
North Sea by oil resolution P regulation L statement 
c 1/2.1.56 
- International Conference on the Protection of the 
North Sea (Bremen) resolutions P decisions C 
decision C 10/2.1. 76; decisions C decision C 
11/2.1.86 
- North Sea herring quotas regulation L decision C 
1 /2.1.86; 5/2.1.145 
- North Sea herring quotas allocated to Norway 
proposal C regulation L decision C 2/2.1.135; 
regulatiOn L regulation L decision C 3/2.1 .14 7 
- Safety of shipping in the North Sea resolution P 
decision ECSC dec1sion C 9/2.1.66 
North-South Dialogue 
- Community position on the North-South Dialogue 
put forward at the United Nations General 
Assembly opinionS regulation L 9/2.2.41 
- Fourth General Conference of UN IDO regulation L 
decision C 7/2.2.31 
-General Conference of UNIDO (preparation) 
communication C decisions C decision C 4/2.2.31 
- OECD Group on North-South Economic Issues 
regulation L decision C 6/2.2.40 
-Special session of the UNCTAD Trade and 
Development Board decision ECSC decision C 
4/2.2.30 
Nu cl 
- The European Community and Africa 
communicatiOn C opm1on P statement C 5/2.2.34 
Norway 
- Agreement between the Community, Sweden and 
Norway on management of joint fish stocks in the 
Skaggerak and Kattegat (negotiations) 
consideration L 1 0/2.1.117 
- Agreement with Norway concerning the extension 
of Euronet 12/2.1 .36 
- Arrangements applicable to Norwegian vessels in 
the Community's fishing zone regulation L 
regulation L decision C 12/2.1.184 
- High-level consultations between the Commission 
and Norway decisions C decision C 6/2.2.29 
- North Sea herring quotas allocated to Norway 
proposal C regulation L decision C 2/2.1.135; 
regulation L regulation L dec1s1on C 3/2.1.147 
Nuclear energy 
- Agreement with Canada on the enrichment, 
reprocessing, and storage of nuclear materials 
(amendments) 3/2.2.23; 11/2.2.23 
- Amendment of provisions relating to supplies of 
nuclear materials (Chapter VI of the Euratom 
Treaty) opmion P regulation L statement C 
5/2.1.183; amendment of proposal C regulation L 
statement C 11 /1 .3.1 
- Community's Illustrative Nuclear Programme 
(PINC) (3rd) commumcation C amendment of 
proposal C regulatwns L 11/2.1.144 
- Cooperation agreement between certain Member 
States concerning fast breeder reactors 1 /2.1. 111 
-Indirect-action programme (1985-89) on the 
management and storage of radioactive waste 
opinion CREST regulations L 2/2.1.160; proposal C 
opmion CREST regulations L 4/2.1.129; opinion S 
opinion CREST regulations L 1 0/2.1.136; 
agreement L opimon CREST regulations L 12/1.7.2 
- Intra-Community transfers of nuclear materials and 
imports from outside the Community consideration 
L decision C 11 /1.3.3; proposal C consideration L 
decision C 12/2.1.213 
- Programme ( 1984-88) for the decommissioning of 
nuclear installations decision L opinion CREST 
regulations L 1 /2.1.11 0 
- Programme ( 1984-88) on the decommissioning of 
nuclear installations (implementation) opinion 
CREST regulations L 3/2.1.192; 7/2.1.179 
- Transport of radioactive materials in the Community 
communication C regulation L decision C 5/2.1 .186 
-Transport of radioactive substances and waste 
resolution P regulation L decision C 9/2.1 .114 
- Work under the research action programme on the 
development of nuclear fission energy regulation L 
decision C 4/2.1.129; 7/2.1.178 
Nuclear fuels 
- Amendment of provisions relating to supplies of 
nuclear materials (Chapter VI of the Euratom 
Treaty) opinion P regulation L statement C 
5/2.1.183; amendment of proposal C regulation L 
statement C 11/1.3.1 
- Exp~rts of nuclear materials outside the Community 
op1mon S statement C 11 /1.3.4; proposal C opinion 
S statement C 12/2.1 .213 
Nu cl 
Nuclear fuels (Continued) 
- Final storage of radioactive waste and reprocessing 
of irradiated nuclear fuel resolution P opinion S 
decision C 1/2.1.112 
- Intra-Community transfers of nuclear materials and 
imports from outside the Community consideration 
L decision C 11/1.3.3; proposal C consideration L 
decision C 12/2.1.213 
- Work under the research action programme on the 
development of nuclear fission energy regulation L 
decision C 4/2.1.129; 7/2.1.178 
Nuclear power stations 
- Discharge of radioactive effluents from a nuclear 
power station in the Federal Republic of Germany 
opinion C opinion A decision C 4/2.1. 70; 5/2.1.92; 
9/2.1.56; 10/2.1.67 
- Discharge of radioactive waste from nuclear power 
stations in France opimon C opinion A decision C 
2/2.1.80 
- Programme ( 1984-88) for the decommissioning of 
nuclear installations decision L opinion CREST 
regulations L 1 /2.1 .11 0 
- Programme (1984-88) on the decommissioning of 
nuclear installations (implementation) op1mon 
CREST regulatiOns L 3/2.1.192; 7/2.1.179 
-Terms governing export credits for nuclear power 
stations decision L decisions C decisiOn C 7/2.2.9 
-The Community's role in the field of nuclear safety 
opinion P opinion S decision C 3/2.1.85; 3/2.1.183 
Nuclear safety 
- Discharge of radioactive effluents from a nuclear 
power station in the Federal Republic of Germany 
opm10n C opinion A decision C 4/2.1.70; 5/2.1.92; 
9/2.1.56; 10/2.1.67 
- Discharge of radioactive waste from nuclear power 
stations in France opinion C opinion A decision C 
2/2.1.80 
-Indirect-action programme (1985-89) on the 
management and storage of radioactive waste 
opinion CREST regulations L 2/2.1.160; proposal C 
op1mon CREST regulations L 4/2.1.129; opinion S 
op1mon CREST regulations L 1 0/2.1.136; 
agreement L opmion CREST regulations L 12/1.7.2 
- Multiannual research and training programmes 
(1984-87) of the Joint Research Centre opinton P 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 5/2.1.188; 
decision L draft recommendatiOn L regulatiOns L 
6/2.1.137 
-Programme (1984-88) for the decommissioning of 
nuclear installations dec1s1on L opinion CREST 
regulations L 1/2.1.110 
-Programme (1984-88) on the decommissioning of 
nuclear installations (implementation) opinion 
CREST regulations L 3/2.1.192; 7/2.1.179 
-The Community's role in the field of nuclear safety 
opinion P opinion S decisiOn C 3/2.1.85; 3/2.1.183 
-Transport of radioactive materials in the Community 
commumcation C regulation L decision C 5/2.1.186 
-Transport of radioactive substances and waste 
resolution P regulation L decision C 9/2.1.114 
Nurses 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Traimng in 
Nursing regulation L dec1s1on C 10/2.1.10 
- Meeting of the Committee of Senior Officials on 
Public Health regulation L decision C 12/2.1.11 
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OCT 
- EIB loan to the Government of Aruba (special aid 
for OCT) regulation L decision C 7/2.4.57 
- Future status of Greenland proposals C agreement 
L deciswn C 211.4.1; opinion P agreement L 
decision C 5/2.4.8 
OECD 
- Conference of OECD Ministers of Economic and 
Financial Affairs decisions C decision C 2/2.2.56 
- Conference of OECD Ministers of Labour and 
Social Affairs decisions C decision C 212.2.55 
- Extension of the OECD arrangement on guidelines 
for officially-supported export credits decision L 
opinion A decision C 1 0/2.2.9 
- Meeting of the OECD's Education Committee 
regulation L decision C 11 /2.2.56 
- Meeting of the OECD's Environment Committee 
regulation L decision C 5/2.1.118; 1212.1.134 
- Meeting of the OECD's Steel Committee regulation 
L decision C 1/2.2.50 
- Meeting of the OECD's Trade Committee regulation 
L dec1sion C 2/2.2.57 
- Meetings of the OECD's Executive Committee 
decision ECSC decision C 9/2.2.47 
- Ministerial-level meeting of the OECD Council 
regulation L decision C 5/2.2.65 
- OECD Group on North-South Economic Issues 
regulation L decision C 6/2.2.40 
- OECD seminar on transfrontier movements of 
hazardous wastes consideration L decision C 
6/2.1.82 
- OECD Understanding on Export Credits for Ships 
(application) dec1sion L regulations C 1/2.2.5 
- OECD's International Conference on the 
Environment and the Economy decisions C 
decision C 6/2.1 .83 
- Reversal of protectionist trends : the Community's 
contribution draft resolution L decision C 212.2.57; 
1 0/2.2.5; 11 /2.2.6; 11/2.2.52 
- Sectoral agreement on guidelines for export credits 
for aircraft consideration L 1212.2.9 
Official visits 
- Official visit to Egypt by the President of the 
Commission regulation L decision C 3/2.2.33 
- Official visit to Japan by the President of the 
Commission regulation L decision C 5/2.2.14 
- Official visit to Jordan by the President of the 
Commission regulation L dec1sion C 3/2.2.32 
- Official visit to Portugal by the President of the 
Commission regulation L decision C 7/2.2.2 
- Official visit to South Korea by the President of the 
Commission regulation L decision C 5/2.2.30 
- Official visit to South-East Asia by the President of 
the Commission regulation L decision C 5/2.2.28 
- Official visit to Switzerland by a Commission Vice-
President regulation L decision C 5/2.2.22 
- Official visit to the Commission by a ministerial 
delegation from Liberia regulation L decision C 
3/2.2.53 
0 
- Official visit to the Commission by the Austrian 
Vice-Chancellor regulation L decision C 212.2.21 
- Official visit to the Commission by the Prime 
Minister of Guinea regulation L decision C 6/2.2.66 
- Official visit to the Commission by the Prime 
Minister of the People's Republic of China 
regulation L decision C 6/1.7.1 
- Official visit to Tunisia by the Member of the 
Commission responsible for development 
cooperation regulation L decision C 3/2.2.31 
- Official visit to Venezuela, Colombia and Peru by 
the President of the Commission regulation L 
decision C 11/2.2.31 
Oil and gas 
-Energy pricing (oil, natural gas, coal, electricity) 
report C opmion S statement C 9/2.1 .111 ; 
consideration L opinion S statement C 11 /2.1 .139 
- Financial support for technological development 
projects in the hydrocarbons sector (1973-83) 
communication C decision ECSC decision C 
5/2.1.179; consideration L decision ECSC decision 
c 11/2.1.141 
- Financial support for technological development 
projects in the hydrocarbons sector (1984) proposal 
C decision ECSC decision C 7/2.1.174; decision L 
decision ECSC decision C 11 /2.1.141 
- Financial support for technological development 
projects in the hydrocarbons sector (1985-89) 
proposal C decision ECSC decision C 11 /2.1 .142 
- Member States' energy policies (natural gas) 
proposals C regulation L 4/2.1.121; consideration L 
proposals C regulation L 5/2.1.181 
- Middle East oil supplies resolution P regulations C 
5/2.1.180 
- R&D programme (1985-89) in the field of 
optimization of production and utilization oil and gas 
proposal C draft recommendation L regulations L 
5/2.1.197; opinion CREST draft recommendation L 
regulations L 6/2.1.144; opinion S draft 
recommendation L regulations L 11/2.1.152 
- R&D programme in the field of non-nuclear energy 
( 1983-87) draft recommendation L regulations L 
5/2.1.197; consideration L draft recommendation L 
regulations L 6/2.1.136; agreement L draft 
recommendation L regulations L 1211 . 7.2 
- Role of natural gas in the Community's overall 
energy balance communication C opinion S 
decision C 10/2.1.131 
- The Energy Situation in the Community : Situation 
1983 - Outlook 1984 report C decisions C decision 
c 212.1.154 
Oil pollution at sea 
-Agreement on the protection of the North Sea from 
pollution by oil and other dangerous substances 
proposal C consideration L 1/2.1.58; opinion P 
consideration L 4/2.1.81; deciswn L consideration L 
6/2.1.74 
Oils 
Oil pollution at sea (Continued) 
- Contingency plans to combat accidental oil spills at 
sea opinion P amendment of proposal C regulation 
L 5/2.1.1 06; opinion S amendment of proposal C 
regulation L 7/2.1 .11 0 
- Emergency measures to combat pollution of the 
North Sea by oil resolution P regulation L statement 
c 1/2.1.56 
- Protocol on Cooperation in Combating Oil Spills in 
the Wider Caribbean Region opinion P amendment 
of proposal C decision C 3/2.1.98; opinion S 
amendment of proposal C decision C 7/2.1.111 
Oils and fats 
- (See also: Olive oil) regulation L decision C 
- Buying-in of rape and sunflower regulation C 
amendment of proposal C 9/2.1.85 
- Guarantee thresholds for oilseeds (amendment of 
basic Regulation) opinion P decision ECSC 
decision C 212.1.99; opinion S decision ECSC 
dec1s1on C 212.1.1 00; regulation L decision ECSC 
decision C 3/1.2.5 
- Introduction of a tax on vegetable oils and animal 
fats other than butter opinion S proposal C 
statement C 212.1.112; opmion P proposal C 
statement C 3/2.1.129 
Olive oil 
- Introduction of a tax on vegetable oils and animal 
fats other than butter opinion S proposal C 
statement C 2/2.1.112; opinion P proposal C 
statement C 3/2.1.129 
- Production aid for olive oil (amendment of basic 
Regulation on oils and fats) regulation L opinion P 
7/2.1.122 
- Production aid for olive oil (new scheme -
implementing rules) regulation C opinion P 
11/2.1.94 
- Production aid for olive oil - general rules regulation 
L opinion P 7/2.1.122 
- Production aid for olive oil - special control 
measures op1mon P opinion P 3/2.1.130; regulation 
L opinion P 7/2.1.122 
- Promotion of olive oil consumption and 
consumption aid opinion A decision C 11/2.1.104 
- Representative market price and threshold price for 
olive oil (1984-85) regulation L opinionS 
regulations L 1 0/2.1 .87 
OPEC countries 
- Visit to Kuwait and Saudi Arabia by a Commission 
delegation (OAPEC meeting) regulation L 
statement C 1212.2.27 
Oslo Convention 
- Work under the Oslo Convention for the Prevention 
of Marine Pollution by Dumping regulation L 
deCISIOn C 1/2.1.61 
Own resources 
-Budgetary discipline (agricultural expenditure) 
resolution P statement C 211.2.2; 3/1.1.1; 6/1.1.2 
- Budgetary discipline - statement by the President of 
the Commission resolution P statement C 3/1.1.3 
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- Financing budgetary requirements for 1984 
proposal C decision L decision C 4/1 .1.1 ; decision L 
decision C 6/1.1.9; consideration L decision L 
decision C 6/2.3.1 ; opinion Court of Auditors 
decision L decision C 6/2.4.1 0; amendment of 
proposal C decision L decision C 7/2.3.3; decision L 
decision C 9/2.3.2; statement C decision L decision 
C 1 0/1.1.4; withdrawal of proposal C decision L 
decision C 1 0/2.3.4; opinion P decision L decision C 
10/2.3.4 
- Financing requirements for 1985 decision L 
decision C 5/1.1. 7; 5/2.3.4; proposal C decision L 
decision C 7/2.3.4; decision L decision C 9/2.3.2; 
statement C decision L decision C 1 0/1.1.4; 
statement L decision L decision C 1 0/2.3.2; opmion 
P decision L decision C 10/2.3.4; resolution P 
decision L decision C 11/2.3.2 
- Future financing of the Community (agreement at 
the Fontainebleau European Council) opinion S 
statement C 6/1.1.9; resolution P opinion S 
statement C 7/2.4.16 
- Future financing of the Community (draft decision 
on own resources) amendment of proposal C 
opinion S statement C 211.2.3; opinion S statement 
C 3/1.1.1; 5/1.1.7; resolution P opinion S statement 
C 5/2.3.9; opinion S statement C 6/2.3.3; 
amendment of proposal C opinion S statement C 
7/2.3.9; consideration L opinionS statement C 
7/2.3.10; opinionS opinionS statement C 9/2.4.19; 
opinion P opinion S statement C 1 0/2.3.3; 10/2.4.10 
- Future financing of the Community (statement on 
own resources by the President of the Commission) 
opinion S statement C 3/1.1 .3 
- Measures to be taken in the event of irregularities in 
the collection of own resources proposal C 
decisions C statement C 2/2.3.2 
- Method of calculating VAT own resources base for 
certain transactions, applicable in certain Member 
States from 1983 to 1985 decisions C opinion S 
regulation L 4/2.3.4 
- Multiannual financial forecasts resolution P 
regulation L decision C 5/2.3.9 
- Replacement of Member States' financial 
contributions by the Communities' own resources 
opinion P opinion A decision C 5/2.3.1 0; 
amendment of proposal C opinion A decision C 
7/2.3.12 
- Replacement of Member States' financial 
contributions by the Communities' own resources -
implementation opinion Court of Auditors opinion A 
decision C 3/2.4.30 
-Three-year financial forecasts 1985-86-87 
regulation L decision C 5/2.3.5 
Palestinian people 
-Declaration by the Ten on the situation in the Near 
and Middle East resolution P statement C 3/2.4.3 
Paris Convention 
- Work under the Paris Convention for the Prevention 
of Marine Pollution from Land-based Sources 
regulation L decision C 1/2.1.60 
Paul Finet Foundation 
- Award of scholarships to the children of ECSC 
workers by the Paul Finet Foundation opinion S 
regulation L 212.1.78; 4/2.1.68; 7/2.1.101; 11/2.1.67 
People's Europe 
- Cooperation at Community level in the field of public 
health communication C decision L decision C 
9/1.2.1 
- Easing of frontier controls and formalities applying 
to nationals of Member States proposal C opinion S 
statement C 12/2.1.9 
- Income tax applied to non-resident employed 
persons proposal C statement C 11/2.1.49 
-Interim report of the ad hoc Committee on "A 
People's Europe" opinion A decision C 11/2.4.8; 
1211.2.5 
- Introduction of the declaration form for use in intra-
Community trade (single document) regulation L 
statement C 6/1.1.9 
- Meeting of the ad hoc Committee on a People's 
Europe regulation L decision C 11/2.4.8; 1212.4.5 
- Setting up of an ad hoc Committee on a People's 
Europe decision L decision C 6/1.1.9; 6/2.1. 7; 
9/2.4.5 
- Strengthening of the internal market by the easing 
of checks on persons at the Community's internal 
frontiers opinion A decision C 12/2.1.9 
Petrochemicals Industry 
- New joint undertaking in the petrochemicals 
industry dectsion L decision C 5/2.1.47 
-Restructuring (specialization) agreements in the 
petrochemicals industry decision C consideration L 
7/2.1.55 
Pharmaceuticals 
- Approximation of the laws of Member States 
relating to veterinary medicinal products resolution 
P opinion A decision C 4/2.1.14 
- Marketing of medicinal products derived from 
biotechnology and other high-technology medicinal 
products proposal C regulation L statement C 
10/2.1.16 
Pharmacists 
- Right of establishment of pharmacy graduates in 
the Community amendment of proposal C 
resolution P statement C 1/2.1.4; consideration L 
resolution P statement C 1 0/2.1 . 7 
p 
Pig meat 
-Aid for public storage of pigmeat (amendment of 
basic Regulation) opinion P opinion P 212.1.99 
- Aid to private storage of pigmeat regulations C 
opinion P 1/2.1.75; 6/2.1.93 
- Aid to private storage of pigmeat and import 
measures (estimated impact) opinion P 212.1.1 02 
- Community scale for pig carcase classification 
regulation L proposal C statement C 11/2.1.97 
- Export refunds for pigmeat regulation C draft 
resolution L decision C 6/2.1.94; 10/2.1.93 
- National plans for the accelerated eradication of 
classical swine fever report C proposal C regulation 
L 1/2.1.79; opinionS proposal C regulation L 
5/2.1.140 
- Pig numbers in the Community decision ECSC 
deciston C 6/2.1.95; 10/2.1.94 
- Situation of the pigmeat market decision ECSC 
decision C 6/2.1.93; 10/2.1.93 
Plant health legislation 
- National protective measures against the 
introduction of organisms harmful to plants or plant 
products decisions C decisions C statement C 
212.1.122; 212.1.123 
- Protection against the introduction of organisms 
harmful to plants (Community arrangements) 
proposals C decisions L decision C 6/2.1.109 
- Timetable for harmonization measures concerning 
animal and plant health resolutiOn L opmion S 
5/2.1.139; opinion S 6/2.1.101; 10/2.1.1 04; 
1212.1.166 
Poland 
- Murder of Father Popieluzsko in Poland resolution 
P regulattons C 11/2.4.16 
-Statement by the Ten on the situation in Poland 
resolution P statement C 7/2.4.1 
Political cooperation 
- Address by the President of the Council at the 
opening session of the Stockholm Conference 
resolution P statement C 1/2.4.1 
- Address given by the President of the Council to the 
United Nations General Assembly on behalf of the 
Community and the Member States resolution P 
statement C 9/3.4.1 
- Application of the Code of Conduct for European 
Community companies in South Africa regulattons 
c 11/2.4.2 
- Conclusions of the Dublin European Council on 
political cooperation decisions C decision C 
1211.2.8 
- Conclusions of the Dublin European Council on the 
outcome of the Stockholm Conference decisions C 
decision C 1211 .2.11 
- Control of chemical products which might be used 
for military purposes decisions C decision C 5/2.4.2 
- Extradition of a Nazi criminal from Chile opinion S 
statement C 4/2.4.1 
Poll 
Political cooperation (Continued) 
- First EEC-China ministerial meeting opinion S 
regulation L 412.4.2 
-Follow-up to the Madrid Conference (cooperation in 
the Mediterranean) opinionS decision C 10/2.2.59 
- Follow-up to the Madrid Conference (meeting in 
Athens) opmion S decision C 3/2.4.4 
- Follow-up to the Madrid Conference (meeting on 
the settlement of disputes) opinion S decision C 
5/2.4.4 
- Informal meeting of Foreign Ministers regulatiOn L 
decision C 5/2.4.3 
-Statement by the Ten on Afghanistan resolution P 
statement C 5/2.4.1 ; 12/2.4.2 
-Statement by the Ten on EEC-Latin America 
relations resolutiOn P statement C 3/2.4.3 
-Statement by the Ten on international terrorism and 
the abuse of diplomatic immunity resolution P 
statement C 9/2.4.1 
-Statement by the Ten on South Africa resolution P 
statement C 9/2.4.1 
-Statement by the Ten on Southern Africa resolution 
P statement C 2/2.4.3 
-Statement by the Ten on the conflict between Iran 
and Iraq resolutiOn P statement C 2/2.4.2 
-Statement by the Ten on the future of Hong Kong 
resolution P statement C 9/2.4.3 
-Statement by the Ten on the proclamation of a 
-'Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus' resolution P 
statement C 3/2.4.3 
-Statement by the Ten on the repression in Chile 
resolution P statement C 4/2.4.1; 11/2.4.1 
-Statement by the Ten on the situation in Bolivia 
resolution P statement C 11/2.4.5 
-Statement by the Ten on the situation in Lebanon 
resolution P statement C 2/2.4.1 
-Statement by the Ten on the situation in Poland 
resolution P statement C 7/2.4.1 
-Support from the Ten for the Contadora Group's 
peace initiative in Central America regulations C 
2/2.4.6; 3/2.4.3; 6/2.2.37; 9/1.3.2 
- Work by Parliament on political cooperation 
resolutions P regulation L decision C 1 /2.4.2; 
2/2.4. 7; 3/2.4.4; 4/2.4.3; 5/2.4.5; 7/2.4.2; 10/2.4.1; 
12/2.4.3 
- Work of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs meeting in 
political cooperation regulation L dec1s1on C 2/2.4.1 ; 
2/2.4.5; 4/2.4.1; 9/2.4.2; 11/2.4.2 
Pollution 
-(See: Air-, Chemical -, Marine-, Oil -, Water-) 
84/2.0.15 
Portugal 
- Accession of Portugal and Spain proposal C 
statement C 6/1 .1 .9; 10/1 .2.1; 12/1.2.16; 1211 .2.17 
- Consultations within the framework of textile 
agreements with preferential countries in the 
Mediterranean area (Portugal and Spain) decisions 
C decision C 7/2.2.14; 9/2.2.14; 1 0/2.2.15; 
11/2.2.17 
- Contribution by the Community to infrastructure 
projects in Portugal as part of pre-accession aid 
decisions C decision C 5/2.2.3; 6/2.2.6 
- Deputy-level meeting of the negotiations on the 
accession of Portugal decision ECSC decision C 
2/2.2.2; 4/2.2.1 
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- EIB loans to Portugal (pre-accession aid) regulation 
L decision C 4/2.4.41; 6/2.4.23; 12/2.4.39 
-Extension of EIB loans as part of pre-accession aid 
to Portugal communication C opinion A decision C 
5/2.2.1 ; opinion A decision C 6/2.2.2; decision L 
opinion A decision C 9/2.2.2 
- Ministerial-level meeting of the negotiations on the 
accession of Portugal decision ECSC decision C 
1/2.2.1; 3/2.2.3; 5/2.2.2; 6/2.2.4; 7/2.2.1; 9/2.2.3; 
10/2.2.2; 12/2.2.1 
- Negotiations with Portugal and Spain on fisheries 
resolutions P opinion S regulation L 312.2.6; 
11/2.2.3 
- Official visit to Portugal by the President of the 
Commission regulation L decision C 7/2.2.2 
- Specific pre-accession aid for structural 
improvements in agriculture and fisheries in 
Portugal opinion P 2/2.2.3; 3/2.2.4; proposal C 
opinion P 6/2.2.5; opinion P opinion P 11/2.2.3; 
regulation L opinion P 12/2.2.2 
- Transitional period for Portuguese and Spanish 
agriculture communications C regulation L decision 
c 3/2.2.2 
Post and telecommunications 
- Standardization of postal charges in the Community 
resolution P regulation L decision C 3/2.1.11 
Postage rates 
- Standardization of postal charges in the Community 
resolution P regulation L dec1s1on C 3/2.1 .11 
Poultrymeat and eggs 
- Marketing standards for eggs regulation L opinion S 
regulation L 6/2.1.87; opinion S regulation L 
7/2.1.133 
- Situation of the poultrymeat and egg markets 
decision ECSC decision C 7/2.1 .126 
Poverty 
- Evaluation of pilot schemes and studies to combat 
poverty opinion S statement C 6/2.1.55 
- Specific Community action to combat poverty 
(programme 1985-89) proposal C regulation L 
7/2.1.100; opinion P regulation L 10/2.1.60; 
communication C regulation L 11 /2.1.60; opinion S 
regulation L 11/2.1.61; decision L regulation L 
12/2.1.95 
Pre-accession aid 
- Contribution by the Community to infrastructure 
projects in Portugal as part of pre-accession aid 
decisions C decision C 5/2.2.3; 6/2.2.6 
- EIB loans to Portugal (pre-accession aid) regulation 
L decision C 4/2.4.41; 6/2.4.23; 12/2.4.39 
- Extension of EIB loans as part of pre-accession aid 
to Portugal communication C opinion A decision C 
5/2.2.1; opinion A decision C 6/2.2.2; decision L 
opimon A decision C 9/2.2.2 
- Extension of financial cooperation between the 
Community and Spain communication C opinion A 
decision C 5/2.2.1; opimon A decision C 6/2.2.2; 
decision L opinion A decision C 9/2.2.2 
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Pre-accession aid (Continued) 
- Specific pre-accession aid for structural 
improvements in agriculture and fisheries in 
Portugal opinion P 2/2.2.3; 3/2.2.4; proposal C 
opinion P 6/2.2.5; opinion P opinion P 11/2.2.3; 
regulation L opinion P 12/2.2.2 
- Specific pre-accession aid for the adjustment of 
fishing capacity in Spain proposal C opinion P 
10/2.2.4 
Processed fruit and vegetables 
- Aid arrangements for preserved cherries 
(amendment of basic Regulation) opinion S 
regulation L dectsion C 2/2.1.1 00; opinion P 
regulation L decision C 3/2.1.125 
-Aid for dried grapes and dried figs (amendment of 
basic Regulation) opinion P regulation L decision C 
1/2.1. 73; regulation L regulation L decision C 
3/2.1.125 
- Aid for dried grapes and dried figs - implementing 
procedures in Greece opinion P regulation L 
decision C 1/2.1. 73; regulation L regulatton L 
decision C 3/2.1.125 
- Guarantee thresholds for prices of processed 
tomatoes decision ECSC decision C 3/1.2.5 
- Guarantee thresholds for production aid for 
sultanas opinion P decision ECSC decision C 
1/2.1. 73; regulation L decision ECSC decision C 
3/2.1.125 
- Import measures applicable to preserved cultivated 
mushrooms report C decisions C statement C 
2/2.1.114 
- Imports of preserved cultivated mushrooms 
regulation C proposal C statement C 12/2.1.160 
- Processing into juice of fruit withdrawn from the 
market (amendment of basic Regulation) opinion P 
regulation L decision C 3/2.1.125 
- Production aid for certain processed fruit and 
vegetable products regulations C regulation L 
decision C 7/2.1 .138 
- Protective measures applicable to imports of dried 
grapes regulation C regulation L statement C 
9/2.1.84; 12/2.1.158 
- Protective measures applicable to imports of 
mushrooms preserved in vinegar (repeal) 
regulation C regulation L statement C 12/2.1.161 
- Sale of dried grapes held by Greek storage 
agencies (1983 harvest) regulation C regulation L 
decision C 12/2.1 .157 
- Situat1on of the dried grape market decision ECSC 
dectsion C 9/2.1.84 
- Special measures for the disposal of stocks of dried 
grapes and figs (1981/82 crop) regulation L 
decisions C statement C 12/2.1.159 
- Special measures to assist citrus fruit processing in 
the Community opinion S decisions C statement C 
2/2.1.1 00; opinion P regulation L statement C 
3/2.1.125; regulation C decisions C statement C 
12/2.1.156 
Producers' organizations 
-Production aid for olive oil (amendment of basic 
Regulation on oils and fats) regulation L opinion P 
7/2.1.122 
- Production aid for olive oil (new scheme -
implementing rules) regulatton C opinion P 
11/2.1.94 
Prot 
- Production aid for olive oil - general rules regulation 
L opinion P 7/2.1.122 
- Production aid for olive oil - special control 
measures opinion P opinion P 3/2.1.130; regulation 
L opinion P 7/2.1.122 
- Recognition of producers' organizations in the 
fishing industry regulation C opinion A decision C 
7/2.1.161 
- State aids for producers' organizations in the fishing 
industry regulation C opinion P 3/2.1 .152 
Protection of flora and fauna 
- Implementation of the Convention on International 
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and 
Flora regulation C signing decision C 3/2.1.1 06; 
5/2.1.112 
- Implementation of the Convention on International 
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and 
Flora by African countries signing decision C 
6/2.1.80 
- Imports of ivory into the Community resolution P 
proposal C statement C 3/2.1.1 07 
- Meetings of bodies concerned with the Convention 
on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living 
Resources regulation L decision C 9/2.1.1 05 
- Protection of endangered animal species 
resolutions P decisions L decision C 2/2.1.90 
Protection of forests 
- Air pollution by large combustion plants resolution P 
opinionS regulation-L 5/2.1.109; opinion P opinion 
S regulation L 11/2.1.87; consideration L opinion S 
regulation L 12/2.1 .126 
- Preparatory measures for the protection of forests 
against fire and acid rain amendment of proposal C 
decision C 12/2.1 .162 
- Protection of forests against fire and acid rain 
opinion P amendment of proposal C decision C 
5/2.1.138; opinion S amendment of proposal C 
decision C 7/2.1.112; consideration L amendment 
of proposal C decision C 7/2.1.113 
- Research into the effects of acid rain on the 
environment regulation L decision C 2/2.1 .162 
- 1984-85 R&D programme in the field of 
environment (2nd phase) (revision) opinionS 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 1/2.1.115; 
decision L amendment of proposal C regulations L 
2/2.1.162 
Protection of natural resources 
- Community action programme on forestry-based 
industries draft recommendation L regulations L 
3/2.1.32 
- Community waste management policy proposal C 
regulation L 4/2.1.89 
- Conditions for the use of sewage sludge in 
agriculture opinion P decisions C dectsion C 
2/2.1.91; amendment of proposal C decisiOns C 
decision C 4/2.1.87 
- Inclusion of environmental issues in Community 
development policy commumcation C regulations C 
regulation L 10/2.2.33; resolution L regulations C 
regulation L 11/2.2.34 
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Protection of natural resources (Continued) 
- Information system on the state of the environment 
and natural resources ( 1984-87) opinion S opinion 
S decision C 3/2.1.96; opinion P opmion S decision 
C 5/2.1.1 05; 11/2.1.85; agreement L opinion S 
deCISIOn C 12/2.1.119 
-Meeting of the GATT Working Group on Problems 
of Trade in Certain Natural Resource Products 
regulation L decision C 6/2.2.71 
- Meeting of the Waste Management Committee 
regulation L decisiOn C 4/2.1.89 
- Meetings of the Advisory Committee on Community 
Policy regarding Forestry and Forestry-based 
Industries regulation L decis1on C 6/2.1.24; 
11/2.1.24 
- Protection of natural resources and particular areas 
in the Community resolutions P amendment of 
proposal C decision C 5/2.1 .111 
- Protocol to the Barcelona Convention concerning 
Mediterranean specially protected areas decision L 
amendment of proposal C decision C 3/2.1.97 
- Standard recyclable containers for liquids for 
human consumption consideration L proposal C 
statement C 1212.1.133 
- Waste management and recycling industries 
resolution P opinion S statement C 3/2.1.1 09; 
4/2.1.88; opinion S opinion S statement C 5/2.4.29 
Protection of the environment 
-(See also: Barcelona Convention, Geneva-, 
London-, Oslo-, Paris-, Air pollution-, Chemical-, 
Marine-, Water-, Protection of .. ) regulation L 
decision C 
- Aid schemes for environmental protection in the 
Federal Republic of Germany opinion CREST 
regulatiOns L 1212.1.73 
- Air pollution by industrial plants agreement L 
opinion S regulation L 3/2.1.1 04; d!fect!Ve L opinion 
S regulation L 6/2.1. 76 
- Air pollution by large combustion plants resolution P 
opimon S regulation L 5/2.1.1 09; opinion P opinion 
S regulation L 11/2.1.87; consideration L opinion S 
regulation L 12/2. 1 .126 
-Air pollution caused by lead, including lead in petrol 
opinion S regulation L 1211.2.3 
- Assessment of the environmental effects of certain 
public and private projects consideration L opinion 
S statement C 6/2.1.71; 1212.1.131 
- Combating acid rain pollution resolution P opinion P 
statement C 1/2.1.63; opinion P statement C 
6/2.1.79 
- Contingency plans to combat accidental oil spills at 
sea opinion P amendment of proposal C regulation 
L 5/2.1.1 06; opinion S amendment of proposal C 
regulation L 7/2.1 .11 0 
- Convention for the Protection and Development of 
the Marine Environment of the Wider Caribbean 
Region opinion P signing decision C 3/2.1.98; 
opinionS s1gnmg dec1sion C 7/2.1.111 
- Cooperation between the Community and Austria 
on environmental issues decisiOn L decision C 
11/2.1.88 
- Cooperation with developing countries on 
environmental issues resolution L decision L 
decision C 6/2.1.71; 10/2.1.73 
- Council meeting decision ECSC decision C 
3/2.1.94; 6/2.1.71; 12/2.1.118 
- Fourth European Ministerial Conference on the 
Environment decisions C decision C 4/2.1 .86 
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- Global Framework Convention on the Protection of 
the Ozone Layer (negotiations) decisions C 
decision C 1 0/2.1. 78 
- Inclusion of environmental issues in Community 
development policy communication C regulations C 
regulation L 1 0/2.2.33; resolution L regulations C 
regulation L 11/2.2.34 
- Information system on the state of the environment 
and natural resources (1984-87) opinionS opinion 
S decision C 3/2.1.96; opinion P opinion S decision 
C 5/2.1.1 05; 11/2.1.85; agreement L opinion S 
decision C 1212.1 .119 
- Meeting of the OECD's Environment Committee 
regulation L decision C 5/2.1.118; 1212.1.134 
- OECD seminar on transfrontier movements of 
hazardous wastes consideration L decision C 
6/2.1.82 
- OECD's International Conference on the 
Environment and the Economy decisions C 
decision C 6/2.1 .83 
- Plan of action for the protection of the environment 
in the Mediterranean communication C opinion S 
regulation L 4/2.1. 79 
- Preparatory measures for the protection of forests 
against fire and acid rain amendment of proposal C 
decision C 1212.1 .162 
- Protection of forests against fire and acid rain 
opinion P amendment of proposal C decision C 
5/2.1.138; opm1on S amendment of proposal C 
decision C 7/2.1.112; consideration L amendment 
of proposal C decision C 7/2.1.113 
- Protection of natural resources and particular areas 
in the Community resolutions P amendment of 
proposal C decision C 5/2.1.111 
- Session of the Governing Council of UNEP decision 
ECSC decision C 5/2.1.117; 5/2.2.61 
- System of financial support for action by the 
Community on the environment agreement L 
opinion S decision C 3/2.1.95; regulation L opinion 
S decision C 6/2.1. 72 
- Transfrontier shipment of hazardous wastes 
consideration L consideration L decision C 
3/2.1.1 08; agreement L consideration L decision C 
6/1.4.1; 6/2.1.81; directive L consideration L 
decision C 1212.1.132 
- 1984-85 R&D programme in the field of 
environment (2nd phase) (revision) opinionS 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 1/2.1.115; 
decision L amendment of proposal C regulations L 
212.1.162 
Protection of the natural habitat 
- Assessment of the environmental effects of certain 
public and private projects consideration L opinion 
S statement C 6/2.1.71; 1212.1.131 
- OECD seminar on transfrontier movements of 
hazardous wastes consideration L decisiOn C 
6/2.1.82 
- Transfrontier shipment of hazardous wastes 
consideration L consideration L decision C 
3/2.1.1 08; agreement L consideration L decision C 
6/1.4.1; 6/2.1.81; directive L consideration L 
decision C 1212.1 .132 
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Public contracts 
- Government Procurement Code - renegotiation 
resolution P decision C 4/2.2.50; 6/2.2.70 
- Meetings of the GA TI Committee on Government 
Procurement regulation L decision C 2/2.2.53; 
4/2.2.50; 6/2.2.70; 9/2.2.45; 11/2.2.53 
- Opening up access to public telecommunications 
contracts recommendation L opinion S regulation L 
1 0/1.3.2; 11/2.1.22 
- Procedures for the award of public supply col'ltracts 
report C opinion S regulations L 12/2.1.22 
Public health 
- Agreement between the Community and Sweden in 
the field of medical and public health research 
consideration L 11/2.1 .149 
- Air pollution caused by motor vehicle exhaust 
emissions proposal C opinion S regulation L 
5/1.2.3; consideration L opinion S regulation L 
6/2.1. 78; proposal C opinion S regulation L 
10/2.1. 77; consideration L opinion S regulation L 
12/2.1 .123; opinion P opinion S regulation L 
12/2.1.124 
-Air quality standards for nitrogen dioxide opinion P 
opinion S regulation L 5/2.1.1 09; consideration L 
opmion S regulation L 6/2.1. 77; opinion P opmion S 
regulation L 11 /2.1.87; agreement L opinion S 
regulation L 12/2.1.125 
- Community action programme on toxicology draft 
resolution L opinion S regulations L 5/2.1.86; 
opinion S regulations L 11/2.1 .68 
- Community information system on accidents 
involving consumer products proposal C opinion S 
decision C 12/2.1.137 
- Community research action programme in the field 
of biotechnology (1985-89) proposal C opinion S 
regulations L 4/2.1.25; opinion CREST opinion S 
regulations L 5/2.1.192; consideration L opinion S 
regulations L 6/2.1.136; opinion CREST opinion S 
regulations L 6/2.1.143; opinion S opinion S 
regulations L 11/2.1.23; agreement L opinion S 
regulations L 12/1.7 .2; opinion P opinion S 
regulations L 12/2.1.34 
- Community system for the exchange of information 
on dangers arising from the use of consumer 
products opinion S decision C 1 /2.1.65; decision L 
opmion S decision C 3/2.1 .111 
- Confidentiality of medical records report C 
decisions C decision C 12/2.1 .1 04 
- Consumer safety in relation to certain products 
decision ECSC decision C 5/2.1.119 
- Cooperation at Community level in the field of public 
health communication C decision L decision C 
9/1.2.1 
- Drug-taking by children resolution P opinion P 
statement C 5/2.1.87 
- European Charter on the Rights of Patients 
resolution P decision C decision C 1 /2.1 .48 
- Infant formulae and follow-up milks proposal C 
regulation L decision C 12/2.1.17 
- Informal meeting of Health Ministers regulation L 
dec1sion C 11 /2.1.68 
- Introduction of a European emergency health card 
for individuals at risk opimon S decision L decision 
C 5/2.1.88; decision L decision C 11/2.1.68; opinion 
P decision L decision C 11/2.1.69 
Pub I 
- Major accident hazards of certain industrial 
activities (Seveso Directive) draft resolution L 
decision C 2/2.1 .89 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Medical 
Training regulation L decision C 3/2.1.13 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Training in 
Nursing regulation L decision C 1 0/2.1.1 0 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Veterinary 
Training regulation L decision C 2/2.1.12 
- Meeting of the Committee of Senior Officials on 
Public Health regulation L decision C 7/2.1.14; 
12/2.1.11 
- OECD seminar on transfrontier movements of 
hazardous wastes consideration L decision C 
6/2.1.82 
- Programme of the ad hoc Committee on a People's 
Europe draft recommendation L regulations L 
12/2.4.5 
- Protection of dialysis patients against exposure to 
aluminium opinion P amendment of proposal C 
decision C 5/2.1.87; amendment of proposal C 
decision C 11 /2.1.68 
- Protection of patients against radiation directive L 
amendment of proposal C decision C 9/2.1.55 
- Research programme on AIDS resolution P draft 
recommendation L regulations L 1/2.1.117 
- Restrictions on imports of and production aids for 
certain varieties of hemp (health protection) 
regulation L decisions C statement C 1 0/2.1.97 
- Specific training in general medical practice 
proposal C opmion S statement C 12/2.1 .1 0 
- Transfrontier shipment of hazardous wastes 
consideration L consideration L decision C 
3/2.1.1 08; agreement L consideration L decision C 
6/1.4.1; 6/2.1.81; directive L consideration L 
decision C 12/2.1 .132 
- Use of hormonal substances in stockfarming 
proposal C regulation L decision C 6/1.6.1 ; opinion 
S regulation L decision C 12/2.4.25 
Public undertakings 
- Public authorities' holdings in company capital 
position C opinion S regulation L 9/3.5.1 
Radiation protection 
- Basic safety standards for the health protection of 
the general public and workers against the dangers 
of ionizing radiation (application in the Netherlands) 
opinion C opinion S regulation L 5/2.1.91 
- Basic safety standards for the health protection of 
workers and the general public against the dangers 
of ionizing radiation opinion P opinion S regulation L 
4/2.1.71; directive L opinionS regulation L 9/2.1.55 
- Basic safety standards for the health protection of 
workers and the general public against the dangers 
of ionizing radiation (application in Greece) opinion 
C opinion S regulation L 1/2.1.50 
- Protection of patients against radiation directive L 
amendment of proposal C decision C 9/2.1.55 
- Radiation protection research programme (1985-
89) opinion P opinion CREST regulations L 
1/2.1.116; agreement L opinion CREST regulations 
L 12/1.7.2 
- Research on irradiation and diseases of the thyroid 
gland regulation L decision C 12/2.1 .224 
- Work under the 1980-84 radiation protection 
research programme regulation L decision C 
3/2.1.195; 5/2.1.200; 5/2.1.201; 11/2.1.154; 
12/2.1.106 
Radioactive waste 
- Cooperation agreement between Euratom and 
Switzerland on research into high-level radioactive 
waste management signing 6/2.2.30 
- Dumping of radioactive waste at sea resolution P 
resolution P statement C 3/2.1.103 
- Final storage of radioactive waste and reprocessing 
of irradiated nuclear fuel resolution P opinion S 
decision C 1/2.1.112 
-Indirect-action programme (1985-89) on the 
management and storage of radioactive waste 
opinion CREST regulations L 2/2.1.160; proposal C 
opinion CREST regulations L 4/2.1.129; opmion S 
opmion CREST regulations L 1 0/2.1.136; 
agreement L opinion CREST regulations L 12/1.7.2 
-The Community's role in the field of nuclear safety 
opinion P opinion S decision C 3/2.1.85; 3/2.1.183 
- Transport of radioactive substances and waste 
resolutiOn P regulation L decision C 9/2.1.114 
- United States-Euratom cooperation in the field of 
research into radioactive waste decision L decision 
c 9/2.1.116 
- Work under the Euratom-Canada cooperation 
agreement relating to radioactive waste storage 
regulation L decision C 9/2.1.121 
Rail transport 
-Accounting system for expenditure on rail, road and 
inland waterway transport infrastructures annual 
report C decisions C decision C 6/2.1.127 
- Aid granted by Member States to inland transport 
proposal C opinion P 1/2.1.1 00 
- Changes in the financial and economic situation of 
railway undertakings report C opimon S statement 
c 1/2.1.101 
R 
- Cooperation with Yugoslavia on road and rail transit 
through Yugoslavia decision L decision C 3/2.1.17 4 
- Financial balance of railway undertakings opinion S 
statement C 1/2.1.1 00 
- Improvement of the financial situation of railway 
undertakings proposal C regulations C 1/2.1 .1 00 
- International railway cooperation opinion P decision 
L decision C 3/2.1.167; agreement L decision L 
decision C 5/2.1 .164 
- Negotiations between the Community and Austria 
concerning land transport opinion S regulation L 
10/2.1.129 
- Recommendation to railway and piggyback 
companies concerning the international transport 
company, lnterunit opinion P opinion A decision C 
3/2.1.163 
- Recommendation to railway undertakings 
concerning the fixing of railway tariffs for combined 
transport (container and piggyback) opimon P 
opinion A decision C 3/2.1.170 
- Recommendation to railway undertakings on 
international rail cooperation opinion S opinion A 
decision C 2/2.1.146; recommendation L opinion A 
decision C 12/2.1.206 
- Strengthening cooperation between railway 
undertakings on commercial management opinion 
P opinion A decision C 3/2.1.161 
Railway undertakings 
- Aid granted by Member States to inland transport 
proposal C opinion P 1/2.1.1 00 
- Changes in the financial and economic situation of 
railway undertakings report C opinion S statement 
c 1/2.1.101 
- Financial balance of railway undertakings opinion S 
statement C 1/2.1.1 00 
- Improvement of the financial situation of railway 
undertakings proposal C regulations C 1/2.1.1 00 
- International railway cooperation opinion P decision 
L decision C 3/2.1.167; agreement L decision L 
decision C 5/2.1.164 
- Rail transport costing opinion S 6/2.1.129 
- Railway costing opinion S 212.1.145 
- Recommendation to railway and piggyback 
companies concerning the international transport 
company, lnterunit opinion P opinion A decision C 
3/2.1.163 
- Recommendation to railway undertakings 
concerning the fixing of railway tariffs for combined 
transport (container and piggyback) opinion P 
opinion A decision C 3/2.1.170 
- Recommendation to railway undertakings on 
international rail cooperation opinion S opinion A 
decision C 2/2.1.146; recommendation L opinion A 
decision C 12/2.1.206 
- Strengthening cooperation between railway 
undertakings on commercial management opinion 
P opinion A decision C 3/2.1.161 
-Transposed annual accounts of railway 
undertakings for 1981 report C decisions C 
decis1on C 4/2.1.116 
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Raw materials 
- Exploration programmes for non-energy primary 
raw materials consideration L opinion CREST 
regulations L 1 0/2.1.20; agreement L opinion 
CREST regulations L 1212.1.24 
- Results of the substitution and materials 
technologies subprogramme regulation L dec1s1on 
c 10/2.1.134 
-Work under the programme on the recycling of 
urban and industrial wastes regulation L dec;sion C 
3/2.1.189; 5/2.1.114; 5/2.1.115; 5/2.1.193 
Recognition of degrees, diplomas, etc. 
- Academic recognition of diplomas and periods of 
study resolut1on P opinion A decision C 3/2.1.69 
- Implementation of the Fontainebleau conclusions 
on "A People's Europe" communication C 
regulation L statement C 9/1.1.1 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Medical 
Training regulation L decision C 3/2.1.13 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on the Training 
of Dental Practitioners regulation L decision C 
11/2.1.8 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Training in 
Nursing regulation L decision C 10/2.1.10 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Veterinary 
Training regulation L decision C 3/2.1.12; 10/2.1.8 
- Meeting of the Committee of Senior Officials on 
Public Health regulation L decision C 1212.1.11 
- Programme of the ad hoc Committee on a People's 
Europe draft recommendation L regulations L 
1212.4.5 
- Right of establishment of pharmacy graduates in 
the Community amendment of proposal C 
resolutwn P statement C 1 /2.1.4; consideration L 
resolution P statement C 10/2.1.7 
- Specific training in general medical practice 
proposal C opimon S statement C 12/2.1.10 
Reference materials 
- Activities under the R&D programme on applied 
metrology and reference materials ( 1983-87) 
regulat1on L decision C 1212.1.221 
Refugees 
- EEC-UNWRA Convention on food aid for 
Palestinian refugees ( 1984-86) opmion P decision L 
decision C 6/2.2.51; signing decision L decision C 
7/2.2.45 
- Emergency food aid for refugees from Mozambique 
in Zimbabwe opinion P 3/2.2.42 
- International Conference on aid for refugees in 
Africa decisions C decision C 7/2.2.36 
Regional affairs 
- (See also: ERDF) regulation L decision C 
Regional aid 
-Aid for industry in Northern Ireland opinion P 
212.1.45 
-Aid for inner-city renewal in the United Kingdom 
opinion P 4/2.1.49 
- Alteration of the Regional Development Grant 
(RDG) in the United Kingdom regulation L 
1212.1.64 
Regi 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
designate employment zones in Belgium 
termination opinionS regulations L 6/2.1.34; 
opinion S regulations L 12/2.1.63 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of aid for 
investment and training in Scotland termination 
opinion S regulations L 1/2.1.34 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of aid for small 
and medium-sized firms in Sicily opening opinion S 
regulations L 3/2.1.49 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of aid schemes in 
certain departments of France fmal decision C 
opinion S regulations L 6/2.1.35 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of investment 
premiums (WIR) in the Netherlands termination 
opinion S regulations L 11 /2.1 .42 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of regional aid in 
Greece opening opinion S regulations L 1212.1.65 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of regional aid in 
the Uinder opening opinionS regulations L 7/2.1.66 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of regional 
planning schemes in France final decision C 
opimon S regulations L 1 0/2.1.45; 1212.1.66 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of supplementary 
regional aid in assisted areas in Belgium final 
decision C opinion S regulations L 5/2.1 .54 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of the designation 
of assisted areas in Belgium opinion S regulations L 
7/2.1.63 
- Exceptional State contribution for job creation in 
Lorraine decisions C decision C 7/2.1.64 
- German programme for creating alternative jobs in 
the Bremen mining area opinion S regulations L 
3/2.1.48 
- Regional bill to assist employment in Sicily opinion 
CREST regulations L 7/2.1.65 
- Thirteenth outline plan relating to regional aid in the 
Federal Republic of Germany opinion S regulation 
L 7/2.1.62 
Regional cooperation 
-Annual Conference of the SADCC (Southern 
African Development Coordination Conference) 
decisions C decision C 212.2.50 
- Improved access to landlocked East African 
countries resolution P statement C 1/2.2.43 
- Setting up of the Indian Ocean Commission 
decision L decision C 1/2.2.42 
Regional development 
- Assistance from the ERDF to finance regional 
development studies decisions C decisions C 
decision C 1 /2.1.52; 5/2.1.98; decisions C decision 
C 6/1 .3.1 0; decisions C decisions C decision C 
6/2.1.69; 7/2.1.107; 9/2.1.62; 10/2.1.69; 11/2.1.81; 
1212.1.110; 1212.1.111 
- Economic and social situation in Northern Ireland 
resolution P decision ECSC decision C 3/2.4.23 
- Economic and social situation in Northern Ireland : 
impact of Community actions report C decision 
ECSC decision C 11/2.1.78 
- Financing of Community and national regional 
development programmes opinion S statement C 
5/2.1.1 00; 6/1 .3.6 
Regi 
Regional development (Continued) 
- Grant for studies in preparation for integrated 
regional development operations decisions C 
decisions C decision C 1 /2.1.53; 2/2.1.83; 3/2.1.93; 
decisions C decision C 6/1.3.11; decisions C 
decisions C decision C 7/2.1.1 08; 11 /2.1.83; 
12/2.1.116 
- Guidelines for a Community policy on tourism 
resolution L opinion S regulation L 4/2.1.9 
- Member States' regional development programmes 
opinion C opinion CREST regulations L 6/2.1.65 
-Specific (exceptional) measure to promote urban 
renewal as part of an integrated operation in Belfast 
opinion P 6/2.1 . 70 
- Specific Community regional development 
measures (non-quota section of the ERDF) (1982-
87) regulations L opinion P 1 /2.1.54; decisions C 
opinion P 5/2.1.102; 9/2.1.64; 10/2.1.70; 12/2.1.114 
- Study on the regional impact of the common 
agricultural policy opinion S statement C 7/2.1.1 06 
- Study on the regional impact of the Community's 
commercial policy opinion S statement C 2/2.1.81 
- Supplementary measures in favour of the United 
Kingdom report C regulatiOn L statement C 2/2.1.84 
- Thirteenth outline plan relating to regional aid in the 
Federal Republic of Germany opinion S regulation 
L 7/2.1.62 
Regional policy 
- Aid for natural disaster regions in the Community 
resolutions P opinion P 1 /2.1.55; opinion P 2/2.1.85; 
2/2.1.86; decisions C opinion P 5/2.1.1 03; 
resolutions P opinion P 5/2.1.1 04; decisions C 
opinion P 1 0/2.1 . 71 ; resolutions P opinion P 
10/2.1. 72; decisions C opinion P 11/2.1.84 
-Annual ERDF report (1982) opinionS opinion A 
decision C 5/2.1.99 
-Annual ERDF Report (1983) opinion A decision C 
9/2.1.61 
- Appropriations for Integrated Mediterranean 
Programmes (IMP) dec1sion L decision C 5/2.3.2; 
11/2.3.3 
- ERDF grants for investment projects in industry, 
crafts and services decisions C decision C 6/1.3.8 
- Grant for studies in preparation for integrated 
regional development operations decisions C 
decisiOn C 6/1.3.11 
- Integrated Mediterranean Programmes (IMP) 
opinion CREST regulations L 1/2.1.51; opinion P 
opinion CREST regulations L 3/2.1.90; opinion 
CREST regulations L 412.4.5; opimon S opinion 
CREST regulations L 5!2.4.25; amendment of 
proposal C opinion CREST regulations L 9/2.1.58; 
opinion S opinion CREST regulations L 12/2.1.1 09; 
12/2.4.24 
- Integrated Mediterranean Programmes (IMP) (pilot 
projects and preparatory studies) decisions C 
opinion CREST regulations L 12/2.1.108 
- Meetings of the Regional Policy Committee 
regulation L decision C 2/2.1.82; 4/2.1. 75; 6/2.1.66; 
11/2.1.79 
- Member States' regional development programmes 
opmion C opinion CREST regulations L 6/2.1.65 
- Revision of the regulation setting up the ERDF 
opmion S regulation L decisiOn C 3/2.1.92; 3/2.4.35; 
opinion P regulation L dec1sion C 4/2.1. 76; 
agreement L regulation L decision C 5/2.1.1 00; 
regulation L regulation L dec1s1on C 6/1.3.1 
- Revision of the Regulation setting up the ERDF 
(conciliation meeting) regulation L decision C 
6/1.3.1 
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- Second periodic report on the social and economic 
situation in the regions of the Community report C 
opinion A decision C 3/2.1.89; opinion A decision C 
4/2.1.75 
- Specific Community regional development 
measures (non-quota section of the ERDF) (1982-
87) regulations L opinion P 1 /2.1.54; decisions C 
opinion P 5/2.1.1 02; 9/2.1.64; 10/2.1. 70; 12/2.1.114 
- Specific measure to assist certain Mediterranean 
regions in the context of Community enlargement 
regulation L opinion P 1 /2.1.54; decision C opinion 
p 12/2.1 .114 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the shipbuilding industry regulation 
L opinion P 1 /2.1.54; decision C opinion P 
12/2.1.114 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the steel industry regulation L 
opinion P 1/2.1.16 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the textile industry regulation L 
opinion P 1 /2.1.54; decisions C opinion P 
12/2.1.114 
- Strengthening of the regions' indigenous 
development potential opinion A decision C 6/1.3.7 
Regional Policy Committee 
- Meetings of the Regional Policy Committee 
regulation L decis1on C 2/2.1.82; 4/2.1.75; 6/2.1.66; 
11/2.1.79 
Remote sensing 
- Evaluation of the JRC "SAR 580" remote-sensing 
programme opinion S statement C 4/2.1.134 
Reorganization of working time 
- Promotion of employment for young people -
special measures resolution L opinion A decision C 
1 /2.1.40; resolution P opinion A decision C 9/2.1.44 
- Protection of the rights of temporary workers 
amendment of proposal C decisions L decision C 
4/2.1.59 
- Reduction and reorganization of working time 
consideration L regulations L decision C 6/2.1 .42 
Research 
-(See also: Agricultural-, ECSC -,Energy-, 
Environmental-, Joint Research Centre, Medical-) 
regulation L decision C 
Research and development in connection 
with developing countries 
- Community R&D programme 'Science and 
Technology for Development'- 1983-86 (tropical 
medicine and agriculture- two projects for Mexico) 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 12/2.2.31 
-First R&D programme (1983-86) in the field of 
science and technology for development 
(subprogramme on tropical agriculture) amendment 
of proposal C regulations L 1/2.1.114 
J 
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Research and development In connection 
with developing countries (Continued) 
- Programme of assistance for the development of 
indigenous scientific and technical research 
capacities in developing countries ( 1984-87) 
opinion CREST draft recommendation L regulations 
L 1/2.1.113; amendment of proposal C draft 
recommendation L regulations L 3/2.1.193; 
resolution P draft recommendation L regulations L 
12/2.1.226 
Research and development policy 
- Basic research in industrial technologies for Europe 
( 1985-88) agreement L draft recommendation L 
regulations L 1211.7.2 
- Biotechnology applications: the Community's role 
conclusions L regulations C 212.1 .30 
- Continuation of activities in connection with JET 
and NET opinion S regulation L 5/2.1.195 
-Council meeting decision ECSC decision C 
212.1.156; 6/2.1.135; 11/2.1.148; 1212.1.216 
- Dissolution of CREST subcommittees resolution P 
statement C 1212.1.217 
- Efficiency and choice in Community financing of 
research and industry resolution P proposal C 
statement C 1/2.1.1 07 
- Establishment of management and coordination 
advisory committees for research activities decision 
L decision L decision C 6/2.1.138 
- European strategic programme for research and 
development in information technologies 
(programme for 1984) decision L amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 211.3.1; amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 3/2.1.26; 5/2.1.28; 
7/2.1.35 
- European strategic programme for research and 
development in information technologies 
(programme for 1985) amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 1 0/2.1.27; agreement L amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 1212.1.216 
- Exploitation of the results of Community R&D 
programmes opmion A dectsion C 212.1.34; 
6/2.1.26; 9/2.1.23; 11/2.1.26 
-FAST 11 programme (1983-87) on forecasting and 
assessment in the field of science and technology 
(implementation) amendment of proposal C 
regulattons L 3/2.1.196 
- First framework programme (1984-87) for 
Community research, development and 
demonstration activities (implementation) opinion S 
regulation L 1211 . 7.1 
-First phase (1984-88) of the European strategic 
programme for research and development in 
information technologies (Esprit) decision L opinion 
S regulation L 2/1 .3.1 ; resolution P opinion S 
regulation L 212.1.27; opinion S regulatton L 
3/2.1.25 
-First plan (1985-88) for stimulating scientific and 
technical cooperation and interchange in Europe 
communication C opinion S decision C 212.1.163; 
consideratton L opinion S decision C 212.1.164; 
proposal C agreement L decision C 4/2. 1. 132; 
opinion CREST opimon S decision C 5/2.1.202; 
consideration L optmon S dectston C 6/2.1.136; 
opinion P opinion S decision C 1 0/2.1.140; 
amendment of proposal C opimon S decision C 
11/2.1.155; agreement L opinion S decision C 
12/1.7.2 
Rese 
- First R&D programme ( 1983-86) in the field of 
science and technology for development 
(subprogramme on tropical agriculture) amendment 
of proposal C regulations L 1/2.1.114 
- Improvement of the decision-making process for 
JRC programmes regulation L 5/2.1.189 
- Improving the efficacy of the Community's scientific 
and technical potential - experimental phase 
communication C opinion S decision C 1/2.1.118; 
opinion S decision C 212.1.164; 212.1.165; 
4/2.1.133; 7/2.1.180; 10/2.1.139; report C opinionS 
decision C 1212.1.225 
-International cooperation in research projects 
relating to technology, growth and employment 
decision L decision C 3/2.1.185; 5/2.1.190; 
6/2.1.139 
-Meetings of the Scientific and Technical Research 
Committee regulation L decision C 212.1.157; 
3/2.1.184; 1212.1.217 
- Multiannual research and training programmes 
( 1984-87) of the Joint Research Centre opinion P 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 5/2.1.188; 
draft recommendation L regulations L 5/2.1.196; 
decision L draft recommendation L regulations L 
6/2.1.137 
- Plan of action to evaluate the results of Community 
R&D programmes opinion S regulation L 1/2.1.119; 
4/2.1.134 
- Priorities for Community research communication C 
regulations C regulation L 5/2.1.187; consideration 
L regulations C regulation L 6/2.1.136 
- R&D programme in the field of non-nuclear energy 
(1983-87) draft recommendation L regulations L 
5/2.1.197; consideration L draft recommendation L 
regulations L 6/2.1.136; agreement L draft 
recommendation L regulations L 1211.7.2 
- Report on the public financing of R&D in the 
Member States opinion A decision C 3/2.1 .184 
-Research and training programme (1985-89) in the 
field of controlled thermonuclear fusion proposal C 
opinion CREST regulations L 5/2.1.195; opinion S 
opinion CREST regulations L 11/2.1.152; 
agreement L opinion CREST regulations L 1211 . 7.2 
- Restructuring the Community R&D committees 
decision L draft resolutton L decision C 6/2.1.138 
- Transnational plan (1983-85) for the development 
of infrastructures in support of technological 
innovation (implementation) opinion S regulation L 
1/2.1.22; 1/2.1.23; 212.1.32; 4/2.1.26; 5/2.1.30; 
6/2.1.25; 9/2.1.22; 10/2.1.31; 1212.1.35 
Research on raw materials 
- Agreement between the Community and 
Switzerland on an R&D programme in the wood 
sector consideration L 11/2.1 .149 
- European cooperation in research on the use of 
plant residues (COST project) signing decision L 
decision C 4/2.1 .123 
- Results of the substitution and materials 
technologies subprogramme regulation L decision 
c 10/2.1.134 
- Work on ceramics under the R&D programme on 
raw materials regulation L decision C 9/2.1 .118 
- Work under the programme on the recycling of 
urban and industrial wastes regulation L dectston C 
3/2.1.189; 5/2.1.114; 5/2.1.115; 5/2.1.193 
Rest 
Restrictive business agreements 
- Agreement between aluminium cartel undertakings 
and the foreign trade organizations of East 
European countries decision C opinion S statement 
c 12/2.1.54 
- Agreement between Italian producers of baker's 
yeast opinion S statement C 5/2.1 .45 
- Agreement to reduce overcapacity in the synthetic 
fibre industry decision C consideration L 7/2.1.54 
- Agreements between insurance undertakings 
decisions C opinion S statement C 3/2.1 .44; 
12/2.1.55 
- Agreements in the banking sector concerning 
uniform Eurocheques decision C regulation L 
12/2.1.58 
- Cooperation agreement between two brewing 
groups decision C 7/2.1.56 
- Exclusive distribution in the furniture trade opinion S 
decision C 1 /2.1.33 
- Fines for concerted practices between pulp 
manufacturers decision C regulation L 12/2.1 .53 
- Fines for market sharing and price fixing (flat-glass 
industry) decision C regulation L 7/2.1.53 
- Fines for market sharing and price fixing (zinc 
group) decision C regulation L 7/2.1.52 
- Fines for market-sharing and price-fixing imposed 
on the main Community producers of hydrogen 
peroxide decision C regulation L 11 /2.1.36 
- Fines in respect of an exclusive distribution 
agreement relating to toys decision C regulation L 
5/2.1.48 
- Horizontal agreement between two cigarette 
manufacturers opinion S statement C 3/2.1 .43 
- New joint undertaking in the petrochemicals 
industry decision L decision C 5/2.1.47 
- New rules on block exemption for exclusive 
distribution agreements opinion S regulation L 
4/2.1.45 
- New rules on block exemption for exclusive 
purchasing agreements opinion S regulation L 
4/2.1.45 
- New rules on block exemption for patent licensing 
agreements regulation C opinion S regulation L 
7/2.1.50; opinionS opinionS regulation L 7/2.4.48 
- New rules on block exemption for R&D cooperation 
agreements draft regulation C opinion S regulation 
L 1 /2.1 .32; opinion S opinion S regulation L 
5/2.1.44; regulation C opinion S regulation L 
12/2.1.51 
- Renewal of authorization of exhibition rules (Expo 
Dental) decision C draft resolution L decision C 
11/2.1.37 
- Restructuring (specialization) agreements in the 
petrochemicals industry decision C consideration L 
7/2.1.55 
- Royalty payments clause in licensing agreements 
(IGR) resolution P decision C 7/2.1.57 
- Royalty payments clause in licensing agreements 
(UARCO) resolution P decision C 11/2.1.39 
- Rules on exemption for certain specialization 
agreements regulation L decision C 3/2.1 .42; draft 
regulation C regulation L decision C 7/2.1.51; 
regulation C regulation L decision C 12/2.1.52 
- Rules on exemption for the exclusive distribution of 
motor vehicles opinion P regulation L decision C 
5/2.1.42; regulation C regulation L decision C 
12/2.1.50 
- Selective distribution agreement relating to 
plumbing fittings decision C 12/2.1.60 
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- Specialization agreements for manufacture of iron 
and steel products regulation L 5/2.1.46 
Rhine 
- Common action to be taken within the Central 
Commission for the Navigation of the Rhine 
decision L opinion P 11/2.1.134 
- Convention for the Protection of the Rhine against 
Chemical Pollution (application) signing decision C 
1/2.1.59 
- Recommendation by the International Commission 
for the Protection of the Rhine on cadmium 
discharges opinion A decision C 2/2.1.87; proposal 
C opinion A decision C 12/2.1.121 
- Work of the International Commission for the 
Protection of the Rhine against Pollution regulation 
L decision C 2/2.1.87 
Right of establishment 
- (See: Freedom of establishment) regulation L 
decision C 
Road haulage vehicles 
- Road vehicle weights and dimensions : drive axle 
weights report C proposal C regulation L 9/2.1.1 08; 
proposal C regulation L 11 /2.1.133; 12/2.1.200 
- Weights and dimensions of commercial road freight 
vehicles proposal C regulation L 5/2.1.167; 
consideration L proposal C regulation L 11 /2.1.133; 
directive L proposal C regulation L 12/2.1 .200 
Road safety 
- Community road safety programme draft resolution 
opinion S regulations L 3/2.1.165; resolution P 
opinion S regulations L 3/2.1.166; opinion P opinion 
S regulations L 5/2.1.166; resolution L opinion S 
regulations L 12/2.1.201 
Road transport 
-Accounting system for expenditure on rail, road and 
inland waterway transport infrastructures annual 
report C decisions C decision C 6/2.1.127 
- Admission to the occupation of road passenger 
transport operator in France opinion C amendment 
of proposal C 7/2.1.171 
- Arrangements with Yugoslavia concerning the 
international carriage of passengers by road 
(ASOR Agreement) 6/2.2.33 
- Common rules for certain types of carriage of goods 
by road between Member States proposal C draft 
resolution L decision C 12/2.1.203 
- Community road safety programme draft resolution 
opinion S regulations L 3/2.1.165; opinion P opinion 
S regulations L 5/2.1.166; resolution L opinion S 
regulations L 12/2.1.201 
- Cooperation with Yugoslavia on road and rail transit 
through Yugoslavia decision L decision C 3/2.1.17 4 
- Disruption of goods traffic at some frontier crossing 
points in the Alps statement C opinion S 2/2.1.8; 
opinion S 2/2.1.9; resolution P opinion S 2/2.1 .1 0; 
opinion S 3/2.1.6 
~ ECE resolution on the facilitation of road transport 
proposal C regulation L decision C 1 0/2.1 .124 
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Road transport (Continued) 
- Fixing of rates for the carriage of goods by road 
between Member States proposal C opinion S 
statement C 12/2.1.203 
- Fuel rationing for commercial transport between 
Member States opinion P opinion A decision C 
2/2.1.148; opinion S opinion A decision C 
3/2.1 .171 ; amendment of proposal C opinion A 
decision C 6/2.1.132 
- Implementation of social legislation relating to road 
transport in 1981 report C resolution P statement C 
9/2.1.109 
- Introduction of a Community driving licence 
proposal C statement C 4/2.1.117; 6/2.1.130 
- Introduction of a heavy-goods-vehicle tax and a 
motorway tax in Switzerland statement C proposal 
C statement C 2/2.1.150; proposal C statement C 
12/2.2.19 
- Monitoring by Member States of the application of 
social legislation relating to road transport proposal 
C resolution P statement C 3/2.1.168 
- Negotiations between the Community and Austria 
concerning land transport opinion S regulation L 
10/2.1.129 
- Recommendation to railway and piggyback 
companies concerning the international transport 
company, lnterunit opinion P opinion A decision C 
3/2.1.163 
- Social legislation relating to road transport proposal 
C resolution P statement C 3/2.1.168; consideration 
L resolution P statement C 5/2.1.161 
- Study of a system of price indices for road freight 
transport within the Community opinion S statement 
c 2/2.1.147 
-Taxation of commercial vehicles in Switzerland and 
Austria opinion S decision C 3/2.1 .173; 
consideration L resolution P decision C 12/2.1.21 0 
Romania 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee set up under the 
EEC-Romania Agreement regulation L decision C 
11/2.2.32 
Rome Convention 
- Convention of Accession of the Hellenic Republic to 
the Rome Convention on the Law applicable to 




- Limitation of imports into Greece of certain products 
originating in or coming from other Member States 
decisions C opinion P statement C 1 /2.1. 7; 
10/2.1.11; 11/2.1.9 
- Measures to discourage the release for free 
circulation of counterfeit goods proposal C 
regulation L statement C 1212.1.39 
- Processing into juice of fruit withdrawn from the 
market (amendment of basic Regulation) opinion P 
regulation L decisiOn C 3/2.1 .125 
- Protective measures applicable to imports of dried 
grapes regulation C regulatiOn L statement C 
9/2.1.84; 1212.1.158 
- Protective measures applicable to imports of frozen 
squid from Poland regulation C regulation L 
statement C 1 0/2.1.120 
- Protective measures applicable to imports of 
mushrooms preserved in vinegar (repeal) 
regulation C regulation L statement C 12/2.1.161 
- Quantitative limitation of imports of certain textile 
products originating in Turkey opinion P statement 
C 5/2.2.12; regulation C opm1on P statement C 
7/2.2.14; 1212.2.11 
Safety at sea 
-Ratification of the Torremolinos International 
Convention for the Safety of Fishing Vessels 
proposal C opinion A decision C 6/2.1.122; opinion 
S opmion A dec1sion C 9/2.4.22 
Safety at the workplace 
- Community cooperation on labour inspection 
decision L decision C 3/2.1 .83 
-Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Safety, 
Hygiene and Health Protection at Work regulation L 
decision C 6/2.1 .60 
- Plenary meeting of the Joint Committee on the 
Social Problems of Agricultural Workers decision 
ECSC decision C 1212.1.105 
- Progress report of the Advisory Committee on 
Safety, Hygiene and Health Protection at Work 
opimon A decision C 7/2.1.1 03; 9/2.1.52 
- Research projects covered by the second 
programme on safety in mines opinion CREST 
regulations L 1212.1 .222 
- Second programme of action of the European 
Communities on safety and health at work ( 1983-
88) opinion P opinion S regulations L 1 /2.1.49; 
resolution L opinion S regulations L 212.1.79 
Savings 
- Reviving investment : national tax and financial 
measures resolution P opinion A decision C 2/2.1 .3 
Scientific and technical cooperation 
- Agreement between the Community and Sweden in 
the field of medical and public health research 
consideration L 11/2.1.149 
s 
- Agreement between the Community and 
Switzerland on an R&D programme in the wood 
sector consideration L 11 /2.1 .149 
- Community R&D programme 'Science and 
Technology for Development' - 1983-86 (tropical 
medicine and agriculture- two projects for Mexico) 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 1212.2.31 
- Cooperation agreement between Euratom and 
Switzerland on research into high-level radioactive 
waste management signing 6/2.2.30 
- Cooperation agreement between the EEC and 
Canada in the field of medical research signing 
1212.2.16 
-First plan (1985-88) for stimulating scientific and 
technical cooperation and interchange in Europe 
commumcation C opinion S decision C 212.1.163; 
consideration L opinion S decision C 212.1.164; 
proposal C agreement L decision C 4/2.1 .132; 
opinion CREST opinion S decision C 5/2.1.202; 
consideration L opinion S decision C 6/2.1.136; 
opinion P opinionS decision C 10/2.1.140; 
amendment of proposal C opinion S decision C 
11 /2.1.155; agreement L opinion S decision C 
1211.7.2 
- Follow-up to the Madrid Conference (cooperation in 
the Mediterranean) opinionS decision C 10/2.2.59 
- United States-Euratom cooperation in the field of 
research into radioactive waste decision L decision 
c 9/2.1.116 
Scientific and technical information 
- Agreement with Austria concerning the extension of 
Euronet 2/2.1.33 
- Agreement with Norway concerning the extension 
of Euronet 1212.1 .36 
-Full-text transmission via satellite (Apollo) opinion 
CREST regulations L 5/2.1.34; 7/2.1.40 
- Plan of action in the field of information and 
documentation (1981-83) opinionS regulation L 
1/2.1.24 
- Programme (1984-88) for the development of the 
specialized information market opimon CREST 
amendment of proposal C regulations L 212.1.157; 
opinion P opinion CREST regulations L 3/2.1.33; 
opinion S amendment of proposal C regulations L 
3/2.1.35; amendment of proposal C opinion CREST 
regulations L 5/2.1.36; amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 7/2.1.39; decision L amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 11 /2.1.25; amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 1212.1.37 
Sea transport 
- Application of the competition rules to sea transport 
opinion P regulations C 5/2.1.43; 5/2.1.172 
- Collection of information on the activities of carriers 
participating in cargo liner traffic between the 
Member States and the Far East decision L 
resolution P decision C 1212.1.207 
- Safety of shipping in the North Sea resolution P 
decisiOn ECSC decision C 9/2.1.66 
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Securities 
- Establishment of IDIS network (lnterbourse Data 
Information System) regulation L statement C 
5/2.1.65 
Sheepmeat and goatmeat 
- Arrangements applicable to imports of sheepmeat 
and goatmeat originating in certain non-member 
countries in 1985 regulation L regulations L decision 
c 12/2.1.147 
- Harmonization of national provisions implementing 
the premium scheme for sheepmeat producers 
regulation C proposal C statement C 10/2.1.102 
-Voluntary restraint agreements (sheepmeat and 
goatmeat) with non- member countries - renewal in 
1984regulation L 5/2.1.134; 12/2.1.146 
Shipbuilding 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist shipbuilding in France opening opinion S 
regulations L 11/2.1.45 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist shipbuilding in Italy opening opinion S 
regulations L 10/2.1.46 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist shipbuilding in the Netherlands opening 
opinion S regulations L 11 /2.1 .45 
-Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist shipbuilding in the United Kingdom (1984-85) 
opening opinionS regulations L 7/2.1.70 
-Article 93(2) procedure in respect of scheme to 
assist shipbuilding in the United Kingdom 
terminatton opinion S regu/attons L 7/2.1.69 
- Fifth Directive on aid to shipbuilding (proposal for 
extension) proposal C resolution P deciston C 
2/2.1.48; opinion P resolution P decision C 5/2.1.58; 
opinion S resolution P decision C 9/2.1.36; 
9/2.4.20; directive L resolution P decision C 
11/2.1.44; 12/2.1.68 
- Fifth Directive on aid to shipbuilding -
implementation report C resolution P decision C 
5/2.1.57 
- Shipbuilding aid measures in the Federal Republic 
of Germany regulation L dectsion C 3/2.1.52 
- Situation in certain industrial sectors in the 
Community resolutions P deciston ECSC decisiOn 
c 3/2.1.21 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the shipbuilding industry regulation 
L opinion P 1 /2.1.54; dectsion C opinion P 
12/2.1.114 
- State of the shipbuilding industry annual report C 
decision ECSC decision C 10/2.1.26 
Simplification of customs formalities 
- Arrangements for movement within the Community 
of personal goods sent for temporary use regulation 
C decision C 3/2.1.6; regulation L regulation C 
decisiOn C 6/2.1.9; regulation C regulation C 
decision C 7/2.1.43 
- Computerization of customs administrative 
procedures draft resolution L proposal C statement 
C 3/2.1.6; resolution L proposal C statement C 
5/2.1.6; proposal C statement C 11/2.1.27 
- Coordinated development of computerized 
administrative procedures communication C 
resolution P statement C 11 /2. 1 .27 
Smal 
- Establishment of links between customs transit 
procedures proposal C opinion S statement C 
7/2.1.42 
- Facilitation of formalities and inspections in respect 
of the carriage of goods between Member States 
opinion S statement C 3/2.1.6 
- Franco-German agreement on gradual abolition of 
border checks consideration L 7/2.1.13; 7/3.5.1 
- lnterinstitutional computerized telecommunications 
networks for the processing of data relating to 
agricultural markets regulation L decision C 
11/2.1.27 
- International Convention on the Harmonization of 
Frontier Controls of Goods opinion P signing 
decision C 1 /2.1.26; signing signing decision C 
2/2.1.35; regulation L signing decision C 4/2.1.28 
- Introduction of the declaration form for use in intra-
Community trade (single document) consideration L 
regulation L statement C 3/2.1.6; regulation L 
statement C 6/1.1.9; resolution P regulation L 
statement C 9/2.1.7; consideration L regulation L 
statement C 1 0/2.1.33; agreement L regulation L 
statement C 12/1.6.1 
- Simplification of formalities for intra-Community 
trade (single document) consideration L decision 
ECSC decision C 3/2.1.6; agreement L deciston 
ECSC decision C 1 0/2.1.33; 12/1.6.1 
- Strengthening of the internal market statement C 
opinion A decision C 2/2.1.8; consideration L 
opinion A decision C 3/2.1.6; communication C 
opinion A decision C 5/2.1.7 
Small firms, small buslness(es) 
- (See also: EIB loans in the Community) regulation L 
decision C 
- Action plan for a Community policy on SMEs 
resolution P opinion S regulation L 5/2.1.18; 
communication C opinion S regulation L 5/2.1.18 
- Annual accounts of certain types of companies 
proposal C decisions C decision C 7/2.1.20; 
agreement L decisions C decision C 10/2.1. 7; 
directive L decisions C decision C 11 /2.1.12 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of aid for small 
and medium-sized firms in Sicily opening opinion S 
regulations L 3/2.1.49 
- BCC seminar in Spain dectsion ECSC decision C 
10/2.1.18 
- Community borrowing under NCIIII (second 
tranche) proposal C opinionS statement C 1/2.1.2; 
opinion P opinion S statement C 3/2.1.4; decision L 
proposal C statement C 7/2.1.5 
- Community financing for innovation in small and 
medium-sized businesses amendment of proposal 
C opinion S statement C 1 /2.1.25; opinion Court of 
Auditors opinion S statement C 4/2.4.33; opinion S 
statement C 5/2.1.18; consideration L opinion S 
statement C 6/2.1.44 
-European Year of Small and Medium-Sized 
Enterprises and Craft Industry regulation L 5/2.1.18 
- Local employment initiatives opmton P proposal C 
statement C 3/2.1.62; opinion S proposal C 
statement C 5/2.1.70; 5/2.4.27; resolution L 
proposal C statement C 6/2.1 .45 
- Progress report on the Business Cooperation 
Centre opinion A decision C 4/2.1 .17 
- Setting-up of a European Venture Capital 
Association decision L decision C 5/2.1.18; 
5/2.1.30; 5/2.1 .35 
Soci 
Small firms, small business(es) (Continued) 
- State aids for technological innovation in small and 
medium-sized businesses opinion P 212.1.56; 
11/2.1.40; 11/2.1.41 
- Transnational plan (1983-85) for the development 
of infrastructures in support of technological 
innovation (implementation) opinion S regulation L 
1 /2.1.22; 5/2.1.18; 5/2.1.30; 6/2.1.25; 9/2.1.22; 
1 0/2.1 .31 ; 1212.1.35 
Social policy 
-(See also: Employment, Equal rights .. , European 
Social Fund, Handicapped persons, Health at the 
workplace, Health protection, Living conditions, 
Public health, Unemployment) regulation L decision 
c 
- Community medium-term social action programme 
conclusions L opinion S regulations L 6/2.1.43; 
opm10n S regulations L 11/2.1.68 
- Conference of OECD Ministers of Labour and 
Social Affairs decisions C decision C 212.2.55 
- Cooperation at Community level in the field of public 
health communication C dec1sion L decision C 
9/1.2.1 
- Council meetings on labour and social affairs 
decision ECSC decision C 6/2.1.42; 1212.1.81 
- Evaluatron of pilot schemes and studies to combat 
poverty opinion S statement C 6/2.1.55 
- Harmonization of social legislation in the Member 
States resolution P proposal C statement C 5/2.1.80 
- Procedures for informing and consulting the 
employees of transnational or national 
undertakings of complex structure consideration L 
proposal C statement C 1212.1 .81 
- Promotion of employment for young people -
special measures resolution L opmion A decision C 
1 /2.1.40; resolution P opinion A decision C 9/2.1 .44 
- Protection of the rights of temporary workers 
amendment of proposal C decisions L dec1sion C 
4/2.1.59 
- Reflection on social policy regulations L decision C 
5/2.1.68 
- Report on the development of the social situation in 
the Community in 1983 report C opimon S 
statement C 4/2.1.58 
- Social integration of handicapped persons opinion P 
statement C 212.1. 76; 3/2.1.80; 3/2.1.81; 
conclusions L opinion P statement C 6/2.1.58; 
opinion P statement C 11 /2.1.66; 1212.1.99 
- Specific Community action to combat poverty 
(programme 1985-89) proposal C regulation L 
7/2.1.1 00; opinion P regulation L 1 0/2.1.60; 
communication C regulation L 11 /2.1.60; opmion S 
regulatiOn L 11/2.1.61; decision L regulation L 
12/2.1.95 
-Technological change and social adjustment 
communication C decision C decision C 1 /1.3.1 ; 
conclusions L decision C decision C 6/2.1.47; 
decision C decision C 6/2.1.48 
Social protection 
- Evaluation of pilot schemes and studies to combat 
poverty opinion S statement C 6/2.1.55 
- Procedures for informing and consulting the 
employees of transnational or national 
undertakings of complex structure consideration L 
proposal C statement C 12/2.1.81 
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- Social security for volunteer development workers 
draft recommendation L amendment of proposal C 
decision C 1212.1.1 00 
- Social security policy - points for consideration 
resolution P proposals C regulation L 5/2.1.85 
- Specific Community action to combat poverty 
(programme 1985-89) proposal C regulation L 
7/2.1.100; opinion P regulation L 10/2.1.60; 
communication C regulation L 11 /2.1.60; opinion S 
regulation L 11/2.1.61 
- Vocational training and social security protection of 
cultural workers opinion S statement C 5/2.1.93; 
6/2.1.61 
Social security 
- Alignment of social security systems in the Member 
States opinionS opinion A decision C 10/2.4.42 
- Equal treatment of widows and widowers as 
regards social security resolution P proposal C 
statement C 3/2.1. 79 
- Occupational social security schemes (equal 
treatment for men and women) opinion P regulation 
L decision C 3/2.1. 79 
- Principle of equal treatment for men and women in 
matters of social security (implementation) report C 
regulations C regulation L 1 /2.1.44 
- Retirement schemes for agricultural workers 
resolution P regulation L decision C 1/2.1.47 
- Social security for volunteer development workers 
draft recommendation L amendment of proposal C 
decision C 1212.1 .1 00 
- Social security policy - points for consideration 
resolution P proposals C regulation L 5/2.1 .85 
Solar energy 
- Financial support for demonstration projects 
relating to the exploitation of alternative energy 
sources and to energy saving communication C 
decision ECSC decision C 212.1.155; decisions C 
decision ECSC decision C 11/2.1.147; 
communication C decision ECSC decisiOn C 
1212.1.214 
Solid fuels 
- Community financial support for the solid-fuel-
producing industries opinion P decision ECSC 
decision C 3/2.1.177; consideration L decision 
ECSC decision C 5/2.1.177; amendment of 
proposal C decision ECSC decision C 9/2.1.112; 
opinion S decision ECSC decision C 11/2.1.140 
- Community solid fuels market report C draft 
resolution L statement C 3/2.1.178; 7/2.1.172; 
opinion A draft resolution L statement C 9/2.4.26; 
draft resolution L statement C 10/2.4.48 
- Merger in the solid fuels industry decisions C 
decision C 5/2.1 .50 
- Proposals for a balanced solid fuels policy opinion P 
opinion A decision C 3/2.1 .177 
South Korea 
- High-level consultations between the Community 
and Korea on economic and trade relations 
decisiOns C decision C 5/2.2.31; 7/2.2.24 
- Official visit to South Korea by the President of the 
Commission regulation L decision C 5/2.2.30 
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Southern Africa 
- Accession of Mozambique to the Third Lome 
Convention 12/1 .5.1 
- Annual Conference of the SADCC (Southern 
African Development Coordination Conference) 
decisions C decision C 2/2.2.50 
- Application of the Code of Conduct for European 
Community companies in South Africa regulations 
c 11/2.4.2 
- Emergency aid for disaster victims in Mozambique 
opinion P 1 /2.2.34; 2/2.2.41; 3/2.2.43 
- Emergency aid for displaced persons in Angola 
opinion P 6/2.2.58 
- Emergency food aid for Angola opinion P 6/2.2.55 
- Emergency food aid for Mozambique and 
Zimbabwe opinion P 3/2.2.42 
- Emergency food aid for refugees from Mozambique 
in Zimbabwe opinion P 3/2.2.42 
- Emergency plan to combat famine in Africa opinion 
S regulation L 2/2.2.40; decisions C opinion S 
regulation L 3/2.2.42; 4/2.2.36; 7/2.2.47; 9/2.2.31; 
opinion S regulation L 1 0/2.2.41 ; resolution L 
opinion S regulation L 11 /1.2.1 ; opinion S regulation 
L 11/2.2.51; 12/1.2.7; 12/2.2.42; 12/2.2.43; 
12/2.2.44; resolution P opinion S regulation L 
12/2.2.45 
- Financial and technical assistance from the 
Community to non-associated developing countries 
opinion P 4/2.2.41 ; 12/2.2.52 
- Improved access to landlocked East African 
countries resolution P statement C 1 /2.2.43 
-Statement by the Ten on South Africa resolution P 
statement C 9/2.4.1 
-Statement by the Ten on Southern Africa resolution 
P statement C 2/2.4.3 
- Visit to the Commission by the Zimbabwe Minister 
of Agriculture regulation L decision C 11 /2.2.50 
Spain 
- Accession of Portugal and Spain proposal C 
statement C 6/1.1.9; 10/1.2.1; 12/1.2.16; 12/1.2.17 
- BCC seminar in Spain decision ECSC decision C 
10/2.1.18 
- Community monitoring of imports of certain steel 
products from non-member countries 
recommendation C opinion S decision C 4/2.2.11 
- Conclusion of negotiations with Spain on the 
Customs Union (industrial products, motor 
vehicles) decisions C decision C 12/2.2.4 
- Consultations within the framework of textile 
agreements with preferential countries in the 
Mediterranean area (Portugal and Spain) decisions 
C decision C 7/2.2.14; 9/2.2.14; 11/2.2.17 
- Deputy-level meetings of the negotiations for 
Spain's accession decision ECSC decision C 
1 /2.2.2; 3/2.2.5; 5/2.2.4 
- EEC-Spain Agreement on the international 
combined road/rail carriage of goods proposal C 
consideration L 1/2.1.1 03; opinion S consideration L 
5/2.1.173; signing consideration L 12/2.1.209 
- EIB loans to Spain as part of pre-accession 
financial cooperation regulation L decision C 
6/2.4.22; 11/2.4.36; 12/2.4.40 
- Extension of financial cooperation between the 
Community and Spain communication C opinion A 
decision C 5/2.2.1 ; opinion A decision C 6/2.2.2; 
decision L opinion A decision C 9/2.2.2 
Stat 
- Fishing arrangements applicable to Spanish 
vessels operating within the Community fishing 
zone proposal C regulation L decision C 12/2.1 .181 
- Meeting of the European Parliament-Spanish 
Cortes Joint Committee regulation L decision C 
11/2.2.5 
- Ministerial-level meetings of the negotiations for 
Spain's accession decision ECSC decision C 
2/2.2.4; 4/2.2.2; 6/2.2.7; 7/2.2.3; 9/2.2.4; 10/2.2.3; 
12/2.2.4 
- Negotiations with Portugal and Spain on fisheries 
resolutions P opinionS regulation L 11/2.2.3 
- Specific pre-accession aid for the adjustment of 
fishing capacity in Spain proposal C opinion P 
10/2.2.4 
-Textile arrangement with Spain (1984-85) initialling 
regulations C 1 /2.2.15 
-Transitional period for Portuguese and Spanish 
agriculture communications C regulation L decision 
c 3/2.2.2 
Specialization agreements 
- Rules on exemption for certain specialization 
agreements regulation L decision C 3/2.1.42; draft 
regulation C regulation L decision C 7/2.1.51; 
regulation C regulation L decision C 12/2.1.52 
Stabex 
- Operation of Stabex in 1983 report C opinion S 
statement C 11 /2.2.45 
- Settlement of applications for Stabex transfers in 
1982 opinion S regulation L 1 /2.2.36; 3/2.2.46 
- Stabex transfers to the ACP States for 1983 
consideration L decision C 10/2.2.47; 12/2.2.50 
Standing Committee on Employment 
- Action against long-term unemployment draft 
resolution L statement C 1 0/2.1 .52 
- Meetings of the Standing Committee on 
Employment regulation L decision C 5/2.1.69; 
10/2.1.52 
- Session of the International Labour Conference 
(preparation) decision ECSC decision C 6/2.2.67 
State aid 
- Aid schemes for environmental protection in the 
Federal Republic of Germany opinion CREST 
regulations L 12/2.1.73 
- Aid schemes involving investment premiums in the 
Netherlands (WIR) final decisions C opinion CREST 
regulations L 7 /2.1. 7 4 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist a farm machinery manufacturer in Italy 
opening opinion S regulations L 5/2.1.59 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist a newsprint manufacturer in France final 
decision C opinion S regulations L 9/2.1.33 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist an aluminium producer in Italy opening 
opinion S regulations L 12/2.1.72 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of aid for an 
aluminium producer in the Federal Republic of 
Germany opening opinion S regulations L 5/2.1.56 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an aid scheme 
for setting up a machine-tool factory in the United 
Kingdom opening opinion S regulations L 2/2.1 .55 
Stat 
State aid (Continued) 
-Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an aid scheme 
in the food industry in Belgium opening opinion S 
regulations L 10/2.1.47 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of special loans 
for industry in France opening opinion S regulations 
L 2/2.1.44; decision C opinion S regulations L 
12/2.1.62 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of special 
schemes for industrial innovation in Italy opening 
opinion S regulations L 5/2.1.53; 7/2.1.61 
- Nationalization of certain undertakings in France 
resolutton P opinion S regulation L 3/2.1 .53 
- Public authorities' holdings in company capital 
position C opinion S regulation L 9/2.1.30; 9/3.5.1 
- Sectoral aid for industrial restructuring and 
conversion in Italy regulation L 5/2.1.62; 5/2.1.63 
- Special aid schemes for industrial innovation in Italy 
opinion CREST regulattons L 12/2.1.61 
- State aids for technological innovation in small and 
medium-sized businesses opinion P 2/2.1.56; 
11/2.1.40; 11/2.1.41 
State aid to agriculture 
- Aid for agriculture in Belgium opinion P 5/2.1 .141 ; 
7/2.1.140 
-Aid for agriculture in Denmark opinion P 3/2.1.136; 
5/2.1.141; 6/2.1.111; 10/2.1.110; 12/2.1.169 
- Aid for agriculture in France opinion P 2/2.1.124; 
9/2.1.89; 12/2.1.169 
- Aid for agriculture in Germany opmion P 2/2.1 .124; 
3/2.1.136; 4/2.1.104; 5/2.1.141; 6/2.1.110; 
7/2.1.140; 9/2.1.89; 10/2.1.110; 11/2.1.110; 
12/2.1.169 
- Aid for agriculture in Greece opinton P 3/2.1.136; 
4/2.1.104; 5/2.1.141; 6/2.1.111; 7/2.1.140; 9/2.1.89; 
10/2.1.110; 11/2.1.110 
-Aid for agriculture in Ireland opinion P 12/2.1.169 
-Aid for agriculture in Italy opinion P 3/2.1.136; 
4/2.1.104; 5/2.1.141; 7/2.1.140; 9/2.1.89; 
10/2.1.110; 12/2.1.169 
- Aid for agriculture in the Netherlands opinion P 
6/2.1.111 
- Aid for agriculture in the United Kingdom opinton P 
2/2.1.82; 2/2.1.124; 3/2.1.136; 4/2.1.104; 5/2.1.141; 
6/2.1.111; 7/2.1.140 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a specific 
scheme to assist a dairy in Bavaria opening opinion 
S regulations L 4/2.1.105 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of aid for the Egg 
Board in France termination opinion S regulations L 
1/2.1.83 
-Article 93(2) procedure in respect of aid granted by 
Onivins in France opening opinion S regulations L 
11/2.1.111 
-Article 93(2) procedure in respect of aid schemes 
decided on at the 1981 Agricultural Conference in 
France termination opinion S regulations L 
3/2.1.138. 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an aid scheme 
for cherry growers in Greece opening opinion S 
regulations L 11 /2.1 .111 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an aid scheme 
for cherry storage in the Federal Republic of 
Germany opening opinion S regulations L 9/2.1.90 
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- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an aid scheme 
for exports of heifers in the Federal Republic of 
Germany opening opinion S regulations L 
7/2.1.141 ; termination opinion S regulations L 
10/2.1.111 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an aid scheme 
for pig farmers in France opening opinion S 
regulations L 11 /2.1 .111 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an aid scheme 
for plum growers in Campania termination opinion 
S regulations L 1212.1.171 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an aid scheme 
for producers of vine stock in Sicily termination 
opinion S regulations L 1 /2.1.83 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an aid scheme 
for small-scale stockfarmers in the Federal 
Republic of Germany opening opinton S regulations 
L 7/2.1.141 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an aid scheme 
for tobacco growers in Greece opening opmion S 
regulations L 11 /2.1 .111 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an Italian bill 
(Calabria) opening opinion S regulations L 
7/2.1.141 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an Italian draft 
law (Campania) final decision C opinion S 
regulations L 2/2.1.125 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an Italian draft 
law (law 194-84) openmg opinion S regulations L 
9/2.1.90 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an Italian draft 
law (Sicily - citrus fruit) opening opinion S 
regulations L 11/2.1 .111 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an Italian draft 
law (Sicily- credit for cooperatives) opening opmion 
S regulations L 11 /2.1 .111 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an Italian draft 
law (Sicily - Law 1 05-82) final decision C opinion S 
regulations L 6/2.1.112; termination opinion S 
regulations L 6/2.1.113 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an Italian draft 
law (Sicily - Law 129) termmation opinion S 
regulations L 4/2.1 .1 06 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an Italian draft 
law (Sicily - Laws 86 and 87) openmg opinion S 
regulations L 2/2.1.124; final decision C opmion S 
regulations L 5/2.1.142; 9/2.1.91 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an Italian draft 
law (Sicily - milling industry) opening opinion S 
regulations L 7/2.1.141 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an Italian draft 
law (Sicily - sugar producers) opening opinion S 
regulations L 12/2.1 .170 
-Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an Italian draft 
law (Sicily - table grapes) opening opinion S 
regulations L 12/2.1 .170 
-Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an Italian draft 
law (Valle d'Aosta) opening opinionS regulations L 
11/2.1.111 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of measures to 
assist the wine, fruit and vegetable and citrus fruit 
sectors in Sicily final decision C opmion S 
regulations L 5/2.1.142; termination opinion S 
regulations L 5/2.1.143 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of subsidies in the 
fruit and vegetables sector in France opening 
opinionS regulations L 7/2.1.141 
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State aid to agriculture (Continued) 
- Infringement proceedings against France in respect 
of the alcohol monopoly opening opinion S 
regulations L 11/2.1.112 
- Suspension of national aids to investment in dairy 
farming regulation L opinion S decision C 2/2.1 .116 
-Transitional period for Portuguese and Spanish 
agriculture communications C regulation L dec1sion 
c 3/2.2.2 
State aid to exports 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of an export aid 
scheme in France (exchange guarantee) opening 
opinion S regulations L 3/2.1.46; final dec1s1on C 
opinion S regulations L 6/2.1.37 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of export aid in 
Greece (reduced social security contributions) 
opening opiniOn S regulations L 3/2.1 .4 7 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of the Danish 
Government's export credit financing mechanism 
termination opinion S regulations L 6/2.1.36 
State aid to fisheries 
- Aid for shrimp fishing in the Federal Republic of 
Germany opinion P 3/2.1 .154 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist fishermen's cooperatives in Greece 
termination opinionS regulations L 7/2.1.165 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of aid for 
producers' organizations in Germany termination 
opinion S regulations L 212.1.142 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of aid for 
redeployment of the fishing fleet in the Federal 
Republic of Germany opening opinion S regulations 
L 6/2.1.125; termination opinion S regulations L 
11/2.1.132 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of aid to maintain 
fishing vessels in operation in France termination 
opinion S regulations L 4/2.1.114 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of aid under the 
Sea Fish Industry Development Programme in the 
United Kingdom opening opinion S regulations L 
6/2.1.125; opinion S regulations L 1212.1.196 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of subsidies for 
fishermen and shipowners in Sicily opening opinion 
S regulations L 1 0/2.1.122 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of subsidies 
granted by the FIOM, France opening opinion S 
regulations L 7/2.1.164 
- Court proceedings against France for granting fuel 
subsidies to fishermen opinion S dec1sion C 
3/2.1.155 
- Greek programme for the development of fishing 
and aquaculture (1984) draft recommendation L 
regulations L 7/2.1.165 
- National aids for exploratory fishing projects opinion 
p 1 0/2.1. 121 
- State aids for aquaculture and shellfish culture 
opiniOn P 212.1.141 . 
- State aids for the adjustment of fishing capacity 
opinion P 1/2.1.98; 212.1.141; 11/2.1.131 
- Support scheme for fisheries in the Isle of Man 
regulation L decision C 7/2.1.166 
Stat 
State aid to research and development 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist flexible production systems in the United 
Kingdom opening opinion S regulations L 212.1.55; 
termination opinion S regulations L 7/2.1.68 
- Scheme to assist flexible production systems in the 
United Kingdom (extension) regulation L decision C 
7/2.1.80 
State aid to shipbuilding 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist shipbuilding in France opening opinion S 
regulations L 11/2.1 .45 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist shipbuilding in Italy opening opinion S 
regulations L 1 0/2.1.46 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist shipbuilding in the Netherlands opening 
opinion S regulations L 11/2.1.45 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist shipbuilding in the United Kingdom (1984-85) 
opening opinionS regulations L 7/2.1.70 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of scheme to 
assist shipbuilding in the United Kingdom 
termination opinionS regulations L 7/2.1.69 
- Fifth Direct1ve on aid to shipbuilding (proposal for 
extension) proposal C resolution P dec1s1on C 
2/2.1.48; opinion P resolution P decision C 5/2.1.58; 
opinion S resolution P decision C 9/2.1.36; 
9/2.4.20; directive L resolution P decision C 
11/2.1.44; 12/2.1.68 
- Fifth Directive on aid to shipbuilding -
implementation report C resolution P decision C 
5/2.1.57 
-Shipbuilding aid measures in France (1983 and 
1984) regulation L decision C 212.1 .49 
- Shipbuilding aid measures in the Federal Republic 
of Germany regulation L decision C 3/2.1.52 
State aid to the chemicals industry 
-Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist the chemicals industry in Luxembourg 
opening opinion S regulations L 1212.1.69 
State aid to the electronics industry 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist the electronics industry in Italy termination 
opinion S regulations L 1/2.1 .35 
- Programme of aid for the microelectronics industry 
(MISP) in the United Kingdom draft 
recommendation L regulations L 212.1 .54 
State aid to the flat-glass Industry 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist the flat-glass industry in Belgium opening 
opinion S regulations L 9/2.1 .35 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist the flat-glass industry in Luxembourg final 
decision C opinion S regulations L 7/2.1 . 71 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist the flat-glass industry in the Netherlands final 
decision C opinion S regulations L 7/2.1 . 72 
Stat 
State aid to the steel Industry 
-Alteration of the steel aids code (deadline for 
granting operating aid) communication C 
consideration L statement C 11 /2.1.43; 
consideration L consideration L statement C 
12/2.1.67; opinion A consideration L statement C 
12/2.4.31 
- Application by the Member States of the 
Community rules for aids to the steel industry report 
C regulations C 2/2.1.46; regulations C 3/2.4.39 
- Member States' aid schemes and restructuring 
programmes for the steel industry opmion CREST 
regulations L 1/1.2.4; decisions C opinion CREST 
regulations L 2/2.1.21; 3/2.1.24; 4/2.1.21; 4/2.1.22; 
opinion CREST regulations L 5/2.1.25; 5/2.1.26; 
opinion A opinion CREST regulations L 512.4.34; 
decisions C opinion CREST regulations L 6/2.1.22; 
6/2.1.23 
- Stability of traditional trade flows on the Community 
steel market decision ECSC decision C 1/1.2.3; 
opinion A decision ECSC decision C 1/2.4.46 
State aid to the textile industry 
-Aid for restructuring a viscose filament yarn 
production unit in Italy opinion P 4/2.1.51 
-Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a new scheme 
to assist the textile and clothing industry in France 
(social security contributions) - 1983-84 termination 
opinion S regulations L 4/2.1.50 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist a manufacturer of textiles, paper and toys in 
France openmg opmion S regulations L 11/2.1.46 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist man-made fibre manufacture in Belgium 
opening opm1on S regulations L 2/2.1.51; final 
dec1sion C opinion S regulations L 7/2.1 . 78 
-Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist man-made fibre manufacture in Ireland 
opening opinion S regulations L 2/2.1.52; fmal 
decision C opinion S regulations L 7 /2.1. 79 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist man-made fibre manufacture in the Federal 
Republic of Germany opening opinion S regulations 
L 12/2.1.71 
-Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist man-made fibre manufacture in the United 
Kingdom opening opinion S regulations L 2/2.1.53; 
final decision C opinion S regulations L 7 /2.1. 76 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist the textile and clothing industry in Belgium in 
1984 opening opinion S regulations L 2/2.1.50; final 
decisiOn C opinion S regulations L 9/2.1.32 
-Article 93(2) procedure in respect of a scheme to 
assist the textile and clothing industry in the United 
Kingdom openmg opinionS regulations L 7/2.1.75 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of operating a1d in 
the clothing industry in Italy opening opinion S 
regulations L 12/2.1.70 
- Article 93(2) procedure in respect of schemes to 
assist the textile and clothing industry in France 
(parafiscal charges) opening opinion S regulations 
L 712.1.77 
- Sectoral aid for industrial restructuring and 
conversion in Italy regulation L 5/2.1 .63 
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State monopolies of a commercial character 
- Infringement proceedings against France in respect 
of the alcohol monopoly notice opinion S 
regulations L 212.1 .57 
State-trading countries 
- Collection of information concerning the carriage of 
goods by road between the Community and 
Eastern Europe report C resolution P decision C 
7/2.1.168 
- Consultations on textile arrangements and 
agreements with Eastern European countries 
decisions C decision C 1 0/2.2.14 
- Easing of restrictions on imports from state-trading 
countries decisions C draft resolution L statement C 
2/2.2.6; 3/2.2.7; 4/2.2.5; 5/2.2.5; 6/2.2.9; 7/2.2.5; 
7/2.2.5; 9/2.2.6; 10/2.2.6; 11/2.2.8; 12/2.2.6 
- Import quotas to be opened by Member States in 
respect of State-trading countries proposal C 
decisions C decision C 11/2.2.7; decision L 
decisions C decision C 12/2.2.5 
Steel 
- (See also: Crisis plan for steel, ECSC Consultative 
Committee, Forward programme for steel, Iron and 
steel products) regulation L decision C 
Steel arrangements 
- Community exports of steel pipes and tubes to the 
United States opinionS statement C 11/2.2.19; 
12/2.2.14; resolution P opinion S statement C 
12/2.4.13 
- Community steel exports to the United States ( 1982 
voluntary restraint agreement) opinion S statement 
C 1 /2.2.17; 2/2.2.13; statement C opinion S 
statement C 6/2.2.21 ; opinion S statement C 
6/2.2.22; 7/2.2.15; statement L opinionS statement 
C 7/2.2.16; opinionS statement C 9/2.2.15; 
statement C opinion S statement C 9/2.2.16 
- Consultation with non-member steel exporting 
countries which have concluded arrangements with 
the Community decisions C decision C 9/2.2.9 
- Prohibition on price alignment by Community steel 
firms on offers from certain non-member suppliers 
decision C proposal C statement C 4/2.2.9; 5/2.2.8 
- Renewal ( 1984) of arrangements between the 
Community and non-member countries supplying 
steel draft resolution L decision C 2/2.2.9; 3/2.2.1 0; 
4/2.2.8; 6/2.2.12 
-Renewal (1985) of arrangements between the 
Community and non-member countries supplying 
steel draft resolution L decision C 11 /2.2.14; 
12/2.2.10 
- Renewal of external measures under the crisis plan 
for steel in 1984 opinion A decision C 1 /1.2.4; 
1 /2.2.6; 3/2.2.1 0; 4/2.2.8; 6/2.2.12 
- Renewal of external measures under the crisis plan 
for steel in 1985 communication C opmion A 
decision C 9/2.2.8; consideration L opinion A 
decision C 1 0/2.2.1 0; resolution P opinion A 
decision C 1 0/2.2.11 ; opinion A decision C 
11/2.2.14 
- Renewal of the understanding with Japan on steel 




- (See also: State aid to the steel industry) regulation 
L decision C 
- Alteration of the steel aids code (deadline for 
granting operating aid) communication C 
consideration L statement C 11 /2.1.43; 
consideration L consideration L statement C 
12/2.1.67; opimon A consideration L statement C 
12/2.4.31 
- Application by the Member States of the 
Community rules for aids to the steel industry report 
C regulations C 2/2.1.46; regulations C 3/2.4.39 
-Coated sheet market decision ECSC decision C 
11/2.1.16 
- Community exports of special steels to the United 
States (counter-measures by the Community) 
proposal C opinion S statement C 1/2.2.16; 
regulation L opinion S statement C 2/2.2.12; 
proposal C opinion S statement C 3/2.2.18; 
regulation L opinion S statement C 5/2.2.13 
- Community exports of steel pipes and tubes to the 
United States opinion S statement C 11/2.2.19; 
12/2.2.14; resolution P opinion S statement C 
12/2.4.13 
-Community steel exports to the United States (1982 
voluntary restraint agreement) opinion S statement 
C 1/2.2.17; 2/2.2.13; statement C opinion S 
statement C 6/2.2.21 ; opinion S statement C 
6/2.2.22; 7/2.2.15; statement L opinion S statement 
C 7/2.2.16; opimon S statement C 9/2.2.15; 
statement C opinion S statement C 9/2.2.16 
-Continuing state of "manifest crisis" in the steel 
industry opinion S regulation L 1/1.2.2 
-Council meeting on steel and industrial matters 
decision ECSC decision C 12/2.1.24 
- Employment situation in the Community steel 
industry decision ECSC decisiOn C 7/2.1.25 
- Extension of the monitoring and production quota 
system for certain iron and steel products assent L 
decision C decision C 1/1.2.1; communication C 
assent L decision C 1/1.2.3; opinion A opinion A 
dec1s1on C 1/2.4.46; amendment of decision C 
opimon A dec1s1on C 7/2.1.28 
- Extension of the production aid arrangements for 
coking coal and coke for the steel industry assent L 
dec1s1on C decision C 3/2.1.179 
- Ferromanganese market decision ECSC decision C 
7/2.1.33 
- Forward programme for steel for the first quarter of 
1985 amendment of proposal C regulations L 
12/2.1.25; opinion A amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 12/2.4.29 
- Forward programme for steel for the fourth quarter 
of 1984 opimon A amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 9/2.1.17 
- Forward programme for steel for the second quarter 
of 1984 amendment of proposal C regulations L 
3/2.1.22; opimon A amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 3/2.4.38; amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 5/2.1.19 
- Forward programme for steel for the third quarter of 
1984 amendment of proposal C regulations L 
5/2.1.20; 6/2.1.14; opinion A amendment of 
proposal C regulations L 6/2.4.14 
- Galvanized sheet market decision ECSC decision C 
5/2.1.21 
-General Objectives for Steel (1986) communication 
C opinion S regulat1on L 2/2.1.16 
Stee 
- Meeting of the OECD's Steel Committee regulation 
L decision C 1/2.2.50 
- Member States' aid schemes and restructuring 
programmes for the steel industry opinion CREST 
regulations L 1/1.2.4; decisions C opinion CREST 
regulations L 2/2.1.21; 3/2.1.24; 4/2.1.21; 4/2.1.22; 
opinion CREST regulations L 5/2.1.25; 5/2.1.26; 
opinion A opinion CREST regulations L 5/2.4.34; 
decisions C opinion CREST regulations L 6/2.1.22; 
6/2.1.23 
- Monitoring and production quota system 
(classification of coated sheet) assent L opinion A 
decision C 12/2.1 .29 
- Monitoring and production quota system for certain 
steel products (quota supplements) communication 
C decision C decision C 1 0/2.1.23; 11/2.1.15 
- Production capacity for hot-rolled products and its 
rate of utilization decision ECSC decision C 
6/2.1.13; 11/2.1.19 
- Renewal of external measures under the crisis plan 
for steel in 1984 opinion A decision C 1/1.2.4; 
1/2.2.6; 3/2.2.1 0; 4/2.2.8; 6/2.2.12 
- Renewal of external measures under the crisis plan 
for steel in 1985 communication C opinion A 
decision C 9/2.2.8; consideration L opinion A 
decision C 10/2.2.1 0; resolution P opinion A 
decision C 1 0/2.2.11 ; opinion A decision C 
11/2.2.14 
- Restructuring plan for the Lorraine steel industry 
resolution P opinion S regulation L 4/2.1 .23 
- Social aspects of restructuring in the coal and steel 
industries resolution A regulations C 9/2.4.27 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the steel industry regulation L 
opinion P 1/2.1.16; decisions C opinion P 5/2.1.1 02; 
9/2.1.64; 10/2.1.70; 12/2.1.114 
- Stability of traditional trade flows on the Community 
steel market dec1sion ECSC decision C 1/1.2.3; 
opinion A decision ECSC decision C 1/2.4.46 
- Steel market resolution P decision ECSC decision C 
2/2.1.17; decision ECSC decision C 4/2.1.19; 
7/2.1.22; 10/2.1.21; 10/2.4.49 
- Steel production capacity and its rate of utilization 
decision ECSC decision C 7/2.1.26 
- Strengthening of the crisis measures for steel in 
1984 opinion A decision C 1/1.2.4 
-Transfers to the ECSC budget to finance social 
measures in support of restructuring in the steel 
industry (1984) consideration L decision C 1/1.2.5; 
agreement L consideration L decision C 7/2.3.15; 
opinion A consideration L decision C 9/2.4.27; 
decision L consideration L decision C 10/2.3.6; 
consideration L decision C 12/2.1.88 
- Transfers to the ECSC budget to finance social 
measures in support of restructuring in the steel 
industry ( 1985) consideration L decision C 7/2.3.14 
- World crude steel production in 1983 opinion S 
regulations L 2/2.1.24 
Steel prices 
- Basic import prices for certain steel products 
communication C opinion S regulations L 2/2.2.11 
- Minimum prices for certain iron and steel products 
and a guarantee on verification system amendment 
of decision C opinion S regulations L 11/2.1.17 
Stee 
Steel prices (Continued) 
- Minimum prices for certain steel products decisions 
C opinion S regulations L 2/2.1.19; opinion S 
regulations L 7/2.1.31; decisions C opinion S 
regulations L 9/2.1 .19 
- Prohibition on price alignment by Community steel 
firms on offers from certain non-member suppliers 
decision C proposal C statement C 4/2.2.9; 5/2.2.8 
- Publication of price lists and conditions of sale for 
special steels draft decision C regulation L decision 
C 6/2.1.20; opinion A regulation L decision C 
9/2.1.20 
- Publication of price lists and conditions of sale for 
steel products recommendation C regulation L 
decision C 6/2.1.21 
- Steel market resolution P decision ECSC decision C 
2/2.1.17; decision ECSC decision C 10/2.4.49 
Steel production quotas 
-Abatement rates for steel production for the first 
quarter of 1985 decision C opinion S decision C 
11/2.1.14 
- Abatement rates for steel production for the fourth 
quarter of 1984 decision C opinion S decision C 
9/2.1.18; 10/2.1.24 
- Abatement rates for steel production for the second 
quarter of 1984 decision C opinion S decision C 
. 2/2.1.18; opm1on S dec1s1on C 5/2.1.22 
- Abatement rates for steel production for the third 
quarter of 1984 decision C opinion S decision C 
5/2.1.23; 7/2.1.30 
- Abatement rates for steel production for the 1st 
quarter of 1984 decision C opinion S decisiOn C 
1/2.1.15 
- Extension of the monitoring and production quota 
system for certain iron and steel products assent L 
decisiOn C decision C 1/1.2.1 ; communication C 
assent L decision C 1/1.2.3; opinion A opmion A 
decisiOn C 1/2.4.46; amendment of dec1s1on C 
opinion A decision C 7/2.1.28 
- Higher production quotas for the Irish steel industry 
assent L opimon A decision C 7/2.1.29 
- Monitoring and production quota system 
(classification of coated sheet) assent L opinion A 
deCISIOn C 12/2.1 .29 
- Monitoring and production quota system for certain 
steel products (quota supplements) communication 
C decision C decision C 1 0/2.1.23; 11/2.1.15 
Steel undertakings 
-Agreement between steel undertakings for the joint 
purchasing of raw materials consideration L 
9/2.1.31 
- Merger between undertakings dealing in steel 
products decisions C dec1s1on C 3/2.1 .45 
- Merger in the forging industry decisions C decision 
c 5/2.1.51 
- Merger of steel undertakings in France decision C 
decisions C decision C 7/2.1.60 
- Specialization agreements for manufacture of iron 
and steel products regulation L 5/2.1.46 
Stock exchanges 
- Establishment of ID IS network (lnterbourse Data 
Information System) regulation L statement C 
5/2.1.65 
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Stockholm Conference on Disarmament in 
Europe 
- Address by the President of the Council at the 
opening session of the Stockholm Conference 
resolution P statement C 1/2.4.1 
- Conclusions of the Dublin European Council on the 
outcome of the Stockholm Conference decisions C 
decision C 12/1.2.11 
Structure of the fisheries sector 
- Community financial contribution towards the cost 
of inspection and surveillance in the maritime 
waters of Ireland decision C opinion S regulation L 
12/2.1.195 
- Development of aquaculture in the Community 
resolution P resolution P statement C 3/2.1.153 
- EAGGF aid under a common measure for 
restructuring and developing the fishing industry 
and for developing aquaculture regulation C 
decisions C decision C 2/2.1.139; decisions C 
decisions C decision C 6/2.1.123; 11/2.1.130 
- EAGGF aid under the common measure for 
improving processing and marketing conditions for 
fishery products decisions C decisions C decision C 
6/2.1.124; 12/2.1.194 
- Greek programme for improving the conditions 
under which fishery products are processed 
decision C draft recommendation L regulations L 
11/2.1.129 
- Measures to adjust fishing capacity opinion P 
2/2.1.140; 5/2.1.160; 7/2.1.163; 11/2.1.128 
- Specific pre-accession aid for structural 
improvements in agriculture and fisheries in 
Portugal opmion P 2/2.2.3; 3/2.2.4; proposal C 
opinion P 6/2.2.5; opinion P opinion P 11/2.2.3; 
regulation L opinion P 12/2.2.2 
- Specific pre-accession aid for the adjustment of 
fishing capacity in Spain proposal C opinion P 
10/2.2.4 
- State aids for the adjustment of fishing capacity 
opinion P 1/2.1.98; 2/2.1.141; 11/2.1.131 
Sugar 
- Levy to offset sugar storage costs regulation C 
opinion S decision C 5/2.1.132 
- Operation of the Community arrangements for 
sugar consideration L opimon S statement C 
6/2.1.87 
- Situation of the Community and world markets for 
sugar decision ECSC decision C 4/2.1.96; report C 
decision ECSC dec1s1on C 5/2.1.131; 11/2.1.98 
- Sugar production in excess of quota (C sugar and 
isoglucose) regulation C opinionS regulations L 
6/2.1.98 
-Sugar production levies (balance for 1984) 
regulation C decision L decision C 9/2.1.96 
- Sugar production quota system - implementing 
rules regulation C regulation L decision C 2/2.1.113 
- Sugar quotas - conditions for carryover regulation C 
regulation L decision C 6/2.1.97 
- Suspension of sugar export refund arrangements 
regulation C opinion S decision C 6/2.1.96 
- Use of isoglucose in the manufacture of certain 
products proposal C regulation L decision C 
5/2.1.129 
- Use of sugar in the manufacture of certain products 
proposal C regulation L decision C 5/2.1.128 
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Sugar agreements 
- Administrative agreement on sugar 
recommendation C 1 0/2.2.39; decision L 12/2.2.39 
- New International Sugar Agreement (breakdown of 
negotiating conference) opinion S regulation L 
6/2.2.48 
Sugar Protocol 
- Agreement with the ACP States on guaranteed 
prices for cane or sugar (1983-84) regulation L 
1/2.2.38 
- Agreement with the ACP States on guaranteed 
prices for cane or sugar (1984-85) regulation L 
10/2.2.48 
- Reallocation of sugar quotas under the sugar 
protocol regulations L decision C 3/2.2.52; decision 
C regulations L decision C 11 /2.2.46 
Summertime 
- Simultaneous application of summer time in 1986, 
1987 and 1988 proposal C regulations C 6/2.1 .131 ; 
opinion S regulations C 9/2.1.11 0; 9/2.4.22; opinion 
P regulations C 1 0/2.1.126; directive L regulations 
c 12/2.1 .202 
Sweden 
-Agreement between the Community, Sweden and 
Norway on management of joint fish stocks in the 
Skaggerak and Kattegat (negotiations) 
consideration L 1 0/2.1 .117 
- High-level consultations between the Commission 
and Sweden decisions C decision C 6/2.2.29 
Switzerland 
-Agreement between the Community and 
Switzerland on an R&D programme in the wood 
sector consideration L 11 /2.1.149 
- Agreement with Switzerland concerning access to 
the business of direct insurance other than life 
insurance (conclusion) opinion P 4/2.1.52; 
communication C 9/2.1 .37 
- Cooperation agreement between Euratom and 
Switzerland on research into high-level radioactive 
waste management signing 6/2.2.30 
- Introduction of a heavy-goods-vehicle tax and a 
motorway tax in Switzerland statement C proposal 
C statement C 2/2.1.150; proposal C statement C 
12/2.2.19 
-Meeting of the Joint Committee set U!Junder the 
1967 EEC-Switzerland Clock and Watch 
Agreement regulation L decision C 1 0/2.2.22 
- Official visit to Switzerland by a Commission Vice-
President regulation L decision C 5/2.2.22 
Syria 
- EIB loan to Syria under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 6/2.4.24; 12/2.4.41 
Sysmin 
- Financing of projects in ACP States under Sysmin 




- Information provided by the customs authorities of 
Member States concerning the classification of 
goods in the customs nomenclature opinton P draft 
resolution L decision C 1 /2.1.27; amendment of 
proposal C draft resolution L decision C 2/2.1.36 
-Tariff classification for certain goods in order to 
ensure the uniform application of the CCT 
nomenclature regulations C resolution P decision C 
1/2.1.30; 5/2.1.39; 7/2.1.46; 7/2.1.47; 11/2.1.29; 
12/2.1.44 
Tax reliefs 
- Arrangements for movement within the Community 
of personal goods sent for temporary use regulation 
C decisiOn C 3/2.1 .6; regulation L regulation C 
dec1s1on C 6/2.1.9; regulation C regulat1on C 
deCISIOn C 7/2.1.43 
- Derogation for Ireland in respect of tax 
arrangements applicable to certain goods in 
passenger travel (extension) opinion P resolution P 
statement C 4/2.1.55; opinion S resolution P 
statement C 7/2.1.88; amendment of proposal C 
resolution P statement C 11/2.1.48 
- Duty-free admission of fuel contained in the tanks of 
commercial motor vehicles proposal C opinion S 
statement C 3/2.1.58; 3/2.1.58; opinion P opinion S 
statement C 5/2.1.67; opmion S opinion S 
statement C 7/2.1.87; 7/2.1.87 
- Exemption from VAT on the final importation of 
certain goods proposal C opinion S statement C 
3/2.1.58; opinion P opinion S statement C 5/2.1.67; 
opm10n S opinion S statement C 7/2.1.87 
- Implementation of the Fontainebleau conclusions 
on "A People's Europe" communication C 
regulation L statement C 9/1 .1 .1 
-Tax-free allowances for travellers within the 
Community (annual increases) opinion S oplnton S 
statement C 1 /2.1.36; amendment of proposal C 
opinton S statement C 2/2.1.62; directive L opinion 
S statement C 4/2.1.54 
-Tax-free allowances granted to travellers within the 
Community (at airports and on board ships and 
planes) opinion S opinion S statement C 1 /2.1.36; 
amendment of proposal C opinion S statement C 
2/2.1.62 
-Tax-free allowances in international travel proposal 
C opinion S statement C 3/2.1.59; opinion S opinion 
S statement C 7/2.1.88 
-Tax-free allowances on the import of goods in small 
consignments of a non-commercial character within 
the Community opinion S opinion S statement C 
2/2.1.61; opinion P opinion S statement C 4/2.1.53; 
amendment of proposal C opinion S statement C 
7/2.1.86 
Taxation 
- (See also: Direct taxes, Excise duties, Indirect 
taxes, Tax reliefs) regulation L decision C 
- Community measures to combat international tax 
evasion and avoidance proposal C regulation L 
11/2.1.50 
T 
- Income tax applied to non-resident employed 
persons proposal C statement C 11/2.1.49 
- Income taxation and equal treatment for men and 
women memorandum C proposal C statement C 
12/2.1.97 
- Indirect taxes on the raising of capital (capital duty) 
proposal C proposal C statement C 9/2.1.38 
- Removal of obstacles to cooperation between firms 
in Member States (differences in tax arrangements) 
proposal C statement C 3/2.1.56 
- Reviving investment : national tax and financial 
measures resolution P opinton A decision C 2/2.1 .3 
- Reviving investment : national tax measures 
opinion A decision C 9/2.1.38; 9/2.1.41 
-Tax harmonization relating to the carryover of 
losses of undertakings proposal C proposal C 
statement C 9/2.1.41 
-Tax measures to encourage cooperation between 
firms in different Member States communication C 
decisions C statement C 2/2.1.58 
Technical barriers 
- (See also: Foodstuffs, Motor vehicles, 
Pharmaceuticals) regulation L decision C 
- Approximation of laws relating to units of 
measurement directive L opinion A decision C 
12/2.1.12 
- Classification, packaging and labelling of 
dangerous substances (6th amendment) directive 
C resolution P decision C 4/2.1.85 
- Classification, packaging, and labelling of pesticides 
d"ective C resolution P decision C 4/2.1.84 
- Clinical mercury-in-glass, maximum-reading 
thermometers (adaptation to technical progress) 
directive C resolution P decision C 7/2.1.17 
- Community methods of food analysis proposal C 
opinion S regulation L 212.1 .15; opinion S opinton S 
regulation L 12/2.1 .19 
- Emulsifiers, stabilizers, thickeners and gelling 
agents for use in foodstuffs opinion S opinion P 
7/2.1.19 
- Harmonization of technical regulations relating to 
certain pressure vessels, gas appliances, lifting and 
mechanical-handling devices agreement L proposal 
C statement C 4/2.1.11 ; directives L proposal C 
statement C 9/2.1.9 
- Limitation of noise emissions from construction 
plant and equipment and lawn mowers agreement 
L opinion P statement C 4/2.1.82; directives L 
opinion P statement C 9/2.1. 70 
- Permissible sound level of motor cycles proposal C 
opinion S regulation L 9/2.1. 72 
- Procedure for the provision of information in the 
field of technical standards and regulations 
(application) opinion S regulations L 4/2.1.10 
- Procedure governing action by the Standing 
Committee for Foodstuffs proposal C opinion S 
regulations L 6/2.1.12; directive L opinion S 
regulations L 12/2.1.14 
-Product standardization: a new approach 
conclusions L opinion S regulation L 7/2.1.12; 
opinion S regulation L 12/2.1 .8 
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Technical barriers (Continued) 
- Ranges of nominal quantities and nominal 
capacities permitted for certain prepackaged 
products proposal C opinion S statement C 
1/2.1.12; opinion S opinion S statement C 5/2.1.15 
- Recommendations by the GA TI Committee on 
Trade and Agriculture opinion A decision C 
11/2.2.54 
- Right of the Commission to control the adoption of 
new national standards resolution P decisions C 
decision C 5/2.1.16 
- Roll-over protection for drivers of wheeled 
agricultural or forestry tractors proposal C 
amendment of proposal C decision C 11/2.1.1 0 
- Sound level and exhaust systems of motor vehicles 
opinion P opinion S regulation L 5/2.1.13; directive 
L opinion S regulation L 9/2.1. 71 
- Use of certain dangerous substances and 
preparations (6th amendment) proposal C proposal 
C statement C 10/2.1.83 
Technical inspection 
- Member States' legislation on the technical 
inspection of vehicles opinion P statement C 
3/2.1.164 
Telecommunications 
- European cooperation in the field of 
telecommunications research (COST projects) 
decision L decision C 3/2.1.186; 4/2.1.124 
- European telecommunications industry proposal C 
statement C 3/2.1.30; communication C proposal C 
statement C 5/1.4.1; consideration L proposal C 
statement C 12/2.1.31 
- European television resolution P regulation L 
decision C 3/2.1.29 
- Harmonization in the field of telecommunications 
recommendation L regulation L statement C 
1 0/1 .3.1 ; 11/2.1 .22 
- NCI loan for the building of telecommunications 
satellites in France regulation L decision C 
11/2.3.12 
- Opening up access to public telecommunications 
contracts recommendation L opinion S regulation L 
1 0/1.3.2; 11/2.1.22 
- Situation in certain industrial sectors in the 
Community resolutions P decision ECSC decision 
c 3/2.1.21 
Television 
- European policy on the information media, radio 
and television broadcasting by satellite resolution P 
proposals C regulatton L 5/2.1.1 0 
- European television resolution P regulation L 
decision C 3/2.1.29 
- Programme of the ad hoc Committee on a People's 
Europe draft recommendation L regulations L 
12/2.4.5 
- Promoting European cooperation in the audio-
visual media opinion A decision C 5/2.1.93; 
resolution L opinion A decision C 6/2.1.62; 
7/2.1.105 
- Rational distribution of films throughout the 
audiovisual media resolution L decision L decision 
c 6/2.1.62 
- Support for the film and television programme 
industry decision ECSC decision C 11/2.1.76 
Text 
-Television programmes for schools on the 
European elections opinion CREST regulations L 
2/2.1.68 
-Television programmes for schools on the transition 
to working life opinion CREST regulations L 
11/2.1.56 
-Television without frontiers: Green Paper on the 
establishment of a common market in broadcasting 
communication C regulation L decision C 5/1.3.1 
- Threat to the diversity of opinion posed by the 
commercialization of new information media 
resolution P resolution P decision C 3/2.4.22 
Terrorism 
- Conclusions of the Dublin European Council on 
international terrorism and the abuse of diplomatic 
immunity decisions C decision C 12/1.2.14 
- Declaration on international terrorism (Western 
Economic Summit in London) resolution P 
statement C 6/3.4.5 
- Statement by the Ten on international terrorism and 
the abuse of diplomatic immunity resolution P 
statement C 9/2.4.1 
- Use of diplomatic privileges for terrorist purposes by 
Libya resolution P regulations C regulation L 
5/2.4.16 
Textile arrangements 
- Agreement with China on trade in textile products 
( 1984-1988) consideration L 1/2.2.12; initialling 
consideration L 3/2.2.13; consideration L 6/2.2.14; 
9/2.2.12 
- Common import arrangements for certain textile 
products originating in non-member countries 
which have concluded arrangements with the 
Community regulation L decision C 1 /2.2.14 
- Common import arrangements for certain textile 
products originating in Yugoslavia regulation L 
regulation L decision C 1/2.2.13 
- Common rules applicable to imports of certain 
textile products originating in China regulation L 
regulations L decision C 1/2.2.12;proposal C 
regulation L decision C 6/2.2.14 
- Consultations on textile arrangements and 
agreements with Eastern European countries 
decisions C decision C 1 0/2.2.14 
- Consultations under textile arrangements with 
Asian countries decisions C decision C 9/2.2.13 
- Consultations under textile arrangements with 
Asian countries (Hong Kong, Korea, Macao) 
decisions C decision C 6/2.2.15; 11/2.2.16 
- Consultations under textile arrangements with 
preferential Mediterranean countries (Tunisia, 
Morocco) decisions C decision C 1/2.2.15; 
2/2.2.15; 6/2.2.17; 10/2.2.16 
- Consultations under textile arrangements with the 
ASEAN countries decisions C decision C 5/2.2.1 0; 
10/2.2.13 
- Consultations within the framework of textile 
agreements with preferential countries in the 
Mediterranean area (Portugal and Spain) decisions 
C decision C 7/2.2.14; 9/2.2.14; 1 0/2.2.15; 
11/2.2.17 
-Management of bilateral textile agreements (1983-
87) under the MFA opinion S statement C 10/2.2.12 
- Negotiation of a comprehensive arrangement on 
textiles with Turkey opmion S regulation L 5/2.2.12 
Text 
Textile arrangements (Continued) 
-Partial arrangement on cotton yarn with Turkey 
(1984-85) initialling regulations C 3/2.2.16; 
regulations C 6/2.2.16; 11/2.2.18 
-Textile agreement with Malta (1984-85) signing 
regulations C 2/2.2.14 
-Textile agreements with Latin American countries 
proposals C regulations C 3/2.2.15; regulations C 
4/2.2.13 
-Textile arrangement with Spain (1984-85) initialling 
regulations C 1/2.2.15 
Textile industry 
- (See also: Industrial restructuring, State aid to the 
textile industry) regulation L decision C 
- Agreement to reduce overcapacity in the synthetic 
fibre industry decision C consideration L 7/2.1.54 
- Situation in certain industrial sectors in the 
Community resolutions P decision ECSC deciswn 
c 3/2.1.21 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the textile industry regulation L 
opinion P 1/2.1.54; decisions C opimon P 
12/2.1.114 
- Work under the Community R&D programme 
(1981-83) in the field of textiles and clothing 
regulation L decision C 3/2.1.190 
Textile products 
- Ceilings and Community surveillance for imports of 
textile products originating in Cyprus regulation L 
opinion S regulation L 11/2.1 .34 
- Ceilings and Community surveillance for imports of 
textile products originating in Malta regulation L 
opinion S regulation L 11/2.1.34 
- Common import arrangements for certain textile 
products originating in non-member countries 
which have concluded arrangements with the 
Community regulation L deciston C 1/2.2.14 
- Common rules applicable to imports of certain 
textile products originating in China regulatton L 
regulatwns L decision C 1/2.2.12; proposal C 
regulation L decision C 6/2.2.14 
- Community tariff quotas for certain textile products 
regulations L decisions C dectsion C 6/2.1.33; 
7/2.1.48; 11/2.1.32 
- Inclusion of Greenland among the beneficiaries of 
generalized preferences in 1985 proposal C 
proposal C statement C 11/2.2.36; proposal C 
statement C 12/2.2.37 
- Management of the generalized system of 
preferences and allocation of tariff quotas proposal 
C statement C 7/2.2.41 
- Quantitative limitation of imports of certain textile 
products originating in Turkey opmion P statement 
C 5/2.2.12; regulation C opinion P statement C 
7/2.2.14; 12/2.2.11 
- Reduction of imports of textile products into the 
United States regulations L decision C 1/2.2.19 
- Scheme of generalized preferences applicable in 
1985 proposals C opinion S dectsion C 7/2.2.38; 
opinion S opinion S decision C 1 0/2.4.45; opinion P 
agreement L dectsion C 11/2.2.36; regulations L 
decision ECSC decision C 12/2.2.37 
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Textiles 
- (See also: State aid to the textile industry, Multifibre 
Arrangement) regulation L decision C 
Tin 
- Meeting of the Tin Council under the Sixth 
International Tin Agreement decision ECSC 
decision C 3/2.2.40 
Titanium dioxide 
- Waste from the titanium dioxide industry report C 
resolution P statement C 3/2.1.1 02; opinion P 
resolution P statement C 4/2.1.81; amendment of 
proposal C resolution P statement C 6/2.1. 75; 
consideration L resolutton P statement C 12/2.1.120 
Tobacco 
- Export refunds for certain tobacco varieties (1983 
harvest) regulation C draft resolution L decision C 
1/2.1.76 
- Situation of the tobacco market decision ECSC 
decision C 12/2.1 .152 
Tobacco addiction 
- Cooperation at Community level in the field of public 
health communication C decision L decision C 
9/1.2.1 
- Drug-taking by children resolution P opinion P 
statement C 5/2.1 .87 
Torremolinos Convention 
- Ratification of the Torremolinos International 
Convention for the Safety of Fishing Vessels 
proposal C opimon A decision C 6/2.1.122; opimon 
S opinion A decision C 9/2.4.22 
Tourism 
- Fire safety in hotels proposal C decision ECSC 
decision C 1/2.1.5; opinion S decision ECSC 
dectsion C 7/2.1.15 
- Guidelines for a Community policy on tourism 
resolution L opinion S regulation L 4/2.1.9 
- Safety of tourists and other travellers resolution P 
decision ECSC decision C 1/2.1.6 
Toxic substances 
- Catastrophe caused by the release of toxic gases in 
Bhopal, India consideration L opinion S 12/2.1.128; 
resolutions P opinion S 12/2.1.129 
- Protection of children against toxic household 
products resolution P decisions L decision C 
1/2.1.64 
Trade agreements 
- Extension or tacit renewal of trade agreements 
concluded between member and non-member 
countries decision L decisions L decision C 2/2.2.8; 
6/2.2.11; 1 0/2.2.8; 11/2.2.1 0; 12/2.2.8 
Transport 
-(See also: Air-, Goods-, Multimodal -, Rail-, Road 
-,Sea-) regulation L decision C 
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Transport by Inland waterway 
- Access to the occupation of inland waterway carrier 
opinion P regulation L 5/2.1.169; opinion S 
amendment of proposal C 7/2.1 .170 
- Accounting system for expenditure on rail, road and 
inland waterway transport infrastructures annual 
report C decisions C decision C 6/2.1.127 
- Common action to be taken within the Central 
Commission for the Navigation of the Rhine 
decision L opinion P 11 /2.1.134 
Transport infrastructure 
- Accounting system for expenditure on rail, road and 
inland waterway transport infrastructures annual 
report C decisions C decision C 6/2.1.127 
- Broad outlines of a medium-term transport 
infrastructure policy communication C opinion S 
regulation L 1212.1.199 
- Consultation procedure in the field of transport 
infrastructure report C opinion S regulations L 
6/2.1.128 
- Development of rail infrastructure in the Alpine 
region resolution P resolution P statement C 
3/2.1.159 
- Development of transport infrastructure in Greece 
resolution P resolution P statement C 3/2.1 .159 
- Financial support for transport infrastructure 
projects in Greece (1984) decision ECSC decision 
c 1212.1.199 
- Financial support for transport infrastructure 
projects under a multiannual programme (1983-87) 
communication C decision ECSC decision C 
3/2.1.157; amendment of proposal C decision 
ECSC decision C 3/2.1.158; resolution P decision 
ECSC decision C 3/2.1.159; agreement L decision 
ECSC decision C 5/2.1.162; memorandum C 
decision ECSC decision C 5/2.1.163; amendment 
of proposal C decision ECSC decision C 9/2.1.1 07; 
decision ECSC decision C 1212.1.199 
- Meeting of the Transport Infrastructure Committee 
regulation L decision C 212.1.143 
- Special Community measures for transport 
infrastructure (1983-84) regulation L opinion P 
12/2.1.199 
- Special measures of Community interest relating to 
transport infrastructure amendment of proposal C 
regulation L statement C 212.1.144; regulation L 
statement C 3/2.1 .160; regulation L regulation L 
statement C 6/2.1.126; decisions C regulation L 
statement C 1 0/2.1 .125 
-Taxation of commercial vehicles in Switzerland and 
Austria opinion S decision C 3/2.1.173; 
consideration L resolution P decision C 1212.1.210 
Transport Infrastructure Committee 
- Consultation procedure in the field of transport 
infrastructure report C opinion S regulations L 
6/2.1.128 
- Meeting of the Transport Infrastructure Committee 
regulation L decision C 2/2.1 .143 
Transport market 
- Access to the occupation of inland waterway carrier 
opmion P regulation L 5/2.1.169; opinion S 
amendment of proposal C 7/2. 1.170 
Tran 
- Admission to the occupation of road passenger 
transport operator in France opinion C amendment 
of proposal C 7/2.1.171 
- Application of the competition rules to sea transport 
opinion P regulations C 5/2.1 .43 
- Arrangements with Yugoslavia concerning the 
international carriage of passengers by road 
(ASOR Agreement) 6/2.2.33 
- Collection of information concerning the carriage of 
goods by road between the Community and 
Eastern Europe report C resolution P decision C 
7/2.1.168 
- Collection of information on the activities of carriers 
participating in cargo liner traffic between the 
Member States and the Far East decision L 
resolution P decision C 1212.1.207 
- Common action to be taken within the Central 
Commission for the Navigation of the Rhine 
decision L opinion P 11/2.1.134 
- Common rules for certain types of carriage of goods 
by road between Member States proposal C draft 
resolution L decision C 1212.1.203 
- Community quota for the carriage of goods by road 
(adjustment method) agreement L decisions C 
decision C 5/2.1.168; regulation L decisions C 
decision C 1212.1.204 
- Community quota for the carriage of goods by road 
(single document) proposal C decisions C decision 
C 3/2.1.169; opinion S decisions C decision C 
7/2.1.169 
- EEC-Spain Agreement on the international 
combined road/rail carriage of goods proposal C 
consideration L 1/2.1.1 03; opinion S consideration L 
5/2.1.173; signing consideration L 1212.1.209 
- Fixing of rates for the carriage of goods by road 
between Member States proposal C opinion S 
statement C 1212.1.203 
- Organization of the markets for the carriage of 
goods imported or exported by sea proposal C 
opinion S regulation L 1212.1.203 
- Recommendation to railway undertakings 
concerning the fixing of railway tariffs for combined 
transport (container and piggyback) opinion P 
opinion A decision C 3/2.1 .170 
- Standardization of rules relating to authorizations 
for the carriage of goods by road between Member 
States proposal C regulation L decision C 
3/2.1.169; opinion S regulation L decision C 
7/2.1.169 
- Study of a system of price indices for road freight 
transport within the Community opinion S statement 
c 212.1.147 
-System for observing the markets for road, rail and 
inland waterway transport between the Member 
States report C opinion S decision C 1 0/2. 1.127 
- Use of hired vehicles for the carriage of goods by 
road amendment of proposal C regulation L 
decision C 4/2.1.118; directive L regulation L 
decision C 1212.1.205 
Transport policy 
- Broad outlines of a medium-term transport 
infrastructure policy communication C opinion S 
regulation L 1212.1 .199 
- Council meeting decision ECSC decision C 
3/2.1.156; 5/2.1.161; 11/2.1.133; 1212.1.198 
- Debate in the European Parliament on transport 
policy resolution P statement C 3/2.4.15 
Tran 
Transport policy (Continued) 
- Financial support for transport infrastructure 
projects under a multiannual programme (1983-87) 
communication C decision ECSC decision C 
3/2.1.157; amendment of proposal C decision 
ECSC decision C 3/2.1.158; resolution P decision 
ECSC decision C 3/2.1.159; agreement L decision 
ECSC decision C 5/2.1.162; memorandum C 
decision ECSC decision C 5/2.1.163; amendment 
of proposal C decision ECSC decision C 9/2.1.1 07; 
decision ECSC decision C 1212.1.199 
- Implementation of the common transport policy 
resolution P regulation L statement C 1 0/2.1 .123 
- International railway cooperation opinion P decision 
L decision C 3/2.1.167; agreement L decision L 
decision C 5/2.1 .164 
- Recommendation to railway undertakings on 
international rail cooperation opinion S opinion A 
decision C 212.1.146; recommendation L opinion A 
decision C 1212.1.206 
- Road vehicle weights and dimensions : drive axle 
weights report C proposal C regulation L 9/2.1.1 08; 
proposal C regulation L 11/2.1.133; 1212.1.200 
- Special Community measures for transport 
infrastructure (1983-84) regulation L opinion P 
1212.1.199 
-Towards a common air transport policy 
memorandum C regulation L decision C 212.1.149; 
consideration L regulation L decision C 5/2.1.170; 
1212.1.208 
-Weights and dimensions of commercial road freight 
vehicles proposal C regulation L 5/2.1.167; 
consideration L proposal C regulation L 11/2.1.133; 
directive L proposal C regulation L 1212.1 .200 
Transport quotas 
- Community quota for the carriage of goods by road 
(adjustment method) agreement L decisions C 
decision C 5/2.1.168; regulation L decisions C 
decision C 1212.1 .204 
- Community quota for the carriage of goods by road 
(single document) proposal C decisions C decision 
C 3/2.1.169; opinion S decisions C decision C 
7/2.1.169 
Tunisia 
- (See: Maghreb countries) regulation L decision C 
Turkey 
- Negotiation of a comprehensive arrangement on 
textiles with Turkey opinion S regulation L 5/2.2.12 
- Partial arrangement on cotton yarn with Turkey 
(1984-85) initialling regulations C 3/2.2.16; 
regulations C 6/2.2.16; 11/2.2.18 
- Quantitative limitation of imports of certain textile 
products originating in Turkey opinion P statement 
C 5/2.2.12; regulation C opinion P statement C 
7/2.2.14; 1212.2.11 
-Talks between the President of the Commission 
and the Turkish Foreign Minister opinion S 
statement C 1/2.2.22 
-Violation of human rights in Turkey resolutions P 
regulation L dectsion C 5/2.4.16; 10/2.4.8 
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UNCTAD 
- International Agreement on Jute and Jute Products 
under the Integrated Programme for Commodities 
(entry into force) consideration L 1/2.2.30; 5/2.2.47; 
proposal C consideration L 11/2.2.38 
- International Agreement on Tropical Timber signing 
consideration L 6/2.2.45; entry into force 
consideration L 9/2.2.29 
- Meeting of the UNCT AD Special Committee on 
Preferences regulation L decision C 5/2.2.44 
- New International Sugar Agreement (breakdown of 
negotiating conference) opinionS regulation L 
6/2.2.48 
-Special session of the UNCTAD Trade and 
Development Board decision ECSC decision C 
4/2.2.30 
Unemployment 
- Action against long-term unemployment 
communication C draft resolution L statement C 
9/2.1.43; draft resolution L statement C 1 0/2.1.52; 
opinion P draft resolution L statement C 1 0/2.1 .53; 
opinion S draft resolution L statement C 11/2.1.52; 
resolution L draft resolution L statement C 1212.1.82 
- Action against youth unemployment resolutions P 
draft resolution L statement C 1212.1.83 
- ESF assistance for unemployed persons, women, 
handicapped persons and migrant workers 
decisions C decision C 7/2.1.91; 9/2.1.47; 
1212.1.86 
- Local employment initiatives report C proposal C 
statement C 3/2.1.61; opinion P proposal C 
statement C 3/2.1.62; opinion S proposal C 
statement C 5/2.1. 70; 5/2.4.27; resolution L 
proposal C statement C 6/2.1.45 
- National reports on the activities of the ESF in 
Member States in 1981 opinion A decision C 
3/2.1.67 
- Promotion of employment for young people -
special measures resolution L opinion A decision C 
1/2.1.40; resolution P opinion A decision C 9/2.1.44 
- Protection of the rights of temporary workers 
amendment of proposal C decisions L decision C 
4/2.1.59 
- Reduction and reorganization of working time 
consideration L regulations L decision C 6/2.1 .42 
- Report on the activities of the ESF in 1983 opinion 
A decision C 7/2.1.90 
- Unemployment among women in the Community 
draft resolution L resolution P decision C 212.1.63; 
draft resolution L decision C decision C 212.1. 73; 
opimon S resolution P decision C 5/2.1. 70; opmion 
P resolution P decision C 5/2.1.82; opinion S 
decision C decision C 5/2.4.28; resolution L 
decision C decision C 6/2.1.57; resolution P 
decision C decision C 9/2.1.44 
UNEP 
- Convention for the Protection and Development of 
the Marine Environment of the Wider Caribbean 
Region opinion P signing decision C 3/2.1.98; 
opinion S signing decision C 7/2.1.111 
u 
- Global Framework Convention on the Protection of 
the Ozone Layer (negotiations) decisions C 
decision C 1 0/2.1 . 78 
- Implementation of the Convention on International 
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and 
Flora by African countries signing decision C 
6/2.1.80 
- Meeting of countries involved in the plan of action 
for the Mediterranean regulation L decision C 
10/2.1.81 
- Session of the Governing Council of UNEP decision 
ECSC decision C 5/2.1.117; 5/2.2.61 
UN IDO 
-Africa's Industrial Development Decade resolution 
P statement C 7/2.2.33 
- Fourth General Conference of UN IDO regulation L 
decision C 7/2.2.31 
- General Conference of UN IDO (preparation) 
communication C decisions C decision C 4/2.2.31 
Unilateral import arrangements 
- Easing of restrictions on imports from state-trading 
countries decisions C draft resolution L statement C 
212.2.6; 3/2.2.7; 4/2.2.5; 5/2.2.5; 6/2.2.9; 7/2.2.5; 
7/2.2.5; 9/2.2.6; 10/2.2.6; 11/2.2.8; 12/2.2.6 
- Import quotas to be opened by Member States in 
respect of State-trading countries proposal C 
decisions C decision C 11/2.2.7; decision L 
decisions C deciston C 1212.2.5 
United Kingdom 
- Aid for inner-city renewal in the United Kingdom 
opimon P 4/2.1 .49 
- Assistance from the ERDF to finance regional 
development studies decisions C decisions C 
decision C 5/2.1.98; 7/2.1.107 
- Budgetary compensation for the United Kingdom 
for 1983 consideration L amendment of proposal C 
decision C 212.3.3; amendment of proposal C 
decision C 3/1.1.1; resolution P decision C 3/2.3.3; 
regulattons L amendment of proposal C decision C 
6/2.3.4; resolution P decisions C decision C 
7/2.3.11; opmion P decisions C decision C 10/2.3.5 
- Budgetary compensation for the United Kingdom 
for 1984 decisions C decision C 5/2.3.3; 6/2.3.5; 
11/2.3.1 ; 11/2.3.3 
- Community list of the less-favoured agricultural 
areas in the Member States directives L opinion P 
statement C 2/2.1.119 
- Economic and social situation in Northern Ireland 
resolution P decision ECSC decision C 3/2.4.23 
- Economic and social situation in Northern Ireland : 
impact of Community actions report C decision 
ECSC decision C 11/2.1.78 
- EIB loans for energy investment projects in the 
United Kingdom (Scotland) regulation L decision C 
7/2.4.50; 10/2.4.53 
- EIB loans for industrial and tourist investment 
projects in the United Kingdom regulation L 
decision C 212.4.34; 4/2.4.40; 5/2.4.40; 10/2.4.53 
Unit 
United Kingdom (Continued) 
- EIB loans for infrastructure projects in the United 
Kingdom regulation L decision C 2/2.4.34; 3/2.4.45; 
4/2.4.40; 5/2.4.40; 7/2.4.50; 1 0/2.4.53; 12/2.4.35 
- EIB loans in the energy sector in the United 
Kingdom regulation L decision C 7/2.4.50; 
10/2.4.53 
- Fat content of whole milk imported into Ireland and 
the United Kingdom regulation L resolution P 
decision C 11/2.1.101 
- Global loans under the NCI for investment projects 
in small and medium-sized businesses in the 
United Kingdom regulation L decision C 2/2.4.34 
- Imports of New Zealand butter into the United 
Kingdom between 1984 and1988 agreement L 
proposal C statement C 6/2.1.87; regulation L 
proposal C statement C 7/2.1.121 
- Imports of New Zealand butter into the United 
Kingdom in 1984 regulation L proposal C statement 
C 2/2.1.1 06; proposal C statement C 3/2.1.126; 
regulation L proposal C statement C 5/2.1.126 
- Measures taken by Member States in support of the 
coal industry in 1983 assent L decisions C 
statement C 9/2.1.113 
- Mechanism for the correction of budgetary 
imbalances opinion S regulation L 3/1.1.1; 6/2.3.5 
- NCI loans for infrastructure projects in the United 
Kingdom regulation L decision C 12/2.4.35 
..:. NCI loans for laying submarine power lines to link 
the British and French power grids regulation L 
decision C 2/2.4.34 
- Situation in Northern Ireland resolutions P decis1on 
ECSC decision C 10/2.4.8 
- Special import levy on New Zealand butter 
agreement L amendment of proposal C decision C 
3/2.1.126 
- Special measures of Community interest in the field 
of employment in the United Kingdom amendment 
of proposal C decisions C statement C 2/2.1.66; 
decisions C statement C 3/2.1.65; regulation L 
dec1s1ons C statement C 6/2.1.49; decision C 
decisions C statement C 10/2.1.55 
- Special measures of Community interest relating to 
energy strategy in the Federal Republic of 
Germany and the United Kingdom amendment of 
proposal C decisions C statement C 2/2.1. ~51; 
decisions C statement C 3/2.1 .176; regulatiOn L 
decisions C statement C 6/2.1.134; dec1s1ons C 
dec1s1ons C statement C 10/2.1.130 
- Special measures of Community interest relating to 
transport infrastructure amendment of proposal C 
regulation L statement C 2/2.1.144; regulation L 
statement C 3/2.1.160; regulation L regulation L 
statement C 6/2.1.126; decisions C regulation L 
statement C 1 0/2.1.125 
-Specific (exceptional) measure to promote urban 
renewal as part of an integrated operation in Belfast 
opinion P6/2.1.70 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the shipbuilding industry decision C 
opimon P 12/2.1.114 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the steel industry decisions C 
opinion P 12/2.1.114 
- Specific measure to assist regions affected by 
restructuring in the textile industry decisions C 
opinion P 12/2.1.114 
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-Statement by the Ten on the future of Hong Kong 
resolution P statement C 9/2.4.3 
- Supplementary measures in favour of the United 
Kingdom report C regulation L statement C 2/2.1 .84 
United Nations Conference on the Law of 
the Sea 
- Meetings of the Preparatory Commission of the 
Sea-Bed Authority and the International Tribunal for 
the Law of the Sea regulation L decision C 4/2.2.48 
- United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 
(definition of the Community's competence) 
communication C signing decision C 9/2.2.42 
- United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 
(signing by the Community) signing decision C 
12/2.2.57 
United Nations Convention on the Law of 
the Sea 
- Community participation in the work of the 
Preparatory Commission of the Sea-Bed Authority 
and the International Tribunal for the Law of the 
Sea opinion S regulation L 12/2.2.57 
United Nations General Assembly 
- Address given by the President of the Council to the 
United Nations General Assembly on behalf of the 
Community and the Member States resolution P 
statement C 9/3.4.1 
- Community position on the North-South Dialogue 
put forward at the United Nations General 
Assembly opinionS regulation L 9/2.2.41 
- Session of the United Nations General Assembly 
(39th) decision ECSC decision C 9/2.2.41; 
12/2.2.55 
United States 
- Application of international standards on aircraft 
noise by the United States communication C 
regulations C 4/2.1.83 
- Community exports of special steels to the United 
States (counter-measures by the Community) 
proposal C opinion S statement C 1 /2.2.16; 
regulation L opinion S statement C 2/2.2.12; 
proposal C opinion S statement C 3/2.2.18; 
regulation L opinion S statement C 5/2.2.13 
- Community exports of steel pipes and tubes to the 
United States opinion S statement C 11 /2.2.19; 
12/2.2.14; resolution P opinion S statement C 
12/2.4.13 
- Community exports of unwrought and refined 
copper to the United States opinion S statement C 
6/2.2.23 
- Community steel exports to the United States ( 1982 
voluntary restraint agreement) opinion S statement 
C 1/2.2.17; 2/2.2.13; statement C opinionS 
statement C 6/2.2.21 ; opinion S statement C 
6/2.2.22; 7/2.2.15; statement L opinionS statement 
C 7/2.2.16; opmion S statement C 9/2.2.15; 
statement C opinion S statement C 9/2.2.16 
- Conclusions of the Dublin European Council on 
East-West relations decisions C decision C 
12/1.2.9 
- Disarmament negotiations resolution P opinion S 
regulatiOn L 12/2.4.14 
- Economic and trade relations with the United States 
resolutions P opinion A decision C 4/2.2.18 
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United States (Continued) 
- ECU-denominated public issue on the American 
market proposal C statement C 11 /2.3.11 
- Exchange of letters between the United States and 
the Community on wine (labelling and oenological 
processes) resolution P statement C 6/2.2.25 
- Exports of table wines of Community origin to the 
United States opinion S statement C 1 /2.2.21 ; 
212.2.19; statement C opinion S statement C 
3/2.2.19; opinion S statement C 4/2.2.15; 10/2.2.17 
- Framework agreement on fisheries with the United 
States initialling consideration L 6/2.1.118; proposal 
C consideration L 7/2.1.154; opinion P regulation L 
9/2.1.102 
- Framework agreement on fisheries with the United 
States (negotiations) regulation L 3/2.1.149; 
5/2.1.156 
-GATT consultations concerning certain provisions 
of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 adopted by the 
United States decisions C decision C 1 0/2.2.17 
- Imports of certain American wines into the 
Community proposal C proposal C statement C 
3/2.2.20; regulation L proposal C statement C 
6/2.2.25 
- Meeting of the GATT International Dairy Products 
Council regulation L decision C 11 /2.2.55 
- Protectionist trends in the United States statement L 
resolution P decision C 212.2.17 
- Quadrilateral relations between the United States, 
Japan, Canada and the Community regulation L 
decision C 212.2.16; 6/2.2.20 
- Reduction of imports of footwear of Community 
origin into the United States regulations L decision 
c 4/2.2.16; 6/2.2.24 
- Reduction of imports of textile products into the 
United States regulations L decision C 1 /2.2.19 
-Talks between a US Ministerial delegation and the 
Commission in Brussels opinion S statement C 
1212.2.13 
-Tariff cuts agreed at the Tokyo Round conclusions 
L regulation L 1 0/2.2.5; regulation L 11 /2.1.28; 
proposal C decision L 11 /2.2.6 
- United States-Euratom cooperation in the field of 
research into radioactive waste decision L decision 
c 9/2.1.116 
Units of measurement 
- Approximation of laws relating to units of 
measurement directive L opinion A decision C 
1212.1.12 
Unlawful agreements 
- Agreement between aluminium cartel undertakings 
and the foreign trade organizations of East 
European countries decision C opinion S statement 
c 12/2.1.54 
- Agreement between Italian producers of baker's 
yeast opinion S statement C 5/2.1.45 
- Agreements between insurance undertakings 
decisions C opinion S statement C 3/2.1.44; 
1212.1.55 
- Export subsidies provided by the German Milk 
Promotion Fund decision C opinion S decision C 
12/2.1.56 
- Fines for concerted practices between pulp 
manufacturers decision C regulation L 1212.1.53 
- Fines for market sharing and price fixing (flat-glass 
industry) decision C regulation L 7/2.1.53 
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- Fines for market sharing and price fixing (zinc 
group) decision C regulation L 7/2.1.52 
- Fines for market-sharing and price-fixing imposed 
on the main Community producers of hydrogen 
peroxide decision C regulation L 11 /2.1.36 
- Fines in respect of an exclusive distribution 
agreement relating to toys decision C regulation L 
5/2.1.48 
- Horizontal agreement between two cigarette 
manufacturers opinion S statement C 3/2.1 .43 
USSR 
- Activities of Eastern countries' secret services in 
Community territory resolution P opinion P 3/2.4.18 
- Conclusions of the Dublin European Council on 
East-West relations decisions C decision C 
1211.2.9 
-Declaration by the Ten on East-West relations 
resolution P statement C 3/2.4.2 
- Disarmament negotiations resolution P opinion S 
regulation L 1212.4.14 
- External policy and respect for human rights in the 
USSR resolution P proposals C regulation L 
212.4.15 
-Statement by the Ten on Afghanistan resolution P 
statement C 1212.4.2 
- Violation of human rights in the Soviet Union 
resolutions P regulation L decision C 3/2.4.18; 
10/2.4.8 
- Violation of human rights in the Soviet Union 
(Sakharov) resolution P regulation L decision C 
5/2.4.16; 7/2.4.17 
VAT 
- Changes to certain provisions of the common 
system of VAT (19th VAT Directive) proposal C 
regulation L statement C 12/2.1 . 78 
- Deferral of payment of VAT on imports originating in 
Member States (14th VAT Directive) draft 
resolution L decision C 6/2.1.38; resolution P draft 
resolution L decision C 9/2.1.39 
- Dismantling of monetary compensatory amounts -
compensation for German farmers (20th VAT 
Directive) resolution P statement C 6/1 .1.9; 
decision L resolution P statement C 6/2.1.88; 
proposal C resolution P statement C 7/2.1.83; 
opmion S resolution P statement C 9/2.1.40 
- Duty-free admission of fuel contained in the tanks of 
commercial motor vehicles opinion P opinion S 
statement C 5/2.1.67 
- Elimination of double taxation (VAT) in intra-
Community trade in goods (16th VAT Directive) 
proposal C proposal C statement C 7/2.1.82 
- Exemption from VAT for measures to assist 
earthquake victims in Italy decision L opinion S 
statement C 2/2.1.59 
- Exemption from VAT on the final importation of 
certain goods proposal C opinion S statement C 
3/2.1.58; opinion P opinion S statement C 5/2.1.67; 
opinionS opinionS statement C 7/2.1.87 
- Exemption from VAT on the temporary importation 
of goods (17th VAT Directive) proposal C opinionS 
statement C 7/2.1.84; opinionS opinionS 
statement C 11 /2.1.47; opmion P opinion S 
statement C 12/2.1 . 79 
- Financing requirements for 1985 decision L 
decision C 5/1.1. 7; 5/2.3.4; proposal C decision L 
decision C 7/2.3.4; decision L decision C 9/2.3.2; 
statement C decision L decision C 1 0/1.1.4; 
statement L decision L decision C 1 0/2.3.2; opinion 
P dec1s1on L decision C 10/2.3.4; resolution P 
decision L decision C 11 /2.3.2 
- Future financing of the Community (agreement at 
the Fontainebleau European Council) opmion S 
statement C 6/1.1.9; resolution P opinion S 
statement C 7/2.4.16 
-Future financing of the Community (draft decision 
on own resources) amendment of proposal C 
opinion S statement C 2/1.2.3; opinion S statement 
C 3/1.1.1; 5/1.1.7; resolution P opmion S statement 
C 5/2.3.9; opinion S statement C 6/2.3.3; 
amendment of proposal C opinion S statement C 
7/2.3.9; consideration L opinion S statement C 
7/2.3.1 0; opinion S opinionS statement C 9/2.4.19; 
opinion P opinion S statement C 1 0/2.3.3; 10/2.4.10 
- Future financing of the Community (statement on 
own resources by the President of the Commission) 
opinion S statement C 3/1.1.3 
- Method of calculating VAT own resources base for 
certain transactions, applicable in certain Member 
States from 1983 to 1985 decisions C opinion S 
regulation L 412.3.4 
- Removal of derogations to the common system of 
VAT (18th VAT Directive) proposal C opinionS 
decision C 12/2.1 . 77 
V 
- Replacement of Member States' financial 
contributions by the Communities' own resources 
opinion P opinion A decision C 5/2.3.1 0; 
amendment of proposal C opinion A decision C 
7/2.3.12 
- Replacement of Member States' financial 
contributions by the Communities' own resources -
implementation opinion Court of Auditors opinion A 
decision C 3/2.4.30 
- Simplification of the collection of VAT on 
transactions relating to the construction and 
maintenance of a port at Emdem communication C 
decision ECSC decision C 7/2.1.85; decision ECSC 
decision C 1 0/2.1.50 
-Types of business expenditure on which the VAT 
charged is not deductible (12th VAT Directive) 
amendment of proposal C resolution P statement C 
2/2.1.60; opinion S resolution P statement C 
5/2.1.66 
Veterinary legislation 
- Common rules relating to measures to combat 
brucellosis directive L draft resolution L decision C 
12/2.1.167 
- Common rules relating to measures to combat 
classical swine fever proposal C draft resolution L 
decision C 1/2.1.79; opinion P draft resolution L 
decision C 4/2.1.1 03; agreement L draft resolution L 
decision C 6/2.1.87; directive L draft resolution L 
decision C 12/2.1.167 
- Financial contribution to emergency measures to 
control foot-and-mouth disease in Greece decision 
C opinion S regulation L 1 0/2.1.1 08 
- Health inspection requirements relating to intra-
Community trade and imports from non-member 
countries of semen from bulls and boars opinion S 
regulation L statement C 3/2.1.135 
- Health inspection requirements relating to intra-
Community trade in fresh meat and animals of the 
bovine and porcine species decisions L regulation L 
statement C 1/2.1.79; decisions C regulation L 
statement C 2/2.1.120; 3/2.1.134; 6/2.1.1 02; 
6/2.1.103 
- Health requirements for the import of meat products 
from non-member states proposal C decisions C 
decision C 1 0/2.1.1 06 
- Intra-Community trade in fresh meat - financing of 
health controls proposal C proposal C statement C 
6/2.1.1 04; opinion S proposal C statement C 
9/2.4.22 
- Intra-Community trade in fresh meat -
microbiological controls report C proposal C 
statement C 9/2.1.88; opinion resolution P 
statement C 11 /2.1 .1 08 
- Intra-Community trade in fresh meat and live 
animals - rules on foot-and-mouth disease proposal 
C resolution P statement C 6/2.1 .1 03; directives L 
resolution P statement C 12/2.1.167 
- Intra-Community trade in fresh meat, meat products 
and live animals - rules on swine fever proposals C 
proposal C statement C 10/2.1.1 05; opinion P 
proposal C statement C 12/2.1.167 
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Veterinary legislation (Continued) 
- Intra-Community trade in fresh meat, poultrymeat 
and meat products - monitoring of workers' health 
proposal C proposal C statement C 6/2.1.1 07; 
opinion S proposal C statement C 1212.4.26 
- Intra-Community trade in fresh poultrymeat -
financing of health controls proposal C proposal C 
statement C 6/2.1 .1 05 
-Intra-Community trade in fresh poultrymeat- health 
control methods communication C proposal C 
statement C 6/2.1.1 05 
- Intra-Community trade in fresh poultrymeat - health 
problems directive L proposal C statement C 
1212.1.167 
- National plans for the accelerated eradication of 
classical swine fever report C proposal C regulation 
L 1/2.1.79; opinionS proposal C regulation L 
5/2.1.140 
- Timetable for harmonization measures concerning 
animal and plant health resolution L opinion S 
5/2.1.139; opinion S 6/2.1.101; 10/2.1.1 04; 
1212.1.166 
-Trichinae inspection of pigmeat imported from non-
member countries directive C opinion A decision C 
6/2.1.108 
- Use of hormonal substances in stockfarming 
proposal C regulation L decision C 6/1 .6.1 ; opinion 
S regulation L deciston C 1212.4.25 
Veterinary medicinal products 
- Approximation of the laws of Member States 
relating to veterinary medicinal products resolution 
P opinion A decision C 4/2.1 .14 
- Use of hormonal substances in stockfarming 
proposal C regulation L decision C 6/1.6.1; opinion 
S regulation L decision C 1212.4.25 
Veterinary surgeons 
- . regulation L decision C 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Veterinary 
Training regulation L decision C 212.1.12; 3/2.1.12; 
10/2.1.8 
Vocational training . 
- Community policy on vocational training opinion P 
proposal C regulation L 212.1 . 72; amendment of 
proposal C proposal C regulation L 7/2.1.99 
- Continuing training and the labour market opinion S 
statement C 3/2.1.74 
- Development of foreign language teaching 
conclusions L resolution P statement C 6/2.1.53; 
resolution P statement C 9/2.1.48 
- ESF assistance for training in the new technologies 
decisions C decision C 1212.1.86 
- ETUC colloquium on education, training and 
employment resolution P decision C 5/2.1. 76 
- Financial and technical assistance from the 
Community to non-associated developing countries 
decision C opinion P 3/2.2.49 
- Joint programme for exchanges of young workers 
over the period 1982-83 report C opinion S 
regulations L 5/2.1.79 
Voca 
- Joint programme for exchanges of young workers 
over the period 1984-88 proposal C opinion S 
regulations L 5/2.1. 78; opinion P opinion S 
regulations L 11/2.1.57; opinion S opinion S 
regulations L 11/2.1.58; decision L opinion S 
regulations L 1212.1 .93 
- Linked work and training for young people in the 
Community communication C opinion S statement 
c 4/2.1.64 
- Meeting in the context of the programme to facilitate 
the transition from school to working life regulation 
L decision C 1 0/2.1.58 
- Meeting of senior officials responsible for vocational 
training regulation L decision C 212.1.71 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Vocational 
Training regulation L decision C 3/2.1. 72; 10/2.1.59 
- Meeting of the Management Board of the European 
Centre for the Development of Vocational Training 
(CEDEFOP) regulation L decision C 3/2.1.73; 
7/2.1.98; 9/2.1.49; 11/2.1.59 
- Promotion of employment for young people -
special measures resolution L opinion A decision C 
1/2.1.40; resolution P opinion A decision C 9/2.1.44 
- Special financial support for Greece (rehabilitation 
or vocational training measures) regulation L 
decision ECSC decision C 3/2.1. 71; decision C 
decision ECSC decision C 1 0/2.1.56; 1212.1.87 
- Technological change and social adjustment 
communication C decision C decision C 1/1 .3.1 ; 
decision C decision C 5/2.1 .69; conclusions L 
decision C decision C 6/2.1.47; decision C decision 
C 6/2.1.48; opinion S decision C decision C 
9/2.4.22 
- Vocational training and social security protection of 
cultural workers opinion S statement C 5/2.1.93; 
6/2.1.61 
- Vocational training measures relating to new 
information technologies (implementation) 
decisions C statement C 3/2.1. 72 
w 
Waste 
- Community waste management policy proposal C 
regulation L 4/2.1 .89 
- Export arrangements for certain types of non-
ferrous metal waste regulation L regulation C 
decision C 1212.2.12 
- Meeting of the Waste Management Committee 
regulation L decision C 4/2.1 .89 
- OECD seminar on transfrontier movements of 
hazardous wastes consideration L decision C 
6/2.1.82 
- Pollution caused by gases given off by waste 
incineration plants resolution P opinion S regulation 
L 9/2.1.69 
- Standard recyclable containers for liquids for 
human consumption consideration L proposal C 
statement C 12/2.1.133 
- Transfrontier shipment of hazardous wastes 
consideration L consideration L decision C 
3/2.1.1 08; agreement L consideration L decision C 
6/1.4.1; 6/2.1.81; directive L consideration L 
decision C 1212.1.132 
- Waste from the titanium dioxide industry report C 
resolution P statement C 3/2.1.1 02; opinion P 
resolution P statement C 4/2.1.81; amendment of 
proposal C resolution P statement C 6/2.1. 75; 
consideration L resolution P statement C 1212.1 .120 
-Waste management and recycling industries 
resolution P opinion S statement C 3/2.1.1 09; 
4/2.1.88; opinion S opm10n S statement C 5/2.4.29 
- Work under the programme on the recycling of 
urban and industrial wastes regulation L dec1sion C 
3/2.1.189; 5/2.1.114; 5/2.1.115; 5/2.1.193 
Water pollution 
- Common procedure for the exchange of information 
on the quality of surface freshwater decision C 
opinion S regulations L 7/2.1 .1 09 
- Convention for the Protection of the Rhine against 
Chemical Pollution (application) s1gning decision C 
1/2.1.59 
- Cooperation on water pollution resolution L decision 
L decision C 6/2.1. 71; 10/2.1.73 
- Discharges of hexachlorocyclohexane in the 
aquatic environment opmion S opinion A decision C 
1/2.1.57; opinion P opimon A decision C 4/2.1.81; 
agreement L opinion A decision C 6/2.1. 73; 
directive L opinion A decision C 10/2.1.75 
- Discharges of mercury in the aquatic environment 
directive L opiniOn A decision C 3/2.1.101 
- Recommendation by the International Commission 
for the Protection of the Rhine on cadmium 
discharges opinion A dec1sion C 2/2.1.87; proposal 
C opinion A decision C 1212.1.121 
- Work of the International Commission for the 
Protection of the Rhine against Pollution regulation 
L decision C 212.1.87 
Western Economic Summit 
- Declaration on international terrorism (Western 
Economic Summit in London) resolution P 
statement C 6/3.4.5 
- Declarations made at the London Economic 
Summit resolution P statement C 6/3.4.1 
- International cooperation in research projects 
relating to technology, growth and employment 
decision L decision C 3/2.1.185; 5/2.1.190; 
6/2.1.139 
- Meeting of the London Economic Summit regulation 
L decision C 6/2.2.18 
- Preparation of the London Economic Summit 
regulation L decision C 6/2.2.19 
Wheat 
- Meeting of the International Wheat Council 
regulation L decision C 6/2.2.46 
- Protocols extending the 1971 International Wheat 
Agreement (conclusion) proposal C amendment of 
proposal C decision C 212.2.39; decision L 
amendment of proposal C decision C 5/2.2.48 
- World wheat market situation decision ECSC 
decision C 10/2.2.38 
Wine 
- Abandonment premiums in respect of certain 
vineyards proposals C regulations C regulation L 
9/2.1.80 
- Buying-in price for wine sent for distillation opinion 
S regulations L 9/2.1 .82; 12/2.1.142 
- Common agricultural policy - rationalization 
proposals (wine) communication C proposal C 
regulation L 7/2.1 .130; proposals C proposal C 
regulation L 9/2.1.80; consideration L proposal C 
regulation L 1 0/2.1.89; 11/2.1.92; opinion S 
proposal C regulation L 11/2.4.28; agreement L 
proposal C regulation L 1211.2.15; amendment of 
proposal C proposal C regulation L 1212.1.142 
- Compulsory distillation of wine made from table 
grapes and by-productsof winemaking regulations 
C resolution P statement C 7/2.1 .131 
- Conditions justifying compulsory distillation of table 
wine (amendment of basic Regulation) proposal C 
resolution P statement C 9/2.1.82; consideration L 
resolution P statement C 11/2.1.92; amendment of 
proposal C resolution P statement C 1212.1 .142 
- Conditions justifying compulsory distillation of table 
wine (1984/85) resolution P statement C 1212.1.148 
- Control of intervention expenditure in the wine 
sector proposals C draft resolution L statement C 
9/2.1.80 
- Control of production of quality wines psr proposal 
C draft resolution L statement C 9/2.1 .80; 
amendment of proposal C draft resolution L 
statement C 1212.1 .142; 1212.1.143 
- Control of wine production (structural measures) 
proposals C draft resolution L statement C 9/2.1.80 
- Countervailing charges applicable to wine imports 
resolution P decisiOn C 3/2.1 .127 
- Declarations concerning harvests, production and 
stocks of wine products regulation C resolution P 
statement C 7/2.1.132 
- Disposal of alcohol obtained from wine distillation 
proposal C proposal C statement C 6/2.1.92 
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Wine (Continued) 
- EAGGF aid for collective projects relating to the 
restructuring of vineyards decisions C decisions C 
decision C 7/2.1.143 
- Enriched wines - price paid by distillers regulation C 
opinion S statement C 7/2.1.131 
- Enriched wines - use of grape must regulation C 
opinionS statement C 7/2.1.131 
- Enriched wines - use of sucrose opinion S 
statement C 9/2.1.80; consideration L opinion S 
statement C 11 /2.1.92; opinion S statement C 
12/2.1.142 
- Establishment of a Community viticulturalland 
register resolution P opinion S statement C 
5/2.1.135 
- Exchange of letters between the United States and 
the Community on wine (labelling and oenological 
processes) resolution P statement C 6/2.2.25 
- Exports of table wines of Community origin to the 
United States opinion S statement C 1 /2.2.21 ; 
2/2.2.19; statement C opinion S statement C 
3/2.2.19; opinion S statement C 4/2.2.15; 10/2.2.17 
- Forward estimate for 1983/84 regulations C 
1/2.1.78 
- Forward estimate for 1984/85 regulations C 
12/2.1.148 
- Forward estimates for wine regulation C regulations 
c 7/2.1.132 
- Imports of certain American wines into the 
Community proposal C proposal C statement C 
3/2.2.20; regulation L proposal C statement C 
6/2.2.25 
- Intervention measures concerning table wine 
(private storage aid) regulations C draft resolution L 
statement C 2/2.1.1 03; 2/2.1.1 04; 12/2.1.149 
- Intervention measures concerning wine 
(amendment of basic Regulation) opinion S draft 
resolution L statement C 2/2.1.1 00; opinion P 
regulation L statement C 4/2.1 .94 
- Long-term private storage contracts for wine 
(1984/85) regulation C decisions C decision C 
12/2.1.148 
- Preventive distillation of table wine regulation C 
resolution P statement C 7/2.1.131 
- Rules on the description and presentation of 
sparkling wines opinion P regulations L decision C 
2/2.1.1 05; amendment of proposal C regulations L 
decision C 6/2.1.91; opinion P regulations L 
dec1sion C 12/2.1 .144 
- Rules on the description and presentation of wines 
and grape musts regulation L draft resolution L 
decision C 12/2.1 .145 
- Situation of the wine market and operation of the 
market organization decision ECSC dec1sion C 
6/2.1.89 
Wood 
- Agreement between the Community and 
Switzerland on an R&D programme in the wood 
sector consideration L 11 /2.1 .149 
- Community action programme on forestry-based 
industries draft recommendation L regulations L 
3/2.1.32 
- International Agreement on Tropical Timber signing 
consideration L 6/2.2.45; entry into force 
consideration L 9/2.2.29 
Work 
- Meetings of the Advisory Committee on Community 
Policy regarding Forestry and Forestry-based 
Industries regulation L decision C 6/2.1.24; 
11/2.1.24 
Workers' and employers' organizations 
- Commission representation at the Conference on 
Employment organized by the European Trade 
Union Confederation opinion S regulation L 
4/2.4.16 
- Local employment initiatives opinion P proposal C 
statement C 3/2.1.62; opinion S proposal C 
statement C 5/2.1. 70; 5/2.4.27; resolution L 
proposal C statement C 6/2.1 .45 
- Participation of representatives of industry and the 
workers in the preparation of ECSC social research 
programmes resolution A opinion S regulation L 
3/2.4.41 
- Vocational training measures relating to new 
information technologies (implementation) 
decisions C statement C 3/2.1. 72 
Workers' rights 
- Procedures for informing and consulting the 
employees of transnational or national 
undertakings of complex structure consideration L 
proposal C statement C 12/2.1.81 
- Protection of the rights of temporary workers 
amendment of proposal C decisions L decision C 
4/2.1.59 
Working conditions 
- (See also: ECSC research, Radiation protection) 
regulation L decision C 
- Action programme for the promotion of equal 
opportunities for women (1982-85) report C opinion 
S regulations L 1/2.1.44 
- Community cooperation on labour inspection 
decision L decision C 3/2.1.83 
- Equal treatment for women in self-employed 
occupations, including agriculture draft directive 
proposal C statement C 3/2.1 . 76; opinion P 
proposal C statement C 5/2.1.81; opinion S 
proposal C statement C 10/2.1.63 
- European Agreement on 'au pair' placement 
recommendation C consideration L 12/2.1.1 03 
- Implementation of social legislation relating to road 
transport in 1981 report C resolution P statement C 
9/2.1.109 
- Meetings and conferences on the promotion of 
equal opportunities for women regulation L decision 
c 11/2.1.65 
- Meetings and seminars on occupational medicine 
and working conditions regulation L decision C 
5/2.1.90 
- Monitoring by Member States of the application of 
social legislation relating to road transport proposal 
C resolution P statement C 3/2.1 .168 
- Parental leave and leave for family reasons opinion 
P decisions C dec1s1on C 3/2.1. 79; opinion S 
decisions C decision C 5/2.1.83; 5/2.4.26; 
amendment of proposal C decisions C decision C 
11/2.1.62 
- Plenary meeting of the Joint Committee on the 
Social Problems of Agricultural Workers dec1s1on 
ECSC decision C 12/2.1.105 
Worl 
Working conditions (Continued) 
- Protection of the rights of temporary workers 
amendment of proposal C decisions L decision C 
4/2.1.59 
- Protection of workers from noise at work opinion P 
amendment of proposal C decision C 3/2.1.84 
- Reduction and reorganization of working time 
consideration L regulations L decision C 6/2.1 .42 
- Sexual discrimination at the workplace resolution P 
resolution P statement C 3/2.1. 75 
- Social legislation relating to road transport proposal 
C resolution P statement C 3/2.1.168; consideration 
L resolution P statement C 5/2.1.161 
World Bank 
- (See: IBRD) 84/2.0.17 
World Conference on Population 
- Second World Conference on Population decision L 
decision C 7/2.2.35 
World Food Council 
- Ministerial meeting of the World Food Council 
decision ECSC decision C 5/2.2.60; 6/2.2.39 
World hunger 
-:Allocations from the emergency reserve under the 
World Food Programme decisions C regulation L 
12/2.2.48 
- Community measures as part of a strategy aimed at 
self-sufficiency in food opinion P opimon P 4/2.2.35; 
regulation L opmion P 6/2.2.54; resolution P opinion 
p 10/2.4.7 
- Community plan of action in support of the 
developing countries' food strategies consideration 
L opinionS regulation L 6/2.2.49; 11/2.2.42 
- Emergency plan to combat famine in Africa opinion 
S regulation L 212.2.40; decisions C opinion S 
regulation L 3/2.2.42; 4/2.2.36; 6/2.2.55; 7/2.2.47; 
9/2.2.31; opimon S regulation L 10/2.2.41; 
decisions C opinionS regulation L 10/2.2.44; 
resolution L opinion S regulation L 11/1 .2.1 ; 
decisions C opinion S regulation L 11/2.2.43; 
opmion S regulation L 11/2.2.51; resolution P 
opmion S regulation L 11/2.4.15; opinion S 
regulation L 12/1.2.7; 12/2.2.42; 12/2.2.43; 
12/2.2.44; resolution P opinion S regulation L 
12/2.2.45 
- International Conference on aid for refugees in 
Africa decisions C decision C 7/2.2.36 
- Ministerial meeting of the World Food Council 
dec1s1on ECSC decision C 5/2.2.60; 6/2.2.39 
- Regional campaigns on specific themes to 
safeguard the agricultural potential of the 
developing countries consideration L opinion P 
6/2.2.50 
-Session of the FAO Council decision ECSC 
decision C 11/2.2.51 
- Special programme to combat hunger in the world 
progress report C amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 11/2.2.41 ; amendment of proposal C 
regulations L 12/2.2.46 
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Youth employment 
- Action against youth unemployment resolutions P 
draft resolution L statement C 12/2.1.83 
- ESF assistance for aid for recruitment and job 
creation decision C decisions C decision C 7/2.1.92 
- ESF assistance to promote youth employment 
decisions C decision C 7/2.1.91; 9/2.1.47; 
12/2.1.86 
- Joint programme for exchanges of young workers 
over the period 1982-83 report C opinion S 
regulations L 5/2.1 . 79 
- Joint programme for exchanges of young workers 
over the period 1984-88 proposal C opinion S 
regulations L 5/2.1. 78; opinion P opinion S 
regulations L 11/2.1.57; opinion S opinion S 
regulations L 11/2.1.58; decision L opinion S 
regulations L 12/2.1.93 
- Linked work and training for young people in the 
Community communication C opinion S statement 
c 4/2.1.64 
- Local employment initiatives opinion P proposal C 
statement C 3/2.1.62; opinion S proposal C 
statement C 5/2.1. 70; 5/2.4.27; resolution L 
proposal C statement C 6/2.1.45 
- Meeting in the context of the programme to facilitate 
the transition from school to working life regulation 
L decision C 2/2.1. 70; 10/2.1.58 
- Promotion of employment for young people -
special measures resolution L opinion A decision C 
1/2.1.40; resolution P opinion A decision C 9/2.1.44 
Yugoslavia 
- Arrangements with Yugoslavia concerning the 
international carriage of passengers by road 
(ASOR Agreement) 6/2.2.33 
- Common import arrangements for certain textile 
products originating in Yugoslavia regulation L 
regulation L decision C 1/2.2.13 
- Cooperation with Yugoslavia on road and rail transit 
through Yugoslavia decision L decision C 3/2.1.174 
- EIB loan to Yugoslavia under the Financial Protocol 
regulation L decision C 2/2.2.25; 2/2.4.36; 
10/2.4.55 
-Meeting of EEC-Yugoslavia Cooperation Council 
regulation L decision C 6/2.2.33 
- Renewal of EEC-Yugoslavia Financial Protocol 
draft resolution L decision C 6/2.2.33; 10/2.2.24; 
12/2.2.26 
- Strengthening of cooperation between the 
Community and Yugoslavia opinion S opinion A 
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